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IMAGE OF INTELLECTUALS
IN CHINESE STORIES OF THE 1980s
ANNA DOLEŽALOVÁ, Bratislava

A survey of novelettes, stories and oral literature tends to show that present-day Chinese literature
is getting rid of the deformed and simplifying image of the intelligentsia. Literary personages from the
ranks of intellectuals are processed in a more realistic, more complex manner in their reactions to the
harsh experience of the recent past and to the intricate social conditions of the present; psychologically,
they are individualized and differentiated not only from the aspect of the generation gap, but also as
regards their response to similar life and social situations. The present article focuses precisely on this
aspect of the works dealt with here, without any attempt at their analysis from the point of view of their
literary technique or intrinsic artistic value.

The new qualities in the development of Chinese literature of the recent period
- such as the process of style differentiation, creative approaches to and viewing
angles of portrayed reality, deepening of the psychological insight, a broader and
deeper apprehension of realism - have been fully reflected in works depicting the
fate and the inner world of contemporary Chinese intellectuals.
As a matter of fact, in a considerable measure, precisely works about intellectuals
had proved instrumental during the initial stage of the recent period of Chinese lit
erature, dating from the end of 1977, in promoting a new upswing in this domain.
The literary critic Lei Da [1] states, not without justification, that literature of the
recent period “has smashed its earliest breach by restoring the image of the intelli
gentsia”1 which had been mostly deformed and caricatured in the literature since
the second half of the 1950s. The restoration of the image of intellectuals, rehabili
tation of their standing and their tasks in society did not derive solely from subjective
ambitions of Chinese intelligentsia, but from the objective needs of society.2
This recent period of contemporary Chinese literature is also marked by the ap
pearance of a creative subject, i.e. the writer’s personality. Chinese writers, along
with the entire Chinese intelligentsia, had passed through a period without preced
ent when they had been, not only as individuals, but as a whole, as a social stratum,
a target of concentrated suspicion, persecution and public humiliation. They had

1 Wenxue pinglun [2], No. 1, 1987, p. 19.
2 The intelligentsia in contemporary China is taken to be not only a significant part of the working
class, but also “the most creative part of the working class”. See Wenhuibao [3], 23 August 1986.
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been forced by the “cultural revolution” - many already earlier by the fight against
“bourgeois rightists” - to fall down to the lowest rung of the social ladder and to
live over a long period working physically in rem ote, backward regions of the coun
try. This traum atic experience, however, led them to a new self-analysis, a novel
confrontation with their own people, to a knowledge and revaluation of its tradi
tional specificities and values. These deeper insights and deeper self-knowledge be
came positively reflected and exploited in the literary works of many authors. W hen
com pared to the image of an intellectual in literary works of previous periods of
contem porary Chinese literature, these stories portray him in a deeper and more
authentic contact with the life of his country. They indicate the new type of person
ality, m arked with appalling experiences, but also m ature and enriched, that today
forms an im portant part of the ranks of Chinese intelligentsia.
Perhaps the best known from among authors portraying the changing personality
of the persecuted intellectual is Zhang Xianliang [4].
Zhang Yonglin, a persecuted “rightist” intellectual from Zhang Xianliang’s
novelette Lühuashu [5] G reening by Trees, reflects, during the years he spent in
w retchedness among misery -trodden country folks, that “neither Chinese nor
E uropean literature on which I had been brought up, contains such characters of
physically working people: vulgar, rough, adhering to specific moral norms, in
reality, however, bright, wise, concealing within them the finest feelings. Since fate
has given me such an opportunity to uncover them , I shall rem em ber every one of
these diam onds.”3 The w riter does in no way justify the injustice and cruelty that
turned innocent persons into victims w ithout any rights. H owever, in contrast to
m any figures of persecuted intellectuals in the works of other writers, his Zhang
Yonglin, far from considering this harsh period in his life as a loss, comes out of it
h ardened and enriched with new self-confidence. This young intellectual from
a “bourgeois” family, during his banishm ent to the countryside, has just one book at
his rational of which he says that it was “his only link with the rational world, it alone
enabled me to enter that spiritual life so familiar to me, to raise myself above buns,
red beets, vegetable soup, watery porridge, to differentiate myself from famished
wild b e a sts.. .”4 That book was M arx’s Das Kapital. In the conclusion of his life in
banishm ent he says: “A lthough I had lived here such a miserable life, it was precisely
here that I began to know the beauty of life.”5
A rem arkable figure is also that of this nam esake - Zhang Yonglin, a protagonist
of another of Z hang X ianliang’s novelettes Nanrende yiban shi niiren [7] H alf of
M an Is W om an, driven into a similar situation. In his banishm ent, in an environ
m ent full of suspicion, he can live intellectually, and openly converse uniquely with
3 Zhongbian xiaoshuo xuankan [6], No. 4, 1984, p. 66.
4 Ibid., p. 19.
5 Ibid., p. 71.
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dead personalities and with a castrated horse. Y et, after years of deprivation, he
finds in himself enough strength humanly to rouse himself and internally to become
free. From the period of persecution he takes with him a new self-assurance and
a lasting, life-long recollection of a prim itive, but natural woman who made of him,
tem porarily im potent, “a virile m an” . In one of the key passages of the novelette,
the gelding explains to the im potent Zhang Yonglin that true, Yonglin had been
castrated mentally only, but their situation is just the same: they cannot express
themselves freely, they live under the whip and the dictate of others. "I even have
the suspicion that you intellectuals have all been castrated, or at least have degener
ated through excessive rhetoric. If there were among you ten per cent of real hemen, your country could not have reached such a state.”6
W riters revert to the tragic period of Chinese history also in works situated into
China after the year 1976. Fateful traces of the oppressive past rem ain present in
the image of intellectuals of the middle and earlier generation of the 1980s.
Some figures of intellectuals are not prevented by what they had gone through
from living a full and harm onic life in the new situation after rehabilitation. Thus,
Ling’er from Zhang Jie’s [8] novelette Z um ulü [9] Em erald achieves com plete hu
man catharsis, is capable of suppressing in herself personal love and hatred in order
to do something meaningful for this society.7 Two decades of persecution form an
irreversibly closed chapter in the life of the undefeatably vital, versatilely successful
Meng Deyi from the story by Lu W enfu [10] Men ling [11] D oor Bell who actively
profits by the opportunity offered by the economic reform , and plunges with zest
into the whirpool of enterprise.
However, in literature we encounter m ore frequently figures of intellectuals
m arked indelibly and for life by the traum as which they had experienced. In the
novelette by Lu Yanzhou [12] Tianyunshan chuanqi [13] Strange Tales of Cloudy
M ountains the wound in the fate of the narrator Song W en never heals, although
ultimately she stands up against her m ean husband, leaves him and finds a certain
life equilibrium. That wound had been caused by her political naivety and credulity
which induced her in her youth to abandon her sw eetheart unjustly condem ned,
believing that he was an enemy of the party. A nd although the historian Wu Zhunyi
in Feng Jicai’s [14] novelette A! [15] A Cry returns to his working post after his
rehabilitation and to his flat, he remains m arked for life by the horrible feeling that
during the “cultural revolution” he did not resist pressure and through his cowardice
he was responsible for his b ro th er’s death - even though his hum an failure may be
ascribed in a great m easure not to him, but rather to the inhum an atm osphere of
the times.

6 Z h a n g X i a n l i a n g : N am ende yiban slii niiren. Peking 1985, p. 123.
7 Zhongbian xiaoshuo xuankan, No. 5, 1984, p. 75.
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Those times have also left an ineffaceable mark on literary characters of presentday young intellectuals who, as “educated youth” , had been dealt many a fatal
wound. An entire galaxy of such characters have been described in works of the
“literature of scars” - Unforgettable traumas appear also in personages of a younger
generation, as e.g. in the female photographer in the novelette by Zhang Chengzhi
[16] Beifangde he [17] Rivers of the North who recalls with horror how, when twelve
years of age, she washed alone with her own hands the corpse of her father beaten
to death during the “cultural revolution”.
One to have fully focused on the problem of the unhealing wounds was Shen Rong
[18] in her novelette Meiguisede wancan [19] Rose Supper. She gives a family supper
in honour of her rehabilitated father, an old painter, formerly a social and cultured
aesthete and a boon companion and a gourmet whom twenty years of persecution
and humilitation had reduced to a broken introvert. In the middle of the meal he
leaves the room with a scowl on his face and a bent back, like “the snail withdrawing
into his shell, like the old wounded stag retiring into the forest thicket” .8 The story
is written from the viewpoint of his elder son Su Hong, a graduate of the Qinhua
University of Technology. Right from the first moment of the supper, he is a prey
to a feeling that all the members of his family hate and dispise him, for when the
father had been branded a “rightist”, he had disowned him and condemned his
“blameworthy family of bourgeois rightists” in order to be able to finish his studies,
work in his profession and be accepted into the party. Every trifle that happens
during the meal evokes in him memories of his happy childhood spent with his
parents, and of his own treachery, and although all, especially his mother, try to
convince him that they had forgiven him and bear him no ill will, Su Hong, a prey to
persecution mania and his bad conscience, sees in every expression a proof that they
hate him. Su Hong in fact came to hate himself for good and remains condemned
to his inner loneliness, to a life with a wife whom he despises, to a longing after
a beloved girl whom he had irretrievably lost during the harsh times.
In the novelette, Shen Rong depicts Su Hong’s moral tragedy and shows up his
father, completely altered by his experiences from persecution, who is indifferent
to everything, even to a new edition of an album of his pictures. He was fully rein
stated or rehabilitated, could return to Peking where he was allotted a modern flat,
he and his children are assured of an existence. None the less, prematurely aged,
he passively remains withdrawn in his shell, avoiding every new problem in life, nor
making reference to any.
However many a story situated in the same period as the Rose Supper betrays
that the problems facing persecuted intellectuals were not all resolved by rehabilita
tion, that they frequently continued to affect the atmosphere and the conditions in
which former victims work and live.
8 Shen Rong xiashuo xuan [20], Peking 1981, p. 414.
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Gao Xiaosheng [21] in his novelette Hutu [22] Foolishness whose plot is set in the
early 1980s, describes the difficulties encountered by a rehabilitated “rightist” , the
writer Huyan Bing.9 For over twenty years he “re-educated himself through physi
cal w ork” at a village where he also m arried a local girl. But despite his rehabili
tation, his form er em ployer in the provincial capital refused to take him back to
work. He found another job, but could not get a flat, and his family of eight were
forced to rough it in an office-room m easuring 14 sq m. Hints were given him that
he should vacate the room till at last he obeyed and moved to a little town close to
his village of “re-education” . Soon, however, news filtered in about his “suspicious”
past and he had to swallow many a bitter pill induced by his environm ent. W hen
his wife tried to defend him - and herself - they took it as proof that “a rightist’s
wife is not good” , calumny spread, and gossip that “an honest village girl would
never marry a rightist” and that “after all, she is egged on by a rightist” .10 However,
Huyan Bing’s vexations came principally from the fact that he had published a
novelette in which functionaries from his form er village recognized themselves. He
learns that some of the “cadres” threaten him that “he would suffer tw ofold” in fu
ture unless he ceased writing such works, spread criticisms about him that “he is
not yet satisfied with reality, with the communist party, with socialism” , and some
of them go so far as to proclaim that had they known “in those years” that he would
start “biting into people” , he would not have come out alive.11 It was only when
some one of im portance praised the novelette that the “cadres” im mediately come
round and alter their behaviour towards him. They induce him to sit at one table
during a banquet with his form er enemy, secretary to the work-group organization
supervising his “re-education” . The secretary is now the chief local assistant to the
film staff preparing to turn a film according to H uyan Bing’s novelette. By taking
part at the banquet H uyan Bing in fact publicly acknowledges that only the “gang
of four” is responsible for everything that had happened, m akes it plain that he takes
all blame off the secretary, that he considers him “a com panion at arm s” ,12 although
it all runs counter to his feelings and “he distrusts the secretary, just as the secretary
had distrusted him formerly, which is evidently an effect created by history” .13
Huyan Bing by his writings provoked ill-will solely among the cadres, while
among the simple folks he enjoyed a high m oral credit. But the cadres threw doubt
on that credit precisely by the banquet which went to show that they had taken him
in their favour: seemingly, they acceeded to H uyan Bing’s condition that the ban
quet must be a m odest one, but after his departure they caroused at the expense of
9 This novelette is dealt with by P. N. Kuiper in: Cologne-Workshop on Contemporary Chinese Lit
erature, Köln 1986, pp. 375-390.
10 Gao Xiaosheng 1983 nian xiaoshuo ji [23], Peking 1984, p. 38.
11 Ibid., p. 53.
12 Ibid., p. 53.
13 Ibid., p. 55.
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the poor village. The inhabitants did not know that the writer had no part in this
extravagance and were convinced that he too had become dem oralized. Huyang
Bing is worried by this, but he is especially buoyed up: the villagers’ sense of honesty
reaffirms in him his confidence in the people and their future, but also his determ i
nation never to come to term s with such ugliness either within, or about himself.
T hat difficult stage in Huy an Bing’s life thus came to a positive close, although
its tenor did not exclude new difficulties and tense situations that might crop up in
the future. Gao X iaosheng’s novelette is one of num erous literary works pointing
to problem s encountered by rehabilitated intellectuals who actively intervene in the
healing process of social life. A persistence of tension betw een form er persecutors
and the persecuted their victims, forced to go on living and working together, has
been the topic of several stories. The frequency of such issues in Chinese literature
is gradually declining, the very lapse of time reduces their relevance and they are
being overlapped with a new stage in Chinese society, providing literature with new
topics, stimuli, but also question marks.
One of them , viz. the problem of the oppressive life conditions of the intelligent
sia in its most productive age has been dealt with in the by now quasi classical work
about contem porary Chinese intellectuals, in the novelette by Shen Rong Ren dao
zhongnian [24] A t M iddle Age. On the example of an optic lady surgeon the author
points out the terrible wage and dwelling situation of the intellectuals and the stress
from their attem pts at coping with their arduous professional work and their house
hold chores, which underm ine the heroine’s health. This novelette had such a re
sounding response, drew attention in such an insistent m anner to this acute social
problem that it was used many a time as an argum ent for the need to deal with it.
The m aterial conditions of life of a considerable section of Chinese intellectuals
are far from being ideal even today, e.g. many feel to be inadequately rem unerated,
but their situation has im proved in many respects. In a sociological poll carried out
seven years after the appearance of the novelette A t M iddle Age among intellec
tuals of the A nhui Province, the m ajority of the respondents put in the first place
among their requests, social recognition of the role and the usefulness of intelligent
sia. The results of this questioning revealed that the request for life conditions pre
cedes that for im proved work conditions.14 True, Chinese literature of recent years
has not ceased to rem ind also of the intellectuals’ m aterial difficulties, principally
of the straitened housing conditions, yet it focuses much m ore on the restraining
mom ents in the sphere of social superstructure that prevent intellectuals from living
a harm onious life, from fully asserting themselves professionally, or even from sat
isfactorily carrying out their work.
F urther weighty problem s deriving from rem nants of the unhealthy socio-political

14 Anhui ribao [25], 25 May 1987.
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atm osphere have been very concretely brought to light in another of Shen R ong's
novelettes, Z henzhen jiajia [26] T ruth and Falsehood.b The novelette brings up
a serious political and moral issue. The characters are scientific workers and m em 
bers of the adm inistrative staff of the Institute of Foreign Literatures of the A cad
emy of Social Sciences in the capital of one of the provinces, and their im mediate
superiors. The most productive and successful scientific w orker at the Institute is
a man in his fifties - Xu Minghui. A nd it was precisely he who published an article
on W estern literature which provoked the provincial m inister’s displeasure. The In
stitute is ordered to convoke a three-days’ m eeting at which the staff and the author
are to express their attitude to the critique reproaching the article with kowtowing
to the west. All those present know that the critique is unqualified, incom petent,
vulgarizing, but at the m eeting they say som ething else, speak falsely. From a sense
of inured caginess, they all side in their com m ents, which the w riter quotes exactly,
with the criticism. The author of the article also succumbs to the prevailing atm os
phere and declares that he has realized that his article, although he had w ritten in
good faith, is wrong. H e explains it in the sense that when, after an interval of twenty
years, he had been allowed to pursue his work, he becam e fully engrossed in it and
“paid very little attention to his world outlook” . “Those of us who investigate for
eign literatu re,” he says, “constantly come into contact with foreign things and ‘red
will stain man red, and ink black’; if a man neglects to reform his world outlook,
he will easily get under the foreign influence.”16 But in the conclusion of his address
he asks: “I do not know how I am to write articles about foreign literature in future.
It certainly won’t do as in the past to bespatter everything and abuse everybody with
disgusting insults. N or can it be done the way I ’ve done it now - with relative objec
tiveness. So, how am I further to investigate and to w rite?”17 A lone the old com m u
nist Wu Tianxiang dares to speak the full truth publicly: he declares the article to
be correct, sets himself up against the simplifying, rough criticism w ithout an analy
sis based on facts, and brands the m ajority of the discussions and com m ents, includ
ing the au th o r’s self-criticism, as false. A t the same time he stresses that the present
times do not dem and any m ore such falsehood and that the tense atm osphere of
that m eeting is not conducive to any progress in research.18 L ater on, however Xu
Minghui privately approves Wu Tianxiang’s view that truth must out regardless of
any eventual consequences. “Telling the truth is also a m atter of tim e, place and
circumstances. W hether to tell it at a meeting in the presence of many, or personally

15 This novelette is dealt with by Tienchi Martin-Liao in: Cologne-Workshop on Contemporary Chinese Literature, Köln 1986, pp. 203-212.
16 Shen Rong zhongbian xiaoshuo ji [27], Changsha 1983, p. 165.
17 Ibid., p. 166.
18 Ibid., pp. 198-201.
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after a meeting, whether to tell it at once or later, all that has to be considered from
the aspect of its effect,”19 Xu goes on to explain and Wu remains speechless!
Shen Rong shows the traces of the disastrous experience from the recent past per
sisting in the thinking and acting of Chinese intellectuals. It sufficed to put a little
pressure from “up” and all the characters in the novelette, with the exception of
a single one, became submissive and had recourse to the “time-honoured” welltried, consciously falsified statements. Their behaviour does not provoke aversion
or repugnance towards these people affected by the past, but rather sympathy, com
passion. After all, who can condemn fifty-odd year-old Xu Minghui for his evasive
stratagems with the sole aim, not to jeopardize for himself, after a break of many
years, the possibility of working again in his discipline? By this novelette, published
in 1983, the authoress readily reacted also to certain attempts at overreaching that
occurred here and there during the struggle against “spiritual pollution”.
Attention to the baneful consequences when a writer gives way under pressure
and subordinates his work to simplifying ideational prescriptions, is drawn by Lu
Wenfu with his own proper irony in the novelette Linjiede chuan [28] Window Over
looking the Street, set in the year 1982. He shows an old good-natured playwright
who has written for his theatre ensemble the libretto for an opera on the fate of
a contemporary young beauty, as a purely human, non-heroizing story. The cultural
cadres express quite a number of objections against the topic - the play is rather
tributary to models of old Chinese theatre, is influenced by the “literature of scars” ,
its tragicalness does not correspond to the spirit of the times, the heroine sets love
above everything else, and so on. They are cautious, culture is to them just “a strug
gle of two lines” in the ideological sphere, a question of who will win. After all,
from the campaign against counter-revolutionaries, against rightists, up to the cul
tural revolution, everything had its start in culture. Of late, the situation is becoming
more acute - just as the undoing of the beauty in there, in some such manner man
might destroy himself! “To act a piece is not like building a house, if the latter is
badly built, none need learn about it, but when a play is badly acted, that comes in
for public criticism.”20 A contest among local theatres is in the offing, and in order
that their group would stand its ground, they badly need a new play. They suggest
a number of topics of present-day interest which, in their view, correspond to the
needs of the times. The playwright acquiesces to their wishes and writes a banal
episode with a happy end, which comprises both enrichment of farmers and also
struggle against economic criminality. The performance fails to interest the audi
ence, but as the only drama with a contemporary topic, it is awarded a prize at the
contest. In parallel with the protagonist’s episode, there also enfolds that of his
neighbour, a young singer who lets herself be persuaded to take up the direction of
19 Ibid., p. 204.
20 L u W e n - f u : Xiaoxiang renwu zhi [29], Vol. 2, Peking 1986, p. 79.
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the theatre group. As both became “successful intellectuals” , they are provided with
better flats. However - while singing and laughter used to well out from the singer’s
earlier window, nothing is heard any more from her new one, and all that can be
seen behind the playwright’s window is the way he’ walks with bent back from one
corner of his room to another “like a big kangaroo locked up in a cage” .21 The novel
ette reflects the intellectuals’ new position, “spoken of everyday over the radio” ,22
which “is now very popular”23 - nevertheless, they occasionally pay dearly for it and
uselessly through a whittling of their talent and a loss of a feeling of satisfaction
from their work.
The process of an all-round m odernization of China has ushered in with a new
urgency an onerous problem which absorbs m ore and more the interest of contem 
porary writers: viz. the negative impact of rem nants of feudal morality which exert
in today’s social life not simply a retarding, but occasionally a downright killing ef
fect.
In 1985 when Lu W enfu had written his novelette Jing [30] The Well, the term
“middle age intellectual” was currently used as a positive designation of a stratum
deserving special attention and support. However, while the physician from the
novelette by Shen Rong A t Middle Age ultim ately succeeded in surviving, physi
cally, the adverse objective conditions of her life, the social atm osphere and preju
dices finished by killing the heroine from the novelette The Well.
Xu Lisha, a pretty, talented, honest and hard-working but unpractical pharm acol
ogist lives with an unattractive, calculating, rough husband and a dom ineering
mother-in-law, in a little street where the principal arbiters of morals are conserva
tive crones who poke their noses into everything and judge everything according to
outdated moral notions. She m arried this man when as a political outcast she sear
ched, in her loneliness, for a hum an hinterland in a world that did not intend to
coddle her. Xu Lisha bore the brand of a capitalist’s niece and an em igré’s daughter
- although she had never known her grandfather and father at all. This made her a
powerless victim not only of hum iliation in the family, but also in her em ploym ent
where she could not utilize her qualifications and where she felt harshly the conse
quences of every political campaign. In her position, although childless, she could
not hope that her eventual application for divorce would be acceeded to, especially
as her husband was not interested in it at all. W hen the political conditions had be
come norm alized, she was given due recognition at her workplace for the discovery
of a new drug, but her unendurable family situation rem ained unaltered. N or did
her neighbours forgive her for being more successful than most men, som ething un
becoming of a decent woman.
21 Ib id ., p. 81.
22 Ib id ., pp. 72-73.
23 Ib id ., p. 80.
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And precisely when she felt socially equal and acknowledged, a blow struck from
an unexpected side. She got on well with her assistant Tong Shaoshan, likewise liv
ing in an unsuccessful marriage. He paid his attentions to her and suggested that
they should both divorce and then get married. She refused, and although there
never was any intimate relation between them, their colleagues and neighbours gos
siped about them. That was enought for Tong’s wife to come and make a scene at
the laboratory, although she herself wanted to divorce her husband. The successful
pharmacologist immediately became an outcast, a pariah, shunned by everyone
without caring for the truth. Again, just as during the politically adverse years, she
has come to be a victim of something for which she was not to blame. But now, in
this new situation she decided to put up an active resistance. She invites Tong to a
meeting, explains to him that she cannot go on living like this any longer and pro
poses that they would get divorced and leave for some other town together to start
a new life. Tong shocks her by his answer: “No, no, Comrade Xu Lisha, you just
can’t think of such a thing, it’s not realistic, we would thereby give credence to the
gossip that we had intimate relations together and that would spoil our reputation.
I, I want to be an honest man, I want to achieve membership in the party, I haven’t
as yet attained such a position as you have. Please, please, I beg your pardon, I have
come now to excuse myself by you. At one time I was taken up with an evil idea,
I stirred up trouble and caused you harm. I assure you that in future I shall not com
mit such a fault. Excuse me, we can’t stay here any longer, somebody might easily
find us here, g .. good-bye?”24 Exhausted by the old and the new wrongs, she could
not bear this deception, the feeling of shame, the idea that Tong will certainly not
keep this conversation to himself in order to boast of his masculine success and to
vindicate himself - she put an end to her life by jumping into a well in front of her
house. The last words she heard before her death were those of her gossipy neigh
bour: “I’ve been telling you a long time now, a woman shouldn’t think too much,
shouldn’t let all sorts of things run through her mind, she only should take care not
get people to talk about her.”25 The novelette ends on a note of warning with the
author’s question: “Who is to be the next unfortunate?”26
The dictate of traditional social morale, codified by centuries and being overcome
only gradually and with difficulty, with which contemporary Chinese propaganda
and education wages a systematic struggle, is evidently more deep-rooted in the
countryside than in towns, and more widespread among uneducated strata than
among the intellectuals. But literature also shows that this deformation of social
consciousness weighs more heavily precisely on the intellectuals whose life had been
complicated by the preceding period, which often prevents them even today normal24 Zhongbian xiaoshuo xuankan, No. 5, 1985, p. 25.
25 Ibid., p. 26.
26 Ibid.
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ly to live and even to work. They are fully aware of this barrier, but are often power
less against it.
In contrast to the majority of writers showing the consequences of such outdated
residues of social morale, Chen Jiangong [31] chose an original angle of vision di
rected to their concrete roots in his novelette Zhao le [32] Looking for Fun, written
with a certain dose of black humour.
Only a single intellectual, He Xin, a graduate of a university of technology, a com
puter expert commanding three foreign languages, appears among the charaters in
the novelette and this in its last third only. But precisely his case constitutes the
novelette’s point and shatters the confidence of the principal characters in the story
- pensioners, life-long devotees of old Peking operas - in the “traditional” truths on
which they had hitherto never doubted. He Xin as a “rightist” , socially degraded,
transferred from the university to a factory as a technician, married a primitive
woman living in an old Peking lane inhabited by proletarians. The old men, formerly
down-and-out wretches, today can pursue their hobby in their evening leisure - to
sing for joy to themselves and to neighbours, arias from Peking operas. Among their
favourites belong those condemning intellectuals who, having attained wealth and
fame, abandoned their wives, faithful companions of their former difficult times.
One evening He Xin comes to the club and they, full of indignation, sing to him
precisely this aria. For no one in the neighbourhood has the least doubt that he is
the embodiment of the ungrateful Chen Shimei [33], who abandons the virtuous
Q in Xianglian [34]. Although they have no liking for He Xin’s wife, they condemn
him as a man violating the ancient commandment of a moral man, which says that
“it is not allowed to forget a friend from times of want and to repudiate a wife who
had shared your misery” .27 Two of these opera fans learn from He Xin to their great
surprise that the truth is quite different. His silly, quarrelsome wife had found
a letter from his educated long-ago sweetheart, to which he did not reply at all, and
is spreading gossip about him that now that he has returned to the university, has
published a book and earns well, he wishes to leave her and their daughter for an
other woman. Through her incessant noisy, hysterical accusations she prevents him
from working at home and out of jealousy does not permit him to leave the house
in the evening - she has let him go to the club where he is under the control of neigh
bours singing operas. With the unerring instinct of folk wisdom these uneducated
old men immediately realize that He Xin must in no way squander his education
and craftily design a stratagem against his wife: every evening he will leave his house
and will return with them, but instead of the club, he will visit the library. Later,
one of the old men finds him in the street at a time when he should have been at
the library. To his question why He Xin is not working at the library, the latter re
plies: “At the beginning I used to go there, but then I lost interest. You must under27 Chen Jiangong xiaoshuo xuan [35], Peking 1985, p. 130.
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stand - I was relieved of my post as head of the research group. They told me that
my moral qualities are rather doubtful. So w hat’s the use of striving. . And why
hadn’t he defended himself, why hadn’t he told them that is but his wife’s fabrica
tion? “I ’ve told them . B u t .. . I ’ll tell you som ething, as things g o . .. people will not
believe what you tell them , or they will not fully understand what you tell them .
But they easily understand that I am Chen Shimei and she is Qin Xianglian. A fter
all, that opera is being sung for over a hundred years now!”28
Chen Jiangong is a w riter of the generation of “educated youth” which had cre
ated the literary m ovem ent of the “searching of roots” . As a m atter of fact, his work
is not assigned to this rather interesting literary m ovem ent, although it does have
points of contact with it, especially in that it also reflects on hom e traditions. H ow 
ever, it essentially differs from it in focusing not on their positive, but on their nega
tive parts and being situated not in the country, but in the town. In contrast to many
others, mainly earlier authors m oulding the phenom enal aspect of similar problem s
probed into also by contem porary intellectuals, Cheng Jiángong unearths the roots
of one of the m oral norm s, deeply anchored in social consciousness, and throws
doubt on one of the “truths” handed down to this and still active in the subcon
sciousness of at least a part of the Chinese society. A W estern reader of this, as also
of Lu W enfu’s The Well, may be surprised that m ere rum ours, even though un
founded, concerning a disorderly private life may become a real obstacle in profes
sional work, and a barrier to prom otion of qualified intellectuals - at the same time,
even the worst husband-wife relation will pass m uster, unless there is danger of a dis
ruption of m arriage, or of extra-m arital relations. Chinese literature gives no deeper
insight into these m oral norm s and does not explain this close linkage betw een the
private and professional life - for the hom e reader this is an evident fact regardless
of w hether he agrees with it or not. A nd thus the historical and the contem porary
m otivation of the obstacle against which Chen Jiangong’s scholar H e Xin feels po
werless and which discouraged him, at least for a tim e, from utilizing fully his knowl
edge and ability in favour of the society, may at first sight appear absurd, but is in
fact real.
Naturally, as regards the topic concerning intellectuals, contem porary Chinese
literature is not confined solely to explicitly critical works in which the unfavourable
circumstances in the protagonists’ fate always win. It also reaches out to psycholog
ical problem s and feelings of outwardly successful intellectuals, deriving from the
complexity in the developm ent of Chinese society and hum an weaknesses and vacil
lations.
One of the most significant works of recent years on Chinese intellectuals is un
doubtedly the novelette M ingyi Liang Y ouzhi chuanqi [36] Strange Tale about the
Fam ous Physician Liang Youzhi by W ang Meng [37]. This novelette records the life
28 Ibid.,
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pp. 146-147.

peripeteia, typical in many respects for a Chinese intellectual of his generation. It
shows sectors from Liang Youzhi’s life (his nam e m eans Liang Having A spirations)
over a period of forty years, beginning in 1946 when he was a 19-year old student,
but focuses mainly on the period of the 1980s.
A n active revolutionary already as a student, and since 1948 a m em ber of the
party, Liang Youzhi worked eagerly in political organizations. Full of zeal, the
young man had many ideals and interests: “H e w anted to be a real bolshevik com 
munist, a party activist of the Dim itrov type, a syndical activist of the Liu Shaoqi
type, he wanted to be a Marxist theorist, a w riter, a poet, a painter, a linguist,
a violinist. .. but he did not become anything of th a t.”29 He was dissuaded gradually
from everything: “W hat’s the use of your studying foreign languages? The centre
of world revolution is now China. People all over the world dream ing of revolution
are now learning Chinese, so why you begin now to learn foreign languages?”30 they
asked him. In 1955 he was criticized for reading too much, and even works by Hu
Feng’s adherents. He began to be interested in Chinese medicine and even the fame
spread that he could heal. W hen in 1965 he was sent to a village to carry out “four
clean-ups” , he distinguished himself there by his healing abilities. He stayed there
for twenty years. In 1979 he becam e deputy chairm an of the district syndicate which
had a redundancy of professional functionaries, for “there are too many old cadres
for whom a position has to be arranged” .31 W hen in 1981 they were looking for
a suitable candidate for the post of director of a small but renow ned institute of
Chinese m edicine, their choice fell on Liang Youzhi who in this function had soon
become famous. He made speeches, received foreign delegations, travelled abroad,
people kowtowed to him till he finally came to believe that he was truly an em inent
physician. Y et, occasionally he somehow had to convince himself that he had really
deserved this position and these honours. H e lived a luxurious, hectic life without
leisure, fully taken up with m anagem ent and with representative duties. W hen re
proaching his subordinates with some irregularity, or speaking to cadres of the prov
ince, he speaks “of bad working discipline, of neglect of political education, of judg
ing everything solely in term s of money, of im morality, of succumbing to western
capitalist influences, of absence of ideals, lack of discipline” ,32 and his superiors’
view of him begins to diverge. According to some he is an outstanding cadre, in the
opinion of others “he is a philistine, keeping on good term s with everyone, is pas
sive, backward, debases the authority of the leadership” .33 That is when he first feels
reservations forming in him against the new times. H e sends in his demission in writ-

24 X iashuo xuankan [37], N o. 4, 1986, p. 12.
30 Ibid., p. 7.
31 Ibid., p. 11.
32 Ibid., p. 19.
33 Ibid.
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ing explaining that the function of director rightly belongs to a younger man and
that he intends to see to his professional education. When praise is lavished on him
from higher up, he withdraws his resignation and becomes, in addition, the deputy
chairman of the province CPPCC.
Liang Youzhi is thus a successful intellectual of the earlier generation and al
though it is not easy for him to adapt himself to the hew, modern times with all
their positive and negative features, to recognize that the young will not be ready
to obey in everything their seniors, yet he agrees with his twin brother that “this is
the best period of development since the foundation of the PRC” .34
Liang Youzhi is essentially a positive type of a Chinese intellectual of the older
generation. He has his human weaknesses, nevertheless, although it is not always
simple and easy, he strives to steer an honest course at a period whose complexities
and contradictions are dealt with openly by the author. The latter endeavours to
unravel truth among the diverse attitudes of people in the differentiated society of
the 1980s. On the one hand, his twin brother’s aged neighbour has sharp reserva
tions against the cadre policy: “Now they talk in words of four transformations, but
in reality they take into account three only - rejuvenation, education and speciali
zation, while one of them is greatly underestimated, viz. revolutionization - now
many good revolutionary and national traditions are being cast away.”35 On the
other hand, Liang Youzhi hears how his son with some friends is making a joke of
“words that used to be sacred in the fifties, such as activity, progress, confidence,
revolution, and even love” .36 When he reproaches this to his son, the latter starts
talking about a generation gap, how the old are limited by the circumstances in
which they lived, how the young have “new conditions and a new revolution and if
we make an even greater step forward, the generation gap between us and you will
grow even deeper”.37 And while his young daughter, a secondary school student
reproaches him of “being too philistine and snobbish”,38 a young, pushing, selfassertive careerist blurts out to his face: “Modesty and submissiveness might have
been virtues in the fifties, but are a shame in the eighties! Modesty is always linked
with hopelessness. Kindness and magnanimity are but covering terms for incompe
tence.”39
True, Liang Youzhi critically judges the young generation that “they think they
must live happily, but do not know whence happiness comes, they are simply con-

34 Ib id ., p. 24.
35 Ibid., p. 16.
36 Ib id ., p. 22.
37 Ibid.
38 Ib id ., p. 16.
39 Ib id ., p. 21.
40 Ib id ., p. 22.
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vinced that they must excel and overestim ate their abilities” and “if China perishes,
then it will perish at the hands of the golden youth, torn off reality, who had never
suffered”40 - but ultimately he finds his way to the young generation and “encour
ages the young not to rest on what has been attained, but to strive further and to
achieve new successes” .41
Wang Meng has created the portrait of a successful intellectual, the fifty-odd year
old Song Chaoyi, likewise making references to difficulties in inter-generation
understanding, also in his novelette Gaoyuande feng [38] The W ind on the Plateau
whose plot takes place in 1984.
A fter long years of hardships and privations, Song Chaoyi, headm aster of a sec
ondary school and an outstanding teacher, finds the fulfilment of all that a m odern
Chinese intellectual could wish for: he is famous, successful, praised and respected,
he publishes papers, and although as headm aster of a school he earns less than
a workm an, thanks to financial aid from his sister, m arried to an A m erican, he m an
ages to come by goods in short supply and luxuries. He even gets what, in the
au th o r’s words makes an urban Chinese of the 1980s “especially happy”42 - a new
flat. A nd although he lives solely with his wife and his unm arried son, he gets at once
two m odern fully-equipped flats next to each other, a three- and a one-room ed flat.
Yet now, when he has nothing to complain of, when everything goes well, he is not
able sincerely to rejoice and with his wife recalls with nostalgia the poor little room
in which they had lived after his rehabilitation, full of a joyful excitem ent from the
new times. From his wife’s words he realizes how much he has lost from the values
he had had in his time of penury and want: youth, hope for the future, friends’ looks
full of sympathy. Joyful radiance has gone out from his eyes, leisure for his family
from his life.
Song Chaoyi endeavours to put in words why he is unable to enjoy his present
life, and comes to the conclusion that “once our life ceases to be suffering, we suffer
for our own sake” .43 His feelings imply that a sensitive intellectual of this generation
that had been so severely tried, finds in a materially assured and socially stabilized
situation a certain void, an emptiness such as may be felt by an older man who has
attained all that he could and all that he strove for. In addition, he is oppressed by
a feeling that the attitudes and m oral ideals with which he had lived all his life are
somehow disappearing from social life and are foreign to the young of the eighties.
In Song Chaoyi, luxury did not blunt his social feeling. H e is aware that not all
the Chinese intellectuals live as com fortably as he does. W hen he finds out in what
dire circumstances lives an outstanding teacher from his school - Li, single, thirty
years of age, staying with her parents and a brother and with no hope of getting
41 Ibid., p. 23.
42 Xiaoshuo xuankan, No. 5, 1985, p. 20.
43 Ibid., p. 27.
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a dwelling, he offers her to move into his one-room flat. However, his son, an ad
herent of the young generation of intellectuals, is of a different mind. He does not
agree with that gesture of good will and reproaches his parents that evidently they
need trouble and worry to live with and declares that the governm ent preaching
such respect for teachers, should take care of Li.
Song Chaoyi entertains serious reservations towards his 26-year old only son. He
finds it rather disturbing that his son considers the family’s high standard of life to
be a m atter-of-course, that he cynically comments his director and also novels highly
praised by the critique, does not share many of his views and his behaviour. “He
has great aspirations but little ability, knows nothing about hardships of hum an life
and if he does not belong to the lost generation, then at least to the group of the
confused. They have nothing from our sincere devotedness of those times, Song
Chaoyi muses with apprehension for the future of his country.”44 His son dem ands
costly items, such as a videorecorder, a motorcycle, air-conditioning installation,
and when his father m entions their price, he just laughs at him, telling him he has
the m entality of a small-scale producer sitting on his m oney and loath to put it into
circulation. Song Chaoyi feels like giving him a slap, but “he knows that the power
of a slap will not overcom e 'new ideological trends’.”45
The Songs invite the teacher Li to dinner during the course of which the differen
tiated attitudes of young intellectuals becom e manifest. Song tells Li: “A search for
ideals and spiritual values is of great im portance to our generation, revolutionary
slogans fill us with fiery enthusiasm . It can’t be helped, th at’s the way our generation
has grown u p ” , which provokes this sarcastic rem ark in his son: “My father is greatly
concerned with reform ing his world outlook, I hate all slogans, I don’t believe in
any one of them . W hat I want is a motorcycle, air-conditioning, v id eo . .. and when
I get the motorcycle, I will want to have a car.” H owever, Li replied readily to this:
“But after all, those are your slogans! M otorcycle, car, air-conditioning, v id e o ...
Y ou don’t have all that as yet, hence, they are slogans and not reality. A nd you say
you hate all slogans.”46
In the end the son parts with his steady girl friend, quite a good m atch, falls in
love with Li and wishes to m arry her, because he feels that “she can change his life” .
But old, subconscious prejudices awaken in Song Chaoyi: it’s not proper to part
with a girl, and for the sake of an older one at that, and goes so far even as to suspect
his favourite teacher Li of 'cupboard love’ - for the sake of the flat. His son informs
him that he and Li have applied to go and teach in a far-off, backward village in
Qinghai, although he had earlier dream t of a trip to Am erica, not a hopeless ven
ture, seeing that his aunt lived there. Now, full of zest, he says that h e’d like to go to
44 Ibid., p. 24.
45 Ibid., p. 25.
46 Ibid., p. 29.
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Am erica, but some time later. Song Chaoyi has the feeling as if an earthquake had
shaken his hardly-won flat. But then he realizes that the young are in fact just as
he had been in his youth and is happy that “he is still capable of feeling in his heart
the violent gust of wind on the plateau which is calling his son and his future daugh
ter-in-law” .47 C onsequently, Song Chaoyi achieves reconciliation with himself and
the young intellectuals.
It thus appears that works by authors “of the generation of the fifties” , in contrast
to those by writers “of the generation of educated youth” do not dissimulate com
plex issues, but ultimately lead to happy conclusions and to an inter-generation re
conciliation. This is occasionally due to the m ature views and tolerance on the part
of the “generation of fathers” , at other times we find a positive core concealed be
neath a cynical and consum e-oriented surface in the young. It is in this light that
also the forty-year old woman producer viewed the generation gap among Chinese
intellectuals in 1981 in the novelette Fangzhou [39] The A rk by Zhang Yie, when
she says: “Their (i.e. her own) generation m aturing in the 50s and 60s, is not opti
mistically blinded as some people from the preceding generation, nor so pessimisti
cally blinded as some from the younger generation. It has the most confidence,
m oderation, can face reality, has an objective relation to w ork.”48
A little younger man, a writer of the “educated youth” generation Zhang Chengzhi form ulates the attitude of her generation in the m otto of the novelette Rivers
of the N orth, referred to above: “I feel confident that everything will once be sum
med up for us by a just and deep knowledge: only then shall we see the meaning
of struggles, ponderings, brands and choices, proper solely to our generation. But
then we shall also feel regret at our past im m aturity, faults and limitations, and we
shall feel even more bitterly that we cannot start all over again. Therein resides the
essence of the deep pessimism. Nevertheless, in view of the extent of our territory
and the long history of our country, the future will ultim ately be bright. For this
m other’s body will contain a certain blood line, a certain clim ate, a certain creative
force which will ensure that lively, healthy babies will come into the world and the
sobs of the sick and the weak will die down in their joyous cries. From this point
of view, on the other hand, everything is optim istic.”49
The protagonists of this novelette are mem bers of the generation of a thirty year
old graduate just out of university, who is going back during the vacation towards
the rivers of the north where he, as one of the “educated youth” had spent six years.
He desperately longs to get to a postgraduate study of geography for which he has,
also in the view of his professors, all the required prerequisites. They help him to
overcome the bureaucratic obstacles and to attain his goal. But he also aids himself
47 I b id ., p. 31.

48 Shouhuo [39], No. 2, p. 43.
49 Zhongbian xiaoshuo xuankan, No. 6, 1984, p. 3.
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with impudence and an immense vitality which he occasionally fails to tame. He is
incapable of pleading or of winning sympathy. He admits to himself: “You have
not the manners of a great river, you are but a spoiled boy, spoiled by those rivers.
In your youth you were spoiled by the northern river.”50 When finally he succeeds
in being admitted to the examination for postgradual study, he is full of self-assur
ance - he knows his goal and is convinced he will attain it. We see a different type of
reaction to success in the case of his girl friend, a young photographer, who finally
has a photograph published, but thanks solely to connections; she feels a surge of
exhaustion and emptiness at not having been able to achieve her purpose through
her own efforts and the quality of her work, but through connections. A further
friend of theirs understands the world of the elders and the influential as unfriendly.
“Everywhere they oppress us, the young. But we won’t give up so easily. We, too,
have teeth capable of biting.”51 The values which these young intellectuals admit,
are symbolized by a poplar grove planted by a sage before his death, and by a cera
mic pot four thousand years old, whose shards they find in the north and stick them
in place, although one part is irrevocably lost. One of the friends remarks that there
by the jug recalls the life of their generation which is so broken up as that of no
other generation. In the end he accepts the photographer’s view that the jug symbol
izes not solely their life, but life in general, for “this ancient jug is the symbol of
ancient life. Perhaps there is nothing strange about our generation”.52
The young intellectuals in this novelette certainly have certain external traits that
are not sympathetic to the “generation of their farthers” , but in reality they long to
live a full life, not to squander it, and to work strenuously. They are modern intel
lectuals, deep-thinking, not superficial, searching their roots and fighting for their
place in life and in the society. By their destiny and the obstacles they have to over
come, they are the product of their country and their times, but simultaneously they
also exceed all that and personify the problems and the searchings of intellectuals
of their generation in our present-day world.
A different type of a young Chinese female intellectual was created by a further
woman writer of the generation of “educated youth” , Liu Suola [40] in her novelette
Lari tian lü hai [41] Blue Sky, Green Sea. This is a thrilling narration by a singer of
modern music, a girl from an urban family of intellectuals. Her narration in which
an important role is played by memories of her dead girl friend, deals with her life
emotions and attitudes. She does not have to cope with material or existential wor
ries, nor fate-induced traumas from the past. Her problems are purely psychological
in nature and, even more than the characters in the novelette by Zhang Chengzhi,
they exceed the framework of Chinese reality.
50 Ibid., p. 35.
51 Ibid., p. 26.
52 Ibid.
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The singer is overpowered by a feeling of disharm ony and impossibility of com 
municating with the world that surrounds her. She suffers from loneliness, from
a lack of mutual inter-generation understanding and among people generally. She
cannot harmonize with the society in which she sees conform ity, hypocrisy and p re
judices intolerantly driving people into uniformity. She revolts against the world
which does not in any way disturb outwardly respectable citizens in their ruthless
ness and immorality, but in which she and her friend were at once suspected of
being loafers, spongers or thieves when they happened to sing in the street at night.
A fter that experience she says to herself: “I should go up to the policem an’s stand
with a guitar in my hand. I should like to compose a song about a man of ice who
destroys himself with the abundance of his tears. I should stand there and control
the traffic by singing, determ ine which cars must go east and which west, which must
circulate in town, which must go away and never return, and all should obey my
ord ers.”53 The singer’s life impression is reflected in the conclusion of the novelette,
her recollection of a visit to her acquaintance: “Once I went to see him, his face
was pale and his lips trem bled. I asked him w hether he was ill, and he pointed to
a m anuscript and said: ‘Over a dozen characters have already perished in it, but
as yet neither a villain, nor a policem an has m ade his appearance in it. I don’t know
where to go to find a crossroad, there are no policem en in this street’.”54
H er solitary, subjective revolt ends in powerlessness, her feeling of alienation re
mains equally deep, her search for life harm ony and her place in society remains
a problem which her society is able only partially to help her to resolve. Liu Suola,
together with further writers in their thirties, such e.g. H an Shaogong [43] - whose
young intellectual in the novelette Guiqulai [44] R eturn seeks his authentic “ego”
in a practically schizophrenic personality - create psychologically complex images
of the young intelligentsia, seen from angles of vision which are new in contem 
porary Chinese literature.
Very different types of intellectuals are also shown by contem porary non-fiction
literature. A n entire scale of life peripeteia and life attitudes of intellectuals may
be found in the collection of oral literature Beijingren [45] D escendants of Peking
M an by Zhang Xinxin [46] and Sang Ye [47]. Am ong the most positive characters
of the elderly intellectuals there is here, for instance that of a retired lady teacher
in Fengxian [48] C ontribution, who donates all her savings for the reconstruction
of the G reat Wall. A rem arkable representative of the younger intellectuals in this
collection is e.g. Yang Shanshu in Zhangm an conglinde shangang [49] Hillock O ver
grown with Scrub, who is the em bodim ent of a social ideal of the contem porary
young intellectual.
He was educated by his grandfather, a doctor of traditional Chinese medicine in
53 L i u S u o 1 a : M biewu xuanze [42], Peking 1986, p. 128.
54 Ibid., p. 129.
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the backward countryside of the H unan province. H e successfully com pleted his stu
dies of Chinese pharmacology at Changsha and had before him a future of which
most graduates of Chinese universities fondly dream: postgraduate studies at the
faculty and m arriage with his professor’s daughter. Shortly before com pleting his
studies, his grandfather died and his native place rem ained without any health w ork
er. He therefore decided he would go to his village even though he thereby loses his
fiancée whom he would vainly ask to follow him to the countryside. This decision
on his part is so extraordinary that it attracts the attention of newsmen. His fellow
students, however, consider him a crank, and even his village receives him without
enthusiasm . While he was studying they were proud of him, but now they suspect
he had done som ething and is returning hom e as in punishm ent. “A fter all, why
should he otherwise return to the village? Which successful scholar goes back to his
native place? In the eyes of villagers everyone going to high school is a successful
scholar.”55 H e works for two years with success and devotion at the village, joins
the communist party, and then when further health personnel are posted there, in
1984 he sends his application for postgraduate study in Peking. Yang Shanshu is re
alist and direct, he hates when his decision to return to his native village is heroized.
and he does not pull any ropes to get to the postgraduate study (and it is not sure
that he gets there). H e judges very realistically both the world and himself. He
would hardly come to an understanding with heroes in Liu Suola’s novelettes, al
though they are contem poraries, living in the same general atm osphere. A childhood
spent in poverty under the harsh conditions of the countryside and strenuous work
have m ade him into a straightforw ard, constructive m an, standing firmly on the
ground, knowing his place in life and the society, capable of coping with problems.
H e is exactly the type of a young intellectual whom the reality of present-day China
needs.
Chinese stories of the eighties realistically show up the differentiated image of
contem porary intellectuals. This differentiatedness within a single generation and
within similar personal, professional and social situations, also shows in what m ea
sure stories of recent years are getting rid of stereotypes. The fact that characters
appear in them that are processed in a m ore full-blooded and m ore versatile m an
ner, they penetrate into several topics and parts of hum an life and the society held
taboo until then. T oday’s literary figure of a Chinese intellectual is no longer either
an object or a subject of simplified didacticism and moralizing. H e is becoming an
individuality, a personality seen in its uniqueness and psychological complexness,
set in the intricate relationships of the changing reality in the Chinese society.

55 Z h a n g X i n x i n and S a n g Y e : Beijingren, Peking 1986, p. 385.
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ASIAN AND AFRICAN STUDIES 25, 1990

PATRIOTIC AND SOCIO-POLITICAL STIMULI
IN THE FIRST CHINESE TRANSLATIONS
OF LORD BYRON’S CANTO
MARIÁN GÁLIK, Bratislava

The aim of this study is to point out the typical features of the first three Chinese translations of By
ron’s The Isles o f Greece, and the measure of its adaptation or distortion in the new literary and social
context of the contemporary China.

If in China one mentions Lord Byron, very probably it evokes in the majority of
Chinese readers the third canto of his Don Juan, a work written between 1818 and
1824, known in that country as The Isles o f Greece. The Chinese translators gave it
different names.
Liang Qichao [1] (1873-1929), father of modern Chinese intellectual history, the
most prominent representative of the Enlightenment Movement at the turn of the
last and our century, was the first who translated the first and the third stanza, fol
lowed by Ma Junwu [2] (1880-1940), a scientist, scholar and man of letters of a very
wide range, who made the whole translation. Su Manshu [3] (1884-1918) was the
third Chinese translator to have attempted an impressive and more or less exact
version of the poem. Later on it has been translated into Chinese by other transla
tors, all of them became later famous men of letters, but we shall not devote our
attention to them .1
Just to remind our reader or this poem, we are quoting its original version before
coming to the proper analysis of the first Chinese translations:

1
The isles of Greece, the isles of Greece!
Where burning Sappho lowed and sung,
Where grew the arts of war and peace, Where Delos rose, and Phoebus sprung!
Eternal summer gilds them yet,
But all, except their sun, is set.

2
The Scian and the Teian muse,
The hero’s harp, the lover’s lute,
Have found the fame your shores refuse;
Their place of birth alone is mute
To sounds which echo further west
Than your sires’ “Islands of the Blest” .
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3
The mountains look on Marathon And Marathon looks on the sea;
And musing there an hour alone,
I dreamed that Greece might still be free;
For standing on the Persians’ grave,
I could not deem myself a slave.
4
A king sate on the rocky brow
Which looks o’er sea-born Salamis;
And ships, by thousands, lay below,
And men in nations; - all were his.
He counted them at break of day And when the sun set where were they?
5
And where are they? and where art thou,
My country? On thy voiceless shore
The heroic lay is tuneless now The heroic bosom beats no more!
And must thy lyre, so long divine,
Degenerate into hands like mine?
6
‘Tis something in the dearth of fame,
Though linked among a fettered race,
To feel at least a patriot’s shame,
Even as I sing, suffuse my face;
For what is left the poet here?
For Greeks a blush - for Greece a tear.
7
Must we but weep o’er days more blest?
Must we but blush? - Our fathers bled.
Earth! render back from out thy breast
A remnant of our Spartan dead!
Of the three hundred grant but three,
To make a new Thermopylae!
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8
What, silent still? and silent all?
Ah! no; - the voices of the dead
Sound like a distant torrent’s fall,
And answer, “Let one living head,
But one arise, - we come, we come!”
‘Tis but the living who are dumb.
9
In vain - in vain: strike other chords;
Fill high the cup with Samian wine!
Leave battles to the Turkish hordes,
And shed the blood of Scio’s vine!
Hark! rising to the ignoble call How answers each bold Bacchanal!
10
You have the Pyrrhic dance as yet,
Where is the Pyrrhic phalanx gone?
Of two such lessons, why forget
The nobler and the manlier one?
You have the letters Cadmus gave Think ye he meant them for a slave?
11

Fill high the bowl with Samian wine!
We will not think of themes like these!
It made Anacreon’s song divine:
He served - but served Polycrates A tyrant; but our masters then
Were still, at least, our countrymen.
12

The tyrant of the Chersonese
Was freedom’s best and bravest friend;
That tyrant was Miltiades!
Oh! that the present hour would lend
Another despot of the kind!
Such chains as his were sure to bind.

13
Fill high the bowl with Samian wine!
on Suli’s rock, and Parga’s shore,
Exists the rem nant of a line
Such as the Doric m others bore;
A nd there, perhaps, some seed is sown,
The Heracleidan blood might own.
14
Trust not for freedom to the Franks They have a king who buys and sells:
In native swords, and native ranks,
The only hope of courage dwells;
But Turkish force, and Latin fraud,
Would break your shield, however broad.

15
Fill high the bowl with Samian wine!
O ur virgins dance beneath the shade I see their glorious black eyes shine;
But gazing on each glowing maid,
My own the burning tear-drop laves,
To think such breasts must suckle slaves.
16
Place me on Sunium ’s m arbled steep,
W here nothing, save the waves and I,
May hear our m utual m urm urs sweep;
T here, swan-like, let me sing and die:
A land of slaves shall n e’er be mine Dash down yon cup of Samian wine!2

However, strange it may appear, yet Liang Qichao who in 1902, when still vacil
lating between “revolution” and “reform ” , translating a few lines from B yron’s
poem extolling the great past and the pitiful present in the 1820s of the G reek people
under the Turkish dom ination, clearly took sides with the English bard of freedom
and national liberation. His grasp of the poem and its explanation were taken over
by Ma Junwu, Su M anshu, and later in the 1920s also by young Liu Wu-chi whose
translation rem ained unpublished.3
A correct understanding of B yron’s poem presum ed comm and of English and
a knowledge of G reek history from mythological times, or at least from H om er
down to the first quarter of the nineteenth century. Probably not all the translators
of this poem into Chinese were sufficiently familiar with G reek history and certainly
did not grasp adequately the m eaning of the poem .
We find the key to Liang Q ichao’s understanding and interpretation of B yron’s
poem in his unfinished novel X in Zhongguo weilai ji [6] The Future of New China

‘ W u - c h i L i u : Su Manshu yu Bailun “A i X ila” shi [4] Su Manshu and Byron’s “The Isles o f
Greece”. In: W u - c h i L i u : Cong Mojianshi dao Yanzigang. Jinian Nanshe da shiren Su Manshu yu
Liu Yazi [5] From Sharpened Sword Studio to Swallow’s Mausoleum. On Su Manshu and Liu Yazi,
Two Great Poets of the Southern Society. Taipei 1986, pp. 196-264. All the three translations are fully
reprinted in this study.
2 The Poetical Works o f L ord Byron. Edited by W. M. Rossetti. London, Ward, Lock and Co. Ltd,
n. d., pp. 415^116.
3 Wu-chi Liu’s translation met his readers only recently, see W u - c h i L i u : op. cit., pp. 245-251.
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where, in a partial translation, he states that the individual lines, like: “And must
thy lyre, so long divine, / degenerate into hands like mine,” or “For what is left the
poet here? / For Greeks a blush - for Greece a tear,” or even those about Polycrates,
a tyrant on Samos (flourished about 540 В . C.), who was but one of the Greek coun
trymen, and now the tyrants are the Turks and the Greeks are the slaves of barbar
ians (manzude nuli) [7], are such “that they could be said of contemporary China”.4
Liang Qichao was conscious of the decline of Chinese literature and art of has time.
The contemporary Chinese writers and poets could not stand comparison with the
giants of various periods of bloom in Chinese literary history. I also suppose that
Liang Qichao did not use the term manzu [8] barbarian race, as partly homophonous
with Manchu, by pure chance. In his view, Byron’s The Isles o f Greece had to be
characterized as wangguo zhi yin [9] sounds of a vanquished country, as similar po
etry is characterized in Yueji [10] Records o f Music in Liji [11] Book o f Rites. But
with the difference that in contrast to the ancient Chinese poetry which in such a case
is ai yi si [12] sad and nostalgic and qi min кип [13] its people is distressed,5 Byron’s
poetry becomes xiongzhuang fengji [14] heroic and angry.6 Liang Qichao expresses
his conviction that if people read it through, the strength of their spirit would be
increased a hundredfold. Liang Qichao, as we know from this assertion, appre
hended poetry, both foreign and indigenous, as a powerful and effective means to
influence life if it was socially or politically concerned. The same applied also to the
novel and short story.7
An attempt at improving Liang Qichao’s imprecise, though effective translation,
was made by Ma Junwu who, three years later in 1905, put a complete Chinese ver
sion before his readers. His translation may be characterized as being kangkai jťang
[15] lofty and stimulating,8 similarly as Byron’s original, but occasionally Ma Junwu
failed to understand both the literary text and social context and also, just as Su
Manshu and Chen Duxiu [16] (1879-1942) had done in the case of Les Misérables
by Victor Hugo, he had adapted it to Chinese conditions to be able to wield it as
an effective political weapon against despotism and Manchu dominance.9
The most lofty and stimulating in Byron’s poem are probably stanzas three to
five describing the battle near Marathon where the Greeks under the command of
4 W u - c h i L i u : op. cit., p. 228.
5 L i u, James J. Y.: Chinese Theories o f Literature. Chicago and London, The University of Chicago
Press 1975, p. 63.
6 W u - c h i L i u : op. cit., p. 228.
7 G á l i k , M.: Milestones in Sino-Western Literary Confrontation, 1898-1979. Bratislava, Veda Wiesbaden, Otto Harrassowitz 1986, pp. 7-12.
8 W u - c h i L i u : op. cit., p. 216.
9 Cf. my paper Between Translation and Creation: Victor Hugo’s Entry into Chinese Literature (19031904). In: С 1 a u d о n, F. (Ed.): Le rayonnement international de Victor Hugo. New Y o rk -B ern , Peter
Lang 1989, pp. 245-251.
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Miltiades defeated in the year 490 В. C. the Persians under D arius I, and the battle
near Salamis ten years later (480 В. C.) at which the Persians suffered a decisive
naval defeat at the hands of united G reek armies led by Themistocles. Ma Junwu
made a good translation of the third stanza devoted to the battle near M arathon
and the “reflection” relating to it. This stanza has been translated also by Liang Qichao. The translation of the next two stanzas dealing with Salamis, proved quite
a different m atter. N either Ma Junwu, nor Su M anshu after him, knew that the king
who “sate on the rocky brow ” , was the proud, haughty and tactically weak Xerxes.
The descriptions in the fourth stanza do not relate to the G reeks as may be inferred
from Ma Junw u’s and Su M anshu’s translations, but to the thousands of Persian
boats and a far larger num ber of Persian soldiers many of whom found their death
in the sea-waters or were slain by G reek swords or lances.
Ma Junwu actualizes his translation at the place where the original, in the ele
venth and twelth stanzas, speaks of the tyrants Poly crates and M iltiades. Lord
Byron was of the view that it was admissible to serve despots in so far as they ruled
over their own people. He chose just these outstanding men of G reek socio-political
life while the first of them , Samian ruler, was an outstanding organizer of his age,
patron of art and scholarship (at his court lived Pythagoras and A nacreon) and the
second, A thenian general, was the great victor of one of the most decisive battles
in world history. The only form of governm ent satisfactory to Ma Junwu as an ad
herent to Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925), was that of a republic. He certainly knew of
the existence of G reek democracy, but that form of governm ent did not prevail at
all times and in all places in G reece. He does not even m ention the nam e of Poly
crates who played, as a tyrant, a positive role in the early G reek history. W here the
original reads: “A tyrant; but our m asters then / W ere still at least, our country
m en ,” M a Junwu translates as follows: “The people is the m aster of the country,
/ what are the tyrants of diverse varieties!” Ma Junw u’s prodem ocratic and antidespotic orientation must have been very strong indeed, when instead of the lines:
“Oh! that the present hour would lend / A nother despot of the kind! / Such chains
as his were sure to bind” , he translated into Chinese som ething quite different: “All
the tyrants of this land ought to be put to death for their crimes / A nd what should
be done with the tyrants of the barbarian race now ruling?” U nder the binom yizu
[17] barbarian race he similarly as Liang Qichao before, certainly had in mind the
M anchus reigning in C hina.10 In the years preceding 1905 revolutionary and patrio
tic organizations appeared in China and abroad, and in that year the activists in T o
kyo joined Sun Yat-sen to establish the U nited League (Tongm eng hui) [18] which
later helped indirectly to trigger the Xinhai Revolution of 1911 and the fall of the
M anchu dynasty. The despots were not killed, but died or had to abdicate.

10 W u - c h i L i u : op. cit., p. 231.
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Su Manshu’s version of The Isles o f Greece from the year 1909, together with four
other of Byron’s poems, i.e. Qu guo xing [19] My Native Land, Good Night, Liubie
Yadian nulang [20] The Maid o f Athens, Zan dahai [21] The Ocean and Da meiren
zeng su famendai shi [22] For a Lady Who Presented the Author with Velvet Band
Which Bound Her Tresses, as a slender collection entitled Bailun shi xuan [23] Se
lected Poems of Byron came to be the most important translation of Byron’s work
into Chinese up to the first centenary of Byron’s death in 1924.11 These few poems
created an image of Byron as a poet of resistence, freedom and love. Towards the
end of 1923, Deng Zhongxia [28] (1897-1933), member of the Chinese Communist
Party, had written in an article entitled Gongxian у и xin shiren zhi qian [29] A Sug
gestion to the New Chinese Poets: “New poets must take part in the revolutionary
movement, similarly as Byron had done, who sacrificed his life in order to help the
Greek revolution. His poem ‘The Isles o f Greece’ has shaken the whole world and
astounded it by its artistic taste. In those who have read it, it has roused an immense
enthusiasm and courage.”12
In translating The Isles o f Greece, Su Manshu used the traditional five-syllable
lines and translated Byron’s six-lines stanza with eight five-syllable lines. As has al
ready been observed earlier, he made an error in translating the fourth stanza when
he misunderstood the identity of Xerxes with the unnamed victor near Salamis. In
addition he still translated this stanza with six lines, two remaining in reserve. He
utilized them in a manner which certainly produced an effect on readers who, like
himself, were not acquainted with the context of the Salamis battle, and instead of
the joy and the exultation of the Greeks over an incomparably stronger foe and pre
servation of their liberty, he sighed deeply: “How tears flow / In the sad, subjugated
land!” These words, expressed in fine classical Chinese, certainly did not miss their
effect in China at the end of the Qing period and at the beginning of the Republic
of China. Chinese patriots succeeded in entering into the spirit of a political context
which, although the very opposite of reality in its translation, yet suited the mood
of revolutionary-minded Chinese readers.
At yet another place Su Manshu added two lines into the stanza which are not
in Byron’s original. It is in the last but one stanza, the fifteenth one, where Byron
introduces the beautiful Greek girls as they dance, their dark eyes shining, but si
multaneously recalls that it is a pity because “such breasts must suckle slaves” . Be
tween their “dance” and their “glorious black eyes” , Su Manshu inserts his tax of

11 In 1924 April issue of Xiaoshuo yuebao [24] The Short Story Magazine was dedicated to Lord
Byron’s life and work, as well as the articles in Chenbao [25] Morning News, Juewu [26] Consciousness,
and in Chuangzao yuekan [27] Creation Monthly, April issue, 1926, two studies appeared on him, too.
12 Zhongguo xiandai wenxue shi cankao ziliao [30] Material for the Study of Modern Chinese Litera
ture. Vol. 1. Peking 1959, p. 181.
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“national sham e” , but also of female beauty when he writes: “National hum ilation
they put aside and take no notice of it, / Their embellished faces are beautiful” .13
Su M anshu incorporated a piece of his own criticism into these two lines, a criticism
directed to the apparently undignified relation on the part of the young G reek ge
neration towards issues relating to their subjugated nation and its oppressors. This
relation was identical with that observed in the application to The B ook o f Poetry,
m entioned earlier.
In all the three translations analysed here, one issue, that of an am orous com m u
nication or inform ation, was suppressed. The Isles o f Greece is a poem created against a background of Don Ju an ’s love for his girl friend H aidee.

*
Su M anshu’s translation of The Isles o f Greece was an exception among the first
specimens of the E uropean translated poetry in China. It exerted a strikingly “intraliterary effect” and social impact, hence, it acted on the literary structure on Chinese
soil, found favour with Chinese readers, acted on people’s way of thought of those
times and educated them to patriotic em otions. Liang Q ichao’s and Ma Junw u’s
translation prepared a way to this unusual success.

13 W u - c h i L i u : op. cit., pp. 233-235.
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ASIAN AND AFRICAN STUDIES 25, 1990

AT THE BEGINNING WAS
ON THE RECEPTION OF CHINESE LITERATURE
IN BOHEMIA AND SLOVAKIA (1897-1988)*
MARIÁN GÁLIK, Bratislava

This is a short outline of the literary translations from Chinese into Czech and Slovak languages be
ginning with Shijing (B ook o f Poetry) in 1897 and ending with Shen Congwen and Zhang Xinxin in the
first months of 1988.

1
W hen I first held in my hands the first Czech translation of a Chinese literary
original made by Professor R udolf D vořák (1860-1920) and his co-worker, prom i
nent Czech poet and translator Jaroslav Vrchlický (1853-1912), I had the impression
that the old Latin idea ad forties was the leitm otif of these two pioneers in the fields
of acquainting the Czech readers with the literatures of both E ast and West. Profes
sor D vořák was a polyhistor in O riental studies and was equally efficient in H ebrew ,
Arabic, Turkish and Chinese studies. Jaroslav Vrchlický, an A ntiquity and R enais
sance scholar, great supporter of the Czech national liberation struggle, m ade the
translations of the “great” of W est and E ast, including D ante, C alderon, Cervantes,
G oethe, Petófi, B audelaire and Häfiz.
The unnam ed introduction to the translation of Shijing [1] B ook o f Poetry written
by Dvořák in 1897 begins as follows: “W hen, several years ago, it was a fashion to
select one hundred books of the world literature which would sufficiently illustrate
the developm ent and the cultural standard of m ankind throughout its entire his
tory, these lists repeatedly included the title of a poetry collection of old Chinese
Shijing. This is unquestionably an interesting fact. It dem onstrates the significance
ascribed in E urope to this classic Chinese book which, although being much closer
in character to the E uropean thought than any other product of Chinese literature,
remains essentially a purely Chinese w ork.”1
Although he presents no evidence to support his statem ent, there is no reason to
distrust his judgm ent and one must recognize that Shijing, the source for all the re* This is a slightly modified paper read at the Und Congress of Chinese Comparative Literature A s
sociation, X i’an, 25-29 August, 1987.
1 Šikingu. Dílu prvního kniha I .-V I. Prague, J. Otto 1897, p. 7.
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maining and later Chinese poetry, was known in the nineteenth-century Europe as
a great oeuvre of literature, a remarkable collection of poems, enjoying esteem and
reputation among the European reading public and sinologists-literary scholars.
The Czech literature was the fourth in the European cultural context to have a Shijing translation. It was preceded by the Latin translation by P. Lacharme from 1733,
designed for educated French readers, on the basis of which Théophile Gautier
made more popular version. James Legge presented the work to British readers in
his monumental work The Chinese Classics, published first in Hong Kong in the
years 1861-1871. Victor von Strauss made the same for the Germans in his Shiking.
Das kanonische Liederbuch der Chinesen in Heidelberg, 1880. Dvořák relied in his
translation on that of Legge’s “containing the text and its prosaic translation with
an extensive note apparatus derived from the study of practically all the Chinese lit
erature dealing with the Book o f Poetry”? He also used the Manchu translation ac
cording to the publication of the German linguist Georg von der Gabelentz and he
oriented the translator Vrchlický to grasp “exactly the content and the form (of
course, with a double number of syllables in a line) and thus to approximate the
original the most closely” . Dvořák wrote about the Shijing poems that they “excel
with the tenderness of feeling, soaring ideas and rich imagery”, “ranking thus among
the best achievements of the world lyric art.”3 This translation, containing a little
over one half of the poems in this collection (160 out of the total number 305) and
the subsequent characterization affected the development of the Czech translation
literature in the area of Chinese poetry. Shijing is considered to be the root of the
tree of Chinese poetry which “sprang up and grew from it during the subsequent
dynasties, developed foliage during the Han (206 B. C. - A. D. 220) and Wei (A. D.
220-264) dynasties and during the Tang dynasty (A. D. 618-906) reached gigantic
dimensions with poets like Li Bai [2], Du Fu [3] and Bo Juyi [4]”.4
The success of this poetry and the efforts at bringing the Czech reader the works
of the later period apparently motivated the Czech translator Jaroslav Pšenička to
presenting his fellow countrymen as early as 1902 a thin volume entitled Ze staré
čínské poesie (From the Old Chinese Poetry), 7th - 9th cent. A. D. which contained
the works of the “golden age of the Chinese poetry” . He writes in the introduction:
“The time of flourishing coincides with the rule of the Tang dynasty which, during
its era, gave China twenty emperors and twenty patrons of art at the same time;
the rulers who excelled both in the virtues and in the abilities, who found a way to
the hearts of their people not only through expanding the Middle Kingdom in the
manner unheard of before and after, and pushing its boundaries up to the Caspian

2 Ibid., p. 29.
3 Ibid., p. 31.
4 Loc. cit.
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Sea but also through raising the spiritual standard of the nation to an unprecedented
level.”
He immediately goes on saying:
’’A nd, especially the sixth of the line of these victorious and yet gentle and artloving em perors, succeeded in surrounding himself with the cream of the poets of his
time and not only the em peror’s court, but the whole country resounded with songs.
His name was Ming huangdi [5], and his greatest three poets-courtiers were Li Bai,
Du Fu and Wang Wei [6]; all three of them enjoy greater reputation in the Far East
up to the present than the prince-poets Vergil and H orace in the W est for, after
m ore than one thousand years, they still continue to enjoy popular liking even in
the most rem ote communities of their old hom eland and their poetic language is
considered even today as an incom parable m odel.”5
Jaroslav Pšenička was not a sinologist and his introduction suggests that he p re
sents the Tang dynasty period and its poetry in the form of the “m irage” , as this
phenom enon is referred to in the theory and practice of the literary comparatistics.
His unrhym ed and freely rhythmicized translations are based on the French book
entitled Poésie de ľépoque des Thang by d ’Hervey-Saint-Denys from 1862.
This selection of poetry from the Tang period is followed by a twenty-year break
in the reception of Chinese literature in Bohem ia, with the exception of the transla
tion of Laozi’s [7] Daode jing [8] by Professor D vořák in 1920.6 In 1922, Bohumil
M athesius, a specialist in Czech and Russian literature, the most successful transla
tor of Chinese poetry into Czech, started to take interest in Chinese poetry. This
may seem paradoxical, but it is a fact. The interliterary process has certain regula
rities, the knowledge of which is not evident in the superficial acquaintance with
the facts and is seems to contradict logical judgm ents. In 1925, three years after the
beginning of his broad and long-lasting studies, he issued a thin anthology of Chi
nese poetry Červená věž a zelený džbán (The R ed Tower and the G reen Jug).7 In the
same year, his translations of B lok’s The Twelve and M ayakovsky’s 150,000,000 ap
peared. It was a notew orthy “trinity” , but M athesius had an acute feeling for literary
and aesthetic values. For him reaching ad fontes of the Chinese poetry m eant to
reach not only for Shijing but other poets as well, especially Li Bai and Du Fu, up
to the tenth century of our era. His paraphrases, for his are not pure translations,
gushed forth from his inner need, from his “interest in the Chinese philosophy and
his effort at viewing the war (W orld W ar I, M. G .) with the non-European eyes” .8

5 Ze staré čínské poesie (V II.-IX . stol. p o Kr.). Prague, J. Otto 1902, p. 4.
6 Lao-Tsiova kanonická kniha о Таи a ctnosti (Tao-te king). Kladno, Jar. Šnajdl 1920.
7 Prague, O. Štorch-Marien 1925, 56 pp.
8 Z doslovu к Černé věži a zelenému džbánu (From the Preface to The Red Tower and the Green
Jug). In: M a t h e s i u s , В.: Bísníci a buřiči (Poets and Rebels). Prague, Lidové nakladatelství 1975,
p. 200.
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It is difficult to tell whether Mathesius knew Hermann Hesse, a non-sinologist as
well, who wrote shortly before that time, in 1919: “Die Weissheit, die uns nottut,
steht by Lao Tse, und sie ins Europäische zu übersetzen, ist die einzige geistige Auf
gabe, die wir zur Zeit haben.”9 Mathesius counterposed the wisdom and poetry of
the old China to the defeatist moods of Spengler’s The Decline o f the West and of
the Messianic orthodoxy professed in Czechoslovakia by the White Guardists as
ideology which was to unite the Eurasian world. He chose for the motto of his first
booklet of paraphrases of the Chinese poetry Laozi’s statement from chapter 71 of
the Daode jing which says: “To know that you do not know is the best. To pretend
to know when you do not know is a disease.”10 He was deriving the sources for his
paraphrases from translations or paraphrases of Otto Hauser, Klabund, V. M. Ale
xeev, Y. K. Shchutsky, W. Grube, and others. He later collaborated with Jaroslav
Průsek. The books he published besides the above mentioned one, Zpěvy staré Číny
(The Songs of the Old China) (1930), Nové zpěvy staré Číny (The New Songs of
the Old China) (1940) and Li Po (1942) belonged to the most widely read books
during the German occupation of Bohemia and Moravia during the World War II.11
After the war he published some more of them. Up to the mid-1960s they attained
the total impression of some 200,000 copies.12 I remember that they were among
the most favourite books of translation literature in the first half of the 1950s.
2
The next chapter of the history of the reception of Chinese literature in the Czech
lands started to be written by Jaroslav Průsek (1906-1980). At the beginning, he
was a lone fighter in this field. After he had finished his studies of old European
history, he decided to devote himself especially to the medieval Chinese history,
especially to its economic aspects since he was enthralled by the works of Werner
Sombart and Max Weber. The opportunity offered to him in 1932-1937 by post-gra
duate studies in China and Japan, enabled him to make a deep acquaintance with

9 Quoted according to H s i a, A.: Hermann Hesse und China. Darstellung, Materialien und Interpre
tation. Frankfurt am Main, Suhrkamp 1981, p. 94.
10 Quoted according to the translation by Wing-tsit Chan in A Source B ook in Chinese Philosophy.
Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press 1963, p. 172.
11 M a t h e s i u s , B.: Poets and Rebels, p. 310. Besides the above mentioned Mathesius published
at least these following volumes of translations of Chinese poetry: Písně moudrosti a dálek. Básně čín
ských autorů (The Songs of Wisdom and Distance). Prague, F. S. Müller 1940, Krásná slova o víně.
Výbor z čínské poesie (Beautiful Words about Wine. A Selection from Chinese Poetry). Prague, J. Goldhammer 1945, Zpěvy staré a nové Číny (The Songs of Old and New China). Prague, Mladá fronta 1953
(with the illustrations by Qi Baishi), annotated edition of the same title, Prague, Státní nakladatelství
krásné literatury, hudby a umění 1957 (illustrated by Ota Janeček), and Z pěvy Dálného východu (The
Songs of the Far East). Brno 1958. In the last one only a small part is devoted to the Chinese poetry.
12 P r ů š e k, J.: Preface. In: Asian and African Studies in Czechoslovakia. Moscow, Nauka 1967, p. 4.
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the medieval huaben and other literary works, written for the most part in the ver
nacular (baihua) [9], discovered at that time for the Chinese and foreign world by
Hu Shi [10], Lu Xun [11], Zheng Zhenduo [12], Ma Lian [13], Sun Kaidi [14] and
Japanese scholars. The passages devoted to the descriptions of these explorations
or his meetings with Xie Bingxin [15], Guo Moruo [16], Shen Congwen [17] and
others, at that time young Chinese men of letters or poets in his book of reports
and memoirs Sestra moje Čína (My Sister China)b read like a novel. After he had
returned from Japan, and partly even before that time, he launched his extensive
scholarly and translating activities which made him famous at home and abroad.
Unlike Dvořák, who began with the classical book of the ancient China, Shijing,
Professor Průšek began with the most noteworthy book of modern Chinese literatu
re, Lu Xun’s Call to Arms (Nahan) [18]. He partly translated it into Czech.14 Upon
his request, Lu Xun wrote the preface to the translation shortly before his death in
1936. The latter noted in the preface that he never “knew a Czech man or saw
a Czech book” and that he therefore considered Prúšek’s endeavour a great honour
(guangrong) [19]. The translation appeared in December 1937, 14 months follow
ing Lu Xun’s death. Lu Xun’s words from this preface are seldom quoted and re
membered: “Naturally, the best thing would be if mankind showed interest in other
people and if there were no barriers between people. The most peaceful and the
most correct such mutual contacts are through literature and arts. It is a pity very
few people have taken this road so far.”15 These few people included both Lu Xun
and Průšek.
Průšek after translating Lu Xun reached immediately after Confucius’ The A na
lects (Lunyu) [20] (1940),16 the work professing ren [21] benevolence, human-heartedness, himself using the term “goodness” so as to condemn indirectly the atrocities
and the cruelty of German Nazism which threatened Europe and mankind at that
time. This shift in emphasis meant a slight distortion of the original meaning but it
was the demand of the time. At the same time, he was translating Mao D un’s [22]
Midnight (Ziye) [23], the best Chinese novel of the literature of that period, to show
Czech readers the “twilight” of the gods of the feudal and capitalist China and the
first sings of hope for the national liberation and social progress. The translation
of the Midnight could not appear until 10 years later - in 1950. The fascist censorship
forbade its publication.17. Between Confucius and Mao Dun, Průšek introduced the
numerous Czech readers to Shen Fu’s [24] Six Chapters o f A Floating Life (Fusheng

13 Prague, Družstevní práce 1940. It appeared in 6,600 copies.
14 Prague, Lidová kultura 1937. It appeared in the series People’s Library, No. 24.
15 Lu Xun quanji [137] (The Complete Works of Lu Xun). Vol. 6. Peking 1973, p. 527.
16 H ovory Konfuciovy. Prague, Jan Laichter 1940.
17 Šerosvit. Prague, Svoboda 1950 with the Preface by Průšek, and with the Preface for the Czech
Readers by Mao Dun. The translation was reprinted in 1958.
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Ни ji) [25] (1944),18 Liu E ’s [26] The Travels od Lao Can (Lao Can you ji) [27]
(1947).19 Extraordinary Stories from the Chinese Markets and Bazaars (i.e. huaben)
[28] got into the hands of Czech readers in 195420 and the selection from Pu Songling’s [29] Strange Stories from a Chinese Studio (Liaozhai zhiyi) [30] in 1955.21
Afterwards he devoted himself more fully to scholarly and organizational work in
the various fields of Chinese and Oriental Studies.
Prúšek’s close co-worker was Berta Krebsová (1909-1973), a specialist on the
work of Lu Xun. Partly with Průsek, as one of his first disciples, but mostly by her
self, she translated the entire short story or, better to say, belletristic production of
Lu Xun, i.e. Call to A rm s,22 Wandering (Panghuang) [31],23 Wild Grass (Yecao)
[32], Dawn Blossoms Plucked at Dusk (Chao hua xi shi) [33] and Old Tales Retold
(Gu shi xin bian) [34)24 and the selection of his literary and critical essays from the
years 1918-1932.25 Only her death prevented the publication of the continuation of
this selection. She recorded great success with her translations of Guo M oruo’s short
stories with historical themes, published on the basis of her translation also in Slo
vak,26 and especially the fourth translation of Daode jing into Czech with numerous
notes attesting to her philosophical erudition and assiduity.27 She was very quick to
translate the first volume of Zhou Libo’s [35] novel The Hurricane (Baofeng zouyu)
[36] (1951).28
A number of translators from Chinese originals, among whom a special mention
should be made of Oldřich Král, clustered around these two scholars. As for Kráľs
translation work, it presently exceeds with its volume even the numerous and exten
sive translations of Průsek. Kráľs university student interests gave rise to the trans
lation of volume two of Zhou Libo’s novel mentioned above and of Ba Jin’s [37]

18 Šest historií prchavého života. Prague, 1944. Reprinted in 1956.
19 Putování starého chromce. Prague 1947. Reprinted in 1960 with a long preface by the translator
(pp. 9-158).
20 Podivuhodné příběhy z čínských tržišť a bazarů. Prague 1954. Reprinted in 1964.
21 Zkazky o šestero cest osudu. Prague 1955. Reprinted in 1963. This reprint appeared in more than
57,000 copies with the illustrations by the famous Slovak painter Vincent Hložník.
22 Vřava, Polní tráva. Prague, Svoboda 1951.
23 Tápání. Prague, Státní nakladatelství krásné literatury, hudby a umění 1954.
24 Ranní květy sebrané v podvečer, Staré příběhy v novém rouše. Ibid. 1956.
25 Eseje 1. Ibid. 1964.
26 Návrat starého mistra a jiné povídky. Prague 1961.
27 Tao-te-ťing. Kniha o tao a ctnosti. Prague, Odeon 1971. Two translators except of Dvořák and Kreb
sová were: Jiří Navrátil (1969) and Oldřich Král (1971). Worthy of mention is also very rare Tao-tek-king.
Kanonická kniha о Таи a ctnosti. Prague, F. Kadeřávek 1931, 10 pp. and another full translation pub
lished under the title Moudrost a tajemství. Setkání s Lao-Tzem (Wisdom and Secret. A Meeting with
Laozi). Prague 1945.
28 Bouře. Prague, Československý spisovatel 1951.
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Family (Jia) [38]29 (both together with M arta Ryšavá), his later scholarly work to
the translation of Wu Jingzi’s [39] The Scholars (Rulin waishi) [40].41 The most fa
vourite of his translations is undoubtedly the selection from the works of philo
sophical and aesthetic Taoism , issued under the title Dao -T exts from Old China.A
It is one of the most beautifully illustrated and printed translations of Chinese lit
erature in Czech. The Czech readers waited for more than 15 years for his com plete
translation of the Dream o f the Red Chamber (H ong lou meng) [41]. It was trans
lated on the basis of several Chinese editions and this most famous Chinese novel
of all times had began to appear in 1987 gradually in three volumes. The first volume
vanished from the bookshop counters the very first day of its distribution. '2
Speaking about the year 1987, we may recall that the second selection of Shijing
together with some specimens of yuefu [42] poetry from the H an dynasty appeared
in Czech. It has been translated by Jaroslav V ochala, one of the best Czech special
ists on the Chinese language." It was preceded by his translation of Mao D u n ’s
novel Corruption (Fushi) [43].4,4
Typical of the m ajority of Czech translators was the transition from the transla
tion of new literary works to that of old, classic works recognized in the world. This
was connected with the gradual m astering of the language and with the general trend
of the study of Chinese literature in Czechoslovakia. D ana Kalvodová devoted her
self first to the study and translations of short stories of Ding Ling [44] but, after
the publication of the collection The Diary o f Miss Sophia and Other Stories,35 she
passed to the study of the traditional Chinese theatre (xiqu) [45] and published the
collection of G uan H anqing’s [46] dram as36 and Kong Shangren’s [47] Peach Blos
som Fan (Taohua shan) [48].’7 M arta Ryšavá began, as we have seen above, by
translating the work of Zhou Lipo and Ba Jin but, gradually, she passed over to the
poems by Tao Yuanming [49]38 and Pu Songling’s liqu [50].39 Zdenka N ovotná-H eřmanová started with the short stories on the Chinese youth,40 on the Chinese volun29 Rodina. Prague 1959.
30 Literáti a mandaríni. Prague, Státní nakladatelství krásné literatury, hudby a umění 1962.
31 Tao. Texty staré Číny. Prague, Československý spisovatel 1971. It appeared in 21,000 copies for
the members of Poetry’s Friends Club.
32 Sen v červeném domě, I. Prague, Odeon 1987.
33 Zpěvy od Žluté řeky (The Songs from the Region of Yellow River).Prague, Práce1987. In this
booklet there are also a few specimens of the yuefu poetry.
34 Mao D un’s Corruption was published in Czech under two different titles:V tygří tlamě (InTiger’s
Jaw), Prague 1959 and Hniloba (Putredness), Prague 1967.
35 D eník slečny Suo-fej a jiné p rózy. Prague 1955.
36 Letní sníh a jiné hry (Injustice to Tou О and Other Plays). Prague 1960.
37 Vějíř s broskvovým i květy. Prague 1968.
38 Návraty (Returns). Prague 1966.
39 Vyznání (Confessions). Prague 1974.
40 P ovídky o čínské m ládeži (Stories about the Chinese Youth). Prague 1950.
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teers in Korea,41 and continued with the medieval stories of love under the title The
Jewel Box, including the famous story Du Shiniang Indignantly Throws the Jewel
Box (Du Shiniang nu chen baibao xiang) [51]42 and with a part of the Journey to
the West (Xi you ji) [52] by Wu Chengen [53] entitled The Monkey King.43 Augustin
Palát, Prúšek’s associate of many years, published in the early 1950s three works
of the contemporary Chinese literature: Ho Jingzhi’s [54] and Ding Yi’s [55] White
Hair Girl (Baimao nu) [56],44 Wang Xijian’s [57] The Upheaval (Difu tianfan ji)
[58] ,45 and Ding Lin’s Sun Shines over the Sanggan River (Taiyang zhao zai Sanggan
ho shang) [59].46 His later translation of Shi Naian’s [60] Water Margin (Shui hu
zhuan) [61] was published in the Czech and the Slovak versions.
Several Czech translators remained “faithful” to the new Chinese literature, and
to folklore written in the vernacular. In the first place we should mention Dana Šťovíčková (1929-1976), with very good linguistic erudition and extraordinary stylistic
talents for the translation of poetry. Her major work is Silver Horse. A n Anthology
o f Modern Chinese Poetry o f the 1920s up to 1940s 41 in which she focused primarily
on her most favourite poet Ai Qing [62] and translated more than one poem from
Zhu Ziqing [63], Guo Moruo, Wen Yiduo [64], Dai Wangshu [65], Mu Mutian [66],
Du Gu [67] and Tian Jian [68]. The translation appeared in 1964. Jarmila Häringová
translated the selection from the collections of poems Stars (Fanxing) [69] and
Spring Waters (Chun shui) [70] by Xie Bingxin.48 It appeared in 1967. Several years
later, her translation of the well-known book by Xie Bingying [71] entitled Girl Re
bel. The Autobiography o f Xie Bingying (Yige nubingde zizhuan) [72] (1971),49 fol
lowed. Véna Hrdličková translated several books in the 1950s, most of them to
gether with her husband, such as Cao Ming’s [73] Moving Force (Yuandong li)
[74],50 Chen Dengke’s [75] Living Hell (Huoren tang) [76],51 and even before, a
selection entitled after Sun Li’s [77] short story Lotus Creek (Hehua dian) [78] ,52
containing also the works by Lu Xun, Mao Dun, Liu Baiyu [79], Gu Yu [80], Zhou

41 Čínští dobrovolníci, p o v íd k y a reportáže (Chinese Volunteers, Short Stories and Reports). Prague
1961.
42 Skříňka s poklady. Prague 1961.
43 O pičí král. Prague 1961.
44 D ívka s bílým i vlasy. Prague 1951.
45 Převrat. Prague 1953.
46 Na řece Sang-kang. Prague 1951.
47 Stříbrný kůň. Výbor m oderní čínské poezie dvacátých až čtyřicátých let. Prague 1964.
48 H vězdy a jarní vody. Prague 1967.
49 Nepoddajná (An Uncompromising Woman). Prague 1971.
50 Pramen síly. Prague 1952.
51 Ž ivoucí peklo. Prague 1955.
52 Lotosová zátoka. Výber z čínských povíd ek (Lotus Creek. A Selection of Chinese Stories). Prague
1951.
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Lipo and Z hao Shuli [81]. Zhao Shuli’s Rhym es o f L i Yuci (Li Yuci banhua) [82]"’
was translated by the students of the sinological seminary in Prague and the book
Changes in L i Village (Lijiazhuangde bianqian) [вЗ]''4 got into the Czech language
through the Russian translation. It seems that Zhao Shuli best represented Chinese
literature in the Liberated A reas and of the first years of People’s Republic of China
for the Czech readers.
Folklore tales were especially the dom ain of D. Šťovíčková: Brocade Picture55
and V. Hrdličková: Magic G ourd.56
In this enum eration of translations from the Chinese originals we must m ention
those which were the outcom e of the co-operation betw een sinologists and wellknown Czech poets. A t least two of them must be m entioned: Springs and A utum ns
o f Old China, acquainting Czech readers with the poems of ci [84] form from the
Song dynasty57 which is the joint work of Z lata Č erná and Jan Vladislav and the
translations from Bo Juyi called Black Pool Dragon (Hei tan long) [85],58 the joint
work of Josef Kolmaš and Jana Štroblová.
3
The arrival of Jaroslav Průsek and his colleagues and pupils in the Czech transla
tion arena did not m ean that the “second-hand” translations stopped. A m ong m ore
im portant translations of this kind, we must m ention Rickshaw -Boy (Luotuo Xiangzi) [86] by Lao She [87], made on the basis of the well-known (and considerably
adapted) version of Evan King. It was published in 1947 in an unusually high im pres
sion of 50,000 copies. Just for com parison I m ention that the later translation of Z.
Slupski, m ade on the basis of the Chinese original, containing 12 Lao She’s short
stories entitled after one of them The Death-Bearing Lance (Duan hunqiang) [88],
appeared in 5,500 copies.59 W hen we add the later editions in Slovakia we find out
that Lao She’s works reached the highest impressions in Czechoslovakia, where they
are probably the most widely read m odern Chinese works of literature. Non-sinol
ogists translated into Czech the above m entioned Shi N aian’s novel on the basis of
A ll Men A re Brothers adapted by Pearl S. Buck (1937)60 and Jin Ping Mei [89], prob
ably on the basis of the G erm an version by Franz K uhn.61 O ther similar translations

53 Na horských pláních (On the Mountain Plains). Prague 1951.
54 Vesnice Li m ění tvář. Prague 1950.
55 Brokátový obraz. Prague 1978.
56 Kouzelná tykev. Prague 1981.
57 Jara a podzim y staré Číny. Prague 1961.
58 Drak z černé tůně. Prague 1961.
59 Konec slavného kopiníka. Prague 1962.
60 This famous Chinese mediaeval novel was translated into Czech by Z. Vančura, M. Nováková and
M. Matoušková.
61 Čin Ping Mei čili půvabné ženy (Jin Ping Mei or Charming W omen). Prague 1948.
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- selection from the philosophical work Zhuangzi [90] (1930)62 and Li Xingdao’s
[91] The Chalk Circle (Hui lan ji) [92], probably following the German translation
by Wollheim de Fonseca from the year 1876 also deserve to be mentioned.63
A special place among these translations is occupied by a relatively extensive se
lection from the poetry of the Song dynasty period, called Melancholies, the work
by a prominent Czech poet Vladimír Holan (1905-), who set to verses the French
translations from the book Florilege des poemes Song by George Soulié de Morant
from 1923.64 The Czech poet gave attention especially to the poet Su Shi [93] alias
Dongpo [94] and poetess Zhu Shuzhen [95]. The collection entitled Tea Flowers.
Poems o f Old China, translated by F. Ch. and published in 350 copies, remained
practically unknown.65
4
As these words were at first addressed to the participants of the Ilnd Congress
of the Chinese Comparative Literature Association at Xi’an (formerly Changan, the
capital of Tang China), I would like to draw attention to the Czech and Slovak trans
lations of poetry related to the “golden age” in China. In the first part of my con
tribution I have mentioned Pšenička’s translation from the beginning of our century.
The most popular translator of Chinese poetry into Czech, Bohumil Mathesius, gave
in individual previously mentioned collections most attention and space to Li Bai,
Du Fu, and also Wang Wei and Bo Juyi. He was translating Li Bai’s poetry in the
booklet Li Po at the time marked by the expansionists policy of German Nazism
when its armies were victorious and seemed to conquer the great part of our world.
The translation of Du Fu’s poems Ballad o f the Arm y Carts (Bing ehe xing) [96] or
The Runners o f Shihao (Shihao li) [97] taught the Czech readers to despise the hor
rors of the war and sufferings imposed on the helpless people.
While Mathesius translated Chinese poetry from Shijing to Tian Jian’s Song o f
the Cart (Gan ehe zhuan) [98],66František Hrubín (1910-1971), another superb lyric
poet, did not go beyond the boundaries of the Tang period poetry. I should mention
that his preferred poet was Li Bai. His motives for translating 53 poems by Li Bai
and 42 poems by other major poets of this period, are described by Zlata Černá,
specialist in old Chinese poetry and its admirer, as follows: “The fragile charm of
the fleeting moment, just as the depth of reflection and a chilling feeling over the
hopelessness of the oppressive fate, as they are found in countless variations and

62 Myšlenky čínského filosofa Chuang-tze (Ideas of the Chinese Philosopher Zhuangzi). Prague 1930.
6j Křídový kruh. Prague 1947.
64 Melancholie. Básně dynastie sungské 960-1277. Prague 1948.
65 Čajové květy. Verše ze staré Číny. Brno 1934. F. Ch. were the initials of the poet František Chudoba
(1878-1941).
66 Píseň o káře. Translated by J. Průsek and B. Mathesius. Prague 1952.
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literally microscopic treatm ent in the lines w ritten for centuries in the ancient China
and introduced, especially during the last fifty years, also to the E uropean reader
in translations and paraphrases, were bound to raise also the attention of František
H rubín, a poet of great sensibility and fascination by the beauties of everyday life.
It is his inner feeling of belonging to his country, his dedication to everything its
people had done since the oldest time to im prove, toiling laboriously, this charming
piece of land and their own fate, that made him a truly national poet who sensitively
responded to the similar desires and efforts in the most rem ote regions and in peri
ods long buried in time. All true poets have at least one thing in common - a bound
less desire to discover and grasp the beauty and grandeur all around them , in the
simple life of themselves and people close to them and only in this way the most
fortunate among them may get to expressing som ething which is intelligible every
where and to everybody.”67
The poetry of Tang period of jin tishi [99] m odern style, usually jueju [100] qua
trains, but also liXshih [101] octaves or regulated poems and pailii [102] long poems
was translated by H rubín in the years 1945 to 1954 on the basis of Czech or other
E uropean translations, or in co-operation with A ugustín Palát. A t the beginning,
he published them as bibliophilia. The thin volume The Star o f Wine with the subtitle
Echos fro m L i B a is Poetry68 was thus published in 1946 in 30 copies. Concerning
the next bibliophilia, Pavilion at Green Waters, with the subtitle Translation o f L i
B a is Verses,69 the data are unclear as to date of its publication and the num ber of
copies which got into the hands of the Czech lovers of Chinese poetry. The third
H ru b in ’s collection, A Piute o f Jade, with the subtitle Quatrains fro m the Tang D yn
asty Period70 was published in 550 num bered copies as the fifth volume of the series
of the Small O riental Library, published by the Czech journal Nový orient (The
New O rient) in 1954. H rubín did not live to see the publication of his com plete trans
lations from the Tang poetry. It was published, together with the different versions
coming from his pen, in 1978, in a collection with the same title, but different sub
title: Translations o f Old Chinese Poets, with an impression of 12,000 copies in the
series Flowers of Poetry, the most significant series publishing poem translations in
the Czech language and trying to bring those foreign works which m ade a contribu
tion to the developm ent of world poetry. The collections Springs and A utum ns o f
Old China and Xie Bingxin’s poetry m entioned above, were also published in this
series. According to Jan Z ábrana who edited H ru b in ’s collection: “H rubín makes
no extension of the num ber of lines, no additions, com binations, elaboration or

67 Č e r n á, Z .: Hrubín a poezie staré Číny (František Hrubín and Poetry of Old China). In: Nefritová
flétna. Prague, 1978, p. 113.
68 H vězda vína. O zvěny z Li Povy poesie. Prague, Jaroslav Picka 1946.
69 Pavilon и zelených vod. Překlad Li Pových veršů. Prague, Jaroslav Picka, n. d.
70 Nefritová flétna. Čtyřverší z doby dynastie Tchangů. Prague 1954.
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elimination of individual motives, no changes in their sequence; wherever possible,
he even avoids the shift of the idea from one line to another. His translation method
is thus in complete opposition to that of Bohumil Mathesius, whose ‘The Songs o f
the Old China’ represent paraphrases par exccellence.”71 This is probably the most
Czech version of Chinese poetry, although its appeal for the readers lags behind
that of paraphrases by Mathesius.
The paraphrases by the German translator Klabund entitled Li-tai-pe, Leipzig
1915, served probably as the source for paraphrases of another Czech enthusiast
- Otokar Žižka (1907-1963). In 1942, i.e. at the same time as Mathesius, this Czech
teacher and poet, published Li Bai’s poems for a small circle of admirers under the
title Lotus Flowers.12 The book was published in 120 copies and each of them bore
the name of the first owner. I was fortunate enough to have in my hands (while
writing this contribution) and to use the copy No. 1, original property of the trans
lator Žižka. The distance between the paraphrase and the original is sometimes so
big that one must look for names as reference points. The well-known Li Bai’s poem
about beautiful Xishi [103] who made the king of the Wu state neglect his political
and administrative duties, had been turned into a harem description, quite unlike
Li Bai’s deeply philosophical work.
Li Bai’s genius attracted also two other translators: the sinologist Marta Ryšavá
and the Slovak poet Ivan Kupec. The translations of Marta Ryšavá, based on schol
arly research and having adequate poetic sensibility, is balanced and valuable and is
still the most extensive collection in the Czech language, devoted to a single Chine
se poet. Marta Ryšavá studied the works of Li Bai for several years and her knowl
edge of this lyrical genius is sufficiently profound. Rather than conceiving his poems
as a “congenial expression of the sudden inspiration” , as is frequently the case in
the European translations affected by the legends accompanying the work of this
great poet, she considers them as featuring a “detailed elaboration of the internal
structure of the theme, numerous semantic and formal bounds” . Li Bai diligently
drew lessons from his predecessors, “mastered and used all the poetic forms com
mon at his time” .73 She enjoys especially his ability of hyperbolization, imagination,
personal and intimate relationship with the Nature, in which dominates Man with
his individual, subjective experience.
Ivan Kupec, apparently under the impact of the success of Mathesius’ paraphra
ses, gave his preference to this form of adapted translation in his collection Li Bai.
71 Z á b r a n a, J.: Ediční poznám ka (Editorial Remark). In: Nefritová flétna, p. 130.
72 Lotosové květy. Pardubice 1942. Beside this slender volume of five translations of Li Bai, O. Žižka
prepared for the readers of Chinese poetry another selection: fifteen poems of different epochs beginning
with the 5th cent. A .D. and ending with the 19th cent, entitled Hrst rýže (Handful of Rice), Třebíč 1946,
with pen-and-ink drawings by well-known Czech painter Karel Svolinský.
73 R y š a v á, M.: Básník mezi lidmi (Poet among the People). In: Li Po. Měsíc nad průsmykem (Li
Bai. The Moon over the Pass). Prague, Odeon 1976, p. 450.
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Eternal Letters. In the epilogue to this book L i Bai. Poetic W izard o f Old China,
he wrote the words conveying the feelings of by now several generations of Li Bai's
readers in the E uropean cultural context: “Speaking of the old Chinese lyric poetry
among scholars or among lovers of poetry, you can never omit one name: Li Bai.
He was that what later, after one thousand years, Baudelaire becam e to be for m o
dern W estern poetry due to his explosive language of the symbols and bold sincerity
of confession. The tragic life of Li Bai might be called the concise encyclopaedia of
old China, for his many works are the source for practically everything that was trac
ing after him the curves of the Chinese verses with such% gentle and excited han d .”74
The confession of Kupec suggests that K labund’s work affected his own interpreta
tion of Li Bai, and of two m ore collections of O riental poetry he transposed into
Slovak: The Pearls and the Roses1:>and Songs o f Lotus Petals.16
We cannot speak about translations from the Tang period without m entioning
an extensive collection of 31 chuanqi [104] prose rom ances m ediated to Czech
readers through Josef Fass under the title Ancient Mirror. Stories fro m Tang Chi
na. 77 Some of th em , such as Jiang Fang’s [105] H uo X iaoyu zhuan [106] The Story o f
Huo X iaoyu or Bai X ingjian’s [107] L i wa zhuan [108] The Story o f Beautiful Maiden
Li gave an extrem ely captivating description of the life in old Changan, probably
the largest city in the world of its times and one of the most im portant international
centres of policy, economy, culture, the place of literary and artistic symbiosis be
tween China and other nations.
5
Translations of Chinese literature in Slovakia followed the Czech ones after m ore
than fifty years. The non-sinologists and non-orientalists, working in M atica sloven
ská as the institution which was intended, among other things, to publish classical
works of world literature, thus addressed in their adfontes the writer who began to
raise attention in much of the literary world - Lu Xun. On the basis of the Russian
and E speranto translations they presented the Slovak readership in 1952 a selection
entitled White Light, after Lu X un’s short story Bai guang [109].78
The first translation into Slovak from the Chinese originals was the collection A n
Intoxicating Evening o f Spring Breeze, published in 1960, and also nam ed after
a short story Chunfeng chenzuide wanshang [110] by Yu Dafu [111].79 O ne year later
followed the selection from Mao D un’s short stories, also nam ed after one of them

74 Li Po. Večné písmená. Bratislava, Tatran 1978, p. 163.
75 Perly a ruže. Bratislava 1962.
76 Spevy lotosových listov. Bratislava 1974.
77 Starožitné zrcadlo. Příběhy z doby Tchangú. Prague, Odeon 1977.
7S Biele svetlo. Martin, Matica slovenská 1952.
79 Večer opitý jarným vetrom. Bratislava, Tatran 1960.
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The Shop o f the Lin Family (Linjia puzi) [112].80 These were the translating debuts
of the then young graduates of sinology: Anna Doležalová and myself. In 1962, the
world-famous Lao She’s novel Rickshaw-Boy appeared in my translation (unlike
the second-hand Czech translation, this one was made on the basis of the Chinese
original) and with a record impression of 53,000 copies.81 It was followed by two
novels for children: The Magic Gourd (Bao hulude mimi) [ИЗ]82 by Zhang Tianyi
[114] and Next-Time Port (Tang Xiaoxi zai <(Xiayici kaichuang gang”) [115]83by Yan
Wenjing [116], again in my translation. The translation of Chinese literature in Slo
vakia then recorded a relatively long break.
These activities were resumed in 1977 by Marína Čarnogurská with her selection
The Master Said84 where she included fragments of works by Confucius, Mencius
and Xunzi [117]. In 1971 there was the translation of the long poem Ashma,85 made
by Doležalová and the outstanding Slovak poet Ľubomír Feldek, but since it be
longs to the literature of Sani ethnic minority I do not include it into the Chinese
national literature. At the end of the 1970s Mrs. Čarnogurská translated several of
Lao She’s short stories included later into a comprehensive volume together with
my earlier translation. This joint work appeared under the title Rickshaw-Boy Crescent Moon in 1983.86 In 1985 I have translated - together with a young sinologist
Eva Salajková - Ba Jin’s novel Cold Night (Han ye) [118].87 33,000 copies of the
translation appeared.
Besides the sinologists, Chinese literature was also translated into Slovak by non
sinologists who were reaching for accessible second-hand translations. On the basis
of a Czech translation The White Hair Girl appeared in 1952,88 Zhao Shuli’s Short
Stories translated from the English edition of Rhymes o f Li Yu-tsai and Other Sto
ries89 in the following year. Zhang Tianyi’s Big Lin and Little Lin (Da Lin he xiao
Lin) [119]90 made on the basis the Russian translation appeared in 1960 and Lu
Xun’s stories entitled The Fire and Flowers91 based on” the Czech translation and
referring to the Chinese original were published in the same year. In the first half
of the 1960s, also Cao Yu’s [120] The Thunderstorm (Leiyu) [121],92 Guo M oruo’s

80 Odchod rodiny Linovej a iné poviedky. Bratislava, Slovenský spisovateľ 1961.
81 Rikšiar. Bratislava, Slovenský spisovateľ 1962.
82 Čarovný balónik. Bratislava, Mladé letá 1964.
83 Príhody malého Siao-si. Bratislava, Mladé letá 1964.
84 A riekol majster. Bratislava, Tatran 1977.
85 Povesť o krásnej Ašme. Bratislava, Mladé letá 1971.
86 Rikšiar. Kosák mesiaca. Bratislava, Slovenský spisovateľ 1983.
87 Chladná noc. Bratislava, Slovenský spisovateľ 1985.
88 Dievča s bielymi vlasmi. Martin 1952.
89 Poviedky. Bratislava 1953.
90 Veľký Lin a malý Lin. Bratislava, Mladé letá 1960.
91 Oheň a kvety. Bratislava, Slovenský spisovateľ 1960.
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historical short stories93 and Shi N aian’s Water Margin were also m ediated to Slovak
from Czech.94 In the second half of the 1970s and in the first half of the 1980s, three
separate volumes of O riental short stories appeared (On the S u n s R oad, 1976, The
S u n s Fan, 1979, The Sun Dial, 1984) with the works by Ye Shengtao [122], Xu
Dishan [123], Ai Wu [124], M a Feng [125], Lu W enfu [126], Li Tuo [127], Wang
Meng [128] and W ang Anyi [129].95
Although we did not include in this contribution the translations of Chinese lit
erature in the journals or newspapers, we shall make one exception at the end. B e
fore Christmas in 1987 a special issue of the bim onthly Revue svetovej literatúry
(W orld Literature) was published with works from Asian and African literatures.
Chinese literature was represented with two chapters from the Dream o f the Red
Chamber (the com plete translation will appear later on) and one short story: Shen
Rong’s [130] Pink Dinner (Meiguisede wancan) [131]. The same journal in No. 1,
1988 published a few pieces from Zhang Xinxin’s [132] and Sang Y e’s [133] Pekine
ses (Beijingren) [134], and No. 2 Shen Congwen’s Xiaoxiao [135].
The outcom e of the over 90-year reception of Chinese literature first in Bohem ia
and later in Slovakia are several dozens of book translations and several hundreds
of those which appeared in journals and newspapers. The interest in this literature
is confirmed by bibliophile editions and large impressions of certain book publica
tions. These may be found in the libraries of simple people in the most rural areas,
like for example translations of Pu Songling’s stories, Lao She’s Rickshaw-Boy, Mao
D u n ’s M idnight and Ba Jin’s Cold Night. Many Czech lovers of Chinese poetry can
recite by heart poems of Li Bai or other old m asters of poetic art in M athesius’ in
terpretation. Some of the translations are accompanied with works by famous il
lustrators and rank thus among the most beautiful books of translation literature.
Translations of folklore literature or literature for children received in this paper
only m arginal attention. The reception of dram atic literature rem ained virtually o ut
side my angle of viewing. This topic was dealt with by our prom inent specialist on
xiqu questions, D ana Kalvodová, in her paper presented at Zhongguo xiqu yishu
xueshu taolunhui [136] International Scholarly Conference: Chinese (Classical)
D ram atic A rt, Peking, 15-21 April 1987.96
A nd, lastly, the im portant area of scholarly and popular treatm ent of Chinese

92 Búrka. Bratislava 1961.
93 Návrat starého majstra. Bratislava, Slovenský spisovatel 1962.
94 Príbeh jazerného brehu. Bratislava, Tatran 1964.
95 Short stories by Xu Dishan and Lu Wenfu were translated by me, all other stories by A. Doležalová.
% Cf. her excellent paper written in Czech-with a short English and Russian abstract: P oznávaní di
vadelních kultur Východu v českých zem ích a na Slovensku (An Introduction of Theatre Culture of
Oriental Countries into Bohemia and Slovakia). Acta Universitatis Carolinae, Philosophica et Historica,
5, Theatralia V, 1978, pp. 93-111.
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literature in Czechoslovakia having a tradition already of 50 years with certain
weighty achievem ents has also rem ained outside of the scope of this contribution.
My very special thanks go to Mr. A lfred H asa, Olom ouc, who helped me much
in supplying me with some rare m aterials.
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ASIAN AND AFRICAN STUDIES 25, 1990

LA FORCE CRÉATRICE DE NGUYEN HONG
( 1918 - 1982 )
JÁN MÚČKA, Bratislava

L’étude présente un aper^u complexe de ľoeuvre littéraire de Nguyen Hong, un des auteurs les plus
signalés de la prose vietnamienne moderne. Mais eile releve tout particulierement ses deux ouvrages les
plus importants, ä savoir La voleuse et ľépoppée La porte de la mer. En outre, elle entend etre aussi
un hommage posthume en mémoire de ľanniversaire septuagénaire de ľécrivain.

Nguyen H ong est un des écrivains qui (pareillem ent ä Gorky) sont parvenus ä leur
activité créatrice artistique gräce surtout ä «ľécole de la vie». II est venu au monde
et grandit dans une famille qui alors vivait dans une assez grande misere de sorte
q u’il n ’avait aucune possibilité ď acquérir une éducation supérieure. II se dédom m agea de ее défaut en pénétrant bientót dans la vie des couches les plus pauvres de la
société vietnam ienne de ces tem ps et en prenant pour siens les problem es de gens
se trouvant souvent aux confins de la loi. C ’est un trait caractéristique de Nguyen
Hong qui a laissé des traces saillantes dans tout le processus de son ouvrage litté
ra ire.1
Les années ď une enfance m isérable (pour plus de m isere, il avait un beau-pere
dur, impitoyable) lui ont appris a com patir aux m alheurs des autres se trouvant dans
une situation pareille, et cette com m isération était pour lui une impulsion fort pres
sante pour dépeindre fidelem ent leur côté hum ain. II se peut qu’ils ont été le mobile
qui ľa poussé ä écrire de si bonne heure, et il est égalem ent admissible que c’était
gräce ä eux q u ’il jouissait ď un succés précoce. Par contraste ä beaucoup de ses contem porains, Nguyen Hong a fait son entrée dans la littérature vietnam ienne d ’une
m aniere agitée et brusquem ent, comme ä ľim proviste, s’adonnant ä son activité créatrice de toute son äme et tout son coeur. Son ami, ľécrivain Nguyen Tuan (1910—
1987) lui a rendu un tém oignage sem blable; «E n outre de son am our pour la litté
rature, une qualité propre ä Nguyen Hong est une certaine bonté extraordinaire et
une pureté d ’äme. »2 Nguyen Hong entra dans la littérature en tant que jeune hom1 Voir M ú č k a , J.: Quelques remarques sur la prose réaliste vietnamienne. In: Asian and African
Studies IX, Bratislava, Veda 1974, pp. 70-73.
2 N g u y e n T u a n : M oy drug Nguyen Khong (Mon ami Nguyen Hong). In: N g u y e n K h o n g ,
Vorovka (La voleuse), Moscou, Izdatelstvo «Khudojestvennaya literatura» (Editions «Belles-lettres»)
1966, p. 8.
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me, mais ses travaux ďentrée étaient múrs au sens artistique du mot. C’étaient
d’abord quelques contes, immédiatement suivie par le fameux roman Bi vo (La voleuse) dont un extrait avait paru en forme de journal déjä en 1937, et le tout comme
livre, en 1938. Le roman Bi vo fut suivi par les contes Nhung ngay tho au (Jours
d’enfance - parut en journal en 1938, en livre en 1941), et Bay Huu (1941). II est
ä remarquer que ces premiers contes parurent dans les journaux orientés vers la
gauche. L’äme jeune et pure de ľécrivain était alors remplie ďun amour sans bornes, son regard sur ľhomme et la vie se cristallisait dans les transformations incessantes. II parvenait a découvrir et dévoiler dans les caracteres et personnages des
vagabonds, prostituées et voleurs, les côtés cachés de sincérité, ďam our et d’humanité. Nguyen Hong appartenait děs le commencement de son travail littéraire parmi
ceux qui écrivaient une littérature sur la vérité de la vie. A partir de 1937, alors agé
de dix-neuv ans, il commenga ä prendre part de son propre gré au mouvement révolutionnaire. II propageait le journal communiste Le travail, travaillait dans la Ligue de la jeunesse démocratique. II va sans dire qu’il idéalisait beaucoup de choses
et événements. II ne réussit pas toujours ä différencier clairement les bonnes et honnetes gens poussées par la vie vers une solution extréme de la situation, mais qui
souffraient dans leur intérieur et espéraient retourner verš une vie honnéte, et ceux
qui avaient choisi de leur libre arbitre une maniere de vie asociale. Cependant, il
était souvent impossible merne de faire une telle distinction dans les conditions si
complexes de la société et ľétat psychique de ľindividu. Nguyen Hong voyait tout
d’abord leur misere commune et leur compréhension mutuelle, de sorte qu’il leur
attribuait (parfois quelque peu schématiquement) des qualités nobles - telle la générosité, rectitude, cordialité, entr’aide dans le malheur et les difficultés, volonté
de se sacrifier pour un ami.
Beaucoup de choses dans cette étude sont implicites, sous-entendues, dans le
sous-texte et le contexte, car l’oeuvre de Nguyen Hong est tellement articulée intérieurement qu’un rendement complet de son image nécessiterait beaucoup plus de
place. Cependant, on doit relever généralement ľimportance de la fonction des détails dans l’oeuvre de cet auteur, qui se rapportent souvent au passé, ou bien - au
point de vue de la fabulation - au futur. II faut spécifiquement prendre acte de divers
événements imaginaires, merne ä base réaliste, mais que l’auteur transforme dans
sa fantaisie, hypertrophie et souvent hyperbolise. Ces segments thématiques dans
l’oeuvre de Nguyen Hong (parfois simplement esquissés, autrefois développés en
ampleur) servent pour la plupart ä colorer les recollections du passé, ä caractériser
de plus pres les personnages, ou ä accentuer la ligne idéologique de l’oeuvre.
Le roman Bi vo (La voleuse) prit naissance et fut terminé ä une époque ой се
style romancier contait maints succes (Ho Bieu Chanh, Hoang Ngoc Phach, Khai
Hung, Nhat Linh et autres). Cependant, Nguyen Hong réussit ä se faire prévaloir,
ä s’imposer par son art et son talent. «Et ainsi, en 1937 le prix (du groupe - J. M.)
Tu luc van doan (Par ses propres forces) est attribué au roman de Nguyen Hong,
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un livre sur des gents vivants et les chagrins humains non inventés. Ce rom an est
devenu un des ouvrages les plus im portants d ’une orientation réaliste dans la littérature vietnam ienne d ’avant la révolution. Le rom an traite d ’une tram e dynamique dans laquelle les descriptions lyriques de la nature, de coins et recoins alternent
avec le langage économique et tranchant de dialogues, rempli d ’expressions argotiques provenant des bas-fonds de la société. Le language du rom an a un röle de na
ture qualifiante-caractérisante: il différencie les m em bres des couches sociales différentes et crée une image bariolée de la vie du village, de la pauvreté et des bas-fonds
de la ville, mais aussi des riches représentants deT adm inistration féodo-coloniale.
Le rom an posséde aussi un tranchant social tres m arqué dépeignant avec une grande
verve artistique les contrastes d ’un pays colonial.
Le village vietnam ien de ce tem ps était pauvre, affligé par la faim. La plupart
des paysans sont sans terres, dont la m ain-d’oeuvre est exploitée sans pitié. Seul le
m aire du village et ses aides qui opprim aient les autres par des impôts usuraires,
vivaient dans une affluence relative. Les gens vivent dans une captivité oppressive
de coutum es inhum aines qui ne connaissent aucune pitié, pas m eme quand il s’agit
du bonheur d ’une toute jeune m ere. Tel est aussi le petit village Soi - lieu de naissance de ľh éro in e du röm an Binh. C ependant, Faction principále du rom an prend
place ä Nam Dinh (pays natal de Nguyen Hong) et ä H aiphong oú il a dém énagé
aprés q u ’il fut reläché de prison. C ette ville-port coloniale, avec ses ruelles étroites
autour du marché Con, les taudis m isérables aux toits effondrés, la saleté, la peur
nauséabonde des égouts, les gens m ourant de maladie ou de faim.
Ľ h é ro in e principále du rom an Binh espere naivem ent obtenir du travail dans la
fabrique de la ville. Mais il y en a des milliers de pareils dans la ville qui se battent
pour le travail, pour un plat de riz, rodant les rues tirant le diable par la queue. Реи
а реи, beaucoup d ’entre eux se trouvent sur la mauvaise pente d ’oü il n ’y a qu’un
pas vers les bas-fonds du crime. E t Binh est une d ’eux. Trom pée et déshonorée,
abusée, eile néanmoins croit toujours qu’elle va retourner vers une vie honnete,
alors qu’elle ne fait que s’enfoncer de plus en plus dans la fange du dem im onde pour
devenir finalem ent une voleuse professionnelle. C ’est ainsi qu’une simple fillette
de village devient la prostituée Binh H uitiem e, plus tard ľépouse de Nam de Saigon,
chef d ’une bande de malfaiteurs. Celui-ci non plus, n ’est pas «un voleur par naissance». II passa son enfance comme orphelin sans avoir un toit propre qui l’abriterait.
II faisait le saute-ruisseau, il se loua pour des gains occasionnels, et poussé au désespoir par la misere, il s’engage dans la voie du vol et du crime. A u dedans, dans les
entrailles de la ville, une nouvelle génération de voleurs futurs se forme - pour le
m om ent des petits voleurs ä la tire, des esbroufeurs (M inh, Seo, Hieu). L ’auteur
' T k a t c h e v , M . : Predislovyie (Préface). In: N g u y e n K h o n g , Vorovka (La voleuse) Moscou.
Gosudarstvennoye izdatelstvo khudojestvennoy literatury (Editions de l’Etat des belles-lettres) 1961,
p. 7.
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réussit aussi ä dépeindre ďune maniere convaincante les représentants du pouvoir
colonial: le préfet de police qui se laisse graisser la patte par le voleur, les fonctionnaires qui jouent une comédie dégoutante de perquisitions dans le seul but de pou
voir empocher une partie de Tarnende pour possession illegale ďopium, les jugesconcusionnaires, et autres.
En meme temps, Nguyen Hong s’efforce de trouver chez les gens au ban de la
société des sentiments humains de valeur. Par exemple, Lien, une fille de maison
publique, est susceptible ďun amour sincer et prete ä venir ä Taide ä son amie en
malheur, lors merne qu’elle fút fameuse par son cynisme et son indifférence. Le vo
leur Tu Lap Lo possede un certain sens pour une conduite correcte et les convenan
ces, et meme le criminel et assassin Nam de Saigon est capable d’un noble senti
ment. Cependant, Nam ne peut plus retourner ä une vie honnete. II force aussi Binh
de voler, lors merne qu’il ľaime. Ľécrivain montre qu’il n’y a pas de retour dans
cette société de la trappe du crime. C e st pourquoi dans la conclusion du roman,
Tauteur laisse Nam de Saigon tuer le fils de Binh, le dernier et unique espoir de sa
vie. Ce meurtre et le désespoir sans bornes de Binh sont symboliques.
En 1941, la censure coloniale a mis le roman Bi vo au ban. Ľécrivain ľ apprit en
prison oú il était consigné pour avoir pris part en un mouvement démocratique. La
merne année il retourna ä Haiphong oú il était sous la surveillance de police.
Le fait que Nguyen Hong avait vécu děs son plus bas äge au milieu de gens pauvres et laborieux, exerga une influence sur sa conscience sociale et de classe. Cela
fut reflété pour la premiere fois dans sa nouvelle Nguoi dan ba Tau (La Chinoise,
1939),4 dans laquelle il décrit une greve de travailleurs ä Haiphong tenue dans le
cadre d’événements sociaux de grande envergure, en juin 1939. Sur le portrait d’une
mere chinoise qui a fui son pays pour révolte et gagna Vietnam, et la aussi prend
une active part ä la greve, Tauteur démontre la solidarité de classe des ouvriers, et
montre la possibilité de leur lutte organisée. A Tavis de certains, c’est peut-etre le
sommet de son oeuvre d’avant-guerre du point de vue idéologique,5 cependant eile
est inférieure au point de vue artistique ä ses travaux précédents. II a repris un sujet
pareil dans son roman Ba cu Viet (La vieille Viet, 1945). II y existe certaines paral
leles avec le roman de Gorky, М ё г e - Thérolne principále continue dans ľactivité
révolutionnaire de ses deux fils en prison. «Dans l’image de ľhéroíne du conte se
dévoilent certains traits de l’homme nouveau, un leader des masses qui s’est levé
contre un monde d’oppresseurs. »6

4 Plus tard ľécrivain a changé le titre de cette nouvelle contre Mot nguoi me Trung Quoc (La mere
chinoise); en 1946 la nouvelle a été publiée de nouveau dans les recueils Dia nguc (L’enfer) et Lo lua
(La fournaise).
5 Voir C h u N g a : Nguyen Hong va qua trinh sang tac cua anh (Nguyen Hong et son processus
créateur). In: Tac gia van xuoi Viet-пат hien dai (Les prosateurs vietnamiens modernes), Hanoi, Nha
xuat ban khoa hoc xa hoi (Maison ďédition des sciences humaines) 1977, p. 39.
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Au com m encem ent de ľannée quarante, quand la France capitulait et les Japonais occupaient l’Indochine, Nguyen Hong joignit le m ouvem ent clandestin de la
libération nationale. En 1943, il joignit l’Association Culturelle pour le Salut N a
tional (du Viet Minh) qui venait d ’etre fondée clandestinem ent. Pendant le m ouve
m ent de la résistance contre la France (1946-1954), il travailla au journal Van nghe
(Lettres et A rts) et écrivit des nouvelles et des contes. II en a écrit toute une série:
Cuoc song (La vie, 1942), Mieng banh (G alette, écrite environ 1943, publiée 1945),
Hoi tho tan (A bout d ’haleine, 1943), Ngon lua (La flamme, 1944).7 En général, les
personnages principaux у sont des jeunes gens cultivés, pleins d ’idéals et de contra
dictions, mais étant forcés ä vivre dans des conditions extrém em ent m isérables, ils
finissent tragiquem ent. En dépit de cela, on doit apprécier chez eux leur optimisme
- ils croient en un avenir meilleur. Cet optimisme les aide, du moins tem porairem ent, ä survivre, et merne ä penser ä une résistance organisée (comme par exemple
Giang dans la nouvelle La flamme). Pendant cette période Nguyen Hong a écrit
aussi un conte moins connu - L uoi sat (Filet de fer, 1942), ой il décrit ľé ta t ď äm e
complexe ď u n hom m e qui retourna, psychiquem ent brisé, d ’em prisonnem ent sur
Pile Con D ao (Poulo Condor).
Dans les collections de contes Dia nguc (L ’enfer, 1946) et L o lua (La fournaise,
1946), ľécrivain s’est concentré sur deux grands problem es de cette période historique, ä savoir, la famine terrible qui sévissait comme une peste dans tout le pays, et
le m ouvem ent révolutionnaire qui s’étendait en relation avec elle. On en voit la
preuve dans les contes, p. ex. Vung mau (M are de sang), Di (A ller), Tieng roi
(Quelques m ots), Tau dem (Paquebot de nuit) etc. L ’auteur y présente les attitudes
souverainem ent hum aines de ľhom m e dans les situations critiques. D ans la portrai
ture de cet «enfer» terrestre, l’auteur fait preuve d ’un esprit pénétrant, avec une
grande intuition, dépeignant quelques unes des scenes jusqu’ä des détails реи communs et ď une m aniere naturaliste. D ’autre part, il m ontre que ľhom m e est capable
de m aintenir son hum anitě et sa dignité m eme dans les conditions les plus pénibles.
Ainsi, par exemple, dans le conte Q uelques mots, ľhom m e m eurt de faim, cependant il est résolu de ni m endier, ni vivre de la charitě d ’autrui. II n ’a qu’un seul désir:
vivre de son propre travail. C ependant, dans les conditions de vie extrém em ent difficiles, ce désir est irréel. Dans Paquebot de nuit, il raconte l’histoire d ’une m ere
avec son enfant, qui se voit obligée de choisir la m ort et avec une extrem e abnégation de soi, triom pher de son sentim ent m aternel: eile jette son enfant dans la riviere
et puis у saute apres lui. Le conte présente une image drastique cje ľim passe dans
laquelle se trouvait la société féodo-coloniale.

6 N i k u l i n , N . I.: Vyietnamskaya literatura (La littérature vietnamienne). Moscou, Nauka 1971, p.
214.
7 A été publiée en 1958 sous le titre Giot mau (La goutte de sang).
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Les écrits de Nguyen Hong sur des themes révolutionnaires sont marqués ďun
certain schématisme; ils abondent en monologues prolixes des personnages, au dépens ďactivité créatrice et de la gradation de ľintrigue. Leurs héros ne sont pour
la plupart que des symboles des idées de ľauteur.
Dans le conte Buoi chieu xam (Une aprés-midi sombre) de la collection L’enfer,
ľécrivain toucha au sujet de la guerre, et y réussit véridiquement ďen condamner
le caractere impérialiste, ľinutilité des souffrances humaines, le manque de logique
des massacres.
Pendant la lutte de résistance contre les Franqais (1946-1954) Nguyen Hong écrit
plusieurs mémoires, comme par exemple Dat пиос у eu dem (Patrie aimée, 1949),
Dem giai p hong (La nuit de la libération, 1951) et des contes - Duoi chan cau May
(Sous le pont May, 1951), Giu thoc (Sauvetage du riz, 1955), mais au point de vue
artistique, ceux-ci n’atteignirent pas le niveau de ses écrits d’avant-guerre.
Apres la victoire du peuple vietnamien dans la lutte de libération (1954), Nguyen
Hong s’engagea avec un enthousiasme qui lui était propre, dans la vie pacifique. II
travaillait d’abord ä Hanoi comme rédacteur, et en 1957 est devenu membre de la
direction de l’Union des écrivains vietnamiens. Plus tard, il retourna a Haiphong
oú il avait vécu auparavant pendant plusieurs années et devint immédiatement une
partie de la vie vibrante de cette grande ville. Peu de temps apres est paru sa collec
tion de poémes lyriques Troi xanh (Ciel bleu, 1961) dans lesquels il chantait les
beautés de son pays natal. Evidement, il sentait alors un besoin de s’exprimer en
poésie, comme ľa constaté auparavant ľécrivain slovaque A. Bednár,8 remarquant
qu’un prosateur a besoin du vers comme antipole lyrique, car e’est un mirroir dans
lequel il se voit mieux lui-meme.
Entretemps, Nguyen Hong était occupé a compléter une grande trilogie romancée Cua bien (La porte de la mer), qui est depuis devenue une tétralogie: Song gam
(Les vaguent mugissent, 1961), Con bao da den (Ľorage est venu, 1968), Thoi ky
den toi (La période des ténébres, 1973), Khi dua con ra doi (Quand ľenfant est né,
1976). En merne temps que cette tétralogie, il a encore écrit les mémoires Buoc
duong viet van (Par le chemin de la création littéraire, 1970). Ce sont des réminiscences de sa propre vie d’écrivain et de ľatmosphére littéraire et artistique de la
société vietnamienne de ces jours. En outre, il a publié plusieurs contes dans le jour
nal Van nghe (Lettres et arts), dont un au moins mérite d’etre signalé - Chau gai
nguoi mai vo ho Hoa (Petite-fille de la famille Hoa, 1967).9 II у parle des changements dans une famille d’émigrants chinois qui у sont survenus avant et apres la
Revolution d’Aoút (1945). Dans certaines oeuvres il se laisse empörter par un cer
tain «humanisme abstrait et naif», par exemple dans le conte Chuyen cai xom tha
8 Na slovo s Alfonzom Bednárom (Pour deux mots avec Alfonz Bednár), Slovenské pohľady (Les
vues slovaques), 1968, No. 2.
9 Van nghe (Lettres et arts), No. 241 /1967, Hanoi.
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huong о cua rung suoi Cat va con hum bo coi (L'épisode ď un village isolé dans les
montagnes pres de la riviere Cat et du tigre-orphelin, 1963). Dans la discussion sur
ľa rt et la littérature qui prit place au tem ps de Nhan van - Giai pham (1957-1959),
il exprima son attitude dans ľarticle Bai Tuan bao Van va m ot so bai cua bao can
duoc nhan dinh nhu the nao (L’hebdom adaire L ittérature et com m ent il faut quali
fier certains de ses articles).10
Dans ľépopée rom anciere Cua bien (La porte de la m er), Nguyen Hong présente
une image étendue de la société vietnam ienne dans les années avant la Revolution
d ’A oút et im m édiatem ent apres. II dépeint ď une m aniere convaincante la vie des
couches pauvres d ’un village vietnam ien typique. Le portrait des personnages est
véridique et trés vivide. A u centre du sujet est la famille misérable et m alheureuse
de la mere La. Celle-ci est obligée de travailler elle-méme pour nourrir ses trois
petits enfants et doit supporter les rudesses et souffrances que lui cause incéssamment son mari alcoholique. C ’est un écornifleur qui ne revint ä la maison que pour
m ettre quelque chose sous la dent, soutirer de l’argent de sa femme et lui faire un
autre enfant - puis s’en va de nouveau. U n beau jour q u ’il revient ainsi, une tragédie
frappe la famille, am enant sa désagrégation totale. Le pere, obsédé par le désir ďalcohol, fait du vacarme eť em pörte un pot de cuivre que la femme avait em prunté
des voisins pour bouillir quelques patates. La m ere La en fut am enée au désespoir.
Elle s’assit aupres de la porte et attend son mari. Des que celui-ci rentre d ’un pas
chancelant, eile le frappe d ’un coup de massue au pied, l’estropiant pour de bon.
Dans la nuit, il se traine vers un étang tout proche et s’y noie par chagrin. La m ere
La est détenue et écrouée pour crime de «m eurtre de son m ari». Trois petits enfants
restent tout ä fait abandonnés.
Un tel dénouem ent n ’est pas uniquem ent le sort de la famille La. II en est de
merne de la famille de Dang. Le m alheur la frappa soudainem ent comme un coup
de foudre: la police détient Dang parce qu’il était en possession de quelques rou
leaux de toile que Gai avait achetés pour lui - évidem ent venant des voleurs. Dang
est cruellem ent rossé. Incapable de supporter une telle injustice, il se donne la m ort
en sa celle de prison en m ordant sa langue. Sa femme est obligée de prendre service
chez la famille Thy Sen et les autres ne savent point com m ent gagner les moyens
de vivre. La famille du vieux Cam ne subit pas un sort aussi cruel, néanm oins, eile
aussi éprouva un dram a lam entable. Gai était une bonne et respectueuse fillette,
mais plus tard, peu ä peu eile se mit ä la débauche - et le dénouem ent final est de
nouveau la m ort. Celle-ci est un chatim ent pour Gai pour sa trahison, mais en merne
temps une délivrance de ses tourm ents et ses souffrances ä cause de sa rupture avec
ceux qu’elle aimait (ď un côté son grand-pere Cam, de l’autre, Kieu avec qui elle
avait entretenu pendant long des relations intimes). Son pere m eurt sur l’ile Con

10 Van (Lettres), No. 15/1957, Hanoi.
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Dao (Poulo Condor) oú il était emprisonné pour ses idées révolutionnaires. La fin
tragique du pere et de la fille est présentée comme un mémento. Ces tragédies sont
immédiatement suivies par une épisode de regret et d’amour. Cependant ce n’est
pas un cas d’amour retardé; non, seule ľexpression en est retardée. Parfois ľauteur
semble n’etre pas ä la hauteur de la situation présentée par une prise épique de
grande envergure de la vie, de sorte que le lecteur est témoin de transformations
inattendues et d’un certain manque de logique dans ľintrigue. Cela porte surtout
sur la rénovation de certains personnage (La mere La, Dang, Ngot et autres). La
personnalité de Gai est aussi complexe que la vie merne: eile a sa chance, mais eile
la gaspille, elle devient trafiqueuse au marché noir et, en fin de compte, meurt en
couches laissant au monde un bébé.
Les personnages des révolutionnaires (Xim, Luong, Chan, Sam et autres) ne font
pas une impression ďauthenticité, il leur manque clarité de contours (ľunique ex
ception en est peut-étre To Gay). Nguyen Hong a plus de succés avec ses portraits
des représentants de la petite bourgeoisie. II a dépeint assez véridiquement le sort
d’un d’entre eux, Thanh. II a compris cette figure, semble-t-il, mieux et plus profondément qu’aucune autre. Elle porte beaucoup des signes de la maniere de penser
et d’agir de ľauteur. II a peint un portrait objectif, sans préjugé, des personnages
appartenant ä la classe des riches (Giang Huong, Hue Chi, Thy San et autres).
Giang Huong, par exemple, est une femme droite, intelligente, ďune beauté extra
ordinaire, quoique modeste, discrete, peu en vue dans la vie quotidienne. De me
rne, Hue Chi est un type de fille au coeur pur, s’exprimant pour la plupart en sym
bols, souvent au moyen de roses qu’elle adore. Thy San est un jeune homme de
grande expérience, de bonne mine, qui est merne prét ä protester (par exemple contre les causes de la famine), mais ses actes ne sont en maints cas que des gestes sans
aucune motivation quelque peu profonde d’idées.
Nguyen Hong évoque beaucoup de problémes d’intérét aussi en décrivant les coutumes des divers groupes et couches de la société (souvent asociaux), ой il atteint
une haute mesure ďauthenticité. Ce sont des descriptions comme venant de ľintérieur au moyen du monde de sentiments et ďémotions des caractéres. En merne
temps, tout cela constitue une partie inhérente de ľévénement, les problémes
d’idées se trouvent au dedans de ľintrigue épique. Nguyen Hong entretient une re
lation ardente verš ses personnages, qui, surtout dans les situations tendues, sont
engagés tant émotionnellement que rationnellement, de sorte que ľépopée porte
des passages entiers remplis de profondes réflexions humaines. Les caractéres sont
pour la plupart organiquement incorporés dans ľévénement et en ressortent, ce qui
les rend attractifs. II y a lieu de parier ici d’un mouvement dit ondulant du sujet, sur
lequel sont alors fondés les grandes oeuvres épiques. Nguyen Hong est un écrivain
créativement prompt et adaptable, comme s’il était désireux de s’imposer ä sa maniére dans la polémique orageuse avec les conventions. Ses moyens artistiques se
caractérisent par leur versatilité, leur vive émotion et leur profondeur sémiotique.
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Par sa profilation artistique de la réalité, il exhorte les hommes de ne pas etre indifférents ä leur milieu, que leur engagem ent ne soit pas superficiel, mais hum ainement profond et ď une grande sensibilité.
On peut dire que Nguyen Hong était un écrivain de réalisme critique qui se tenait
sur des positions proches de la révolution sociale et cela tant du point de vue ém otif
que rationnel. U ne de ses opinions fondam entales sur Part était que celui-ci doit étre
uni de pres avec la vie et lui servir ď une m aniere effective. E t Part de Nguyen Hong,
lors merne que naturellem ent original, individuel, est néanm oins hum ain dans son
essence, efficace, ém ouvant, plein d ’optimisme et de confiance dans la vie.
Son activité de plus de quarante ans dans la littérature a apporté ä la prose vietnam ienne des valeurs perm anentes et tres m arquées. II était le type ďécrivain qui
n’acceptait pas les schémas tout trouvés, mais il suivait son propre chemin. Jam ais
il ne se cachait dans Panonymité; il avait une relation intransigeante envers la vie
et luttait avec son art pour de nouvelles valeurs esthétiques et sociales. II avait une
bonne m aitrise du style et de la composition et il subordonnait ces deux élém ents
ä Id e n tific atio n artistique des problém es sérieux de son époque dans ses conditions
spécifiques.
Nguyen Hong a fait preuve de hauts sentim ents artistiques, de penseur, emotifs
et sociaux par Pensemble de son oeuvre et s’est rangé pármi les écrivains les plus
éminents de la prose vietnam ienne m oderne. II passa les dernieres années de sa vie
avec sa famille ä la Campagne dans la province de Bac Giang. II s’occupa uniquem ent
de la littérature et dirigeait une section de PAssociation littéraire-artistique ä H ai
phong. II m ourit le 2 mai 1982 dans la province nouvellem ent form ée de Н а Вас.
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Die Grundlagen für die Romangattung in der türkischen Literatur wurden in der Tanzimat-Epoche
geschaffen, benannt nach den Reformen, welche sich im Osmanischen Reich Ende der dreißiger Jahre
des 19. Jahrhunderts zu verwirklichen begannen. Die Romane Namik Kemals (1840-1888) Intibah (Das
Erwachen, 1876) und Sami Pa§azade Sezais (1860-1936) Sergüze§t (Das Erlebnis, 1889) sind ein reprä
sentatives Musterbeispiel der Entwicklungstendenzen des türkischen Romans.

Als spezifische epische Gattung hat sich der Roman zu einer Zeit herauskristal
lisiert, als sich die Literatur ihre erzieherischen Ziele setzte, die nicht mehr mit der
religiösen, sondern weltlichen, humanistischen Problematik verknüpft waren. Dem
ging eine jahrhundertelange Entwicklung von epischen gereimten und ungereimten
Formen voran, bis zum Ritter- und Schäferroman hin, die der Entstehung des neu
zeitigen Romans unmittelbar vorangingen und ihn mit den dominanten Motiven der
Suche nach Glück, Liebe und der Harmonie von persönlichen Forderungen mit den
gegebenen Verhältnissen begleiteten.
Die Romangattung entstand in der Türkei zu einer Zeit, als der europäische Ro
man bereits auf einige Entwicklungsetappen zurückblicken durfte und er betrat so
eben den Gipfel des kritischen Realismus, während für das Antreten der neuen
Richtung in der europäischen Literatur die strikte Abweisung der künstlerischen
und ideologischen Postulate der vorgehenden Richtung kennzeichnend war, war in
der Türkei für das Entstehen als auch für die anfängliche Entwicklung prosaischer
Gattungen eine Symbiose von charakteristischen Äußerungen zweier bis dreier
Richtungen in einem Werk kennzeichnend. Dies schadete dem Werk jedoch keines
wegs, im Gegenteil, es beschleunigte die Entwicklung. Und so kam es, daß obwohl
es vom Erscheinen des Romans intibah von Namik Kemal bis zum Roman Sergüze§t
von Sami Pa§azade Sezai lediglich eine dreizehnjährige Zeitspanne gab, bedeutende
qualitative Veränderungen in der thematischen als auch formalen Sphäre des zwei
ten der erwähnten Romane im Vergleich mit dem ersten auf einem klaren
Fortschritt hinweisen, den die türkische Literatur und namentlich die Romangat
tung in einer so kurzen Zeit erreicht hat.
Während sich der Übergang vom Mittelalter zur Neuzeit in der europäischen Li
teratur auf einem evolutionären Weg verwirklichte, mußte die klassisch-osmanische
Dichtung ihre seit Jahrhunderten usurpierte Positionen unter dem mächtigen revo-
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lutionären Druck aufgeben, dessen Vorhut die Schriftsteller der Tanzimat-Epoche
bildeten.
Die Anregung zum Verfassen der ersten türkischen Romane in den siebziger Jah
ren des vorigen Jahrhunderts gab zweifelsohne die übersetzte Literatur, in der der
Roman, vor allem der französische, bedeutend vertreten war. Es war jedoch vor
nehmlich das dringende Anliegen hervorragender Persönlichkeiten des Tanzimat
auf dem Gebiet der Kultur als auch der Politik, unter denen Namik Kemal eine Spit
zenposition einnahm, ihre neue, von religiösen und mystischen Belagen befreite re
alistische und rationalistische Weltanschauung zu äußern,1d. h. eine Forderung, der
die herkömmlichen Gattungsnormen nicht mehr in vollem Maße entsprechen konn
ten. Das Drama, die Erzählung, der Roman boten bei weitem mehr Möglichkeiten
den Menschen als ein konkretes Einzelwesen mit ausgeprägten individuellen Zügen
in zwischenmenschliche und soziale Bindungen einzusetzen, als es die klassische
Poesie bei der Verbreitung aufklärerischer Ideen vermochte.
Unter dem Einfluß der französischen Aufklärung dominierte im dramatischen als
auch prosaischen Schaffen des Tanzimat das Ziel den Leser zu erziehen und zu bil
den. Die Romane von Ahmet Mithat (1844-1912) enden notgedrungen mit der Be
strafung der negativen Helden, das Gute wird belohnt, worin die Abhängigkeit des
Autors an folkloristischen Mustern zum Ausdruck kam. Den didaktischen Charak
ter von Namik Kemals Roman Intibah beweist bereits dessen ursprüngliche Betite
lung Son Pi§manlik (Späte Reue). Im Unterschied zu Ahmet Mithat schloß jedoch
Namik Kemal sein Werk nicht mit einem Happyend ab, und obwohl das Böse be
straft wurde, kommen auch dessen Opfer um.
Auf offensichtliche Analogien in der Fabel des Romans Intibah mit jener in der
Erzählung Hangerli Hamm, die mit dem Namen des bedeutenden Meddah des 17.
Jahrhunderts Tifli verknüpft ist, wies in ihrer Arbeit auf die Entstehung des türki
schen Romans Güzin Dino hin.2 Das Thema des leichtlebigen Sohnes aus gutem
Haus als des Opfers einer eigensüchtigen und verkommenen Frau erscheint in den
Erzählungen der Meddahs sehr oft.3 Vor allem die Erzählungen aus dem 18. Jahr
hundert widerspiegeln in vollem Umfang den damaligen gesellschaftlichen Verfall
und Zersetzung moralischer Normen.4
Die Gestalt eines Jünglings, der kurz nach dem Tode seines Vaters einer Frau
von zweifelhaften Ruf völlig verfällt und das Eigentum der Familie verschwendet,

1 K a v с а г, С .: Batila§ma Aqisindan Servet-i Fünun Romani (Der Roman der Servet-i Fünun-Literatur aus dem Gesichtspunkt der Europäisierung). Ankara, Seving Matbaasi 1985, S. 11.
2 D i n o, G.: Türk Rom amm n Do%u§u (Das Entstehen des türkischen Romans). Istanbul, Cem Yayinevi 1978, S. 35-37.
3 Ibid., S. 35.
4 N u t k u , Ö.: Meddahlik ve Meddah Hikäyeleri (Die Kunst der Meddahs und deren Erzählungen).
Ankara, i§ Bankasi Kültür Yayinlan 1977, S. 136-137.
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übernahm en aus den Geschichten der Meddahs, aber bestim m t auch aus dem zeit
genössischen Leben der Istanbuler Gesellschaft auch A hm et M ithat (Felätun Bey)
und Recaizade M ahm ut Ekrem (Bihruz Bey aus dem Rom an Araba Sevdasi). In
dem sie diese G estalten um ausgeprägte zeitgebundene Züge bereicherten, pranger
ten sie dadurch die blinde und oberflächliche Bewunderung junger Leute aus geho
benen gesellschaftlichen Kreisen für die westliche Zivilisation, deren Unfähigkeit
und Unwillen sich im praktischen Leben zu bew ähren. W eder im Falle Felätun
Beys, noch im Falle Bihruz Beys stellt das Liebesabenteuer die Ursache des Verfalls
des H elden, sondern lediglich dessen Gipfelung dar. Ihr Verfall wurde durch die
verfehlte Erziehung, sowie durch die Zugehörigkeit zu einer Gesellschaft bestim m t,
die schleunigst auf ihr Ende dahinsteuert.
Die Konzeption der G estalt Ali Beys aus dem Rom an tntibah ist unterschiedlich.
A ber ist dem wirklich so? Ist es nicht nur das V orhaben des A utors die V erantw or
tung für das tragische Ende des Protagonisten des Rom ans auf eine Kurtisane, auf
ihre Intrigen zu wälzen, obwohl Ali Beys äußeren als auch inneren A ttribute ihn
auch ohne M ehpeykers Zutun zum Fall prädestinieren?
Namik Kemal schildert Ali Bey in der Exposition des Rom ans als einen in jeder
Hinsicht mustergültigen Sohn einer sogenannten guten Familie. U nm ittelbar darauf
erfahren wir jedoch, daß: „Auch wegen einer kleinen unerfüllten Forderung konnte
er ganze Nächte durchw einen.“5 Infolge der übertriebenen Sorgfältigkeit und der
ängstlichen Liebe seiner Eltern wächst deren einziger Sohn zum Egoisten und
Schwächling, mit einer eigentüm lerischen Beziehung zu jenen, die ihn lieben, he
ran. D er scheinbaren U ntreue M ehpeykers und Dila§ubs folgt seinerseits ein stür
mischer Ausbruch verletzter Eitelkeit - und unm ittelbar danach eine vollkommene
Gleichgültigkeit zu deren w eiteren Schicksal. Gleichgültig, rücksichtslos ist er aber
auch seiner M utter gegenüber, die ihrerseits auch nicht vorbehaltlos als eine eindeu
tig positive G estalt aufzufassen ist.
Sämtliche H auptgestalten des Rom ans Intibah entziehen sich einigerm aßen dem
Vorhaben des A utors, sind sie doch w eder eindeutig gut noch eindeutig schlecht.6
Für Fatm a H am m efendi, die M utter Ali Beys ist ihr einziger Sohn der M ittelpunkt
der W elt, handelt es sich um ihn, vergißt sie alle ethische und moralische Norm en.
D er scheinbaren R ettung ihres Sohnes zuliebe weigert sie sich nicht auch die Rolle
einer Kupplerin auf sich zu nehm en. „M eine Tochter, daran ist nichts beschäm en5 N a m i k K e m a l : Intibah (Ali B ey’in Sergüze§ti - Das Erlebnis des Ali Bey). Ankara, Ba§bakanlik Basimevi 1984, S. 16.
6 “Die Helden sind einseitig, d. h. die Guten sind allzu gut, die Bösen allzu böse,“ behauptet Cevdet
Kudret in Türk Edebiyatmda Hikäye ve Roman 1859-1959. I. Tanzimaťtan Me§rutiyeťe Kadar 18591910 (Die Erzählung und der Roman in der türkischen Literatur. I. Vom Tanzimat bis zur Konstitution).
Ankara, Bilgi Yayinevi 1971, S. 85. Dieselbe Ansicht vertritt auch K j a m i 1 e v, Ch.: U istokow sowremennoj turetskoj literatury (Bei den Quellen der türkischen Gegenwartsliteratur). Moskau, Nauka 1967,
S. 85.
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des. Der Herr gehört dir aus Gottes W illen,“7 sagt Fatma Hammefendi heuchlerisch
zur Sklavin Dila§ub, als sie diese ihrem Sohn aufzwingt. Nachdem Ali Bey Dila§ub
zu hassen beginnt, verschont sie seine Mutter nicht und - der Laune ihres Sohnes
nachgebend - verkauft das Opfer ihrer Machenschaften, ohne sich um ihr weiteres
Schicksal zu kümmern, obwohl sie von ihrer Unschuld überzeugt war.
Die Begegnung Ali Beys mit Mehpeyker bildet die Kollision des Romans intibah.
Nichteinmal die Kurtisane erscheint als eine eindeutig negative Gestalt. Obwohl sie
im Abschluß des Romans Dila§ub tyranisiert und Ali Beys Tod herbeiführen will,
klingt dieses Vorgehen nicht so überzeugend aus wie jene Szenen, in denen es zwi
schen ihr und dem Protagonisten zu einer Annäherung kommt.
Es wird oft auf die Beziehung des Romans Intibah zu Alexandre Dumas Werk
La Dame aux Camélias hingewiesen. Es stimmt zwar, daß beide Romane die Be
ziehung eines jungen Mannes aus sog. gutem Haus zu einer Kurtisane als Grund
konflikt haben, Dumas’ Vorhaben ist es jedoch gewesen das romantische Thema
der Umgestaltung eines gefallenen Menschen durch Liebe zu gestalten. Ein solches
Vorhaben verfolgte Namik Kemal nicht, Ali Beys Geschichte sollte als abschrekkendes Beispiel dafür dienen, welche Tragödien die Liebesleidenschaft verursachen
kann. Durch dieses Vorhaben kommt Intibah eher dem Roman Manon Lescaut nä
her, den dessen Verfasser als eine „Abhandlung über Sittlichkeit“ konzipiert hat.
Am Schicksal des Ritters des Grieux zeigt Abbé Prévost die vernichtende Kraft
der Leidenschaft. Ähnlich wie bei Ali Bey geht es auch bei des Grieux um eine lei
denschaftliche Liebe auf den ersten Blick. Beide Helden erliegen dem Liebestaumel, sind gegen den Verstand und sittliche Prinzipien machtlos, beide geraten auf
eine schiefe Ebene, sinken immer tiefer, entfremden sich ihrer eigenen Familie, füh
ren ein wüstes Lebén und werden schließlich zu Mördern. Im Unterschied zu Namik
Kemals Helden ist jedoch des Grieux in seiner Liebe lauterer, seine Arglosigkeit
ist von einem eigenartigen Zauber. Nichteinmal die drei Fälle der Untreue vermö
gen es seine Vertrauensseeligkeit zu erschüttern. Er weist das Mädchen, das ihm
Manon als Trost und Ersatz für sich selbst schickt, zurück. Ali Bey hingegen wird
nach der mutmaßlichen Untreue von Mehpeyker noch am selben Tag zum Liebha
ber Dila§ubs.
Nach Manons Tod erlebt des Grieux einen inneren Wandel und findet nach
fürchterlichen Leiden seine Seelensruhe. Ali Bey erfährt nach dem tragischen Able
ben Dila§ubs, die ihr Leben für seine Rettung opfert, aus dem Munde Mehpeykers
die bittere und schmerzhafte Wahrheit. Von Gewissensbissen verfolgt stirbt er einige
Monate später selbst. Der Roman endet mit den Worten: „Späte Reue bringt kei
nerlei Nutzen.“8
Anhand des tragischen Endes Ali Beys zeigt Namik Kemal ähnlich wie Prévost
7 N a m i k K e m a l : Intibah, S. 95.
8 Ibid., S. 146.
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am furchtbaren Leiden seiner H elden, daß der Mensch für alle seine Sittenverfälle
büßen muß. Darin liegt die erzieherische Absicht des W erkes. D er M ensch, der le
diglich die Befriedigung seiner eigenen Beweggründe verfolgt, ist zum Fall verur
teilt und reißt auch seine Nächsten mit sich in die T iefe.9
Das didaktische Endziel des Rom ans Intibah entspricht den A nforderungen, die
die Aufklärung an das literarische Schaffen stellte. Gleichzeitig setzen sich jedoch
in diesem W erk auch rom antische Elem ente durch und weisen erste A nzeichen des
Realismus auf. Das ist kennzeichnend für die Tanzim at-L iteratur, nam entlich für
deren zweite E tappe. Die Schriftsteller Nabizade Näzim (1862-1893), Recaizade
M ahm ut Ekrem (1847-1914) und Sami Pa§azade Sezai bem ühten sich in erhöhtem
M aße um die O rientierung auf die zeitgenössische R ealität.10
Sami Pa§azade Sezai verleiht in seinem einzigen R om an Sergüze§t dem Liebesthema eine unterschiedliche, aktuellere Interpretation als Namik Kemal im Rom an in 
tibah. E r gestaltete hier weder die vernichtende Leidenschaft (Ali Bey - Mehpeyker), noch die Liebe aus Pflicht (Ali B ey -D ila§ u b ), sondern ein reines, zartes, edles
Gefühl, das der gegenseitigen E rkenntnis entspringt. Die bestehenden Verhältnisse
ermöglichen es jedoch D ilber und Celal nicht ihre Sehnsucht zu erfüllen. Die ver
knöcherte osmanische Gesellschaft des ausklingenden 19. Jahrhunderts kann dem
Menschen kein Glück sichern, die hum anistischen Ideale und Errungenschaften der
westlichen Zivilisation stoßen an diese Starrheit, und in einer Gesellschaft, die sie
nur oberflächlich akzeptiert, haben sie keine Chance sich durchzusetzen.11
In dieser Gesellschaft kann Celal Bey mit seiner V erteidigung der freien Wahl
eines Partners auf keinen Erfolg hoffen. Dieses Them a gestaltete schon Namik K e
mal im D ram a Zavalil Qocuk (Arm es Kind, 1873). W ährend jedoch die Heldin des
Dram as §efika auf die Liebe verzichtet und sich für die R ettung der Familie aufop
fert, will sich Dilber, die Protagonistin des Rom ans Sergüze§t, mit ihrem Schicksal
nicht untätig abfinden. Ihre erste Flucht in der K indheit endet mit der unfreiwilligen
Rückkehr zur gefühlslosen H errschaft, die zweite Flucht wird mit ihrem freiwilligen
Scheiden aus dem Leben abgeschlossen. D ilber wählt lieber den T od, als sich einem
Mann ohne Liebe hinzugeben. Für eine Sklavin gibt es keine andere M öglichkeit
ihren freien Willen zu äußern.
Das Them a der Sklaverei, in der Tanzim at-L iteratur eines der frequentiertesten,
erklingt im Rom an Sergüze§t als V erurteilung dieser antihum anen Erscheinung.
W ährend es im Rom an Intibah lediglich ein R andthem a ist, erhob es Sami Pa§azade
Sezai zum zentralen Them a seines R om ans dadurch, daß er eine Sklavin zu dessen
Protagonistin machte. E r gestaltete das Schicksal der Tscherkessin D ilber von dem

9 D i n e s c u - S z é k e l y , V.: Romanul turc (Perioada moderná). Bucure§ti 1978, S. 24.
10A j z e n s c h t e j n , N . A . : / z istorii turetskogo realisma (Aus der Geschichte des türkischen Rea
lismus). Moskau, Nauka 1968, S. 18.
11 D i n e s c u - S z é k e l y , V.: Romanul turc, S. 34.
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Moment an, als diese vom Sklavenhändler, der das neunjährige Mädchen ihrer Mut
ter entrissen hat, an ihre ersten Besitzer verkauft wurde, bis zur Zeit, als sie in ihrer
unerfüllten Sehnsucht nach Freiheit in den trüben Gewässern des Nils endet: „Wo
hin trägt diese fürchterliche, mörderische Tiefe und ihre Ströme die arme Dilber,
diese unglückliche Sklavin? .. .Z ur Freiheit hin!“12
Es gibt einen markanten Unterschied zwischen dem Herangehen, das Namik Kemal und Sami Pa§azade Sezai bei der Gestaltung der Sklavin und ihrer Stellung
wählten. Bei Namik Kemal äußerte sich gerade im Bild der Sklavin Dila§ub sehr
deutlich seine Verbundenheit mit den Erzählungen der Meddahs, wo die Sklavinnen
als stark idealisierte Typen auftreten. Es sind meist engelgleiche Geschöpfe von un
gewöhnlicher Schönheit, fähig jene, von denen sie verletzt wurden aufopfernd zu
lieben und ihnen uneigennützig zu verzeihen. Gerade eine solche engelschöne Ge
stalt (in der Beschreibung des Äußeren von Dila§ub kam Namik Kemals Verbun
denheit mit der Diwan-Poesie am meisten zum Vorschein), demütig und ihrer H err
schaft bis zur Selbstaufopferung ergeben ist auch die Sklavin Dila§ub. Namik Kemal
versuchte auch das Herangehen von Fatma Hammefendi zu jener Sklavin zu ideali
sieren, die sie als Konkubine für ihren Sohn ausgewählt hat, aber die antihumane
Grundlage der Institution des Sklaventums selbst macht dieses Vorhaben zunichte.
Die Sklavin Dilber aus dem Roman Sergüze§t hingegen ist ein realer Mensch aus
Fleisch und Blut, der vor dem Blick des Lesers vom unansehnlichen Mädchen zu
einer reizvollen Frau heranreift, die von entgegengesetzten Gefühlen hinundhergerissen wird. Obwohl sie nach den überstandenen Quälereien im Hause ihrer dritten
Herrschaft, bei Asaf Pa§a Ruhe, gute Behandlung und Wohlstand findet, wird sie,
nachdem die Liebesbeziehung zwischen ihr und Celal entdeckt wird, plötzlich für
ihre zivilisierte, der westlichen Kunst nacheifernde Herrschaft nur zu einer unbe
quemen, im Wege stehenden Sache, der man sich sobald als möglich entledigen
muß. Sami Pa§azade Sezai schuf so mittels der Gestalt der Dilber und der Beziehun
gen zwischen ihr und ihren Besitzern indirekt ein soziales und sittliches Bild seiner
Zeit. Das Benehmen der Heldin des Romans Sergüze§t weist bereits eine deutliche
soziale Motivation auf.
Weder Namik Kemal noch Sami Pa§azade Sezai gelangten zur Gestaltung der
Evolution ihrer Helden unter dem Einfluß äußerer Faktoren, ihrer sittlichen, geist
lichen und weltanschaulichen Reife. Jedoch schon dadurch, daß sie in ihren Roma
nen den realen Menschen gestalteten, oder mit den Worten Mehmet Kaplans ge-

12 S a m i P a § a z a d e S e z a i : Sergüze§t (Bir Esir Kizin Romani - Der Roman einer Sklavin). A n
kara, Ba§bakanlik Basimevi 1984, S. 100.
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sagt, daß „die G estalten sind keine H elden der M ärchen oder Legenden, sondern
jem and, dem man im alltäglichen Leben begegnen k ann,“b schon dadurch leisteten
sie einen bedeutenden Beitrag für die türkische L iteratur, sie taten den ersten
Schritt auf dem Weg zum R ealism us.14

13 K a p l a n , M.: intibah Romani Hakkinda Birkag Söz (Einige Worte über den Roman intibah).
In: N a m i k K e m а 1: Intibah, S. 5.
14 D i n о, G.: Tanzimaťtan Sonra Edebiyatta Gergekgilige Dogru. Birinci Kisim (Die Richtung zum
Realismus in der Nach-Ta/iz/mar-Literatur). Ankara, TTK Basimevi 1954, S. 15.
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DIE HISTORISCHE THEMATIK
IN NÄZIM HIKMETS GEDICHTEN
XÉNIA CELNAROVÁ, Bratislava

Der bedeutende Darsteller der neuen türkischen Literatur Näzim Hikmet (1902-1963) schrieb im
Laufe der dreißiger und vierziger Jahre einige umfangreiche Dichtungen epischen Charakters. Der Dich
ter bereicherte dadurch die türkische Poesie um die Gattung des Poems und bewies gleichzeitig, daß
auch die Poesie fähig ist ein aus dem geschichtlichen Gesichtspunkt höchst aktuelles und ringliches The
ma zu erfassen und sich des Laufes der Geschichte in ihrer Kompliziertheit zu bemächtigen.

Näzim H ikm et, dem U rsprung nach ein A ristokrat, seinem Leben und Schaffen
nach ein R evolutionär, eignete sich bereits in der frühesten Jugend die marxistische
W eltanschauung an. Im Jahre 1921 wurde er in A natolien, wohin er vom besetzten
Istanbul kam , Zeuge der fürchterlichen V erarm ung des türkischen Volkes, aber
auch Zeuge dessen entschiedenen Kampfes um die nationale U nabhängigkeit.1
W ährend seiner Studien an der Kom m unistischen U niversität der A rbeitenden des
O stens in M oskau in den Jahren 1922-1924 und 1926-1928 sah er, wie die russischen
W erktätigen nach der siegreichen R evolution die M acht im Staat in ihre H ände
übernahm en. Dies alles veranlaßte ihn zur Schaffung eines künstlerischen Bildes
der geschichtlichen Ereignisse von einem klassenm äßigen Gesichtspunkt her, zum
B estreben diese als ein Ganzes zu erfassen, welches jedoch aus den ökonom ischen,
gesellschaftlichen und zwischenmenschlichen Beziehungen besteht.
Simavne Kadisi Oglu §eyh Bedreddin Destam (Das Epos von Scheich B edreddin,
Sohn des Kadis von Simavne, 1936) wurde zum ersten türkischen literarischen W erk
mit dem Them a der volkstümlichen W iderstandsbewegung. H ikm et schuf darin ein
em otionales und dynamisches Bild der letzten Phase des A ufstands, der in den
westlichen G ebieten des, durch Timurs Einfall dezim ierten jungen Osmanischen
Staates ausbrach. D er A ufstand verlief zwar unter religiösen Losungen, seine U rsa
chen und Ziele waren jedoch in der sozialen Sphäre verankert. Das Trugbild einer

1 Die Bedeutung seiner ersten Begegnung mit Anatolien als eines bedeutenden Impulses, der über
sein ganzes weiteres Leben und den Charakter seines Schaffens entschieden hat, hob Hikmet im autobio
graphischen Roman Ya§amak G üzel §ey Be Karde§im (Das Leben ist ein hübsches Ding, Bruder, 1967)
hervor. Die russische Übersetzung des Romans erschien in Moskau bereits im Jahre 1962 unter dem
Titel Romantika.
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gerechten Gesellschaftsordnung, die allen Bewohnern des Reiches ohne Unter
schied der sozialen Stellung und des Glaubensbekenntnisses gleiche Rechte einräu
men würde, führte in die Reihen der Aufrührer nicht nur Moslems, sondern auch
Christen und Juden. Der gebildete Jurist und Pantheist Scheich Bedreddin wurde
zum geistigen Führer des Aufstands.
Trotz des in den letzten Jahrzenten erhöhten Interesses der türkischen Historiker
um die Persönlichkeit Scheich Bedreddins und um die mit dessen Namen verbunde
nen Bewegung,2 ist es bislang nicht gelungen zu einer einheitlichen Anschauung
über das Problem zu gelangen, ob sich dieser höfische W ürdenträger und gebildeter
Mensch an der Vorbereitung des Aufstands beteiligte, und in welchem Ausmaß er
sich darin engagierte.
Unvollständige Angaben in den historischen Quellen aus dem 15. und 16. Jahr
hundert3 können diesbezüglich nicht als maßgebend betrachtet werden, schon hin
sichtlich ihres eindeutig negativen Standpunktes. Ungelöst bleibt auch die Frage,
ob die Forderung der Vergesellschaftlichung von Privateigentum Bedreddins Idee
gewesen ist, oder ob diese erst aus den Reihen seiner Anhänger aufkam. Keine ein
zige der vier heute bekannten Abhandlungen Scheich Bedreddins weist darauf hin,
daß er den Privatbesitz abgelehnt und eine klassenlose Gesellschaft erwogen hätte.4
Darauf, daß Scheich Bedreddin auf keinen Fall ein radikaler Reformator sein
konnte, der die Veränderung der auf Privateigentum, sowie auf den abgrundtiefen
sozialen Unterschieden beruhenden Gesellschaftsordnung anstrebte, weist auch die
Tatsache hin, daß er am Hofe eines der vier Prätendenten auf den Sultanthron nach
dem Tode Bayezid I ., Prinz Musa Qelebi in Edirne das Amt des Heeresrichters (kazasker) bekleidete. Auch Mehmet Qelebi, nachdem er seinen Bruder töten ließ und
als Sultan Mehmet I. (1413-1421) den Thron betrat,verhielt sich anfangs zum Ver
bündeten seines Bruders verhältnismäßig großzügig. Er verbannte ihn zwar nach
Iznik, bestimmte für ihn jedoch eine Rente in der Höhe von 1000 Akge.5
2 Bedreddin behandeln auch folgende Publikationen: A k d a g , M.: Türkiye’nin Iktisadi ve Igtimai
Tarihi. Cilt I (Die ökonomische und soziale Geschichte der Türkei. Teil I). Istanbul 1959; C e r r a h o g l u , A.: §eyh Bedreddin ve Türkiye’de Sosyalizm Hareketleri (Scheich Bedreddin und die soziali
stischen Bewegungen in der Türkei). Istanbul 1966; G ö l p i n a r l i , A. - S u n g u r b e y , I.: Simavna
Kadisi Oglu §eyh Bedreddin. Istanbul 1966; Y e n e r, C.: §eyh Bedreddin - Väridät. Istanbul 1970;
Y e t k i n, Q.: Etnik ve Toplumsal Yönleriyle Türk Halk Hareketleri ve Devrimleri, Cilt I (Türkische
Volksbewegungen und Revolutionen aus der ethnischen und sozialen Sicht. Teil I). Istanbul 1974; K u r d a k u 1, N.: Bütün Yönleriyle Bedreddin (Bedreddin von allen Aspekten). Istanbul 1977; G ü r s e 1,
N.: §eyh Bedrettin Destam Üzerine (Zum Epos von Scheich Bedrettin). Istanbul 1978; T i m u r o g l u ,
V.: Simavne Kadisioglu §eyh Bedrettin ve Väridät. Istanbul 1982; B a y r а к, M.: Halk Hareketleri ve
£agda$ Destanlar (Volksbewegungen und zeitgenössische Epen). Yorum Yaymlan 1984 und andere.
3 Es sind diese Quellen: ibn Arab§ah Ahmad bin Huhammad (1389-1450): Ukudun Nasiha; Ta$köprülüzade Ahmed Efendi (1495-1561): §akayik-i Nümaniye; Ä§ikpa§azade (1400-1484): Tevarih-i Al-i
Osman; tdris-i Bitlisi (+1520): He§t Behi§t; Ne§ri (+1520): Cihannüma.
4 T i m u r o g l u , V.: Simavne Kadisioglu §eyh Bedrettin ve Väridät, S. 28.
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Als Schüler der M edresse und m ehrerer K enner des islamischen Rechts war Bedreddin vor allem ein hervorragender Jurist, den das dogmatische H erangehen
an das Scheriatsrecht nicht befriedigte. Seine Auffassung von R echt, wie er sie in
seinem letzten W erk Teshil (Die Erleichterung) form ulierte, ist auf dem R echts
bewußtsein der Unabhängigkeit und G erechtigkeit der R ichter gegründet.6 Die G e
setze m üßten im Einklang mit den Bedürfnissen der Gesellschaft bestim mt werden
und im Falle der Notwendigkeit hätten sie sich den veränderten Bedingungen anzu
passen. Selbst der H errscher sei verpflichtet die Gesetze zu respektieren und sich
nach ihnen zu richten, durch eigenwilliges H andeln geräte er in W iderspruch mit
den Interessen des Staats. Es waren für diese Zeit umwälzende A nsichten, sie selbst
konnten jedoch nicht der G rund der physischen Liquidation ihres Trägers gewesen
sein. Dem lieferte M ehm et I. anscheinend B edreddins religiöse Gesinnung.
B edreddin, wie dies auch die Bezeichnung Scheich (O berhaupt eines geistlichen
Ordens oder Tiefeingeweihter) beweist, war ein M ystiker, ein A nhänger der K on
zeption Wahdat al-W udjüd (die Einheit des Daseins), die vom hispano-arabischen
M ystiker Ibnu’l-A rabl (1165-1240) form uliert wurde.
D er Hang zum Mystizismus verstärkte sich unter den Einwohnerm assen A nato
liens jeweils im Zusam m enhang mit den K atastrophen, die hierzulande in Form von
E roberungskriegen eine häufige Erscheinung waren. Eine solche Situation ergab
sich nach Timurs Einfall und spitzte sich w ährend des 10 Jahre andauernden b ruder
m örderischen Kriegs um den Sultanthron zu. Von Anfang an waren die osmanischen Sultane den mystischen Bruderschaften abgeneigt, der G ründer der Dynastie
Osman verjagte die w andernden Derwische aus dem L ande,7 Bayezid I. wollte an
geblich alle jene R ichter, die zur Mystik inklinierten, zum Scheiterhaufen verurtei
len.8
Als in den Jahren 1414-1417 in W estanatolien und in Thrazien U nruhen ausbra
chen, an die Spitze derer sich in der Um gebung von Aydin Börklüce M ustafa und
auf dem G ebiet von Manisa Torlak Kemal stellten,9 bildeten den Kern der A ufrüh
rer Angehörige mystischer B ruderschaften. D er neue H errscher hatte also einen
guten G rund in jedem , der die mystische Lehre w eiterentfaltete und verbreitete,
einen gefährlichen G egner zu sehen. Anscheinend war dies der G rund dafür, daß

5 Ibid., S. 21; B e z i r c i, A.: Notlar (Anmerkungen). In: N ä z i m H i k m e t: Tüm Eserleri3. §iirler
3. Benerci Kendini Nigin Öldürdü - Taranta Babu y a Mektuplar - Simavne Kadisi Oglu §eyh Bedreddin
Destam (Gesammelte Werke 3. Gedichte 3. Warum Benerci Selbstmord verübte - Briefe an Taranta
Babu). Istanbul 1980, S. 295.
6 T i m u r o g l u , V.: Simavne Kadisioglu §eyh Bedrettin ve Väridät, S. 26, 62.
7 U z u n g a r § i l i , Í. H.: Osmanli Tarihi. Cilt I (Osmanische Geschichte. Teil I). TTK Yayinlan
1982, S. 531.
8 Darüber schreibt in seiner Geschichte Ä§ikpa§azade und zitiert T i m u r o g l u , V.: Simavne Kadi
sioglu §eyh Bedrettin ve Väridät, S. 30.
9 B e z i r с i, A.: Notlar, S. 295.
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Scheich Bedreddin gezwungen war Iznik heimlich zu verlassen und Zuflucht bei den
Aufständischen zu suchen. Im Jahre 1417 wurde er in Deliorman festgenommen und
in Serez (heute Serrä in Griechenland) hingerichtet.
Sein Märtyrertod, als auch der Umstand, daß sein Werk Väridät (Eingebungen),
in dem er die pantheistische Konzeption der Einheit des Daseins weiterentwickelte,
und das durch die Erlasse des Sultans bis ins 17. Jahrhundert hinein verboten war,
waren anscheinend der Grund dafür, daß Bedreddin im Bewußtsein der
Volksschichten zum Symbol des Kämpfers für eine gerechte Gesellschaftsordnung
wurde. Jahrhundertelang bekannten sich zu seinem Vermächtnis Aufständische in
den häufig ausbrechenden sozialen Unruhen, sein Name erklang in Gedichten re
voltierender Dichter.10 Die Gemeinschaft der Anhänger Bedreddins (Bedreddinciler) überreichten sich von Generation zu Generation die ihm zugeschriebene Idee
der gerechten Weltordnung und erwarteten sein Erscheinen als das des M ahdi.11
Gerade aus einem so überlieferten Vermächtnis ging Näzim Hikmet hervor, als
er unter dem Druck der gesellschaftlichen Lage in der Türkei zu Beginn der drei
ßiger Jahre über sein Werk nachzudenken begann, in dem er aus der Position eines
marxistischen Künstlers heraus ein Bild des konkreten historischen Ereignisses, na
mentlich des massenhaften Auftretens der verarmten Volksschichten, schaffen und
in dieses einen Aufruf zur Vereinigung der türkischen Werktätigen im gemeinsamen
Kampf für ihre Rechte legen würde.
Die ersten Skizzen des geplanten Werkes entstanden bereits in der ersten Hälfte
des Jahres 1933, als Näzim Hikmet im Gefängnis von Bursa seine Strafe für angebli
che kommunistische Propaganda und ein regierungsfeindliches Komplott abbüß
te .12 Auch unter diesen schweren Umständen hörte der Dichter nicht auf intensiv
zu arbeiten. Er schuf und studierte, unter anderen auch Werke osmanischer Ge
schichtsschreiber. Das Bild, welches ihm diese Werke über Scheich Bedreddin und
den Aufstand zu Beginn des 15. Jahrhunderts lieferten, konnte ihn nicht befriedi
gen. Er spürte, daß es wichtig sei dieses Bild von Deformationen zu befreien, von
Halb Wahrheiten und Verunglimpfungen zu reinigen, und all das, was an aufrütteln
der Kraft auch für die Gegenwart nichts verloren hat, hervorzuheben.
Näzim Hikmet betrachtete als eine der erstrangigsten Aufgaben der realistischen
Kunst die Kontinuität der geschichtlichen Entwicklung zu erfassen und deren posi
tive und progressive Züge ins Bewußtsein seiner Zeitgenossen einzupflanzen.13 Im

10 B a y r а к, M.: Halk Hareketleri ve Qagda§ Destanlar, S. 71-74.
11 T i m u r o g 1 u, V.: Simavne Kadisioglu §eyh Bedrettin ve Väridät, S. 26-27.
12 B a b a y e v, E.: Ya§ami ve Yapiťlanyla Näzim Hikmet (Näzim Hikmets Werk und Leben). Istan
bul 1976, S. 172-173.
13 In einem Interview für die Monatsschrift Ay sagte Hikmet im Jahre 1937: „In der Poesie gehe ich
den Weg zum Realismus, der die Wirklichkeit mit allen ihren Einzelheiten, in ihrer Bewegung von der
Vergangenheit zur Gegenwart, von der Gegenwart zur Zukunft widerspiegeln w ürde.“
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Einklang mit dieser Forderung schuf er auch sein Epos von Scheich B edreddin. Es
ging ihm vor allem darum , auf die unabänderliche Tatsache hinzuweisen, daß der
gegenwärtige Kampf des türkischen Volks, dessen in die bourgeoise N ationalrevo
lution gelegten Erw artungen enttäuscht wurden, ein Jahrhunderte dauernder
Kampf sei.
Die dichterische Invention ermöglichte es dem A utor zur Form ulierung der ge
danklichen Ladung solche form alen Vorgänge zu finden, dank welchen das Epos
von Scheich Bedreddin zu einem W erk hoher künstlerischer Q ualitäten wurde, und
dies auch trotz der Tatsache, daß es ihm gelang sein ursprüngliches V orhaben nur
teilweise in die Tat um zusetzen. Mit den W orten des führenden Kritikers Asim
Bezirci gesagt: „Das W erk ist eine m eisterhafte Symbiose von Ideologie und Kunst,
G edanke und Gefühl, Symbol und R ealität.“14
An einer Stelle spricht H ikm et über dieses W erk als über Risale (A bhandlung).1''
Mit diesem Term inus bezeichnen die osmanischen Geschichtsschreiber ihre W erke.
Die Analogie mit dem Stil der A bhandlungen osm anischer A utoren beschränkt sich
jedoch nur auf das Abwechseln prosaischer und lyrischer Passagen im Text des
Poems. Hikm ets W erk ist polyphon, die prosaischen als auch lyrischen Teile zeich
nen sich durch eine Vielfalt der M ittel und Vorgänge aus.
Das Sujet des Poems entwickelt sich auf drei zeitlichen Ebenen: in der histori
schen Z eit, in der der Titelheld lebte, in der nahen V ergangenheit, in der die Idee
des W erks entstand, und in der aktuellen Z eit, in der der schöpferische Prozeß ver
läuft. A ußerdem tritt im abschließenden Teil des Poem s, betitelt A h m e ď in Hikäyesi
(Ahm eds G eschichte), noch eine zeitliche E bene ins Sujet: A hm eds Erzählung von
seinem Treffen mit den A nhängern Bedreddins bezieht sich auf den Beginn unseres
Jahrhunderts.
D er lyrische H eld des dichterischen Bestandteils des Poem s, der mit dem E rzäh
ler - dem A utor aus den prosaischen Passagen identisch ist, w andelt mit Hilfe seines
imaginären Begleiters - einem der Teilnehm er des Aufstandes - durch Raum und
Zeit und wird zum Zeugen jener B egebenheiten, die sich vor fünf Jahrhunderten
ereigneten.
D er O rt, wo der lyrische H eld und sein Begleiter bei ihrer W anderung zum ersten
Mal anhalten, ist der Palast des Sultans. Das suggestiv gezeichnete Bild eines vor
Prunk und Ü berfluß strotzenden Speisesaals bildet einen scharfen K ontrast zum
Bild des verarm ten Landes, durch welches das W ehklagen des M enschen ohne Bo-

14 B e z i r c i , A.: Notlar, S. 285.
15 Die Bezeichnung Risale benützte Hikmet im Essay Simavne Kadisi Oglu §eyh Bedreddin D estam ’na
Zeyl. M illi Gurur (Nachtrag zum Epos von Scheich Bedreddin. Der nationale Stolz), den der Verlag
Kader im Jahre 1936 veröffentlichte. Mit diesem Essay reagierte er auf die Kritik einiger Repräsentanten
der Linken, die ihm eine chauvinistische Einstellung zum Thema von Bedreddins Aufstand vorwarfen.
Darüber B a b а у е v, E.: Ya$aim ve Yapitlanyla Näzim Hikmet, S. 185-186.
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den und des Bodens ohne Mensch ertönt. So ist schon in der Exposition der grund
legende Widerspruch bildlich ausgedrückt, aus dem sich dann alle weiteren Konflik
te ergeben. Einerseits der auf dem universalen Bodenbesitz beruhende Reichtum
und die Macht des Herrschers, andererseits das Elend und die Machtlosigkeit jener,
denen es abgelehnt ist den Boden nicht nur zu besitzen, sondern diesen auch zu
bestellen.
Der Boden, das Land (toprak)wird im Poem zum Helden, der seiner Titelgestalt
gleichgestellt wird. Die stärkste emotionale und ästhetische Wirkung erreichte der
Dichter gerade in jenen Versen, mit denen er dieser ewigen Lebenserhalterin hul
digte. Er vergleicht die Erde mit der schönsten Frau - der Gebärerin, er sieht sie
auch als grenzenlose, mit eigenen Früchten beladene Tafel, welche von Bedreddins
Aufständischen gedeckt wurde. Die Zeit der entscheidenden Schlacht naht jedoch
und der Vogel des Todes gleitet über der Erde, der er Vernichtung bringt. Dem
bis an die Zähne bewaffneten Heer des Sultans stehen barfüßige, weder durch Rüs
tung noch durch ein Schild geschützte Aufständische mit fast leeren Händen ge
genüber. Der Vogel des Todes symbolisiert das tragische Geschick, das dieses Land
nach der Niederlage der Aufständischen erwartet.
Die abschließenden Verse des neunten, des wirkungsvollsten Kapitels dieses
Werkes stellen einen Monolog des lyrischen Helden dar, in dem er seine Entrüstung
und seinen Schmerz über die unerfüllte Sehnsucht der Aufständischen nach Brüder
lichkeit und Gleichheit aller Menschen, über ihre verlorene Leben zum Ausdruck
bringt. Er ist sich bewußt, daß ein solcher Ausgang des Aufstands den historischen
Gesetzmäßigkeiten entsprach, sein Herz ist jedoch nicht gewillt diese verstandsmä
ßige Erklärung zu akzeptieren.
Das
Epos
von
ScheichedrinB
stellt eine erfolgreiche Synthese von Hikmets
bisherigen schöpferischen Erfahrungen und einen Start zu neuen, vom Umfang als
auch Inhalt her großen Werken mit historischer Thematik dar. So wie viele bedeu
tende Dichter des 20. Jahrhunderts schlägt Hikmet den Weg von der Lyrik zum Epi
schen ein. Ähnlich wie der chilenische Dichter Pablo Neruda wurde er sich bewußt
der „Unumgänglichkeit einer neuen epischen Poesie, die sich mit den herkömmli
chen Vorstellungen nicht vereinbaren läßt.“16 Der dialektischen Einheit des Helden
und der Zeit entstammt die neue Qualität von Näzim Hikmets Poesie.
Am Ende der dreißiger Jahre und zu Beginn der vierziger Jahre erlebte Hikmet
eine tiefe schöpferische Krise, seine Briefe aus jener Zeit verraten den inneren
Kampf, die Unzufriedenheit mit den erreichten Ergebnissen, sein Suchen.17 Es ging
ihm um den gängigsten Weg, auf dem die Poesie und die in ihr enthaltene Botschaft

16 O s p о w a t, L.:
P u t j k eposu.
„Wscheobschtschaja(Der Weg zum Epos. C
to general von Pablo Neruda). Inostrannaja literatura, 1952, Nr. 9 ,'S. 192.
17 F i s с h, R.: Nazym Chikmet. Etjudi shisni i twortschesstwa (Näzim Hikmet, Skizzen zum Leben
und Schaffen). Moskau 1984, S. 191.
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des Dichters ins Bewußtsein der breitesten Massen gelange, und nicht nur für den
Gebildeten, sondern auch für den einfachen Bauer verständlich werden könnte. Er
findet ihn in der Geschichte (hikäye), die in einer neuen, untraditionellen Form,
mit neuen Ausdrucksmitteln bearbeitet ist.
Ein Meisterwerk eines solchen, auf der Grundlage dieser Kriterien komponierten
Geschichte ist das längere epische Gedicht Ceviz Agaci ile Topal Yunus Hikäyesi
(Die Geschichte des Nußbaumes und des lahmen Yunus, 1940).18 Zum Prototyp
der Titelgestalt wurde Hikmets Zellengenosse. Parallel zu dessen Geschichte ver
wickelt sich im Gedicht auch die Geschichte des Baumes, den der Dichter personi
fiziert.
Die Geschichte tritt auch als ein wichtiger Bestandteil des Sujets im Poem Kuväyi
Milliye (Das nationale Heer) auf, das im Jahre 1946 ohne Angabe des Namens des
Autors in der Izmirer Zeitung Havadis in Fortsetzungen veröffentlicht wurde. Der
Dichter verfaßte dieses Werk in den Jahren 1939-1941 in den Gefängnissen von
Istanbul, Qankiri und Bursa.19
Auf Grund einer auskonstruierten Anklage wurde Näzim Hikmet im September
1938 von einem Militärtribunal zu achtundzwanzig Jahren Freiheitsentzug verur
teilt. Seine Werke wurden aufs Index gesetzt, und obwohl der Dichter unter dem
Druck von Protesten der Weltöffentlichkeit bereits 1950 auf freien Fuß gesetzt wur
de, konnten seine Gedichte und Bücher in der Türkei erst nach 1965 wiedererschei
nen. In diesem Jahr wurde auch das Poem Das nationale Heer als Buch veröffent
licht.20
Unpathetisch, ohne große Worte und bombastische Phrasen zu gebrauchen ehrte
Nazim Hikmet in Das nationale Heer den heldenhaften Kampf des türkischen Vol
kes gegen fremde Eroberer. Die Erlebnisse fiktiver, einfacher Teilnehmer des na
tionalen Befreiungskrieges sind mit wirklichen Begebenheiten und realistisch dar
gestellten Szenen von den Kampfplätzen umrahmt. In acht Kapiteln des Poems sind
chronologisch alle bedeutsamen Momente des Kampfes für die nationale U nabhän
gigkeit erfaßt, mit den ersten Anzeichen des unorganisierten Widerstands in den
Jahren 1918-1919 beginnend und der großen Offensive endend, die am 26. August

18 D ieses, als auch andere Gedichte, die Hikmet in den Jahren 1938-1946 in den Gefängnissen von
Istanbul, Ankara, (Jankiri und Bursa geschrieben hat, erschienen erst im Jahre 1966 in der Sammlung
Dort Hapishaneden (Aus vier Gefängnissen), die vom Stiefsohn des Dichters Memet Fuat zusammenge
stellt wurde.
19 K u d r e t, C.: „Kuväyi M illiye“ üzerine (Über „Das nationale H eer“). In: N a z i m H i k m e t :
Kuväyi Milliye. Ankara 1968, S. 129.
20 Das Poem erschien in der ursprünglichen Form 1965 unter dem Titel Kurtulu§ Sava§i Destam (Epos
des Freiheitskampfes). D ie Überarbeitung des Poems enthält auch zwei Episoden aus dem Poem Men
schenlandschaften und erschien in Buchform im Jahre 1968 mit dem Titel Kuväyi Milliye und dem Unter
titel Destan.
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begonnen hat und mit der Befreiung Izmirs am 9. September 1922 abgeschlossen
wurde.
Außer den konkreten geschichtlichen Daten, zeitlichen und örtlichen Angaben,
gliederte Hikmet in die Struktur des Gedichts auch die Angaben über den Stand
der Männer, der Ausrüstung und Munition bei den einzelnen kämpferischen Hand
lungen, sowie Zitate aus Mustafa Kemals Reden ein. Dieser faktographische Be
standteil stört keineswegs die Gesamtkonzeption des Poems, die Schroffheit der
sachlichen Angaben wird durch das Pathos des Leidens und des Heldentums des
Volkes gelindert, das von der gefühlsbetonten Beziehung des Dichters zum darge
stellten Thema zeugt.
Näzim Hikmet hat ins Poem Das nationale Heer seine intensiv miterlebte Erfah
rung aus dem Jahr 1921 miteinbezogen. Es dauerte zwanzig Jahre, bis die Bilder,
Porträts, Stimmen aus dem verarmten, aber trotzenden Anatolien, das der junge
Dichter von Bolu bis Ankara und zurück auf eigenen Füßen durchquerte, zu einem
monolithischen Werk hoher künstlerischer Qualität heranreiften.
Im Prolog Onlar (Sie) tritt das Volk noch als homogene Menschenmasse auf, das
sind die anonymen „sie“, die „außer ihren Fesseln nichts zu verlieren haben“ . Im
Laufe der Kampfhandlungen des nationalen Befreiungskrieges treten jedoch aus
dieser Masse Einzelwesen hervor, die durch ihre Opferbereitschaft und tapfere Ta
ten die übrigen mitreißen. Hikmet gestaltete keine idealisierte Kämpfertypen, im
Gegenteil, er verbirgt nicht die Tatsache, daß Mut und Heldentum aus der gegebe
nen Situation erwachsen, daß diese manchmal durch völlig banale Beweggründe
motiviert werden können. Karayilan, der Held aus dem erten Kapitel Das Nationa
le Heer, „lebte wie eine Feldmaus / und wie eine Feldmaus war er verängstigt“. Und
gerade die unüberwindliche Angst zwang ihn die Schützengräben zu verlassen und
kopfüber vorauszustürmen, den feindlichen Kanonen entgegen. So rüttelte er die
Verteidiger von Antep zum Angriff auf, der mit einem Sieg gekrönt wurde.
Aus der Summe der in Das nationale Heer beinhalteten Begebenheiten geht der
zentrale Gedanke des Werkes hervor, welches der Autor ein Epos genannt hat: der
sozial motivierte Kampf der Massen ersetzte in diesem neuzeitlichen Epos die über
natürlichen Heldentaten eines außerordentlichen Einzelwesens, in den zeitgenössi
schen Schlachten fällt der größte Teil des Heldentums den einfachen Menschen zu.
Der Schriftsteller Nedim Gürsel bezeichnete Das nationale Heer als eine Brücke,
die das Epos von Scheich Bedreddin mit dem umfangreichsten Werk Hikmets, mit
dem Poem Memleketimden Insan Manzaralari (Menschenlandschaften, 1966-1967)
verbindet.21
Menschenlandschaften, dieser Gipfel im Schaffen von Näzim Hikmet, stellt ein
Ergebnis einer fast zehnjährigen anstrengenden schöpferischen Bemühung dar.22
21 G ü r s e 1, N.: §eyh Bedreddin Destam Üzerine. Prilozi za orijentalnu filologiju, 1980, Nr. 30,
S. 169.
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Das poetisch-schöpferische Potential des D ichters ermöglichte ihm durch die G e
staltung einer Anzahl von Ereignissen und der M enschenm asse, die er in Einzel
wesen zerlegte, die widersprüchlichen und sich verändernden Beziehungen zwi
schen dem Individuum und der Gesellschaft, zwischen N atur und der technischen
Zivilisation in ihrer ganzen K om pliziertheit darzustellen.b Auch bei diesem weiten
Umfang ist die aktuelle H andlung aller fünf B ücher des Poems in einen verhältnis
mäßig engen zeitlichen und räumlichen Rahm en eingezwängt, diesen hat jedoch der
A utor mit einer Vielzahl von Typen bevölkert, deren G edankengänge die bew egen
de Kraft des W erkes sind. Die A nw endung der Gesetze der Bewegung der m ensch
lichen Psychik, vor allem des Prinzips der Assoziation, ermöglichte es dem Sujet in
die Breite und Tiefe zu wachsen, den grundlegenden zeitlichen und räumlichen
Rahm en ständig zu überschreiten.
Von den ersten Strophen des Poems an beginnt H ikm et aus den verschiedenen
M enschentypen ein buntes Mosaik zusam m enzustellen, das ein lebhaftes M uster
der zeitgenössischen türkischen Gesellschaft darstellt. Gleichzeitig stellt jedoch ein
jed er einzelner Typ ein bem erkensw ertes menschliches Schicksal dar. Die C harak
terisierungsweise ist bei einem jeden unterschiedlich. Einm al ist in einigen Versen
ein ganzes bewegtes menschliches Leben zusamm engefaßt, ein anderes Mal ist eine
kurze Lebensepisode in m ehreren Versen ausführlich widergegeben. M anche G e
stalten stellt der A utor lediglich mittels Dialoge vor, bei anderen dringt er bis in
die geheim sten W inkel der Seele durch, bei einigen konzentriert er sich auf die G e
genwart, häufiger jedoch interessiert er sich auch für die V ergangenheit des M en
schen. M anchmal skizziert ér die Geschicke auch ganzer G enerationen von V or
fahren. Alle sind jedoch glaubenswürdige, lebendige, realistisch gestaltete Typen.
Die fünf Bücher des Poems Menschenlandschaften verbindet die G estalt des po
litischen Häftlings Halil, durch ihn verm ittelt der A utor die wichtigsten G edanken
des W erkes.24 Eine Schlüsselstellung kom m t ihm im D ritten und Fünften Buch zu,
im V ierten Buch ist er lediglich der K om m entator der Geschehnisse. A uch im Er-

22 Dieses Poem verfaßte Hikmet ebenfalls im Gefängnis. Aus etwa 60 000 Versen blieben nur 23 000
erhalten, die in der bislang letzten türkischen Redaktion des Poems aus den Jahren 1966-1967 beinhaltet
sind. Die russische Übersetzung des Poems erschien mit einem Umfang von 15 000 Versen unter dem
Titel Tschelowetschesskije panoramy (Menschenlandschaften) im Jahre 1963 in Moskau.
23 Dieses Moment betonen unabhängig voneinander Radij Fisch und Yüksel Pazarkaya. F i s с h, R .:
N azym Chikmet, S. 229; P a z a r k a y a , Y.: Rosen im Frost. Einblicke in die türkische Kultur. Zürich
1982, S. 91.
24 Mit seinen äußeren Attributen, aber auch mit seinem Humanismus und fortschrittlicher Gesinnung
weist Halil auf den Schriftsteller Sabahattin Ali (1907-1948) hin, mit dem Hikmet eine seit 1928 beste
hende Freundschaft verband, als beide mit der Redaktion der Monatsschrift Resimli Ay zusammen
arbeiteten.
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sten und Zweiten Buch steht Halil im Hintergrund, das entscheidende Wort haben
hier die Darsteller der verschiedenen sozialen Schichten der Türkei.
Die Komposition der ersten zwei Bücher des Poems beruht auf dem Parallelprin
zip: von West nach Ost bewegen sich auf derselben Strecke zwei Züge, die die tür
kische Gesellschaft der vierziger Jahre des 20. Jahrhunderts symbolisieren. Die Rei
senden des Personenzugs sind Bauern, Handwerker, Kleinunternehmer, Studenten
und andere Angehörige der niedrigeren sozialen Schichten. In den Liegewaggons
und den luxuriös tapezierten Wagen des Eilzugs fahren Regierungsbeamte, Darstel
ler der Groß- und Mittelbourgeoisie, ausländische Unternehmer, Intellektuelle.
Die Züge stellen gleichzeitig auch ein Symbol der mit schwindelerregender Hast
eilender Zeit dar, in der die Türkei umwälzende Veränderungen erlebt, indem sie
sich im Laufe einiger Jahrzehnte aus dem Mittelalter in die Neuzeit versetzt sieht.
Sie sind aber zur selben Zeit auch ein Modell, das die Dynamik der Entwicklung
gesellschaftlicher Beziehungen in der Türkei nach der siegreich abgeschlossenen na
tional-bourgeoisen Revolution widerspiegelt. Diese schuf theoretisch Vorausset
zungen für eine gleichmäßige Entwicklung für alle Schichten, aber gerade um die
Wende der dreißiger und vierziger Jahre drängt sich die Großbourgeoisie immer
rasanter in den Vordergrund. Zur Akkumulation des heimischen Großkapitals tru
gen in bedeutendem Maße ausländische Investitionen bei, die nach Atatürks Tod
im Jahre 1938 in die Türkei einzudringen begannen.25
Die Zeit in ihrem ständigen Dahinfließen stellt eine Bildung zwischen den Rei
senden beider Züge dar, es verbinden sie die Ereignisse der Zeit, an der sie in dieser
oder jener Weise teilgenommen haben. In ihren Erinnerungen werden die Jahre
des nationalen Befreiungskrieges wach, durch das Prisma ihrer Betrachtung nimmt
der Leser die aktuelle Gegenwart auf, d. h. die Geschehnisse in der Türkei und in
der Welt im Frühjahr des Jahres 1941.
Am intensivsten dringt die Welt im Vierten Buch in das Sujet der Menschenland
schaften ein. Darin ertönt das Pathos der tragischen Ereignisse und der erbitterten
Schlachten des Zweiten Weltkrieges. Dessen drückende Last beschwert den Dich
ter mit vollem Gewicht. Obwohl er in den Mauern des Gefängnisses eingeengt, von
der Welt isoliert lebt, erlag er nicht diesem Druck, er verknüpfte sein Schicksal mit
den Geschicken der Millionen, vom Faschismus bedrohten Menschen, schmerzlich
erlebte er die Nachrichten von den Schlachtfeldern, er litt gemeinsam mit der ver
armten Zivilbevölkerung im feindlichen Hinterland. Über all dem stand jedoch
sein unerschütterlicher Glaube an den Sieg der humanen Prinzipien.

25 D iese Entwicklungsbeziehungen analysiert eingehend die Arbeit В а 1 á z s, J.: Die Türkei. Das
Phänomen des abhängigen Kapitalismus. Budapest 1984, S. 106-163.
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Die Idee der U nbesiegbarkeit der Sowjetunion windet sich als Leitm otiv durch
das ganze Vierte Buch des Poems, der D ichter legt sie in den M und von Halil, seines
M ithäftlings, der realen als auch fiktiven G estalten. E r läßt Halil die Frontbew e
gung in die Landkarte eintragen, so wie er dies auch selbst in seiner Zelle im G e
fängnis von Bursa getan hat. Mit Spannung verfolgt Halil die Zeitungs- und R und
funkberichte und reagiert auf diese mit Erregung.
Zutiefst wurde Näzim H ikm et vom überm enschlichen Mut der Division Panfilovs
bewegt, von der Entschlossenheit der B efehlshaber, als auch der einfachen Solda
ten, die H auptstadt bis zum letzten Blutstropfen zu verteidigen. Die heldenhaften
Verteidiger von M oskau wollte er in Versen huldigen, lange konnte er jedoch keine
geeignete Form finden. Erst die Siebente Symphonie von Dim itri Schostakowitsch,
die der M oskauer Rundfunk ausstrahlte, inspirierte ihn zu V ersen, die er M oskova
Sem fonisi (Die M oskauer Symphonie) b etitelte.26 Ins V ierte Buch von M enschen
landschaften eingereiht stellen sie dessen wirkungsvollsten Abschnitt dar. H ier
stellte der D ichter sein musikalisches Gefühl wieder voll unter Beweis.
So, wie bereits im Epos von Scheich Bedreddin und in Das nationale Heer, zeich
net sich auch in Menschenlandschaften H ikm ets Vers durch ausgeprägte M elodik
und einen hinreißenden Rhythm us aus. Die Verse sind derm aßen plastisch und dy
namisch, daß sie die Vorstellung eines von Musik unterm alten Films hervorrufen.
Vor allem die erw ähnte M oskauer Symphonie und die G edichte über T anja - Soja
Kosm odem janskaja - und den französischen A ntifaschisten G abriel Péry, die auch
als B estandteil in das V ierte Buch eingingen, stellen eine m eisterhafte Symbiose der
künstlerischen Vorgänge der Poesie, Musik und des Films dar.
Das abschließende Buch des Poems ist in einem ruhigeren Tem po kom poniert,
hier fehlt die Steigerung und die Spannung der vorangehenden Teile. H ier ertönt
wieder der G edanke des Lebens, der den Tod besiegt, und der G edanke der unbe
siegbaren Hoffnung. Diese G edanken legt der D ichter in die Briefe von Halils Frau
Ay§e, die sie ihrem M ann ins Gefängnis schickt.
Das Fünfte Buch wurde nur in Fragm enten erhalten, auch aus diesen ist jedoch
herauszuspüren, daß sich Näzim H ikm et im abschließenden Teil von M enschen
landschaften um eine Zusam m enfassung der geschichtlichen Entwicklung im Sta
dium des Übergangs von der höchsten E tappe des Kapitalismus zum Sozialismus
aus marxistischen Positionen heraus bem ühte.
Das Poem Menschenlandschaften wurde zu einem hervorragenden Beweis der
G röße des Geistes des A utors, seines nüchternen und objektiven Zugangs zu den
Erscheinungen der gegenwärtigen W elt, zu einem Beweis seiner nicht alltäglichen
Begabung.
Sein großangelegtes V orhaben hätte H ikm et nicht ohne tiefgründige Kenntnis
der Vorgänge in der menschlichen Seele einerseits und des M echanismus der Welt26 F i s с h, R.: N azym Chikmet, S. 241.
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geschichte andererseits verwirklichen können. Seine umfangreichen Kenntnisse,
die er teils durch ständiges Studium, teils dadurch erwarb, daß er das Tun um sich
herum mit offenen Augen, mit Interesse und persönlicher Anteilnahme betrachte
te, ermöglichten es ihm mit seinem Werk den Gedanken der Identität des Menschen
und der Welt zu verfechten.
Die Verfechtung einer solchen schwerwiegenden Idee forderte natürlich Raum
und Zeit, der Dichter mußte vom Thema des menschlichen Einzelwesens zum allge
meingesellschaftlichen, vom persönlichen zum gesamtmenschlichen Thema schrei
ten, von den konkreten Details bis zu einer verallgemeinernden Synthese gelangen.
Dieses anspruchsvolle Ziel konnte keineswegs eine plötzliche Eingebung sein. „Es
w ar,“ wie dies in der Beziehung zu Pablo Nerudas Poem Canto general (1950) im
Vorwort zu dessen tschechischer Herausgabe die Autorin kennzeichnend ausdrück
te, „ein Ergebnis, ein Treffen des gedanklichen Vorhabens und konkreter Umstän
de, eines alten Vorsatzes und der augenblicklichen Situation.“27
Die grandiose dichterische Komposition des chilenischen Dichters, die man als
„amerikanische Odyssee“, als eine „moderne Epopöe“ , als „das Epos des 20. Jahr
hunderts“ zu bezeichnen pflegt,28 wird hier als eine seltene Übereinstimmung von
großen Inspirationen und großen Taten in derselben Zeit, in verschiedenen Teilen
der Welt erwähnt. Ähnlich, wie Näzim Hikmet in seinen Menschenlandschaften be
schreitet Pablo Neruda in seinem Werk den Weg zur Erkenntnis des Wesens des
Menschen und dessen Stelle in der Welt.
Beide Dichter arbeiteten an ihren Poemen fast zur gleichen Zeit, die ersten Kon
zepte entstanden zu der Zeit, als das Feuer des Zweiten Weltkrieges voll aufflamm
te. Hikmet verewigte im Vierten Buch von Menschenlandschaften das unsterbliche
Heldentum von Panfilovs Division bei der Verteidigung Moskaus, Neruda widmete
den heroischen Verteidigern von Stalingrad sein Gedicht Canto a Stalingrado
(1942). Noch vorher jedoch erhoben diese, die steigernde Spannung in der Welt
sensitiv registrierenden und prompt reagierenden Dichter ihre Stimmen zum Pro
test gegen die Greueltaten der faschistischen Horden in Spanien, Neruda in seiner
Sammlung Espaňa en el corazón (1937) und Hikmet in seinem Gedicht Karanlikta
Kar Yagiyor (Im Dunkeln fällt der Schnee, 1937).
Für das Ziel, das sich Hikmet als auch Neruda steckten, war die Gattung des Po
ems ideal, sie ermöglichte ihnen das Problem in seiner Breite und Tiefe zu erfassen.
Der türkische Dichter begann mit dieser Gattung schon im ersten Stadium seines
Schaffens zu experimentieren. Unmittelbar nach seiner zweiten Rückkehr aus der
Sowjetunion verfaßte er das Poem Jakond ile SI-YA-U (Gioconda und Si Ja-u,
1929). Zweifelsohne trug dazu Hikmets intime Beziehung zur russischen und so27 V y d r o v á , H.: Zpěv o zemi a člověku (Der Gesang von der Erde und dem Menschen). In: N e 
r u d a , ? . : Veliký zpěv (Der große Gesang). Praha 1987, S. 9.
28 Ibid., S. 13.
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wjetischen Poesie bei, in der das Poem einen festen Platz einnahm . V or allem das
Poem des 20. Jahrhunderts, vertreten mit W erken von M ajakowski, Blok, Belyj,
Jesenin, als eine synthetische, lyrisch-epische G attung, stand H ikm ets Auffassung
der Poesie als eines der revolutionärsten Prinzipien der neuzeitigen Gesellschaft be
sonders nahe. In dieser m odernen Abwechslung des Epos befinden sich die intim 
sten Gefühle des menschlichen Einzelwesens in einer W echselbeziehung mit dem
geschichtlichen G eschehen, sie durchdringen einander wechselseitig,29 was dem
D ichter besonders entsprach.
A uf Näzim H ikm ets Weg zu um fangreicheren K om positionen, wo die harm oni
sche G ruppierung des lyrischen und des epischen Elem ents ihre funktionelle B e
gründung haben, spielte natürlich auch die heimische literarische und folkloristische
Tradition ihre Rolle, die T radition, in der die G attung des Epos - d e sta n - jahrhun
dertelang zu den G rundbegriffen zählte.
Den Synkretismus der verschiedentlichen K ulturen, die A ufnahm e kultureller
Impulse von W est und Ost, betrachtete Näzim H ikm et als eine erstrangige V oraus
setzung für das E ntstehen einer, dem Leben verbundenen Kunst, die das Leben in
dessen ganzer W idersprüchlichkeit, in dessen m anningfachen G estalten und V erän
derungen w iderspiegelt.30 Näzim H ikm ets dichterisches Lebensw erk ist ein über
zeugender Beweis dafür, daß er eine solche Kunst nicht nur proklam ierte, sondern
sie auch schuf.

29 Literaturnyj enziklopeditschesskij slowar (Das literarische Enzyklopädiewörterbuch). Moskau
1987, S. 294.
30 N a z y m C h i k m e t : O sotsialistitschesskom realisme i turetskoj literature (Vom sozialistischen
Realismus und der türkischen Literatur). In: Problémy stanowlenija realisma v literatúrach Wosstoka
(Die Probleme der Gestaltung des Realismus in den Literaturen des Ostens). Moskau 1964, S. 253.
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CONCEPTUAL DISTANCE WITHIN METAPHOR*
VIKTOR KRUPA, Bratislava

In this paper an attempt has been made at measuring the conceptual distance between the two terms
of metaphor. The measurement is effected along the anthropocentric conceptual scale. The conceptual
distance is, however, not relevant for the aesthetic value of a particular metaphor.

The notion of the anthropocentric essence of language has been repeatedly
stressed by both E uropean and A m erican linguists. The im portance of this principle
may be derived from its presence in various domains of the language structure. It
has been advocated by the adherents of the theory of linguistic relativity as well as
by its opponents in their efforts to shed light upon the common denom inator in the
field of lexical and grammatical semantics, and lately the anthropocentric nature of
syntax was explicitly m entioned by P. J. H opper and S. A. Thom pson who have
made a new attem pt to explain some transitivity phenom ena by establishing a scale
of activity with man at its top and followed by animals, plants, natural phenom ena,
and, finally, by inert objects (H opper and Thom pson 1980). According to these
authors the above-m entioned scale is relevant for the capability of nouns to occupy
the position of the agent of transitive sentences.
This paper, however, concentrates upon the part played by anthropocentrism in
vocabulary. It focuses especially upon lexical m etaphor as one of the main means
of structuration and extension of lexicon in general. R eturning briefly to the level
of syntax, the basic m odel of sentence or the prototypical basic sentence seems to
be that in which the hum an actor through his behaviour or activity affects some ob
ject or produces it (at least in some languages).
This inherently anthropocentric model has been, in the spirit of psychological artificialism, m etaphorically extended to other situations - to those sentences where
the subject function is carried by nouns referring to animals, plants, natural pheno
mena (esp. natural elem ents), and even inert objects. This is in agreem ent with the
prevailing idea that language structure is inevitably rather simple than complex,
which is a valuable property in view of the limited capacity of hum an memory.
Thus, m etaphor introduces order into gram m ar and lexicon, building upon the

*This study was supported by the A. von Humboldt Foundation.
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universalist foundation of anthropocentrism (cf. works by Lakoff and Johnson 1980,
Givón 1984, Krupa 1985).
In vocabulary, metaphor is part of the motivational mechanism that can be re
garded as the most important factor of language dynamism which through the socalled internal form of the lexeme removes the arbitrariness of the relation be
tween language form and content.
Metaphor involves a transfer but the metaphorical transfer prototypically re
quires a certain notional distance between the two domains of its tenor and vehicle.
Once the existence of such a distance is admitted, we also have to admit that various
metaphors may differ as to it and that, in principle, we are able to measure the
observed distance.
One such attempt has been undertaken or rather suggested by E. J. Weiner in
her recent paper (Weiner 1984).
In the present study a measurement is proposed within the framework of a con
ceptual classification of lexemes. No exhaustive classification of the lexicon is in
tended here but the attention will be confined to a partial classification for the pur
poses of evaluating the structure of metaphor as consisting of tenor and vehicle.
Within the framework of anthropocentrism the conceptual universe may be
viewed as hierarchically organized upon the scale of increasing distance from the
topmost domain of man. Such a tentative scale could be divided into the following
domains:
(1) the domain of man, (2) the domain of animals, (3) the domain of plants, (4)
the domain of elements and natural phenomena, (5) the domain of inert objects,
(6) the domain of abstracts.
These various conceptual domains may be characterized according to the fol
lowing three aspects:
(1) internal organization of the entities referred to, e.g. their anatomy and partwhole relations, (2) behaviour and properties of these entities, (3) internal organi
zation, i.e. arrangement within greater wholes such as e.g. family, social body, spa
tial and temporal configurations, etc.
The three abovementioned parameters are variously distributed with the six con
ceptual parameters are variously distributed with the six conceptual domains. On
the whole it holds that their richness decreases when moving away from the domain
of man down the anthropocentric scale.
The scale as described above, however, has to be adjusted and modified before
it can be employed to measure conceptual distance between various domains.
The first step is the verification of the correctness of the articulation of the con
ceptual universe into six discrete categories. Classificatory problems arise between
any of the neighbouring domains. For instance, should corals be classified as ani
mals or as plants? Are volcanoes natural phenomena or inert objects? The same
question could be asked about, e.g., waterfalls. These and analogous questions ob-
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viously do not arise for com petent scientists but may pose problem s for average,
“standardized” language speakers and the reply to any of these questions is often
culturally conditioned - and valid just for a particular language community.
A nother serious problem is that of hierarchization of the conceptual universe.
Many binary classifications suffer from excessive arbitrariness as well as from pseudo-binarity with which the negative values am ount merely to more or less con
venient labels of little cognitive plausibility and explanatory force.
The binary classification suggested here is based upon a restricted set of diagnos
tic classificatory criteria that would be plausible from the point of view of folk taxo
nomy (as a principle present in the organization of vocabulary) and at the same time
acceptable from the cognitive point of view.
The diagnostic criteria suggested here include the following features:
(1) W hether the noun in question refers to an object that can be perceived with
senses, (2) W hether the object is capable of independent locom otion, (3) W hether
it is living, and, finally, (4) W hether it is capable of thinking as a self-aware being.
The sequence in which these features are ordered correlates with their hierarchi
cal arrangem ent. The most inclusive feature is that of perceivability, extending to
all the dom ains, with the exception of the last one (abstracts). The next most inclu
sive feature is the capability of independent locom otion. In addition to hum an be
ings, it is only animals and natural elem ents that can freely move about. This feature
seems to be hierarchically superordinate even to the opposition of living versus non
living. The latter subdivides the conceptual universe into hum an beings, animals and
plants on the one hand and natural elem ents and phenom ena with inert objects and
abstracts on the other hand. It is questionable, however, to what extent the plants
are treated as living in folk taxonom y. The whole sequence is concluded with the
feature of the highest m ental abilities that are restricted to m an, a creature re
presenting the climax of existential complexity.
Table 1 is a schematic representation of the classification of the conceptual uni
verse.

T a b l e 1. Classification of conceptual domains

Perceivable
Self-mobile
Living
Thinking

M AN

ANIM

PLANT

NA T

OBJ

ABS

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
-

+

+
+

+

_

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

M AN - the domain of man, ANIM - the domain of animals, PLANT - the domain of plants, N A T - the
domain of natural phenomena and elements, OBJ - the domain of inert objects, ABS - the domain of
abstracts.
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Before proceeding further, some remarks have to be said about the position of
the abstracts within the suggested classification. Here they occupy the very bot
tom of the anthropocentric scale. It could be objected, however, and with some
justification, that the abstracts as creations of human beings should be included in
the human domain. And analogous objections might be raised to the classification
of human artefacts as inert objects. All these objections are rejected on the grounds
that - in the consciousness of the so-called standardized language users at least these entities, both abstract and concrete ones are treated as if they were leading
an independent existence and interacting with the human beings in the same way
as, say, natural phenomena and elements or inert objects not produced by the hand
of man. This interpretation of human produces, both abstract and concrete ones
agrees with what psychological artificialism has to say about the matter.
The classification as indicated in Table 1 is still not suitable for the measurement
of the conceptual distance in terms of the individual domains. The nominal scale
has first to be converted into at least the ordinal scale. Therefore the individual cri
teria have to be assigned some conventional weight that would adequately reflect
the degree of their existential complexity. The latter reaches its maximum with the
feature inherent to a single domain (that of man), being at its minimum with the
feature present in as many domains as possible. In this way a plausible foundation
for the measurement upon the ordinal scale is obtained. The weighted classification
of conceptual domains is given in Table 2.
The weighted values may be employed for estimating the conceptual distance be
tween any two lexemes. Here it will be applied to measuring the distance between
the conceptual domains of the two constituents of metaphor, i.e. tenor and vehicle.
The procedure will be illustrated here with several examples from Malay and Ma
ori. For instance, the Malay lexical metaphor mata air “spring of water” comprises
the expression mata “eye” (10) representing the vehicle and air “water” (3) re
presenting the tenor and the conceptual distance dc of the two terms is equal to
10-3 = 7. Another Malay lexical metaphor, gigi hutan “forest margin” , will be as
signed the value dc = 6 because its tenor hutan “forest” displays the value of 4 and
its vehicle gigi “teeth” that of 10. A greater conceptual distance is characteristic of
the Malay lexical metaphor anak panah “arrow” where the tenor is represented by
panah “bow” and the vehicle by anak “child”. Since panah is assigned the value of
1 while anak that of 10, dc = 9. Another metaphor, ibu sungai “main riverbed”,
consists of the tenor sungai “river” (3) and of the vehicle ibu “m other” (10) and
thus its dc = 10 - 3 = 7. The metaphor buah pikiran “though”, comprising the ve
hicle buah “fruit” (3) and pikiran “thinking” (0), is characterized by the conceptual
distance dc = 3 - 0 = 3. The Maori figurative expression kare a roto “object of pas
sionate affection” consists of the tenor roto “inside” and of the vehicle kare “ripple”,
which gives the value of dc = 3 - 0 =43. Another Maori lexical metaphor Ika о te
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Rangi “The Milky W ay” is analysed as consisting of the tenor rangi “sky” (3) and
of the vehicle ika “fish” (6), which leaves as with dc = 6 - 3 = 3.
All the m etaphors quoted so far are binary - because both tenor and vehicle are
explicitly present in their surface structure. H owever, the vocabulary of any lan
guage contains many unary m etaphors, i.e. such m etaphors that are represented
only by the vehicle upon the surface level while their tenor has to be guessed. Thus,
e.g. the M aori lexical m etaphor rangi “chief” involves the vehicle rangi “heaven”
while its tenor may be verbalized as “head of a tribe” . Since the tenor is character
ized by the numerical value of 10 and the vehicle by the value of 3, the resulting
conceptual distance dc = 10 - 3 = 7. A nother M aori m etaphor, ika “victim” , com 
prises, in addition to its vehicle ika “fish” the tenor “hum an being killed in war or
at a cerem ony” and its conceptual distance dc may be calculated as 10 - 6 = 4.
These are, so to say, absolute values of the conceptual distance. How ever, a par
ticular m etaphor may be viewed as oriented upon the anthropocentric scale indi
cated in Table 2. The m etaphorical vehicle may be taken either from the top of the
anthropocentric scale (i.e. from the conceptual dom ain of man) or from its bottom ;
in practice vehicles from the dom ain of abstracts are rarely if ever used.
T a b l e 2. Weighted classification of conceptual domains

Perceivable
Self-mobile
Living
Thinking
Total

M AN

ANIM

PLANT

NA T

OBJ

ABS

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
0

1
0
3
0

1
2
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

10

6

4

3

1

0

W hen one m etaphorizes from the top of the anthropocentric scale, i.e ., when the
vehicle from the domain of man is applied to any lower dom ain (and similarly, when
the vehicle from the dom ain of animals is applied to the rem aining lower domains,
etc.), we could speak of anthropofugal m etaphors. But if one m etaphorizes from
the opposite end of the scale, i.e. from its bottom , applying the vehicle to any of
the higher dom ains, it would be convenient to speak of anthropopetal m etaphors.
Having taken the orientation upon the scale into account, the anthropofugal m et
aphors are assigned the + values and the anthropopetal m etaphors the - values.
For example, the m etaphor mata air “spring of w ater” is assigned the value dc = + 3,
gigi hutan “forest m argin” dc = + 4, anak panah “arrow ” dc = + 9, rangi “chief”
dc = - 7, ika “victim” dc = - 4.
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One of the open problems of scaling and measuring the conceptual distance be
tween two metaphorical terms is the psychological relevance of this value for the
efficiency of the metaphor, for its quality. Let us compare two related Malay lexical
metaphors - gigi rambut “fringe of hair” (lit. teeth of hair) with gigi hutan “forest
margin” (lit. teeth of forest). In accordance with the procedure suggested before
gigi rambut would be assigned dc = 0 and gigi hutan dc = + 7. Now, could one
maintain that the metaphor gigi hutan is more impressive than the other one because
its dc is greater? In other words, is it more unusual, more surprising to combine
gigi “teeth” with hutan “forest” than with rambut “hair”? From the standpoint of
psychological efficiency the reply can hardly be positive. The recipient’s reaction
cannot be regarded as a function of the conceptual distance between tenor and
vehicle. After all, the psychological efficiency is relevant more for poetic than for
cognitive or lexical metaphors. The most important part is played by the novelty or
originality of metaphor, in connection with the range of possible interpretations and
with the adequacy of the vehicle in a particular communicative situation. An effi
cient metaphor inevitably results from a compromise between two extremes, i.e.,
between an absolute originality (which would result in unintelligibility) and utter
conventionality (which would be worthless from the point of view of aesthetics and
information). In addition to this, one should also take into account the orientation
of a particular metaphor upon the anthropocentric scale because the poetic meta
phors tend to be anthropopetal while both the cognitive and lexical metaphors tend
to be anthropofugal. And last but not least, the efficiency of a metaphor - and of
any utterance, for that matter - is conditioned by subjective factors as well.
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METAPHOR IN MAORI TRADITIONAL POETRY*
VIKTOR KRUPA, Bratislava

Poetic metaphor is described here as the manifestation of supreme linguistic creativity. Various types
of metaphors are established upon the basis of a collection of Maori traditional poetry Nga Moteatea
and the role of anthropofugal versus anthropopetal metaphors in poetry is considered.

M etaphor is one of the most rem arkable instances of linguistic creativity. Its ap
pearance in speech is stim ulated by factors present in the so-called problem situa
tions that have either a cognitive or an em otional basis, or both. A predom inantly
cognitive basis gives birth to m etaphor in the children’s speech, in term inology and
in rising pidgins: lexical m etaphor on the whole serves practical purposes of com m u
nication and its basis is likewise chiefly cognitive.
On the other hand, linguistic creativity in poetry, and m ore particularly, poetic
m etaphor, is no doubt dom inated by em otional factors. Poetic m etaphor may be
characterized as a m anifestation of additional creativity, i.e. of creativity that ex
ceeds the standard level of creativity hidden behind each utterance. Poetry is the
ideal am bient for this extra creativity. The reason is obvious; poetic work is a m icro
cosm created by the poet and the latter’s creative im agination often tends to obey
only the limits that have been set by himself. Creatively valuable conceptual associa
tions expressed in m etaphors correlate with hidden, profound and at the same time
surprising links. The functions of science and of poetry diverge, and the aim of m eta
phorical speech in poetry is to achieve adequate self-expression, to arrest the atten
tion of the recipient and to produce a desirable reaction to the poetic creation. Thus
the psychologists H. R. Pollio and M. K. Smith only confirm a familiar truth when
maintaining that the ability to see similarity betw een dissimilar things is especially
characteristic of poetically gifted individuals (Pollio - Smith 1980: 365). The same
idea but in different words is stated by K. C onnor and N. Kogan (C onnor and Kogan
1980: 284-285) who accentuate the ability to find conceptual links betw een objects
and events from disparate dom ains, across the conventional categories and who con
sider the m etaphorical sensitivity to be inseparably linked to creativity.
A t first glance it might seem that the greater the num ber of m etaphors in a poem
the m ore complicated their interpretation. B ut, in fact, poetic m etaphor, if it is to

*This study has been supported by the A. von Humboldt Foundation.
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be effective, ought to link disparate conceptual domains. And a disparate, surprising
link, especially if it remains solitary, is no ideal basis for a correct interpretation.
The best guarantee of the interpretability of a poem is the capability of poetic images
to accumulate, to produce variations and improvisations on the subject. That is why
a more satisfactory basis for a plausible interpretations is prepared by the accumula
tion of a variety of metaphors. If we accept Em bler’s view that poetry is an expres
sion of the internal world of the poet through the external world (Embler 1966),
then we could maintain that the poet achieves this goal in two contradictory and at
the same time complementary manners. All metaphors could be divided into two
classes in terms of the direction of metaphorization: in the so-called anthropofugal
metaphors the vehicle (i.e. the image itself) is taken from the human conceptual
domain and applied to non-human reality (cf. the metaphorical expression laughing
breeze) while the anthropopetal metaphors take their image from non-human do
mains and apply it to the human realm (human feelings and moods are frequently
characterized via images borrowed from nature, cf. the expression storm o f excite
ment). Both anthropopetal and anthropofugal metaphors occur in poetry but the
ratio of the anthropopetal metaphors seems to be significantly higher in poetry than
in lexicon. The latter gives preference to basic, elementary metaphors (often based
upon human anatomy, social organization, etc.). In poetry, namely in non-anonymous poetry, the ambition of the poet is to be original and that is why unusual
metaphors are appreciated, metaphors that stimulate thinking on the part of the
recipient and provoke creativity in the process of interpretation.
However, traditional poetry ought to be carefully distinguished from non-anonymous, individual verse. The former tends to be rather stereotypical. A fairly re
stricted inventory of basic metaphors displays a high frequency of occurrence in folk
poetry. One could easily compile an exhaustive list of canonical metaphors not only
in Maori but also in Malay, Slovak, Russian or German traditional poetry. There
is also a further difference between traditional and non-anonymous poetry. The au
thor of a traditional piece of poetry usually takes his metaphorical images from the
immediate environment with which all recipients are familiar so that there are no
serious problems involved in the process of interpretation. Since traditional poetry
is passed to the next generation orally, some variation may occur with some meta
phors but the degree of variation tends to be low. Another typical feature of tradi
tional poetic metaphor is its heavy reliance on nature as the main source of poetic
images. This also seems to be its universal feature throughout the world. It is not
clear, however, to what extent could this be interpreted as an expression of the non
alienation of the traditional human being from nature in which he lives.
Maori examples seem to confirm that the cultural biases of a society find their
reflection in its canonical metaphors. A careful investigation of the representative
selection of Maori traditional poetry Nga Moteatea betrays the importance of sea
and everything linked to it. The most frequent metaphorical image is represented
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by the key word ika fish. It occurs, e.g., in the following m etaphorical expressions:
“he ika ano au ka haehae” A fish I am ripped in pieces (Nga Moteatea 9), “Kai parahua ai te ika ki te m o u n u ” A fish nibbles at the bait. While the form er is readily
accessible (through the lexical meaning of ika fish as victim), the latter expression
refers to a lover who does not take his mistress seriously. A slightly different proto
typical m eaning of ika is contained in the following m etaphor: “He mea i motu mai
i te waha о te ika ”, i.e. Barely escaped from the death. H ere death is m etaphorized
as “te waha о te ika ”, the m outh of the fish (Nga Moteatea 7). The m etaphorical
expression “Ко he ika whakawera no roto i te kupenga” You, the most combative
fish in the net (Nga Moteatea 21) fuses the unfavourable shade of meaning (ika, vic
tim in general) with the image of a wriggling fish helpless in the fisherm an’s net.
Fish may be specified, e.g. as kaharoa, in the m etaphor “tautenga о te kaharoa” the
kaharoa harvest (Nga Moteatea 33). H ere tautenga ought to be understood as haul
ing ashore the nets, followed by scaling, gutting, drying and roasting the victim
killed in the battle, which is a treatm ent similar to that of fish. D ead Te H euheu is
described as “Кое ika pawhara na te atua”, as a disembowelled fish offered to the
gods (Nga Moteatea 61). In another verse the image of a disem bowelled fish, “ika
tuaki”, is com plem ented with that of a stray fish, “he ika pakew ha” (Nga Moteatea
82).
O ther sea creatures are sometimes m etaphorized, e.g. “keken o ” seal symbolizes,
in a derogative way, a woman who seduces m en (Nga Moteatea 36); “p a ka k e” whale
is a m etaphor for chiefs (Nga Moteatea 41); “kakahi” is another term for a whale
used m etaphorically for a beloved one, cf. the verse “Tena te kakahi ka tere ki te
tonga” Verily the whale has drifted to the south (Nga Moteatea 54). Sea-gulls (karoro), shags (kawau) and albatrosses (toroa) are likewise part of the m arine world,
cf. the expressions “karoro tipi one” startled beach sea-gulls (Nga Moteatea 33),
“Kawau aroarotea, ka tu tenei kei te paenga i о riri” The w hite-breasted shag has
come and gazes on your many fields of battle where the w hite-breasted shag is an
om en of death (Nga Moteatea 61), “paenga toroa” a stranded albatross (Nga M ote
atea 82).
One of the most frequent images referring m etaphorically to som eone left alone
and suffering is that of a canoe, “w aka”, that may be shattered or overturned, etc.
Cf. the following examples: “He mea nei hoki au ka pakaru rikiriki te waka ki te
a kau” I am a canoe shattered to fragm ents on the breakers (Nga Moteatea 4), “He
waka tenei au ka huripoki” I am now a canoe overturned (Nga Moteatea 57), “Tia
te tinana, he waka pakaru k in o ” Age will come upon me, a derelict canoe (Nga M o
teatea 86). Driftw ood, tawhaowhao” or “m aero” may hint at a situation of helpless
ness, e.g. “Ka whanatu, ka haere, Hei karoro tipi one, Hei tawhaowhao paenga tai”
Arise, go forth and be As startled beach sea-gulls, O r as driftwood from the sea
(Nga Moteatea 33), or “He maero au nei” Like flotsam am I (Nga Moteatea 82).
Sea as such may undergo m etaphorization which is rem iniscent of mythology as
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in the expression “Kei te whaonga о te maara na Tangaroa” Submerged in the field
of Tangaroa, which amounts to being drowned in the ocean (Nga Moteatea 29).
A canoe sometimes metaphorizes the lover who obeys the whims of his or her
partner, cf. “Nau te waka nei he whakahau ki te aw a” I heeded your every wish like
your canoe by the river (Nga Moteatea 35), or an unreliable partner, e.g. “E mahara
iho ana, he waka ka urutomo, He waka he ika rere ki Hikurangi ra ia” Me thought
the canoe was securely moored, The canoe, alas, became a flying fish to Hikurangi
yonder (Nga Moteatea 36).
Sea may be personified as crying, e.g. “E tangi haere ana nga tai о te uru” The
waves of the western sea are moaning (Nga Moteatea 3) or, in the same spirit, “Whakarongo ki te tai E tangi haere ana” Listen to the tides Lamenting as they flow (Nga
Moteatea 79).
Wind is another element that undergoes metaphorization in Maori traditional po
etry; the associations may be negative, e.g. “Haere ra nga rata whakaruru hau ki te
muri” Farevell, О thou sheltering rata from the north wind (Nga Moteatea 60). Tears
are often represented as rain or deluge, e.g. “Ко au ki raro nei riringi ai te ua i aku
kam o” Whilst I here below pour forth A deluge from mine eyes (Nga Moteatea 71).
Sometimes, however, tears are described simply as water, cf. “E rumaki tonu ana
he wai kei aku kam o” (Like) water were welling in my eyes (Nga Moteatea 80).
Love or love suffering is sometimes metaphorized as “kai” food, eating, e.g. “Kai
kinikini ai te mamae i ahau e” The pain is bitterly eating me (Nga Moteatea 12);
likewise “Kei te kai kino atu te aroha” Love consumes mu ruthlessly (Nga Moteatea
55) or “He kai au ka whiu” For I am food cast away (Nga Moteatea 55). The verb
“wero” to pierce is employed in an almost synonymical way: “te wero ki te kupu”
piercing with words (Nga Moteatea 55), “E te hau tonga e pupuhi nei, E wero ra кое
i taku tinana” О thou south wind, blowing hither, Thou dost penetrate into my body
(Nga Moteatea 85).
One of the most favourite and elaborate metaphorical subjects is cosmic imagery.
Maori traditional poetry and rhetorics abounds with it. Cosmic metaphors tend to
be applied to chiefs, especially to their death. Thus the verse “Nana i horo te whetu
te marama” it is him who swallowed the stars and the moon (Nga Moteatea 6) refers
to fights in which the warriors are identified with stars (whetu) and the chiefs with
the moon (marama) when they were killed by the Tuhourangi. When a warrior or
a chief dies, the poet says “I whati ai te marama” The moon was broken (Nga M o
teatea 8). The same meaning is represented by the metaphor “I makere iho ai te tara
о te marama” The point of the riven moon has fallen (Nga Moteatea 41) as a well
as by an analogous expression “Ka whati ra, e, te tara о te marama” Alas, severed
now is the point of the crescent moon (Nga Moteatea 54).
Cosmic metaphor may be used to describe the brilliancy of one’s eyes, e.g. “Ко
aku mata i rehu, E whakawhetu mai ana roto” My misty eyes are quite bedimmed
and shine forth from within like stars (Nga Moteatea 59).
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The philosophical basis of cosmic m etaphor may be derived from mythology. This
is the case of the following verse: “He marama kia mate, Ka ea mai ki runga i é”
Thou art the waning moon which dies, L ater is again seen on high (Nga Moteatea
24).
These types of m etaphor do not exhaust the imaginative variety occurring in M a
ori traditional poetry. O ther m etaphors may occur, e.g. “moenga roa” long sleep
(death), “takohutia taku rangi” my head was w reathed in mist (sorrow), “Waiho au
kia poaha ana, He rim apuka kei te akau” So let me rem ain empty. (Like) the porous
seaweed on the shore (Nga Moteatea 29), “te tira о ririp o ” the company of the battle
of night {Nga Moteatea 48), i.e. the dead ones, “huka m oana” sea foam {Nga M o
teatea 82), referring to som ething valueless; an English loanword as a m etaphorical
vehicle is exceptional but it does occur in the verse “Hei m oni koura кое ki te whare”
A golden coin art thou within the house {Nga Moteatea 60).
M aori poetry abounds in sequences of m etaphors that characterize their tenor
from several points of view. This perseverance of em otional affect makes the sem an
tic interpretation easier. The dead chief is wept over in the following way: “Ka whati
ra, e, te tara о te marama (1), Taku ate (2) hoki ra, taku p iki kotuku (3), Tena te
kakahi (4) ka tere ki te tonga” Alas, severed now is the point of the crescent moon
(1), You were my heart (2), my kotuku plum e (3), Verily the whale (4) has drifted
to the south {Nga Moteatea 54). It is usually deep sorrow that provokes such an out
burst of em otions as the next poetic sequence: “Tirohia mai au he ika tuaki, Paenga
toroa he koroirangi, He ika pakewha Ъаи na Rehua, e tama ma e! He huka moana,
paringa-a-tai akahu ki te whanga” Look and see me here a disembowelled fish,
A stranded albatross, tossed by the whirlwind; A stray fish of R ehua am I, О youth
ful ones! Like the sea foam, faintly seen at the inlet {Nga Moteatea 82). A mournful
seaside scenery is m etaphorically applied to describe the mood of loneliness and
old age as follows: “Tia te tinana, he waka pakaru kino, Karuha noa au ki te akau,
e ” Age will come upon me, like a derelict canoe, D iscarded I shall be cast upon the
strand, ah me {Nga Moteatea 86).
M etaphorical mechanisms are present not only in M aori poetry but also in m yth
ological texts. How ever, while both poet and recipient are well aware of the exist
ence of two levels of interpretation, mythology, while it is still alive, seems to equate
the two semantic levels. Thus Polynesian cosmogony represents a creative act
brought about by father Rangi nui e tu nei (G reat Sky Standing H ere) and m other
Papa tua nuku (E arth Lying Prostrate upon H er Back). The two periphrastic names
are eloquent enough, confirming that the sexual interpretation of M aori cosmogony
is essentially correct. The m etaphorical model of creation goes on. Since Sky and
E arth lay embracing one another and their progeny was longing for daylight, the
only way to achieve this goal was to push their father upward. According to the
idea of the sex m etaphor, Sky sometimes cries and his tears fall upon E arth. Hawaiians were even more explicit and consequent when saying “Uwe ka lani, ola ka ho-
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nuď ’, i.e. When Sky cries, Earth lives. In other words, Sky fertilizes Earth which
gives birth to her harvest.
However, despite the fact that the foundations of myths ought to be looked for
in metaphorical mechanisms, myths cannot be regarded as fully developed meta
phors. Even if it is true that myths try to express unknown by means of what is
known, their metaphorical character rises to the surface only when myths cease to be
regarded as myths and pass to the category of fiction.
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EXTRA-SYNTACTIC OPERATORS
IN WORD-ORDER REGULATION
M. S. ANDRONOV, Moscow

Word-order in reality is no order of words but the order of parts of the sentence. As parts of the
sentence are divided into principal and secondary, so positions they occupy within the sentence may be
divided into strong and weak. The violation of correspondence between the rank of positions and that
of parts of the sentence is felt as inversion. The rank of positions is largely determined by phonetic and
morphological properties of the language.

It is generally accepted that the order of words can be either free or rigid. It is
also believed that the rigid order presupposes some restrictions on the place of
a word in the sentence structure, whereas the free order is expected to rem ain unac
quainted with any of such restrictions. In reality, however, the absolute freedom of
word-order, with no distinction betw een order and disorder, cannot be found: how
ever free the w ord-order in any real language may be, it always conforms to certain
rules.
Then what is the reason for the establishm ent of one or another w ord-order in
concrete languages? Why is it so that the object, for example, follows the predicate
in one language but precedes it in another? Why does the attribute commonly p re
cede the word it qualifies in Russian or English, while it is postpositive in Polish or
French? Why is the predicate prepositive of its subject in one case and postpositive
in another? Many partial meanings of w ord-order have been noticed in individual
languages, of course, but the problem of language internal laws which regulate the
order of words remains unclear.
As far as the Tamil language is concerned, its w ord-order has never been thorough
ly investigated as an object of a special study. In gramm ars and textbooks of this
language only brief general rem arks, quite superficial, can be found on this m atter.
Commonly it is stressed that the Tamil sentence in many respects resem bles an or
dinary Sanskrit sentence: as a rule, the subject and its attributes come first, the ob
ject with its dependants comes second, words related to the predicate occupy the
third position, and the verb is final.1 It is evident that only positions occupied by

1 Compare, for example, W i k r e m a s i n g h e , M.: Tamil Grammar. London 1906, p. 74.
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the subject, the object and the predicate are more or less clearly defined in such
statements, whereas positions of words which depend on them are left out.
Meanwhile, very popular is the view that it is just the position of determinants
which is a regulating factor of the word-order in a language. Thus, for instance, A.
N. Kononov in his description of the Turkic languages, which are often regarded
as syntactically close to Dravidian, points to the invariably prepositive use of the
Turkic attribute and underlines that “the distribution of the secondary parts of the
sentence is primarily determined by such location of the attribute: all determinants
of the subject precede it and all determinants of the predicate precede the latter.
Thus the distribution of the principal and the secondary parts of the sentence sche
matically may be represented in the following way: determinants of the subject - the
subject - determinants of the predicate (i.e. objects, adverbial modifiers) - the pre
dicate.”2
Until recently this principle was usually extended to the Dravidian syntax, as it
was generally believed that the arrangement of the sentence was the same in all lan
guages of the suffixal-agglutinative typology. Most of all this was advocated by K.
Zvelebil who insisted that “the principle which ruled the whole sphere of Tamil
(and, as a matter of fact, Dravidian in general) sentential structure was the principle
d D, i.e. determinatum preceded by determinans” .3
In reality, however, only attributes which do not agree in gender or number with
words they qualify are used prepositively, i.e. attributes expressed by adjectives
(e.g. periya kutikäran ‘confirmed drunkard’, periya kankal ‘big eyes’), nouns in
the genitive or the nominative case (e.g. cmiyanin kiranaňkal ‘rays of the sun’,
penkal kallüri ‘women’s college’) and some other words and phrases.
At the same time Tamil possesses a class of attributes which are regularly in con
cord with words they qualify and are notable for their obligatory postpositive use.
Such attributes can be expressed by gender-number forms of declinable numerals
and pronouns. Postpositive attributes always agree with words they qualify in gen
der and (except neuter numerals) in number and take case suffixes instead of them;
e.g. en nanpan oruvan ‘a friend of mine’, en cinekitai oruval ‘a girl-friend of mine’,
neeraňkal cilavarril ‘in some moments’, etc.
Moreover, the history of Tamil makes it possible to trace the gradual develop
ment of adjectives and other invariable prepositive determinants from declinable
postpositive words which originally had gender-number forms4 and could perform
various syntactic functions apart from that of an attribute (e.g. mänavarpalar ‘many
students’, ‘students are many’, nätkalpala ‘many days’, ‘days are many’, etc.). It
2 K o n o n о v, A. N.: A Grammar o f M odern Literary Uzbek. Leningrad 1960, p. 394. [In Russian.]
3 Z v e l e b i l , K.: A Note on Tamil Verbal M orphology. Archiv orientální, 23, 1955, p. 479.
4 A n d r o n o v, M. S .: Notes on the Nature and Origin o f the Adjective in Tamil. International Jour
nal of Dravidian Linguistics, 1, No. 2, 1972, pp. 1-9.
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may be added that in the early classical language a nominal prepositive determinant
of any other type commonly merged in one composite word with its determinatum
(either karmadhäraya, or bahuvrihi, or tatpurusa, or dvigu) and could not be re
garded as an independent word or a part of the sentence. This means that the use
of nominal prepositive attributes is a relatively late innovation, in Tamil, which ori
ginally knew only prepositive attributes expressed by relative participles and some
other verbal forms.
Several conclusions of no small importance for language typology can be drawn
from the above statements. Firstly, the position of the attribute is no stable feature
of language structure and can vary to a considerable degree in the course of its his
torical evolution. Secondly, the data supplied by the history of Tamil give no reason
to regard the position of the attribute as a factor which governs the whole structure
of the sentence. Thirdly, the position of the attribute cannot be directly and uncon
ditionally connected with the morphological type of a language, i.e. with the suffixal-agglutinative type of Tamil and many other similar languages of the world.
The problem of the positions which are occupied by the Tamil subject and predi
cate is even more complicated. If the position of the attribute is determined by pu
rely grammatical factors (the postpositive use of the attribute being mostly called
forth by its grammatical form or by the presence of prepositive attributes before
the word it qualifies), the positions of the subject and the predicate are frequently
determined by various semantic aspects which hardly succumb to formal analysis.
The prevalent tendency in Modern Tamil is the rule which prescribes that the
predicate should occupy the final position in an emotionally neutral and semantical
ly isolated sentence, the subject being pushed off to the beginning by secondary
parts of the sentence. But it is enough to compare such two common sentences as
itu enna? ‘What is it?’ and yär atu? ‘Who is that?’ in order to find out that the
living language knows numerous deviations from the above rule which at the present
state of knowledge cannot be explained other than by tradition, usage or idiom.
In addition, it may be doubted that such emotionally neutral and semantically
isolated sentences are natural: the social function of language as a principal means
of people’s communication just presupposes both the emotive colouring of the sen
tence and its semantic connection with the broader context.
If the problem of positions occupied by the subject and the predicate is also
viewed historically, it comes to light that in the earliest Tamil texts their numerically
predominant order was opposite to that which is regarded direct in the modern lan
guage: according to P. Arunachalam’s counts, in Tamil texts of II—III centuries the
subject is found in post-predicate position two times oftener than in pre-predicate
position.5 According to P. Arunachalam, “poetic inversion alone cannot explain the
5 A r u n a c h a l a m , P.: History o f Tamil Syntax: the Period o f Tolkäppiyam and Sangam. Ph. D.
Thesis. Annamalai University, 1967, p. 475.
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frequency of the occurrence of the subject after the predicate”:6 apparently this phe
nomenon testifies to a relatively free order of the principal parts of the sentence in
the ancient language.
The existence of a ramified system of finite forms in Early Tamil may be regarded
as a subsidiary argument in favour of a relatively free order of the subject and the
predicate. As L. Hakulinen rightly says, “we know from the history of many lan
guages that the weaker the system of inflections is, the more constant the word-order grows. Thus, the word-order was relatively free in Classical Latin, but as the
number of inflections was decreasing, this freedom became more and more restric
ted, and finally (as in related French) the sentence with an absolutely fixed word-or
der was formed” .7
The Tamil language provides a rare opportunity to observe this dependence of
word-order rigidity on the variability of words. The matter is that in Tamil the no
minative case is polysemantic and can express practically all the meanings of oblique
cases, i.e. those of the object (e.g. paksikal kutu kattina ‘the birds built a nest’),
the adverbial modifier of purpose (e.g. käriyälayam pövatarkäka ‘in order to go to
the office’), the adverbial modifier of place (e.g. avan mikavum manam montän ‘he
suffered greatly in his mind’), the adverbial modifier of time (e.g. aintäm näl iravu
elläm mutintatu ‘on the fifth night everything was finished’) or the adverbial modi
fier of manner (e.g. vizä initu mutintatu ‘the festival ended smoothly’). In this case
secondary parts of the sentence, as a rule, take place before the words they comple
ment ^whereas when objects and adverbials with overt case suffixes are used, their
free disposition is quite common.
Thus, contrary to widespread opinion, the position of formally expressed secon
dary parts of the sentence, including adverbials and even the direct object, is not
firmly fixed; compare, for example, nän nälekki avane matureyile päppen ‘Tomor
row I shall see him in M adurai’, matureyile nän avane nälekki päppen ‘I shall see
him in Madurai tomorrow’, nän avane matureyile päppen nälekki ‘In Madurai I shall
see him tomorrow’.
R. E. Asher, from whose book the above three examples are borrowed, contends
that the first example is unemphatic, whereas in the following two either one or
another adverbial bears emphatic stress and hence is moved either to the left or to
the right.8
One cannot but argue, however, that Tamil textbooks commonly prescribe plac
ing the direct object immediately before the predicate and moving the adverbial
modifiers to the beginning of the sentence. In this case a model sentence should
6 Ibid.
7 H a k u 1i n e n, L.: The Development and the Structure o f Finnish. Vol. 2. Moscow 1955, pp. 169170. [In Russian.]
8 A s h e r , R. E.: Tamil. Amsterdam 1982, pp. 95-96.
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look like nän nälekki matureyile avane раррёп or nälekki matureyile nän avane p ap
pen ‘I shall see him tom orrow in M adurai’. This is the w ord-order, which is general
ly believed to be typical of the emotionally neutral and semantically isolated sen
tence. But if this is true, the first of the above examples proves to be inverted and
em phatic as distinct from what A sher writes.
All this cannot but raise doubts that sentences absolutely void of any emphasis
exist in reality. It is more probable that some degree of emphasis is present in every
sentence (as every sentence has some intonation). In other words, one sentence is
more em phatic, while the other is less em phatic, the problem coming to the means
of expressing various degrees of emphasis. It is evident that w ord-order (apart from
intonation and em phatic particles) is one of such principal means in Tamil.
W hen the sentence is analysed as a chain of positions occupied by its constituent
parts, emphatically strong and emphatically weak positions have to be distinguished
in its structure. Any part of the sentence is em phasized when it occupies a strong
position and, on the contrary, it weakens as if it falls into the background when it
occurs in a weak position. The strongest position in the Tamil sentence is its end,
and the initial position comes second to it in strength. The sentence is evaluated as
normal from the viewpoint of its emotive structure when the predicate and the sub
ject occupy these positions respectively, because it is the principal parts of the sen
tence which get emphasized in this case. W hen secondary parts of the sentence occur
in strong positions, whereas principal ones shift into weak positions, the correspond
ence betw een the rank of positions and that of parts of the sentence is violated and
the effect of inversion or emphasis arises.
Such treatm ent of the law which underlies the Tamil w ord-order helps understand
its other im portant feature, i.e. why the SOV order is norm al and predom inant in
Tamil: it is obvious that, as far as the emotive strength of positions in concerned,
the pre-predicate position is the third, and hence it appertains to the direct object,
which is the third im portant part of the sentence.
It is natural to inquire now why these very positions are strong in the Tamil sen
tence, why they are distributed in this and no other way. In this connection it is
necessary to take notice of the obvious isomorphism between the distribution of
strong and weak positions within the Tamil sentence and that of similar positions
within the Tamil word. It is the end and the beginning of the word which are pho
netically strong, whereas its medial portion is relatively weak. This becomes evident
when classical forms are com pared with their respective colloquialisms in which the
medial portion of the word is frequently eroded, while its end (with inflectional suf
fixes) is well preserved, as well as, in most cases, the initial root syllable; com pare,
for example,
Classical Tamil
eppati

Colloquial Tamil
epti

‘how ’
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vittilě
ceykirěn
varukiratu

~

vitlě
ceyrěn
varutu

‘in the house’
‘I do’
‘it comes’

etc.
This phonetic peculiarity, which results from the intensive way of pronouncing
word-final and word-initial syllables and the reduction of word-medial syllables, is
extended to the phrase within which the liaison and the sandhi wipe off the phonetic
boundaries of words, so that phonetically the phrase behaves as one word. Com
monly only the end and the beginning of the phrase are phonetically stable; com
pare, for example,
Classical Tamil
kontu-vä
enna-v-enräl
ezunt-iru
pěci-k-kont-irukkirěn
vantu-vitukirän

Colloquial Tamil
konä
enna
entiru
pěcintirukkěn
vantuträn

‘bring!’
‘namely’
‘get up!’
‘I am speaking’
‘he comes’

etc.
It is clear that this peculiarity is caused by the fact that the end and the beginning
of the word or phrase are most important for the conveyance of the sense: inflec
tional suffixes are placed in the end, whereas the root syllable, which is the carrier
of the lexical meaning, comes first. It is also clear that this peculiarity is directly
connected with the agglutinative structure of Tamil morphology: it ensures the clear
pronunciation of the whole chain of inflectional suffixes (which otherwise could be
eroded easier) at the level sufficient for sense distinction.
Phonetically the Tamil sentence is organized in a similar way: its end and begin
ning sound with particular intensity and for this reason they are assigned to its prin
cipal parts.
It may be inferred in conclusion that the suffixal-agglutinative type of the Tamil
morphology requires particularly intensive pronunciation of word-final and wordinitial syllables for the normal realization of the communicative function of the lan
guage. This feature results in the establishment of phonetically strong and phoneti
cally weak positions within the word, which finds an analogy in the sentence struc
ture, the word-order in particular.
The relation between the morphological type of a language, on the one hand,
and the phonetic structure of the word and the order of words in the sentence, on
the other, makes it clear why the same word-order prevails in other Dravidian lan
guages which have similar morphological features.
As for broader typological parallels, the Indo-Aryan languages of India, which
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together with Dravidian form the South Asian language union or Sprachbund, may
be rem em bered first of all. As is well known, it was S. K. C hatterji who pointed
out the similarity of their w ord-orders. “It is in syntax, he writes, that Indian D ravidiandom and A ryandom are one. A sentence in a Dravidian language like Tamil
or K annada becomes ordinary good Bengali or Hindi by substituting Bengali or H in
di equivalents for the Dravidian words and forms, but the same thing is not possible
in rendering a Persian or English sentence in a N IA language.”9 This similarity may
have resulted (as S. K. C hatterji himself believed) from the direct influence of the
Dravidian w ord-order on the Indo-A ryan one. A t the same time it has to be noticed,
however, that the New Indo-A ryan languages have developed such Dravidian-like
features as agglutination in morphology and particularly intensive pronunciation of
word-final and word-initial syllables in phonetics. In all probability, these coincid
ences are not accidental.
Finally, it is necessary to warn against hasty generalizations and m echanical trans
ference of the above to other languages with a similar w ord-order: as it has been
dem onstrated on the instance of the position occupied by the attribute, this is
fraught with the danger of error. It is quite probable that some of the SOV languages
will show the same causality, whereas in other cases different factors may be found
operative.

9 C h a 11 e г j i, S. K .: The Origin and Developm ent o f the Bengali Language. Calcutta 1926, p. 178.
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ADVERBS AS A SPECIFIC PART OF SPEECH
IN BENGALI
ANNA RÁCOVÁ, Bratislava

The aim of this paper is to show how semantic, morphological and syntactic criteria as well as the
characteristic way of formation help to single out Bengali adverbs as a specific part of speech.

Adverbs are auto-sem antic and auto-syntagm atic inflexionless words expressing
the circumstances of an action and qualities of verbs, adjectives and adverbs and
exercising the function of an adverbial phrase in a sentence.
By circumstances of action are m eant the external connections, “the concom itant
feature of the action, the sphere in which, or on whose behalf the action takes
place” ,1 e.g. he sang yesterday, he sang at hom e, suddenly began singing.
Quality is an inherent feature of the action (he sings well), of the circumstance
(very well) or of the attribute expressed by an adjective (very nice).
Adverbs refer m ore frequently to verbs than to adjectives, because their funda
mental property is the ability to characterize action, i.e. to express those features
that are indicated by the predicate, but rem ain without any specific expression on
the verb itself.
W hen designating adverbs as a specific part of speech, alongside the above se
mantic criteria, also the complex of morphological and syntactic criteria, i.e. their
inflexionlessness, the characteristic mode of their form ation and their function in
the sentence have to be taken into account.
A dverbs, by their fundam ental grammatical feature, i.e. their inflexionlessness,
and by the fact that they express quality, resem ble adjectives with which they are
often formally identical in Bengali (e.g. bhäla may m ean both good and well, bhäla
lok a good m an, bhäla calä to run well). To differentiate adverbs from adjectives
in such cases, we must take into consideration syntactic feature of adverbs, that is,
their ability to be a subordinate m em ber of an adverbial construction.
However, in some cases the syntactic feature alone would not suffice to distin
guish adverbs from substantives which may likewise occur in adverbial constructions

1 R u ž i č k a, J. (Ed.); Morfológia slovenského jazyka (Morphology of Slovak Language). Bratisla
va, Vydavateľstvo SAV 1966, p. 567.
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and express various circumstances of action (e.g. barite thäkä to be in the house,
rabibäre äsä to come on Sunday, häte dharä to hold in the hand, etc.). Decisive in
distinguishing adverbs from substantives will rather be the absence of morphological
categories in adverbs.
The frequent adverbial suffix -e, originally the suffix of the morphological locative
case, has come to be rigid nowadays and is not felt as a case suffix any more. It is
in fact a word-forming suffix, not characteristic solely of adverbs formed from sub
stantives, but helping to form also adverbs from inflexionless adjectives.
Similarly, neither may we consider as inflexion the rare incidence of the suffix
-ke (äjke today occurring alongside the variant äj) for adverbs with this suffix take
no other case suffix any more.
The suffix -ke is occasionally considered as an originally objective suffix of
a noun,2 or as the old locative suffix k-e < krta or kaksa?
Besides the two aspects spoken of above, i.e. absence of morphological categories
and of a characteristic syntactic feature, an important role in singling out adverbs
as a specific part of speech is also played by a consideration of their mode of forma
tion.
Bengali, similarly as further new Indian languages, possesses but few primary
adverbs, primary in the sense that they had become adverbs prior to the new-Indian
period of word formation. Such are, for instance äj, käl, khub. In these adverbs the
adverbial function is fundamental, and as a rule the only possible one.
The remaining Bengali adverbs are secondary. They are often formed by conver
sion of adjectives (bhála good and also well), and by adverbialization of substantives
(madhye in the middle and also amid, amidst, šese at the end and also ultimately,
finally), of verbs (phire - perfect participle of the verb phirä to return and also again,
mile perfect participle of the verb milá to meet and also together), of numerals (pratham first and also firstly) and of pronouns (teman such like and also thus, so).
In addition, adverbs are also formed by derivation from adjectives, substantives
and interjections, and this by suffixation (with suffixes and semi-suffixes), by redup
lication and by compounding.
Suffixation is a commonest way of forming adverbs from adjectives. Adverbs are
formed by adding the suffix -e to the adjective (akäran-e without reason, dár-e far).
Thereby, deadjective adverbs agree by their ending with desubstantive adverbs
formed by adverbialization of the locative case, and thus the suffix -e represents
one of the most common formal features of adverbs.
Suffixes also help to form adverbs from pronouns or pronominal bases, viz. the
suffixes -thä, -thäy, -khäne form adverbs of place (ko-thä, ko-thäy where, whither,
2 Z o g r a f, G. A.: M orphologicheskii stroi novykh indoariiskikh yazykov. Moscow, Nauka 1976.
3 C h a t t e r j i , S . K . : The Origin and D evelopm ent o f the Bengali Language. London, George Allen
and Unwin Ltd. 1970, p. 761.
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se-khäne there), and suffixes -khan, -be adverbs of time (ka-khan, ка-be when, ekhan now).
Bengali also uses adverbs taken over from Sanskrit, having the suffixes -at (hathät
suddenly from hath rashness), -ša (kramaša gradually from krama one of a series),
-ta (sädhäranata ordinarily from sädhäran ordinary), -da (kadä w hen), -tra, -ttra
(sarbattra always from sarba all, whole), -dhä (tridhä thrice from tri three) and the
particle cit (kadäcit whenever from kadä w hen).4
A relatively large num ber of adverbs are form ed with the aid of semi-suffixes,
i.e. such word-forming suffixes which have preserved in a large m easure the lexical
meaning of the original word (the etymology of the semi-suffix is evident even to
day), e.g. bismitabhäbe surprisingly from bismita surprised + -bhäbe - locative from
bhäb m anner, smaranärtha in m emory from smaran m emory + artha purpose, etc.
A typical feature is that the m ajority of these semi-suffixes end in -e, which also
signalizes that an expression of circumstances is involved (similarly as in the case
of adverbs form ed through adverbialization of substantives, and by the suffix -e in
derivation from adjectives).
Adverbs may be form ed with the semi-suffixes -krame, -bhäbe, -bhare, -baše, -bašata, -anusäre, -mata, -artha, -yoge, -bhede, -sahakäre, -citte, -krta, -pürbak, -гйре,
-pakse, and further.
From this relatively broad scale of semi-suffixes, -bhäbe alone is used to form
adverbs both from adjectives and from substantives, the form er predom inating.
Adverbs are derived from adjectives also with the aid of the semi-suffixes -rüpe
(prakrtarüpe really, rightly, konrupe how, niyamitariipe regularly), -pakse (prakrtapakse in fact, really, sädhyapakse “to the best of one’s abilities”) and -citte (<abahitacitte attentively, abacalitacitte calmly).
Most of the semi-suffixes are used to form adverbs from substantives: -kráme (pa
ry äyakrame successively, by turns, bhägyakrame fortunately, luckily, adrstakrame
by chance), -pürbak (binaypürbak humbly, bhaktipürbak respectfully, santospürbak satisfactorily), -bhare (sähasbhare boldly, abaheläbhare neglectfully, abaliläbhare playfully), -baše (bhräntibaše m istakenly, äkrošbaše maliciously), -bašata
(adrstabašata by chance), -anusäre (rítyanusäre customarily, formally, samayänusäre “according to a particular or fixed tim e”), -mata (subudhamata conveniently),
-yoge (bimänyoge by plane), -bhede (abasthäbhede otherw ise, in a “different or al
tered condition”), -krta (apekšäkrta com paratively), -sahakäre (utsähasahakäre
zealously, abhinibešsahakäre intently).
Forming of adverbs with semi-suffixes, with the exception of the most current
ones, e.g. -bhäbe, -krame, is a typical feature of literary language (sädhu-bhäsä),
rather than spoken language (calit-bhäsä).

4 В у к о v а, Е. М.: The Bengali Language. Moscow, Nauka 1981, p. 94.
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Closely related to semi-suffixes are also the adverbializers kare and haye, original
ly perfect participles, which are abundantly employed in calit-bhásá to form adverbs.
Kare is used to form adverbs of manner from substantives (räg kare angrily, day ä
kare kindly, jor kare forcibly, tráme kare by tram), from adjectives (bhálo kare well,
sampmna kare completely, cup kare quietly), from interjections (tup kare quickly,
phas kare swiftly).
The adverbializer haye helps to form adverbs from adjectives only (<äšcarya haye
surprisingly).
As may be seen, adverbs with the same meaning may be formed in several ways.
Besides an adverb formally identical with an adjective, there also exists one formed
with the aid of the suffix -e (akäran - akärane) or with the adverbializer kare (bhálo
- bhálo kare). Both these cases involve synonyms. The existence of the second mem
bers in the pairs of adverbs seems to demonstrate the effort of Bengali to differen
tiate adverbs from adjectives not only functionally, but also formally. This fact, too,
(alongside others, e.g. the existence of primary adverbs) runs counter to the view
of those who consider adverbs not as a specific part of speech, but solely as one of
the functions of adjectives or substantives.
Somewhat different is the situation with adverbs derived with the aid of semi-suf
fixes. As semi-suffixes retain to a considerable degree their original lexical meaning,
adverbs derived from the same substantive with the aid of various semisuffixes often
have different shades of meaning (according to the dictionary): e.g. samayánusáre
“according to age or time”, as against samaykrame in the course of time, icchápárbak wilfully, willingly, voluntarily, as against icchánusáre “according to one’s will
or pleasure” , as against icchámata “as one likes”, prakrtapakse in fact, actually, re
ally, truly, as against semantically narrower prakrtarupe really, rightly.
On the other hand, certain adverbs are entered as synonyms: abalilábhare = aballlákrame = aballláy playfully, adrstabašata = adrstakrame by chance, icchámata
= icchánuráp “as one likes” , etc.
Rather frequent are adverbs formed by reduplication, the basis being as a rule
a substantive (as will be seen presently), more rarely an adjective (<cupicupi, cupicápi, cupecupe quietly, stealthily from adj. cup quiet, dhire dhire slowly from dhlr
slow, etc.).5
Reduplicated adverbs are formed in such a way that the repeated word, identical
with the basic one, is added to the latter with the aid of the infix -á- and ends with
the emphasizing particle -i: pášápáši alongside from pás side, tárátári quickly from
tárá haste, pithápithi back-to-back from pith back, májhámájhi almost in the centre
from májh centre, mukhámukhi face-to-face from mukh face, rátáráti overnight, in
a very short time from rát night, šesášesi in the end from šes end, etc.
5 Reduplication is not characteristic only for forming of adverbs in Bengali. It may be used also in
forming of other parts of speech (e.g. substantives) and also as one of the means of expressing plural.
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Occasionally there ensues vocal harm ony (m otäm uti approxim ately from m ot
a whole), or adverbs are form ed analogically by reduplication for which no inde
pendent substantive exists (saräsari directly from +sar).
A nother current mode of reduplication is that in which both the elem ents having
the suffix -e, stand independently: hate hate straight away, prom ptly (this differs
from the non-reduplicated hate by hand), m ukhe m ukhe orally; im mediately, päye
päye at every step; at slow but firm pace (as against pä pä kare step by step).
Occasionally substantives are reduplicated in their basic form: satyi-satyi(i) really,
indeed, päti päti in detail, etc.
In a few isolated cases adverbs may also be form ed by reduplication of other parts
of speech besides substantives and adjectives, e.g. šudhušudhu in vain where the
particle šudhu only is reduplicated; a common adverb is saňge saňge sim ultaneously,
formed by reduplication of the postposition saňge with, etc.
Most of reduplicated adverbs express m anner, and only a few express time (saňge
saňge, rätäräti, šesäšesi), and very rarely also place (päšäpäši).
As has already been stated, the fundam ental property of adverbs is to serve as
a subordinate m em ber in an adverbial construction, m eant to express circumstances
and qualities relating to the head m em ber, that is the verb, adjective or adverb.
Most often they refer to the verb.
Every action expressed by a verb takes place at a certain time, at a certain place
and in a certain m anner and these three universally valid sem antic fields which may
be expressed by an adverb, constitute the basis for classifying adverbs into adverbs
of place, time and m anner.
Adverbs expressing place and time refer uniquely to verbs, those modifying the
m anner in a m ore particular way determ ine not only verbs, but also adjectives and
adverbs.
A dverbs of place point out the site where an action is taking place. All of them
end with the suffix -e. They are for the most part desubstantive adverbs, form ed by
adverbialization of the original locative case of the substantive, e.g. bäire outside,
käche near, sämne in front, bhitare inside* bärite at hom e, etc.
A further group of adverbs of place is form ed by those derived from dem onstra
tive or interrogative pronouns, e.g. sekhäne there, ekhäne here, kothäy som ewhere,
etc.
Occasionally also deadjective adverbs of place occur, e.g. dure far.
As circumstance of place is currently expressed also in other ways, namely by the
morphological case locative of the substantive, and also with the aid of locative
postpositions in com bination with a certain case of the substantive, Bengali has re
latively few adverbs of place.
The set of adverbs of time which determ ine the tem poral circumstances of an ac
tion expressed by the verb is m ore abundant and m ore diversified than that of
adverbs of place and this particularly as to their origin.
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Alongside original adverbs äj, äjke, käl, äbär, khänik, etc., there exists a series
of adverbs of time formed through adverbialization of substantives (šese finally, de
rite late, bhore at dawn, pare later), by reduplication of substantives (rätäräti in
a very short time, šesäšesi at last), of postposition (saňge saňge simultaneously), by
derivation from adjectives (abilambe at once), by conversion of numerals (pratham
firstly). Numerous adverbs of time exist that are formed from pronouns, and this
either by derivation with the suffix -khan, -be (ekhan now, ekhano still, takhan then,
tabe after), or by compounding (etaksane long, anekksan very long time, bešiksan
longer from ksan moment which is preceded by eta so much, anek much, beši more;
tärpar afterwards from tär of him + par after, sedin that day from se that + din day,
etc.).
The temporal circumstance expressed by an adverb derives from its lexical mean
ing: tärpar(e) means that the action takes, has taken, is taking place after another
action, madhye madhye - the action has taken, takes or will take place from time
to time, saňge saňge - the action has taken, takes, will take place simultaneously
with another action, äbär - the action has taken, takes, will take place again, etc.
An exception is that of the adverb käl, where only the tense indicates whether
the adverb is used to express future (tomorrow) or a past action (yesterday).
Adverbs of manner point to the circumstance of mode and quality relating not
only to a verb, but also to an adjective and adverb.
Adverbs of manner represent a considerably diversified group. Besides the origi
nal adverbs khub, ektu etc., they comprise a large number of various secondary
adverbs. Most frequently these are adverbs formed from adjectives, and this either
by conversion (bhälo well, sojä directly, thik exactly, satän straight), or with the
suffix -e (sahaje easily, ni:sabde quietly, akärane without reason), or with semi-suf
fixes (durbalbhäbe weakly, abahaticitte attentively, prakrtapakse really, niyamitarvipe regularly), or by means of adverbializers (bhälo kare well, äšcarya haye sur
prisingly), and by reduplication (cupicupi silently, dhire dhire slowly).
The semi-suffix -bhäbe helps to form adverbs of manner also from pronouns (emnibhäbe like this).
Adverbs of manner are often formed from substantives, and this by conversion
(šese finally), with the aid of the adverbializer kare (dayä kare kindly) and with nu
merous semi-suffixes (see p. 5), by reduplication (jore jore strongly).
Adverbs of manner may also be formed from interjections with the aid of the
adverbializer kare (tapc kare quickly).
Adverbs of manner can be classified in more detail according to their partial
meaning into adverbs expressing manner as such (this class includes most of the
adverbs given above), further into adverbs expressing measure (khub, bara, anek
much, ata, eta, ati so much, sampmna entirely, ektu a little, alpa too little, few, bišes
more, yathesta enough, etc.), cause (akärane without reason), and effect (mithye
vainly).
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Similarly as in num erous other languages, adverbs in Bengali are divided into
adverbs of place, time and m anner. A typical feature of Bengali adverbs, however,
are certain modes of their form ation, viz. by conversion, suffixation, reduplication
and by means of special aid - adverbializers.
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DIE INNERE KLASSIFIZIERUNG
DER ARABISCHEN ADJEKTIVE
GÜNTHER KRAHL, Leipzig
In dem vorliegenden B eitrag wird das M odell ,F eld stru k tu r4 auf die innere Klassifizierung der ara
bischen A djektive angew andt. D as arabische A djektiv wird als eine eigene W ortart b etrachtet, wobei
der attributive und prädikative G ebrauch, die G radationsfähigkeit und die M öglichkeit der Bildung von
A ntonym en als relevante M erkm ale berücksichtigt w erden.

Mit den in der Linguistik gebräuchlichen Term ini qualitatives Adjektiv" und r e 
latives Adjektiv" wird eine sehr allgemeine U nterteilung der A djektive vorgenom 
men. Bei einer solchen Grobklassifizierung sind zahlreiche Grenzfälle und m an
cherlei Ü berschneidungen möglich.1 A ber auch bei einer w eitergehenden sem anti
schen Auffächerung ohne Berücksichtigung der gram m atischen Relevanz sem anti
scher M erkm ale können unterschiedliche Zuordnungen nicht ausgeschlossen w er
den. W enn also B rinkm ann2 folgende Gliederung vorschlägt:
- ,A rtw örter" (wie etwas beschaffen ist): stark, groß, b u n t ...
- ,Lagewörter" (wie etwas situiert ist): hoch, tief, f e r n ...
- ,Orientierungswörter" (wie etwas hinsichtlich R aum , Z eit, H e rk u n ft. . . eingeord
net wird): hiesig, heutig, sü d lic h ...
- ,Eignungswörter" (wie/wozu etwas geeignet ist): eßbar, käuflich, b ie g sa m ...
- ,V erhaltensw örter" (wie sich W esen/G egenstände verhalten): friedlich, ordent
lich, sau g fäh ig ...
- ,W ertwörter" (wie W esen/G egenstände bew ertet werden): weibisch, tierisch,
nützlich...

1 Die B edeutung m ancher an sich als ,qualitativ4zu bew ertender A djektive läßt eine graduelle A bstu
fung nicht zu (m ay у it „ to t“ , abkam „stum m “ , dä’iri, mudawwar, m ustadlr „rund44u .v .a .) . Diese Aussage
gilt aber nicht uneingeschränkt; vgl. die Beispiele bei A dm oni (S. 146): „Ich bin to ter als alle ihre T o te n “
(Seghers), „du bist m ir der toteste G esell44 (Schiller). Nicht anders ist es im B ereich der an sich als ,relativ 4
zu charakterisierenden A djektive: W eihnachten, das d e u ts c h e ste 4 aller Feste; sie spielten ,englischer4
als die E ngländer selbst. Auch ,kaiserlich4, sicher ein relatives A djektiv, läßt in der folgenden Textstelle
(Feuchtw anger, D er Tag wird kom m en, Berlin 1955, S. 66) eine G raduierung zu: „Selbst die oppositio
nellen Senatoren m ußten zugeben, daß der Nachfolger des kleinen B ürokraten m it W ürde sprach und
,sehr kaiserlich4.“
2 O rdnung und die m eisten Beispiele nach Grundzüge, S. 604.
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- ,Zahlwörter" (Anzahl der Elemente einer Menge; Stelle, die ein Element in einer
geordneten Menge einnimmt): der eine Besuch, der fünfte Tag, ein zweimaliger
Versuch...
kann er nicht übersehen haben, wie fließend hier manche Grenzen sind. Dies zei
gen vor allem Beispiele aus den Bereichen ,Eignung" und ,Verhalten" (wohin gehö
ren kompositaähnliche Adjektive mit der Konstituente -fähig?). Die ganze Proble
matik des Modells wird auch daran deutlich, daß es augenscheinlich keinen Platz
für die wesentlichen Kategorien ,Quantität" und ,Material, Substanz" bietet.
Um der inneren Klassifizierung der Adjektive besser gerecht zu werden, ist des
halb versucht worden, andere Wege zu gehen.3 Vielversprechend erscheint uns da
bei ein Gliederungsprinzip, das von Stepanova und Helbig in Anlehnung an Admoni und Moskalskaja entwickelt und das ,Feldgliederung" genannt worden ist. Dieses
Prinzip berücksichtigt neben den semantischen auch morphologische und syntaktisch-distributionelle Merkmale.4
Graphisch wird die Feldstruktur von Stepanova und Helbig (S. 101) in mehreren
konzentrisch angeordneten Kreisen sichtbar gemacht. In ihrem Kern befindet sich
dasjenige Adjektiv, das alle typischen Eigenschaften des Adjektivs aufweist, d.h.,
das nicht abgeleitet ist, alle morphologischen Merkmale der grammatischen Kate
gorien und Paradigmen aufweist, komparationsfähig ist und alle syntaktischen Po
sitionen dieser W ortart (attributiv/prädikativ/adverbial) einnehmen kann. Die
entfernteren Kreise zeigen die Adjektive, denen eine oder mehrere seiner typischen
Eigenschaften fehlen.
Wir versuchen im folgenden, das Modell ,Feldstruktur" auf das Arabische anzu
wenden, wobei wir, ohne dies hier näher zu erläutern, davon ausgehen, daß das
arabische Adjektiv eine eigene W ortart ist, eine Auffassung, die nicht unumstritten
ist.5 Dabei wollen wir den attributiven und prädikativen Gebrauch, die Gradations
fähigkeit und die Möglichkeit der Bildung von Antonymen berücksichtigen, nicht
aber das für die Klassifizierung des arabischen Adjektivs nicht relevante Merkmal
,Flexion"- alle arabischen Adjektive sind flexierbar - noch das Merkmal ,adverbieller Gebrauch" .6 In der tabellarischen Darstellung (Tab. 1) unterscheiden wir also

3 Vgl. dazu im einzelnen Grundzüge, S. 604 f. Dort nicht erwähnt und auch von uns im folgenden
außer Betracht gelassen ist eine Gliederung nach ,onomasiologischen Strukturen4, wie sie von Dokulil
(vgl. Krkowska, S. 29) vorgenommen wird. Er bestimmt das Adjektiv näher hinsichtlich seines kategorialen Grundcharakters und stellt dabei fest, daß die eigentliche Kategorie, ,Eigenschaft' durch die Be
ziehung zu anderen Kategorien festgelegt wird, nämlich den Kategorien Substanz, Umstand, Aktion/
Prozessualität, Eigenschaft und Zustand.
4 Stepanova und Helbig beziehen in ihre Gliederung auch Wortbildungsspezifika ein; für das Arabi
sche müssen sie wohl, ebenso wie die morphologischen Spezifika, außer Betracht bleiben.
5 Vgl. dazu im einzelnen Diem , Krahl (1985, 1988) und Langer.
6 Hier stehen eingehende Untersuchungen noch aus, angefangen von solchen morphologisch als
Adverbien markierten Adjektiven wie katiran, qalUan oder gayyjdan, zahlreichen adverbiellen Nisbe-
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Tabelle

1. Tabellarische D arstellung der F eldstruktur
A ttributiver
G ebrauch

Prädikativer
G ebrauch

G radations
fähigkeit

Bildung von
A ntonym en

Klasse 1

+

+

+

+

Partizipien, V erbaladjektiv,
(N isbe), (Intensitätsadjektiv)

Klasse 2

+

+

—

+

Partizipien, V erbaladjektiv,
E lativ,
Intensitätsadjektiv,
(Nisbe)

Klasse 3

+

+

—

-

Nisbe, Partizipien, V erbalad
jektiv,
Intensitätsadjektiv,
(N isbe), (Elativ)

+

-

-

+

N isbe, Partizipien, (Intensi
tätsadjektiv)

+

-

-

-

N isbe, (Partizipien)

W ortstrukturen

—

Klasse 4

vier Klassen von Adjektiven. Die W ortstrukturen, in denen sie Vorkommen, wer
den genannt, aber nicht zur Klassifizierung herangezogen.7
Die Klasse 1 umfaßt diejenigen Adjektive, die über alle genannten Merkmale
verfügen. Es sind Verbaladjektive unterschiedlicher Struktur oder Partizipien: sa rf
„schnell“ , bati „langsam“ , gaucän „hungrig“ , m ufid „nützlich“.8 Nisbe-Bildungen
sind seltener, kommen aber vor: aryahl „großzügig, nobel“ , barbari „barbarisch“ ,
ibähi „unsittlich, unmoralisch, zuchtlos“ , insäni „human“ , wahši„wild“, taqaddumi
„fortschrittlich“ , ragci „rückschrittlich, reaktionär“.9 Intensitätsadjektive gehören
zum überwiegenden Teil nicht in diese Gruppe, da sie die Eigenschaft einer Person
oder Nichtperson bereits in verstärkter Form zum Ausdruck bringen (Sem ,Intensi
tä t6 !) und so nicht gradationsfähig sind. Es gibt aber eine Reihe so strukturierter
Adjektive ohne Intensitätsbedeutung, die hier einzuordnen sind: lammď „glän
zend“, miskin „elend, arm“ , miqdäm „verwegen“ u.a.
Bildungen wie cam alilyan oder tadrlgiyan bis hin zu (obligatorischen oder fakultativen) Proform en mit
Präposition (bi-surca, bi-surür) oder proadverbiellen Streckform en mit bi-šakl, bi-süra, mina 'nnähiya. . .
u. a. M utlak ist ein erster V ersuch.
7 In der jeweiligen Klasse seltener vorkom m ende W ortstrukturen stehen in R undkiam m ern ( ).
8 D er Elativ dieses A ktivpartizips des IV. Stam m es lautet afyad. In den m eisten Fällen erfolgt die
Steigerung der als Partizipien strukturierten A djektive durch G radationsw ort (aktar, ašadd u. a.) und
Infinitiv, bei den in dieser Klasse selteneren N isbe-A djektiven durch G radationsw ort und Nisbe-Abstraktum (masdar siäci) .
9 Einige dieser N isbe-A djektive sind insofern nur eingeschränkt steigerungsfähig, als von ihnen zwar
ein absoluter Superlativ belegt ist, nicht aber ein K om parativ.
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Den in der Klasse 2 zusammengefaßten Adjektiven fehlt das Merkmal ,Grada
tionsfähigkeit \ Es sind dies Zeit- und Verlaufsbezeichnungen wie dä’im „ständig“ ,
muwaqqat „zeitweilig, provisorisch“, cäbir „vorübergehend“ , mustamirr „kontinu
ierlich“, m utaqattf „unterbrochen, diskontinuierlich“ , säbiq „früher, vergangen“ ,
lähiq „folgend“, ferner einige Adjektive, bei denen sichtlich eine weitere Steigerung
der durch sie ausgedrückten Bedeutung nicht möglich ist: hädir „anwesend“, gä’ib
„abwesend“, mustahlak „verbraucht“ , kämil „vollständig“, abkam „stumm“ , acmä
„blind“, mayyit „tot“.10 Gleiches trifft zu auf die Intensitätsadjektive und den Ela
tiv, von den Nisbe-Adjektiven eine Gruppe, ,Orts- und Bereichsangabenc wie
mahalli „inländisch“, agnabi „ausländisch“, qaumi und watani „national“, dauli
bzw. duwali „international“, riß „ländlich“ und hadari „städtisch“ sowie manche
keiner bestimmten lexikalisch-semantischen Gruppe zuzuordnenden Adjektive wie
ahläqi „moralisch“ , lä’ahläql „amoralisch“, dustüri „verfassungsmäßig“ u. a.
Adjektive, die in einer anderen Distribution über alle der in der Feldstruktur he
rangezogenen Merkmale - außer dem der Gradationsfähigkeit - verfügen sind nicht
bekannt. Anders verhält es sich in der Klasse 3. Sie unterteilt sich in zwei Gruppen.
In der ersten sind diejenigen Adjektive vertreten, die nur attributiv und prädikativ
gebraucht werden - es fehlt sowohl die Gradationsfähigkeit als auch die Fähigkeit,
Antonyme zu bilden. Hierher gehören die Farbbezeichnungen,11 teils in der Struk
tur afal, teils Nisbe-Bildungen, Formbezeichnungen wie
„kreisförmig“ , sariti
„bandförmig“ , murabbac „viereckig, quadratisch“ u. a., die Nisbe-Ableitungen von
Länder- und Völkernamen wie tünisi, gazä’iri, südäniu. v. a .,12 ferner Bezeichnun
gen für Krankheiten und körperliche Gebrechen, die augenscheinlich die Bildung
spezifischer Antonyme nicht zulassen13 wie maslül *,schwindsüchtig, tuberkulös“ ,
agrab „räudig“, gähiz al-cainain „glotzäugig“ u. v. a., sowie einige Einzeladjektive
wie mutallat,,geeist, eisgekühlt“, quddüs „hochheilig“ , iqtisädawi„ökonomistisch“
u. a.
Die zweite Gruppe in dieser Klasse 3 vereint Adjektive mit dem syntaktischen
Merkmal der Attributfähigkeit und dem semantischen Merkmal der Bildung von
Antonymen, bei denen aber prädikativer Gebrauch unüblich ist. Die Adjektive
auch dieser Gruppe sind unterschiedlich strukturiert. Z. T. haben sie Orts-, Richtungs- oder Zeitbezug, z. T. lassen sie sich keinen bestimmten lexikalisch-semanti
schen Gruppen zuordnen: dähili „inner“ , härigi „äußer“ , amäni „vorder; vorgela
gert“ , halfi „hinter; nachgelagert“, mädin „vergangen“, muqbil „(zu)künftig“ ,
cämm „allgemein“, hass „besonder“, amtal „optimal“ u. a.

10 Vgl. aber Anm. 1.
11 Wir lassen das Antonymenpaar abyad/aswad „weiß/schwarz“ außer Betracht.
12 Eine Ausnahme ist in dieser Gruppe ďgam í „nichtarabisch“ als Antonym zu carabl „arabisch“.
13 Man kann bei ihnen allenfalls ein generelles Antonym salim „gesund, unversehrt“ ansetzen.
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Die Adjektive der Klase 4 verfügen nur über das Merkmal des attributiven Ge
brauchs (freilich berücksichtigen wir dabei nicht Konstruktionsbesonderheiten des
Adjektivs als erster Konstituente des Syntagmas Adjektiv - Artikel - Substantiv
[= uneigentliche Genitivverbindung, idäfa gair haqlqiya]; hier ist prädikativer Ge
brauch in vielen Fällen möglich).14 Ganz vereinzelt sind hier Partizipien vertreten,
wie rähin „gegenwärtig, aktuell“, mauqüt „Zeit-“, munazzim „Organisations-“ ,
aber die Masse der Bildungen machen Adjektive mit dem Nisbe-Morphem aus. Hi
storisch schon früh belegt sind in dieser Form die Stoffbezeichnungen wie dahabi
„golden“, fiddi „silbern“, hagarl „steinern“ , marmari „marmorn“ u. v. a. Im mo
dernen Arabisch wird diese Klasse zunehmend durch Nisbe-Bildungen bereichert,
die zusammen mit einem übergeordneten Substantiv Verbindungen mit festem lexi
kalischen Wert schaffen: darri „atomar, Atom-“ , nawawi „nuklear, Kern-“, m urm l
„Verkehrs-“, amnl „Sicherheits-“, sarrfibasari „audiovisuell“ u. v. a. In diese Klas
se gehören auch die Zeitadjektive yaum i „täglich“, usbücl „wöchentlich“ , šahri
„monatlich“ , mustaqbali „perspektivisch“15 u. a.
Adjektive dieser Klasse treten also ausschließlich als Bestandteil einer attributi
ven Fügung (Substantiv + (Nisbe-) Adjektiv) auf. Bei einer näheren semantischen
Untersuchung der Konstituente ,A djektiv4 ist das Augenmerk aber nicht nur auf
die Feststellung der spezifischen Wortbildungsbedeutung bzw. der sie konstituie
renden Merkmale zu richten; zu berücksichtigen ist ebenfalls, daß etwa das W ortbil
dungsmorphem -iyy (die Nisbe) in den meisten Bildungen, vor allem den Neologis
men, keine eigene Wortbildungsbedeutung, sondern nur eine Kopplungsfunktion
hat. Die Bedeutung des mehrgliedrigen Lexems, dessen zweite Konstituente ein
Adjektiv ist, ergibt sich aus der semantischen Relation zwischen beiden Konstituen
ten. Sie kann durch Transformation in Sätze oder Teilsätze bzw. durch Paraphrasie
rung sichtbar gemacht werden.
Von Interesse ist diese Adjektivklasse 4 aus mehreren Gründen:
1. Aus ihr rekrutiert sich der größte Teil der mehrgliedrigen Neologismen.
2. Bildungen dieser Art sind das natürlichste Äquivalent sowohl französischer,
russischer, englischer oder deutscher attributiver Fügungen (Substantiv + A djek
tiv) mit festem terminologischen Wert als auch englischer oder deutscher Nominal
komposita.16 Lehneinflüsse sind bei fast allen Neubildungen wahrscheinlich, aber
nicht sicher nachweisbar.

14 Vgl. die Beispiele: ar-rätib šahri a d -d a f „das Gehalt wird monatlich gezahlt (wörtlich: . . . ist monat
licher Zahlung)“, augenscheinlich unmöglich +ar-rätib šahri; ferner: as-safina buhäriyat alidära „das
Schiff ist dampfgetrieben“ gegenüber +as-safina buhäriya.
15 Sie würden eine eigene Klasse dann bilden, würde in die Feldgliederung das Merkmal ,advieller
Gebrauch einbezogen.
16 Im französischen und russischen Wortbildungssystem spielt die Nominalkomposition keine so gro
ße Rolle.
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3. Mehrgliedrige Lexeme, deren eine Konstituente ein Adjektiv ist, sind formal
leicht handhabbar und stellen eine außerordentlich ökonomische Form der Ver
knüpfung zweier Nomina dar, bei der in gedrängter Form die unterschiedlichsten
semantischen Beziehungen zweier Konstituenten erfaßt werden.
Die Einteilung der arabischen Adjektive nach ihrer Feldstruktur läßt erkennen,
daß die Nisbe-Bildungen und die Partizipien - letztere allerdings in Klasse 4 zahlen
mäßig schwach - in allen Klassen vertreten sind. Die übrigen adjektivischen W ort
strukturen finden sich in unterschiedlicher Menge nur in einigen Klassen. Neubil
dungen treffen wir überwiegend in Klasse 4 an.
Mit einer solchen Einteilung der arabischen Adjektive können auch Aussagen
über die Polysemie mancher Adjektive getroffen werden.17
Grenzfälle können allerdings auch mit diesem Modell nicht ausgeschlossen wer
den. Es erscheint uns aber besser als andere für die Subklassifizierung des Adjektivs
geeignet. In Verbindung mit dem Helbigschen Valenzmodell wäre eine Anwendung
auch auf das Substantiv denkbar.
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EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT ELEMENTS
IN ARABIC LINGUISTIC TERMINOLOGY
LADISLAV DROZDÍK, Bratislava

More than a millenary tradition of the native Arabic grammar is mirrored in a fairly tight conceptual
and terminological system. Whenever this system is applied to the description of linguistic phenomena
which are not directly related to the traditional subjects of Arab grammarians, it tends to deviate from
the canonized model. Some of these deviations, characterized by the introduction of implicit elements
to the traditional terminology of the early grammarians, will shortly be presented in what follows.

1. In spite of a m arked conservatism of the native A rabic gram m ar (the first in
tegral texts go back to the 8th century A .D .), certain deviations from the traditional
conceptual and term inological system do occur. From the set of possible deviations
only one single type will be examined. It will coincide with term s displaying a terminologically relevant co-occurrence of explicit and implicit elem ents. The term inolog
ical units analysed, an exception made for a limited num ber of examples serving
special illustrative purposes, have been recorded in an early nineteenth century
gram m ar of colloquial Arabic.
1.1. For metalinguistic considerations of the present study the gramm atical part
of Sabbäg’s Risäla1 has been evaluated. Dealing with an analytic variety of A rabic,
the Risäla strongly contrasts with the traditional approach of A rab gramm arians,
centred on Classical Arabic. Since the latter is of a predom inantly synthetic linguis
tic type, the typological contrast between the two seems to be particularly well suited
for purposes of the present study.
Sabbäg’s Risäla is actually the first com prehensive description of m odern SyroPalestinian and Egyptian colloquial usage. W ritten by a native of A kka (Palestine),
intimately acquainted with the Egyptian colloquial A rabic owing to his prolonged
stay in Egypt, the work is an im portant account of the linguistic developm ent of
Arabic at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

1 Although the Risäla had been written as early as 1812, the first printed edition appeared more than
seven decades thereafter. Thorbecke’s edition of this pioneer work is still the unique one. A slightly
over-classicized presentation of colloquial data as well as a number of minor inconsistencies and errors
that necessarily accompany every first edition of a manuscript like the present one, speak in favour of
a re-edition of the manuscript (Cod. Arab. No. 889; deposited at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Mu
nich, formerly Münchener Hof- und Staatsbibliothek).
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Although dependent on traditional premises of the mediaeval Arab science (most
of Sabbäg’s methods and attitudes are in full harmony with those of the early gram
marians of cArabiyya), Sabbäg is to a considerable extent unorthodox, especially in
rejecting the canonized statism of Arab grammarians. Instead of merely recording
and classifying linguistic facts, Sabbäg describes linguistic events.
Nevertheless, despite this feature of modernity, the linguistic evolution of Arabic
towards modern colloquials continues to be perceived as a process of corruption2
which is, terminologically, in full harmony with the wording of the early grammar
ians. The documentary value of the Risäla is somewhat limited by the author’s belief
that it is possible to give a joint account of both Syro-Palestinian and Egyptian ver
naculars by providing only a very insignificant number of differentiating hints both
in Grammar (Abwäb 1-9) and in Glossary (Bäb 10).
1.2. As already suggested out of the set of deviations from the traditional word
ing of Arab grammarians only the purposeful, terminologically relevant exploitation
of implicit elements will be taken into account. The co-occurrence of explicit and
implicit elements in technical usage may appear paradoxical and incongruous with
the very basic characteristics of the latter and yet it can be attested in a relatively
large number of cases.
The relation between explicit and implicit, in the domain examined, shows an
irreversible asymmetry that will be quite inevitably reflected in the final classifica
tion, as well. While the explicit elements may operate independently of the implicit
ones, and they are even expected to do so as a prerequisite of technical language,
the opposite cannot take place. Implicit elements, irrespective of the fact that they
are largely unwanted in technical usage, may, as in fact they do occur exclusively
with the explicitly stated units, as additional, though terminologically relevant ele
ments. The contrast between the two will be illustrated on the following examples:
Explicit:
al-fäcil, with reference to Arabic, “the subject of a verbal sentence”3 or, with ref
erence to foreign languages the case system of which differs from that of Classical
Arabic, it may denote “nominative” .4
Explicit/Implicit:
2 V iz., fasäd al-luga al-arabiyya. For this traditional attitude of Arab grammarians towards the lin
guistic evolution of Arabic see, e.g., C. H. M. Versteegh, pp. 139-160. Cf. also J. Fück, pp. 2, 66, 90
and elsewhere.
3 Cf., e.g. Mafätih, p. 31; al-’Äjurrümiyya, p. 175: al-fäcilu huwa l-’ismu l-marfücu l-madküru qablahu
fťluhu “al-fäcil is a noun in nominative preceded by his predicate (lit. verb)”; etc.
4 Cf., R. Jirjis, p. 56:fa-qälü (ar-rümäniyyüna) solem lucere video ’ay ra’aytuš-šam sa tudťufa-š-šamsu f í hálati l-fäcili sol ’a m m ä fi hälati l-m afüli b ih ifa-solem ’ay bi-’idäfati -em “and they (the Romans)
said: solem lucere video, i.e. I see that the sun is shining’, and the sun is in the nominative case: sol,
while, in the accusative case, it is solem, i.e. by the addition of -em . ” In some other cases, with reference
to the languages other than Arabic, al-fäcil frequently denotes the subject of any type of sentence.
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al-fäcil “nom inative, masculine, singular” ,5 viz., al-fďil “nom inative” ; the zeroending “m asculine-singular” , in contrast to:
al-fäcilün “nom inative, masculine, plural” , viz., al-facil, as above; the gendernum ber portm anteau suffix -йп: “m asculine-plural” .
It is worthwhile noting, however, that the term s referring to several grammatical
categories are much more frequently of a multiword structure. They consist, as
a rule, of the traditional ’frab -related term s of A rab gram m arians and are free from
any aspect of implicitness of the type indicated above, e. g.:
al-jam c al-m arfüc “nom inative plural” , lit. plural (in the form of) nom inative’,
as in: as-sifatu f i l-jamci l-marfuci “adjective in nom inative plural” (Jirjis, 57; with
reference to A m haric); similarly: as-sifatu l-marfücatu l-mufradatu l-mudakkaratu
“adjective in nom inative singular m asculine” (ibid.; with reference to A m haric),
etc.
2. The synthetic category of case,6 no longer represented in m odern colloquial
varieties of A rabic, lies beyond the scope of Sabbäg’s interest. Nevertheless, the
asymmetry that governs the relationship between explicit and implicit elem ents may
freely be attested in the Risäla, as well. The latter relationship will be illustrated
on the verbal and pronom inal category of person. Since the latter category cannot
be m orphemically represented in the nom inal dom ain, it will invariably be signalled
by an explicitly stated unit. Its relation to the implicitly conveyed categories, how
ever, will display various significant differences.
The term s analysed will subsequently be classified along the basic dividing line
between units that are free from terminologically relevant implicit elem ents and
those that do involve such elem ents. In the latter case, various m anifestations of
this relationship will be examined. Unless otherwise indicated, the terminological
material examined in what follows is drawn on Sabbäg’s Risäla.
2.1. Terms explicitly stated with no terminologically relevant implicit elem ents
associated with them (E) may occur as either one-word or m ultiword units in ac
cordance with the num ber of grammatical items to be denoted.
(1) Terms referring to one grammatical category (E i), e.g.:
al-m uannat “the feminine gender” , as in: wa täratan yatakallamüna (= al-cämmatu) m aca l-muxätabi bi-sigati l-miťannati (25) “and sometimes they (= the common

5 The definite article al-, as a category marker, might likewise be interpreted as a terminologically
relevant implicit element. In the present context, however, the category of definiteness is of no relevance.
6 The inclusion of the case terminology, in these introductory examples, has been motivated by the
fact that the case and verbal mood paradigms, no longer preserved in modern dialects, are generally
identified with the most outstanding manifestations of the linguistic synthetism of Classical Arabic. The
case and verbal mood system (’icrab) represents the first concern of the native grammar and, at the same
time, the core of its conceptual and terminological hierarchy.
For the relative chronology of disappearance of the ’icräb inflections, see J. Blau, p. 4 and elsewhere.
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people) address the second person masculine in the form of the feminine gender” ;
or:
al-jamc “the plural num ber” , as in: wa ’ammä l-jamcu l-maksüru fa-l-callämatu
l-hariri jam ď a f l mulhatihi ’aktara min xamsatin wa ’arbacina jam can (24) “as for
the broken plural, the highly erudite al-H arirl has collected in his M ulha7 m ore than
fourty-five plural form s” ; etc.
(2) Terms referring to two grammatical categories (E 1>2), e.g.:
jam c al-m udakkar “the masculine plural” , lit. 'the plural of the m asculine’, as in:
yatakallamüna bi-sigati l-m u’annati li-jamci l-mudakkari ’in käna säliman 'aw maksüran (25) “they use the feminine form for the masculine plural, irrespective of
w hether it is a sound or a broken plural” ; etc.
(3) Terms referring to three categories (E 1j2>3), e.g.:
jam c al-m u’annat al-gä’ib (al-muxätab) (21) “the third (second) person of the
feminine plural” ; etc.
2.2. Terms explicitly stated that involve terminologically relevant implicit ele
ments (E /I) show a high degree of ambiguity. These term s, as well as those present
ed in § 2.3 in what follows, are to a considerable extent responsible for the term i
nological ambiguity of the native gramm ar. The present class of E /I-term s may
mostly be distinguished from the E-term s, examined in the preceding paragraph,
only by m eans of the explicative power of the context or by their occurrence in
contrastive pairs, as in:
al-gä’ib w ar-gä’ibün, co-occurring in a close contextual fram e with:
al-gä’iba wal-gä’ibät “the third person masculine of the singular and plural” and
“the third person feminine of the singular and plural” respectively; i.e.:
E i = the third person, in all four cases; al-gä’ib: Ij = the masculine, signalled by
the zero-suffix in contrast to the feminine al-gä’iba; I2 = the singular, signalled by
the zero-suffix in contrast to the plural al-gä’ibün; al-gä’ibün: I x = the masculine,
conveyed by the gender-num ber portm anteau suffix -ün; I2 = the plural (see I x);
al-gä’iba: /7 = the feminine, m arked by the feminine suffix -a that simultaneously
signals the singular; I2 = the singular (see Ix); al-gaibät: Ix = the plural, m arked by
the gender-num ber portm anteau -ät; I2 = the feminine (see Ix); as in:
wa m inhu ’asmä’u l-mawsüläti wa huwa lil-gä’ibi wal-gä’ibina wa lä mutannä
m inhu cinda l-cämmati wa kadälika l-gä’ibatu wal-gä’ibätu wa lä mutannä lahum
cinda l-cämmati (21) “the relative pronouns also belong here and they occur in the
form of the third person masculine of the singular and plural and the common people
do not use their dual forms. A nd the same applies to the third person feminine of

7 Mulhat al-’icräb “Grammatical Refreshment” is a didactic poem by al-Harirl (died 1122).
8 The co-ordinataor wa “and” in the contracted form wal, i.e. w aal “and the”, will not be represented
in the examples analysed in what follows. The same applies to the particle, li-, viz. lit-, occurring in the
text quoted.
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the singular and plural that does not inflect for the dual in the speech of the common
people.”9
Similarly:
al-muxätabün “the second person of the masculine plural” ; i.e.
= the second
person; Ii = the masculine, marked by the gender-number portmanteau morpheme
-йп; I2 = the plural, see Ii above; as in:
wa bďdun ’idä käna l-xitäbu li-jamcin yulhiqünahä damira l-muxätabina (43)
“and, some speakers, while referring to a plural, append to them (i.e.: to the pro
hibitive particles, hurüf an-nahy) the pronominal suffix of the second person of the
masculine plural”; or:
al-muxatab “the second person of the masculine singular” (cf. § 2. 1(1); here, in
contrast to al-m uannati.e. “the feminine”); etc.
2.2.1. It should be noted, however, that a correct identification of the categories
implicitly indicated depends, to a considerable extent, upon the reader’s acquaint
ance with the respective subject, as in:
al-mutakallimün “the first person of the masculine plural”, i.e. Ei = the first per
son; Ii = the masculine, and I2 = the plural, are marked by the gender-number suffix
-йп.
Actually, however, only the I2 value is relevant with reference to the verbal form
to which the term is related, wiz., nahna nidrabš “do we beat (someone)?” , since
the verb in the first person of the plural does not inflect for gender (for this term
see also § 2.3).
2.3. Terms explicitly stated with terminologically relevant implicit constituents
that further display a partial interference between the explicit and implicit elements
(E/I -I- E = I) are another variety of the E/I-terms.
So far, the basic asymmetry of the relation between the explicit and implicit ele
ments has been presented as E and E /I where / signals the relation of co-occurrence.
Unfortunately, however, the E/I-terms display, as a rule, much more complicated
and diversified patterns of the latter relationship than those examined hitherto. The
E/I relation, as presented so far, should be interpreted as a relation of co-occurrence
of both elements with the exclusion, however, of any aspect of interference between
them. In other words, an explicitly stated category cannot simultaneously be sig
nalled implicitly with the same terminological unit, and vice versa.
Nevertheless, this presentation of facts does not hold true of a relatively large
number of native terms (especially those coined in the post-classical period). In or
der to cope with this problem, another relation has been introduced, that of E = I,

9 Since the relative pronouns mostly refer to nouns, i.e. items for which the personal pronouns of the
third person may most frequently be substituted, the author of the Risäla improperly introduces this
category into his treatment of relative pronouns.
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that has to signal a partial interference between the explicit and implicit within the
general relation of co-occurrence (E /I).
Some examples:
jam c al-mutakallimln “the first person of the m asculine10 plural” ; i.e.: Ei = the
plural; E 2 = the first person; I : - the masculine and I2 = the plural are m arked by
the gender-num ber portm anteau suffix -йп; Ei = I2; as in:
tum m a ’innahu lammä lam takun f l l-carabiyyati calämatun lil-ficli l-M diri mina
l-m udärľi fa-stacmalü harfa l-b a i wa ’adxalühä calayhi qabla harfi l-mudäracati f l
ja m ľ i d-dam ďiri ’illä fl jam ci l-mutakallimina fa -’innahum jacalü ciwadan cani l-bďi
m im an (29) “and since there is, in A rabic, no m arker to signal the present tense of
an im perfect verb, they (the common people, al-cämmatu) use the particle b- and
they place it before the preform ative of the im perfect in order to specify its present
tense11 value, with all verbal forms (lit. csuffixes’) except that of the first person of
the (masculine) plural where they use c m -’ instead of c b \ ”
As already stated (see the note 10, as well as § 2.2.1), an implicit signalling of
gender (viz. masculine) is here superfluous and even misleading since, in colloquial
varieties of A rabic, no plural form of the verb can inflect for gender. As evident,
an exclusive E-term indication of the plural would have been sufficient.
In a num ber of similar term s, Sabbäg somewhat corrects, in another way, this
too restrictive presentation of gender. In the example that follows both genders are
explicitly stated, though the gender-num ber -йп did not cease to imply the masculine
gender m em bership only, as in:
al-muxätabün mina l-m u’annat w al-mudakkar “the second person of the feminine
and masculine plural” , i.e.:
E i — the second person / Ii = masculine; I2 = plural; E? = the feminine gender;
E 3 = the masculine gender; where E 3 = Ip as in:
fin tu tidrabüs) lil-muxätabina mina l-m uannati wal-mudakkari (28) “(‘ intu
iidrabm = do you beat?) in the second person of the feminine and masculine plu
ral” , lit. c in the second person of the plural of both the feminine and masculine
genders’.
W ere it not for an occasional E/I-distinction betw een a masculine and a feminine

10 For the irrelevance of the gender distinction, in this particular context, see also §2.2.1. Accordingly,
the gender will be disregarded in the subsequent translation of the text. A lternatively, in similar contexts,
the gender value will be enclosed in brackets.
11 H ere, it would perhaps be possible to speak about an ‘ indicative’ application of the im perfect as
against its use in an im perative sense. T. F. Mitchell speaks about a continuative or habitual action con
veyed by the Egyptian A rabic bi-im perfect (M itchell, p. 35 ff.). Cf. also Sabbäg, p. 14: wa zädü (= al-cäm m atu) a l - b a a fl j a m f i I - a f čili l-m udärťati calä-xtiläfi l-’a fä li calämatan liz-zam äni l-hädiri “and they
(= the comm on people) added b- to all im perfect verbs in all their form s without exception, to signal
the present ten se.”
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plural, as shown in § 2.2 (viz., al-gaibun in contrast to al-gaibät), it would be pos
sible to interpret Sabbäg’s gender-number -ün as referring exclusively to the plural.
Similarly:
jamc al-muxätabin “the second person of the (masculine) plural”, as in:
wa sädisu d-damairi -tu li-jamci l-muxätabina (20) “and the sixth suffix is -tu, for
the second person of the (masculine) plural” ; or:
jamc al-ga ibln “the third person of the (masculine) plural”, as in:
wa ’ammä damiru jamci l-gaiblna fa-huwa f l l-a fä li l-wäwu wal-alifu (20-21)
“as for the third person of the (masculine) plural, it is marked, with the verbs, by
the suffix -и” ;12 etc.
3. Apart from a constant alternation of the E- and E/I-terms of very various
structures, the reader of a native grammar has to face another problem of identifi
cation that stems from a rather elusive oscillation of the range of the implicitly con
veyed values, as in:
al-muannat al-muxätab “the second person of the feminine singular”, i.e.:
al-muannat
al-muxätab
E: feminine
second person
I: singular
singular (an implicit gender value, viz.,
masculine, is prevented by the explicitly
in contrast to:
signalled feminine)
al-muxätab “the second person of the masculine singular” , i.e.:
al-muxätab
E :---------second person
singular, masculine (both signalled by
I: --------the zero-marker and both terminologically relevant);
as co-occurring in:
wa ’idä lahiqahu (— damira l-mutakallimi) käfu l-muannati l-muxätabi 'aydan
yuksaru fa-yaqülüna ma-13 darabtikš wa bilfathi lil -muxätabi ka-qawlika ma-darabtak wa ma-darabtakš (19) “and when it (= the suffix -t of the first person singular,
viz. of the perfect verb) is followed by the pronominal suffix -k of the second person
of the feminine singular, an “i” is added to it, as well, and they will say ma-darabtiks
“I did not hit you (fern.)” And an “a” will be added to it in the second person of

12 I.e., when transliterating its representation in the Arabic script, viz. al-wäwu wal-alifu (al-wäwu
signalling the vowel quantity: -й, while al-alifu being a merely orthographical element); actually, how
ever, the vowel quantity is but etymological and the suffix should be read as -u.
13 The traditional orthography represents, once again, the classical form of the particle (viz. та). The
particle is here rephonemicized in accordance with the actual phonological picture of the Egyptian Ara
bic.
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the masculine singular, as in: ma-darabtak or ma-darabtaks “I did not hit you
(m asc.)” ;” etc.
4. Summary
(1) E: Explicit units with no terminologically relevant implicit elem ents associ
ated with them , e.g.:
al-gä’ib “the third person (of verbs and pronouns)” ;
al-jamc “the plural” , etc.;
(2) E /I: Explicit units with terminologically relevant implicit elem ents associated
with them , e.g.:
al-gä’ib in e .g .: al-gä’ib wal-gä’ibün (cf. § 2.2) “the third person of the mas
culine singular” , i.e.:
E = the third person;
11.2 — masculine, singular (both signalled by the zero-suffix); or:
al-gä’ibün (cf. §2.2) “the third person of the masculine plural” , i.e.:
E = the third person;
11.2 = m asculine, plural (both signalled by the gender-num ber portm anteau
m orphem e -йп)\ etc.;
(3) E /I + E = I: Explicit units with terminologically relevant implicit elem ents
associated with them that display a partial interference betw een the E and
I elem ents, as in:
jarrf al-gä’ibin “the third person of the masculine plural” , i.e.:
Ei = the plural;
E 2 = the third person;
I 1>2 = m asculine, plural, respectively; both signalled by the gender-num ber
suffix -йп ;
E i = I2 (the plural).
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CONCERNING THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
ESSENCE OF PRESENT-DAY MOSLEM MOVEMENTS
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
SALEH M. ALIEV, Moscow
The extrem e strengthening o f the Islam influence in ideological and political life o f M oslem countries
is an im portant ph en om en on o f the eighties in the tw entieth century. In social sphere the Islam ic trends
reflect the political aims and interests o f very different, som etim es m utually conflicting strata and groups
o f p eop le and their organizations. Social contents and political orientation of the num erous present-day
Islamic m ovem ents produce a highly interesting problem for scientific investigation, which is the goal
o f the present article.

The current decade witnessed an unprecedental growth of Islamic ideological and
political trends in the Moslem countries, particularly in the M iddle East.
To define the historical place and character as well as prospects of the further
evolution of the neo-Islamic m ovem ents requires an analysis of their social essence.
Such an analysis must be started from the characterization of the principal fea
tures of the historical stage wherein the countries of the Middle E ast entered in the
late 1970s and the early 1980s. All the Moslem countries, where the process of politization of Islam has been under way, experience, m ore or less, the breaking up
of old socio-economic form ations. A nd the faster the process of disintegration of
old form ations accom panied by acceleration of bourgeois transform ation, the m ore
profound and acute are social collisions.
The growing petroleum and gas industry and its rising profits have turned out to
be an essential, for many Moslem countries even the principal contributing factor
in acceleration of economic developm ent, though the latter is often of extrem ely
uneven and unbalanced nature.
In the international field, the struggle between the world of socialism and the
leading centres of capitalism, as well as contradictions between the W estern indus
trially developed im perialist countries and the developing nations influence greatly
the balance of political and class forces in the region. Employing their economic
and technological power, the transnational companies expand their hold on the eco
nomically less developed countries. In this situation, the political groups ruling in
some developing countries of the M oslem world adopt a line which, if persistently
pursued, help to accelerate their social and cultural progress, to strengthen their
national sovereignty and to get rid of the dom inance of foreign monopolies. But in
some of the developing Moslem countries the ruling strata (they are the big bour-
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geoisie and landlords, in one case, or the upper strata of the armed forces, in the
other, or semifeudal - semi-bourgeois bureaucracy, in the third, etc.) seek to set
up a social model which would require close linkage with the principal industrial and
financial centres of the West. The political leaders of these countries try to resolve
economic and other contradictions with the West by means of compromises.
At the same time, in the last decade we witnessed yet another, the third socio-po
litical direction, pursued by some developing Moslem countries. Ideologists of this
trend advocate the conception of a special, so-called Islamic way of economic and
social development. It is important to stress that sometimes this Islamic way of de
velopment becomes the governmental policy just in those states where the ruling
regime adhere to the pro-capitalist, pro-Western orientation. But on the whole, this
trend in politics is growing in connection with the new prevalent role in politics of
the most numerous class in the majority of developing Moslem societies, i.e. the
urban and rural petty bourgeoisie. It should be pointed out that quantitatively the
petty bourgeoisie, particularly its so-called traditional strata, continues to grow in
the main countries of the region. Though the share of modern big industry in the
GNP is quite big, in such countries as Turkey, Pakistan, Egypt and Iran a great part
of economically active population is connected with the small commodity trade, first
and foremost with the traditional (handicraft etc.) branches.
In their social psychology and political behaviour, the pauperized strata are closed
to the petty bourgeois urban and rural strata. During the last two decades, the share
of pauperized population in the social structure of Moslem countries has grown con
siderably.
Petty bourgeoisie, especially connected with traditional trade, act as the most
faithful custodians of the national and religious identity and isolation, which feature
was brilliantly revealed in the works by the late Soviet orientalist Alexey Levkovsky,
that is why the strengthening of their social positions inevitably causes the enhance
ment of the prestige of the traditional ideology and traditional values in general.
This is exactly what happened in Iran and some other countries.
The intermediate socio-economic position of petty bourgeoisie determines the
dual and contradictory nature of their political behaviour. On the one hand, they
strongly resent the growth of big capital, including foreign and state enterprises.
While opposing the pro-Western ruling upper stratum, they often seek political co
operation with the forces representing the interests of the working classes. On the
other hand, they continue to adhere to private ownership of the means of production
“on a limited scale” and properly cannot see any way out of the crisis situation. In
order to oppose the masses against the pro-Western ruling circles, the petty bour
geois ideologists often make use of traditional values, religion in the first place. As
a result, there emerge concepts of social development, which are of a petty bour
geois character and are larded with Islamic principles.
It is noteworthy that the present stage of the development of capitalist production
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relations is m arked by an ideological and political confrontation between capitalism
and socialism. This confrontation has in many cases shaped such behaviour peculia
rities of the ruling bourgeois groups of many Moslem countries, that essentially dif
fer from these political lines of similar social forces in W estern E urope which were
characteristic of them in the period of transition from feudalism to capitalism. The
bourgeoisie in many Moslem countries of the Middle East has waged nearly no
struggle for the secularization of social life. The only exception, in a sense, was the
Turkish bourgeoisie: during the 1918-1922 national liberation m ovem ent and later,
at the time of establishing the republican system, they pursued the course of w eak
ening the influence of Islamic ideology and particularly of the Moslem clergy. But,
usually, the bourgeoisie, to say nothing of the semi-feudal elem ents, have been and
are trying to retain the influence of the religious ideology upon the peoples in order
to use it as a shield against the spread of dem ocratic and progressive ideas. In most
Moslem countries left-wing parties have been outlawed. The popularization of
Marxist and atheist ideas in any form are prohibited.
As a result, during the period of the aggravation of the crisis in social, economical
and political life which was outlined above, a sort of a political vacuum has em erged
among dem ocratic forces of these countries. This facilitates and sometimes strength
ens the positions of those who propagate the petty bourgeois egalitarism in the form
of ideological and political teachings of Islam.
In many countries within the Islamic dom ain the bulk of the middle class strata,
to say nothing of paupers, are not ready to grasp the secularism, the m aterialistic
and progressive ideological concepts contained within it. That is why the simple
ideas of social justice advanced by the petty bourgeois Islamic nationalists win a
trem endous popularity within the masses.
And yet nowadays the advocates of the petty bourgeois theories including Islamic
nationalism have to take into consideration the popularity and attractiveness of the
ideas of scientific socialism for the poor. This, to a great extent, accounts for the
em ergence of the concepts of “Islamic socialism” and for the attem pts to deduce
the principles of socialism directly from the Koran.
O f no small im portance are also the weakening and the discredit of the positions
of those ruling groups of the local dom inant bourgeoisie and semi-feudal stratum
who were recently adherents of the pro-W estern, pro-A m erican ideological and po
litical orientation for their countries. In the late and throughout the 1950s such an
orientation was clearly seen in the attitude of the ruling circles of the Middle East
countries. The Am erican model of developm ent was propagated by influential cir
cles as an ideal for the developing countries, Moslem among them , as a goal to be
achieved by every effort. But in the 1970s, as many W estern political students have
adm itted, such illusions about the A m erican way of developm ent and about ideals
of “W esternism ” were swept away.
The economic and financial crisis that em erged in the 1970s in the developed ca-
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pitalist countries greatly strengthened the positions of the petty bourgeois ideologi
cal leaders as well as the general growth of anti-Western sentiments among the peo
ples of the Middle East countries. Even the Shah of Iran and those close to him
while promoting rapid growth of state capitalism and extensive private capital, as
serted, in order to manipulate the public opinion, that Iran’s development had its
own unique nature and was neither bourgeois nor socialist.
The strengthening of the religious factor in ideology and politics has been, doubt
less, connected with the activities of the mullahs. “Westernization”, the mass-scale
propaganda of the American way of life in particular, has everywhere caused great
discontent among the Moslem clergymen who saw in such changes a threat to their
influence and prestige in society. At the same time, under the conditions of the ab
sence of democracy and freedom, as well as continuing repressions against the op
posing secular organizations, the Moslem clergy retain certain political independ
ence and have their legal institutions (mosques, madrasahs etc). In other words, as
compared with the left-wing democratic forces, the position of the mullahs is more
advantageous. Profiting by the crisis situation, the clergy exploit, in every possible
way, the discontent of the masses and try to take hold of people’s minds, in order
to strengthen their own political position. These tactics were very vividly manifested
during the Iranian revolution of 1978-1979 and the preceding period, when the mul
lahs, in order to attract the sympathies of the working masses, at times came forward
with progressive and democratic slogans. But certainly one must not fail to take into
consideration that there are many among the Moslem clergy and petty-bourgeois
leaders, the advocates of Islamic ideological and political doctrines, who regard
Islam not only as a means of mobilization of masses in the struggle for power. Some
of them believe sincerely that Islam as a doctrine has a revolutionary potential and
that it is possible to build an Islamic society of justice.
At present, the social base of Islam is expanding in the traditionally Islamic coun
tries as well as in some parts of Central and South Africa, where the number of
Islamic adherents increases. The process of involvement of the broad masses in the
political struggle under Islamic slogans continues. However, the Islamic doctrine
often acts not only as a principal basis of religion in its medieval meaning, but of
political activity as well.
It would be, however, wrong to focus solely on expansion of the social base of
the Islamic theological and political doctrines and to emphasize the growth of the
number of the followers of Islam. Some students would perhaps regard that pheno
menon simply as a religious revival. That is why they have given the Islamic move
ments the name of “fundamentalism” . Such an approach to some extent prevents
the understanding of a very essential aspect of neo-Islamic phenomenon, without
which it is impossible to explain the causes of the growing popularity of the Islamic
movements.
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A detailed analysis reveals some inherent dialectic contradictions of the process;
the neo-Islamic m ovem ents strengthen Islam as a religion to the same extent to
which they draw the attention of the believers, mostly poor working people and
paupers, to social problem s. In other words, the Islamic m ovem ents are connected
with the political activities of petty bourgeoisie and this fact facilitates in the final
account the secularization of the social consciousness of the masses, notwithstanding
the wishes of the Moslem clergy whose concepts often taste of sheer fanaticism and
obscurantism .
It is not very difficult to explain this seemingly paradoxal phenom enon - the se
cularization of social consciousness alongside with the expansion of the social base
of the Moslem religion and religious-political doctrines among the people. It pro
ceeds from the fact that the advocates and leaders of neo-Islamic m ovem ents put
forward as the crucial issues of their program m e the issues of a secular character,
first of all - the socio-political problem s, the necessity of transform ing the political
system and eliminating the W estern-like elem ents in it. They made these problem s
worthy of the attention of believers. Thus, in defiance to the subjective wishes of
the Islamic leaders, an erosion of the idealistic, esoteric and mystical foundations
of Islamism is going on. It goes without saying that the ideologists of Islamic m ove
ments, especially the clergy, never fail to place in the forefront the problem s of
“pure faith” , particularly when they come to power. But even the religious leaders
of the extrem e right wing, fearing to lose the support of the masses, are frequently
forced to turn to urgent social problem s, to speak about the necessity to fight against
social oppression and foreign dom inance. It is noticeable, for exam ple, that in some
monarchic countries the ruling circles have recently “voluntarily” rejected medieval
titles, though the dem ocratism of this kind was accom panied by an attem pt to
strengthen outdated social principles.
It is this elem ent of the neo-Islamic political concepts that, naturally, causes
a negative attitude of the pro-W estern bourgeois politicians. It would be wrong
though to suppose their hostility towards Islam in general, for in this connection we
will m ention, for example, the first prime minister of the Islamic Republic of Iran,
M ehdi Bazargan, a bourgeois leader known as a theoretician of contem porary Islam 
ism. His book published in 1983 in Teheran reads that the notions “the deprived” ,
“the prosperous” , “social oppression” etc. are not of Islamic origin, but borrowed
by the followers of Khomeini from the M arxist theories. He explains that such no
tions and the political slogans based on them are non-religious and anti-Islamic be
cause they encourage the poor and the have-nots to wage a social struggle and give
a strong impetus to class antagonism. In the final account, Bazargan stresses, the
aggravation of political contradictions leads to destabilization of society and hinders
the developm ent of Moslem countries by way of evolution, in accordance with M os
lem doctrines. Bazargan does not agree to call the U nited States “great satan” , as
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the followers of Khomeini do. Thus becomes clear the negative attitude of the part
of the bourgeoisie who favour the expansion of politico-economic co-operation with
the W est to the social concept of the neo-Islamic leaders.
Secularization of the social consciousness which goes together with the social base
expansion of neo-Islamic m ovem ents testifies to the fall and failure of the doctrines
of medieval Islam with its mysticism and esoterism , with its escape from the w orld’s
cares.
From the historical point of view it would be wrong to date the activization of
the social role of the leading groups, expressing the interests of the petty bourgeoi
sie, only from the end of the 1970s. For the first time these leaders becam e actively
involved in political struggle during the period immediately following the W orld
W ar II, when an intensive process of establishing new Moslem states on the ruins
of the colonial system was under way. Their ideological and political concepts in
those times were form ulated mainly on the basis of the “national socialism” theory.
The elem ents of essentially petty bourgeois socialism co-existed in them with commom m odern nationalism and, to a certain extent, with Islamic nationalism. The
late Gamal A bdel Nasser was, certainly, the most outstanding person of that type.
The new wave of the Islamic political m ovem ent resulting from the trium ph of
the Iranian anti-m onarchial and anti-im perialist revolution of 1978-1979, has, from
the social point of view, petty bourgeois essence, while ideologically it is based
mostly on Islamic values. The advocates of this m ovem ent connect their doctrines
with the religion of Islam, Islamic civilization and traditions, and the teachings of the
Shia in particular. The neo-Islamic m ovem ent nowadays is of much m ore popular
character than all the previous m ovem ents in Islam area. Even in Turkey, where
the level of the developm ent of capitalist production relations in economy is rather
high, the political position of working class is relatively strong and the religion long
has been separated by law from the state, the political activities of pro-Islamic par
ties and groups are growing. The growth of the opposition Moslem organizations
in Egypt may also be explained by political activization of the lower petty bourgeois
strata and the paupers.
On the whole, it may be said with confidence that the expansion of Islamic m ove
m ents has been the result of the growing pölitization of the most num erous class
- the petty bourgeoisie and its allies, the pauperized urban and rural strata. This
has brought about a new com bination of political and social forces in the main coun
tries of the Moslem East. On one side, the pressure on political circles of capitalist
orientation is intensified, yet on the other, the neo-Islamic movem ents create grave
difficulties for the activities of the left-wing Islamists.
As the analysis of the class forces arrangem ent shows, the process of breaking the
old society system and of the erosion of the outdated traditional institutions is of
a long-term , protracted nature. The struggle between the pro-W estern bourgeoisie
and petty bourgeois politicians advocating independence in world affairs for their
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countries seems to be destined for further intensification in the future. The proba
bility of these movem ents becoming w eaker is not significant, inasmuch the multiple
petty bourgeois strata and masses of paupers rem ain the principal social base of Is
lamic movements.
But it would be wrong to presum e that in the coming decades the social life of
the Moslem countries would inevitably witness a steadfast growth of neo-Islamic
movements. It is quite probable that certain obstacles and factors hindering their
growth will em erge. Some of them are the following. The ultim ate aims of the neo-Islamic groups, especially when they come to power, clearly differ from the vital
interests of the working classes and the dem ocratic public, therefore the popularity
of the m ovem ent will diminish. The pro-im perialist regimes and counter-revolution
ary groups exploiting Islamic phraseology help to discredit the Islamic m ovem ent
in the eyes of the religiously minded masses. On the contrary, the Islam ization ac
com panied by intensification of religious fanaticism and intolerance, by the coarse
oppression towards the common dem ocratic and w om en’s activities, weakens the
appeal of social developm ent concepts arrayed in Islamic notions. The social base
of neo-Islamists narrows, in proportion as the Islamic leaders (in the countries
where they have suprem e ideology and their power) acquire bourgeois nature. At
the same tim e, the failure of efforts of those Islamic leaders who projected the build
ing of Islamic economy as the foundation of a special state form ation grows more
and more evident to the public opinion of the Moslem world. A nd eventually it is
im portant to point out that the eighties of our century are the time of substantial
widening of the influence of the Marxist ideology in the M oslem countries. This is
the trend which is sure to increase in future.
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TÜRKISCHE BRIEFE UND URKUNDEN ZUR GESCHICHTE
DES EYÄLET NOVÉ ZÁMKY. IV
JOZEF BLAŠKOVIč - VOJTECH KOPČAN, Prag - Bratislava

Die Autoren befassen sich in der Einleitung mit Fragen, die in publizierten Briefen am häufigsten
Vorkommen: 1. mit der Frage von Gefangenen, vor allem der osmanischen, mit ihrer Freilassung oder
ihrem Austausch und der Lage türkischer Gefangener in ungarischer Gefangenschaft; 2. mit dem Handel
im Grenzgebiet; 3. mit der Doppelbesteuerung. Neben dem Brief des Statthalters Hasan Pascha veröf
fentlichen sie weitere drei Briefe niedrigerer Würdenträger in Nové Zámky an den Hauptkapitän der
diesseits der Donau liegenden Hauptmannschaft und Palatin Paul Eszterházy aus den Jahren 1670-1682.

Die kurze Geschichte der tief in M itteleuropa liegenden osmanischen Provinz
Nové Zám ky (Eyälet-i Uyvär) ist auf G rund der erhaltenen Q uellen recht stereotyp.
Wie wir bereits in der Einleitung zum ersten Teil unserer E dition1 erw ähnt hatten
war die m ehr als zwanzigjährige Existenz dieser Grenzprovinz durch ständige Plän
keleien aber auch größere Konflikte osm anischer A bteile mit den kaiserlichen G ar
nisonen, oder mit Soldaten des ungarischen Adels gekennzeichnet. Die G ründe die
ser militärischen K onfrontationen waren unterschiedlich. Ein ernstes Problem für
die osmanische Verwaltung in Nové Zám ky war die Steuereinnahm e, die die meis
ten bewaffneten A useinandersetzungen nach sich zog. Das ganze G ebiet der Pro
vinz wurde nicht nur von osm anischer Seite, sondern auch vom ungarischen Adel
besteuert. Nach der Schwächung der osm anischen M acht zur Z eit des Kriegs um
K reta (1666-1669) m ußten die osmanischen A bteile die Steuern im m er häufiger
durch Gewalt eintreiben.2 Z ahlten einige Teile der Provinz, meist jen e, die in grö
ßerer E ntfernung vom Z entrum lagen, für längere Z eit keine Steuern, unternahm en
Abteile aus Nové Zám ky Strafzüge und glichen so durch Plünderung von D örfern,
V ertreibung von Vieh und Verschleppung der M enschen in Gefangenschaft die un
bezahlte Steuer aus. G elang es den königlichen G arnisonen rechtzeitig ihre E in
heiten mobilzumachen und dann das beutebeladene A bteil unerw artet zu überfal
len, konnten sie ihm nicht nur die Beute und die G efangenen wegnehm en, sondern
sich auch türkischer G efangener bem ächtigen. Eine ähnliche B egebenheit konnte
sich auch w ährend der Einfälle königlicher G arnisonen tief ins türkische H interland

1 Asian and African Studies, 22, 1986, S. 142-143. (Weiter A A S).
2 K o p č a n, V.: Die osmanische Provinz Nové Z ám ky (Eyälet-i Uyvär). A A S ,27, 1985, S. 154-158.
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abspielen. Und so wurde die Festnahme von Gefangenen, so türkischer als auch
heimischer, zur bedeutendsten Einnahmequelle grenznaher Garnisonen und zur
brennendsten Frage an den ungarischen Grenzen des Osmanischen Reichs in der
zweiten Hälfte des 17. Jahrhunderts.
Wir möchten hier die Frage der verschleppten Untertanen oder anderer Bürger
in die Gefangenschaft, meist als Pfand für unbezahlte Steuern, nicht eingehend be
handeln.3 Es geht uns vor allem um die türkischen Kriegsgefangenen, die auf ver
schiedene Weise in die Hände ungarischer Garnisonen kamen. Die von uns veröf
fentlichten Briefe liefern uns darüber einige Hinweise.
Der in den Kriegen europäischer Staaten übliche Brauch, nach Kriegsende die
Gefangenen untereinander auszutauschen, begann in der zweiten Hälfte des 16.
Jahrhunderts grundsätzlich auch im osmanisch-ungarischen Grenzgebiet praktiziert
zu werden. Ein solches Vorgehen war vor allem dann geläufig, wenn es sich um
einfache Soldaten ohne Besitz handelte, freilich nur dann, wenn diese nicht zu den
regelmäßigen Einheiten gehörten, die den Frieden beiderseits am häufigsten stör
ten. Den Gefangenenaustausch organisierten ungarischerseits die Kapitäne der
Grenzfestungen oder deren V ertreter.4 Es ist interessant, daß fast sämtliche, die
türkischen Gefangenen aus Nové Zámky betreffenden Briefe an den „Hauptgeneral
von Ungarn“, Paul Eszterházy gerichtet waren.5 Ihre Verfasser waren jedoch mit
Ausnahme von Hasan Pascha (1682) nicht die Statthalter von Nové Zámky, sondern
die Befehlshaber einzelner Abteile - der Janitscharen, der Gönüllü und anderer.
Anscheinend ging es um Angehörige derer Einheiten.
Die Verhandlungen über den Gefangenenaustausch verliefen nicht immer leicht,
wovon auch unsere Briefe ein Zeugnis ablegen. Wir kennen auch einen Fall aus
dem 16. Jahrhundert, wo sich bei einer solchen Verhandlung die Vertreter zerstrit
ten und gegenseitig beleidigt hatten, was zu einem Duell führte, das schwere Folgen
nach sich zog und die Spannung an der Grenze noch erhöhte.6 Waren die Gefange3 Mütevelli Mustafa Aga und Čerebeli Zaim Aga (?) z. B. teilten in einem Brief vom 13. Mai 1679
aus Nové Zámky den Einwohnern Kamenec (Kreis Prievidza) mit, sie hätten Georg Pelsöczi aus Komjatice samt Wagen festgenommen und ihn so lange festgehalten, bis er ihnen für die Kamenecer Bewohner
die Gebühren für Butter und andere Sachen bezahlte, die sie schuldig gewesen sind. Sie rufen die Bewoh
ner der Gemeinde auf ihm alles zu bezahlen, was er für sie zahlen und erleiden mußte. Siehe Slovenský
letopis, 6, 1882, S. 263 und R y p k a, J.: Čtyři turecké listiny z Dolného Kamence na Slovensku (Vier
türkiche Urkunden aus Dolný Kamenec in der Slowakei). Prúdy, 11, 1927, S. 23 des Separats.
4 K o p č a n, V .: Osmanische Kriegsgefangene auf dem Gebiet der heutigen Slowakei im 16.-18. Jahr
hundert. A A S, 19, 1983, S. 208.
^ В 1 a š к о v i č, J. - K o p č a n, V.: Türkische Briefe und Urkunden II. A A S, 23, 1987, S. 157-170;
IV, A A S, 25, 1989, S. 143-157.
6 M a t u n á k , M.: Z dejín slobodného a hlavného banského mesta Kremnice (Aus der Geschichte
der freien und Hauptbergstadt Kremnica). Kremnica 1928, S. 392. Es ging um das Duell von Ibrahim
Aga aus der Palanke Drégely mit Michal Bory, einem Leutnant aus Pukanec im Jahre 1590, bei dem
eine große Schlägerei entstand, in der viele Türken getötet und gefangengenommen wurden.
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nen für die eine oder die andere Seite zum Austausch nicht geeignet, m ußten ge
eignete Partner anderswo gesucht w erden, was das Leben der G efangenen noch
m ehr verbitterte und die Zeit ihrer keineswegs angenehm en Gefangenschaft nur
noch verlängerte. D er A ustausch hing oft auch von privaten Interessen einer- oder
andererseits ab.
Wir wissen nicht, warum sich P. Eszterházy dem A ustausch zweier besitzloser
türkischer G efangener Ali und H asan w idersetzte, wenn im türkischen Gefängnis
ungarische Gefangene waren und ausgetauscht w erden wollten. Ebenso unbegreif
lich ist es, warum der ungarische G eneral mit der Tötung türkischer G efangener
drohte. Anscheinend erfahren wir die näheren U m stände dieses A ustausches nie.
G enauso unklar ist der A ustausch oder die Rückgabe von G efangenen, vom denen
Hasan Pascha (Nr. 3) schreibt. D ort werden auch Bürgen erwähnt. Dies waren
meist M ithäftlinge, die so lange im Gefängnis blieben, bis es den freigelassenen G e
fangenen nicht gelungen war das festgesetzte Lösegeld zu beschaffen.7 Die Lage
solcher Bürgen war riskant. Wie wir aus dem Brief des O fener Statthalters Sinan
Pascha an den G roßfürsten M atthias aus dem Jahre 1592 erfahren, schlagen manche
ungarische Befehlshaber die türkischen G efangenen zu Krüppeln dafür, daß der
zeitweilig freigelassene G efangene, für den sie bürgten, nicht zurückgekom m en
w ar.8 Es besteht kein Zweifel, daß sich die türkischen B efehlshaber in solchen Fäl
len genauso verhielten.
Die Briefe erwähnen auch das Prügeln von Gefangenen. Ein solches U m gehen
mit den G efangenen war leider an beiden Seiten üblich. Die Festsetzung des Löse
geldes war türkischerseits mit schm erzhaften Schlägen auf die Fersen verbunden,
dam it der G efangene für seine Freilassung eine je höhere Summe versprechen soll
te. Solche Praktiken benutzten beide Seiten. Erfinderisch in dieser Hinsicht waren
auch unsere V orfahren.9 Üblich war das Peinigen türkischer G efangener auch wäh
rend ihrer H aftzeit, über das sich der O fener S tatthalter Ferhad Pascha im Jahre
1590 beim G roßfürsten Ernst beschw erte.10
A uf ein solch unmenschliches V orgehen wies auch M ustafa A ga aus Nové Zám ky
hin, weil er erfahren hat, daß Nikolaus Bercsényi, der Besitzer der Burg T em atin,

7 Der Ungarische Simplizissimus (slowakische Übersetzung Uhorský Simplicissimus). Bratislava, Tat
ran 1975, S. 145 f. beschreibt auf Grund von zeitgenössischen Erfahrungen „seine“ Gefangennahme und
Freilassung aus der türkischen Gefangenschaft.
s B a y e r 1 e, G.: Ottoman Diplomacy in Hungary. Letters from the Pashas o f Buda 1590-1593.
Bloomington, Indiana University Press 1972, S. 81-82.
9 Durch Peinigungen eines türkischen Gefangenen erhöhte im Jahre 1593 J. Ďurčanský, ein Beamter
der Herrschaft Lietava das Lösegeld von 500 Gulden auf 1000 Gulden. Rabovali T u rci... Hrsg. von P.
Horvath. Bratislava, Tatran 1972, S. 173-174.
10 B a y e r 1 e, Gr.: Ottoman Diplomacy, S. 23-24.
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die türkischen Gefangenen prügelt.11 Aus dem Brief ist nicht klar zu entnehmen
aus welcher Ursache er die Gefangenen geprügelt hat. Mustafa Aga droht, daß auch
sie mit ihren Gefangenen auf ähnliche Weise umgehen können.
Über den Handel in der Provinz Nové Zámky haben wir nicht viele Kenntnisse.
Die Gesetzsammlung (känünnäme) des Eyälet Nové Zámky, die sich in der Einlei
tung der Genauen Bestandsaufnahme der Provinz (Defter-i mufassal-i eyälet-i Uyvär)12 befindet, erwähnt den Handel mit dem Ausland in nur vier Absätzen.13 Die
Gesetzsammlung erwähnt drei Arten von Ware: 1. Waren bestimmt zum Verkauf
auf den lokalen Märkten; 2. W aren, die ins Ausland exportiert werden (dar ülharb), worunter zweifelsohne das Gebiet des königlichen Ungarns (die von den
Türken nicht eroberten Teile im Westen und Norden) zu verstehen ist, und 3. aus
dem Ausland eingeführte Materialien. Der Gesetzsammlung zufolge wurden aus
dem Ausland Tuch und Stoffe (Artikel 35), Bauholz, das auf Flößen auf dem WaagFluß befördert wurde (Artikel 34) und verschiedene handwerkliche Erzeugnisse,
wie Töpfe, Becher, Holzfässer, Eisen- und Stahlerzeugnisse und Mützen für „Un
gläubige“ (Artikel 28) importiert.
Wie der veröffentlichte Brief (Nr. 1) zeigt, bestand türkischerseits großes Inter
esse für Tuch und Samt. Alaybeg Haci Ahmed wollte sogar eine bestimmte Tuchart
über General P. Eszterházy für sich sichern. Es ist nicht bekannt für welche Tuchar
ten die türkischen Kunden das größte Interesse hatten, höchstwahrscheinlich ging
es jedoch um feinere Tucharten höherer Qualität. Die Gesetzsammlung bezeichnet
diese Tucharten als „londurina“ (Londoner Tuch also), was eine Art von englischem
Tuch, das ins Osmanische Reich exportiert wurde, gewesen ist.14 Etwa zur gleichen
Zeit forderten die osmanischen Beamten in Eger (Erlau) vom unterworfenen Städt
chen Rimavská Sobota als Geschenk feinere Tucharten, genannt „fajlondis“.15 A n
dererseits wurden jedoch zeitweise grübere Tucharten für die Armee auf dem von
Türken besetzten Gebieten eingekauft oder auf eine andere Weise gewonnen.16

11 N. Bercsényi diente wahrscheinlich in irgendeiner Grenzgarnison, vielleicht in Šaľa, wo später, seit
1685 dann sein Sohn Nikolaus diente. Magyar életrajzi lexikon 1. Budapest, Akadémiai Kiadó 1981,
S. 185.
12 Istanbul, Basbakanhk Arsivi, Tapu-Tahrir Defterler, No. 698.
13 K a b r d a, J.: Kánúnnáme novozámeckého ejáletu (Känünnäme des Eyälet Nové Zámky). Histo
rický časopis, 12, 1964, S. 198, Kommentar S. 212; Eine exaktere Übersetzung veröffentlichte B l a s k o v i c s, J.: The Period o f Ottoman-Turkish Reign at Nové Zámky. Archív orientální (weiter A ), 54,
1986, S. 129-130.
14 K a b r d a, J.: Les sources turques relatives ä ľhistoire de la domination ottomane en Slovaquie. A,
24, 1956, S. 580.
15B l a š k o v i č , J.: Rimavská Sobota pod osmansko-tureckým panstvom (Rimavská Sobota unter
der osmanisch-türkischen Herrschaft). Bratislava, Obzor 1974, S. 202, 212. Die Bezeichnung des Tuches
stammt aus dem Süddeutschen „fein kindisch“ , von wo es ins Ungarische, Polnische und in weitere sla
wische Sprachen übernommen wurde.
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Die Lebensm ittelausfuhr, vor allem die von G etreide, auf das G ebiet des könig
lichen U ngarns, war seit dem Beginn der osmanischen M acht verboten. A uf einer,
aus dem Jahre 1570 stam m enden türkischen B rotkarte eines Bewohners von Nová
Vieska (Kreis Nové Zám ky) steht geschrieben: „Sollte der Bezeichnete es jedoch
als Vorwand benutzen, um das B rot in Feindesland abzuführen, so sollen seine N a
turalien konfisziert und er selbst bestraft w erden.“1 Die türkischen B ehörden setz
ten also schon damals einen solchen H andel voraus. Das A usfuhrverbot für Lebens
mittel wurde auch im 17. Jahrhundert nicht abgeschaft und galt anscheinend bis zum
Ende der türkischen M acht in U ngarn. Es ist daher interessant, daß Alaybeg Haci
A hm ed P. Eszterházy G etreide angeboten hat, ja er war sogar bereit, dieses auf
einen bestim m ten O rt zu befördern. A uch wenn es sich um keine große M enge han
delte (etwa 15 q), war dies doch ein gesetzwidriger H andel. Das bezeugt eindeutig
die volle Desintegration der zentralen R egierung des Osm anischen Reiches und die
Durchsetzung der Interessen der D arsteller der Provinzverw altung.18 Anscheinend
war dies nicht der erste und auch nicht der einzige Fall. D er H andel mit verbotenen
W aren erreichte im 17. Jahrhundert landesweit einen großen Aufschwung.
Ein interessanter Beitrag zur Erkenntnis der D oppelbesteuerung ist A hm ed
Zaims Brief (Nr. 4) an den Palatin P. Eszterházy. Die D oppelbesteuerung entstand
aus folgenden G ründen. Dem Osm anischen Reich ist es auch zur Zeit seiner größ
ten Blüte nicht gelungen das ganze G ebiet des m ittelalterlichen Ungarischen König
reichs zu besetzen oder zu erobern, und so war die M acht der ungarischen herr
schenden Klasse nicht gebrochen. Sobald diese nach den schwersten E rschütterun
gen zu sich gekom m en war, knüpfte sie, trotz Verlust der B esitztüm er und der
Flucht auf das G ebiet des königlichen U ngarns, V erbindungen mit ihren ehem ali
gen U ntertanen an, und zwar über die militärischen G arnisonen der grenznahen
Burgen. Die Schaffung eines grenznahen Verteidigungssystems, so ungarischer- als
auch osm anischerseits, brachte einen ständigen Kleinkrieg, was den ungarischen
Garnisonen die M öglichkeit gab ins Leben der U ntertanen auch unter osm anischer
Herrschaft wirkungsvoll einzugreifen. Eine nicht geringe Rolle spielte hierbei die
Tatsache, daß der C harakter des ungarischen Feudalism us die Beziehung zwischen
H err und U ntertan viel tiefer und anhaltender festigte, als das osmanische Timarsys-

16 Dejiny Slovenska II (1526-1848) (Die Geschichte der Slowakei II (1526-1848)). Bratislava, Veda
1987, S. 221, Anm. 37.
17 J a c o b, G.: A us Ungarns Türkenzeit. Frankfurt а. M., H. Keller 1917, S. 36-37. K o p č a n, V.:
X V I-X V IL asirlarda kuzey Macaristan hudut boylarinda Osmanli häkimiyetinin karakteri. VII. Türk Tarih Kongresi. Kongreye Sunulan Bildiriler II. Ankara, TTK Basinevi 1973, S. 622.
llS Hegyi, K.: A török birodalom magyarországi jövedelemforrasai. Századok, 117, 1983, S. 346. All
gemein befaßten sich mit diesem Prozeß Y ü c e 1, Y.: Osmanli Imparatorlugunda desantralizasyona dair
genel gözlemeler. Belleten, 38, 1974, S. 657-708 und K u n t, I.: The Sultan s Servants. The Transforma
tion o f Ottoman Provincial Government, 1550-1650. New York, Columbia University Press 1983.
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tem, und das im negativen als auch positiven Sinne. Besonders wenn wir uns vor
die Augen führen, daß eigentlich ganz Ungarn Grenzgebiet war und aus Sicherheits
gründen lebten die Sipahis in grenznahen Festungen oder befestigten Städten, so
daß nur ein minimaler oder gar kein Kontakt mit den Untertanen bestand. Auf dem
Gebiet der heutigen Slowakei kann keinerlei direkter Kontakt osmanischer Sipahis
mit den Dörfern vorausgesetzt werden. Die notwendigste Verbindung in diversen
Angelegenheiten sicherten durch Botschaften Leute, die das unter osmanischer
Herrschaft liegende Gebiet besuchten (Kaufleute, Dorfrichter aus den Gemeinden
in unmittelbarer Nähe osmanischer Garnisonen) oder aber wurde sie schriftlich auf
rechterhalten. Außerdem hatte der ungarische Adel auf den Gebieten des königli
chen Ungarns die osmanischen Eroberungen niemals de jure anerkannt und be
trachtete den gegebenen Zustand als zeitweilig und nur am Rande stehend.
Ungarische Quellen, vor allem die Urbarien und später, seit den zwanziger Jah
ren des 17. Jahrhunderts die Verhöre der Untertanen durch Komitatsorgane, halten
nicht nur die Höhe der Besteuerung und die Formen der Renten, sondern auch de
ren Namen fest.19 Die ungarischen Landsherren wußten also mit wem sie die feudale
Rente teilen, und es besteht kein Zweifel, daß auch die osmanischen Sipahis oder
zumindest jene Leute, die in den Grenzfestungen für sie die zeitgerechte Steuerein
nahme sicherten, die Namen auf ungarischer Seite kannten.
Interessant an Ahmed Zaims Brief ist, daß dieser W ürdenträger sich schriftlich
an P. Eszterhäzy wendet und diesem mitteilt, er hätte einen Teil der Einnahmen
aus einem nicht genannten D orf als Lehen erhalten. Er bittet den Palatin die U nter
tanen zu beschützen, damit diese beiden Herrschaften dienen könnten. Als einen
Beweis des guten Willens schickt er dem ungarischen Magnaten ein Paar Karmesin
stiefel. Im Jahre, als die Garnison von Nové Zámky im Juni 1682 wegen der Nicht
bezahlung von Steuern aus den dortigen Dörfern einen großen Einfall ins Nitra-Tal
bis zur Stadt Topoľčany unternahm und als etwas später, am 3. Oktober desselben
Jahres ein etwas kleineres Abteil die Umgebung von Levice plünderte,20ist der kon
ziliante Ton im Schreiben eines türkischen Würdenträgers zumindest interessant.
Die langjährige Erfahrung aus dem Grenzgebiet (vorher diente er in Ofen) lehrte
ihn anscheinend, daß mit einem mäßigen Vorgang mehr zu erreichen ist als mit Ge
walt. Und darüber hinaus, wie hätte er anders vorgehen können diesem mächtigsten
Mann Ungarns gegenüber?

19 Urb áre feudálnych panstiev na Slovensku I -I I (Urbarien der feudalen Besitztümer in der Slowakei
I—II). Hrsg. von R. Marsina und M. Kušík. Bratislava, VSAV 1959 und Urbariumok X V I -X V I I század.
Hrsg. von F. Maksay. Budapest, Akadémiai Kiadó 1959. Verhöre der Untertanen des Komitats Tekov
veröffentlichte S z e r e m i, A.: Emlékek Barsvármegye hajdanából. Budapest o. J.
20 M a t u n á k , M . : Ž ivot a boje na slov ensko-tureckom pohraničí (Leben und Kämpfe im slowakisch
türkischen Grenzgebiet). Bratislava, Tatran 1983, S. 259.
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I
Der Alaybeg von Nové Zámky H ad Ahmet teilt dem General der Hauptmann
schaft der diesseits der Donau gelegenen Gebiete P. Eszterházy mit, daß ein bedeu
tender Kaufmann mit beliebiger Ware (Tuch, Samt) nach Nové Zámky kommen
und alles, was ihm beliebt, fortführen könne. Dieses Schreiben gelte als Geleitbrief
(salvus conductus), solle es aber Eszterházy wünschen, könne er ihm einen Geleit
brief vom Statthalter selbst zuschicken. Weiter verspricht er jemandem aus Eszterházys Garnison ein Pferd zurückzugeben und bietet mehr als hundert Kile Getreide
an. Er fordert, dieser möge einen Mann mit Tuch nach Muster schicken und dieser
solle dann das Pferd aus Nové Zámky wegbringen.
Nové Zámky, den 26. Juli 1671
Orig.: MOL Budapest, P 125, Fase. 44, No. 4163
Mi Ersek uy Varanak egyik Fö Gongya Viselöye Tanacza uy vari fö olai Век Haczi
Ahmet olai Век.
Minden hoszank illendö tisztessegös dolgokban ayanlasinknak utana Istentül kivanunk Kldnek minden iokat mint szomszed vitez ur baratunknak.
Ngos vitez ur a Basa ü Naga szava az hogi valamiczoda Fö Kalamar akar iönni iüyön
poztot minden feiet barsont Czomokat valamit hoszhat hozzon ne felyön fogadom
az mi uri török hitünkre, ne felyök senki tül iüyön bibast es czak iüiön az mi haszunkhosz ezt tarcza Nagod Levelenek Hit level gyanant es ha Nagod kivan az Hatalmas
Pasatulis Hit Le velet szöröszünk az Kalamarnak, hoszon valamit hoszhat, es inneis
vigiön az mit akar, az Nagod emböre iü(iön) ahoi hadta a lova it vagyon uy Varban
haszomnal, Szasz husz küla Esztergomban megy vagyon, mértek szasz meg többis
azt is föl hoszatom ha Nagodnak köllenek, ezön kivül valami köllenek Na(gisagod)nak vagi labas marha vagi valami poszto valamit kivanna Nagod Czak oli bizonios embert külgyön Nagod a ki a dologban el tud Jarni, most is saiat Nagod külgyön
posztot az embörnek magmutadtam a formayat minömü legiön a pozto Ngod a ki
tudgia a donak az arat és az pozto nakis az arat, hozon poztot a lot vegie el. Isten
tarcza es eltesse Kdet nagi sok es eltesse Kdet nagi sok es hoszu esztendeig.
Datum uy var 26 die Juni 1671
Tergum: Az Tekintetes es Nagos Urnak Eszterhaszi Pal,
Magiar orszagi Fö Generalisanak, nekünk szomszed vitez
urnak adasek ez Level.

ÜBERSETZUNG
Wir einer der Berater des Hauptbeschützers der Festung Nové Zámky, der ober
ste Alaybeg von Nové Zámky Haci Ahmet Alaybeg.1
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Nach unseren Empfehlungen in allen ehrhaften Angelegenheiten wie es sich un
sererseits dem heldenhaften Nachbarn gegenüber geziemt, unserem Freund, wün
schen wir Euer Gnaden von Gott das Allerbeste.
Gnädiger, heldenhafter Herr! Den Worten des gnädigen Pascha2 zufolge kommt
zu uns irgendein hervorragender Kaufmann. Er möge kommen! Er möge bringen,
was er bringen kann: Tuch, Ballen verschiedenen Samtes. Er solle sich nicht fürch
ten! Ich verspreche auf unseren herrschaftlichen türkischen Glauben, er solle kei
nen fürchten. Er soll unbesorgt kommen und er möge nur unser Haus (d. h. die
Festung) besuchen. Auf Ihren Brief (sende ich diesen) als Geleitbrief.3 Wenn sich
aber Euer Gnaden wünscht, beschaffen wir einen Geleitbrief für jenen Kaufmann
auch vom mächtigen Pascha. Er soll bringen was er kann und von hier kann er
nehmen, was er will.
Euer Mann soll kommen, sein Pferd ist da, wo er es hinterlassen hat. Hier in Nové
Zámky, in meinem Haus.
Hundertzwanzig Kile4 Getreide befinden sich hier in Esztergom. Wir haben es
gewogen und es ist mehr als hundert Kile. Sollte Euer Gnaden dies brauchen, laß
ich auch das herbringen.
Sollte Euer Gnaden außerdem noch etwas brauchen, wie Vieh oder irgendwelche
Tuchwaren oder sollten sie etwas anderes fordern, schicken Sie nur einen solchen
Mann, Euer Gnaden, der sich in diesen Dingen auskennt. Euer Gnaden, senden
Sie auch jetzt Tuch. Diesem Menschen habe ich ein Muster gezeigt, wie das Tuch
sein soll. Nach diesem Muster geben Sie, Euer Gnaden, das Tuch. Schicken Sie ei
nen solchen Menschen, Euer Gnaden, der den Preis des Pferdes und auch den Preis
des Tuchs kennt. Er soll das Tuch bringen und sich das Pferd wegführen.
Gott möge Euer Gnaden für viele und lange Jahre erhalten und verherrlichen!
Datum Nové Zámky, den 26. Juni 1671
Adresse: Dem wohlgeborenen und gnädigen Herrn Paul Eszterházy, dem obersten
General Ungarns, unserem heldenhaften Herrn Nachbarn soll dieser Brief gegeben
werden.

1 Alaybeg - Offizier des Lehens-(Sipahi)heeres, Inhaber eines größeren Lehens (zeamet).
2 Statthalter von Nové Zámky war Seydi Mehmed Pascha, der am 19. Juni 1671, also eine Woche
vor der Herausgabe des publizierten Briefes an P. Eszterházy geschrieben hat in der Angelegenheit des
Friedensbruches im Grenzgebiet. MOL Budapest, P 125, No. 4165. Siehe B l a š k o v i č , J. - K o p č a n. V.: Türkische Briefe und Urkunden III, No. 3.
1 Der Geleitbrief, lat. salvus conductus, tür. vere kagidi gewährte die Sicherheit, den freien Zu- und
Abgang auf dem Gebiet unter der Kontrolle der osmanischen Armeen.
4 Kile, „Scheffel“ , türkisches Gewicht zum Messen von Getreide und ähnlichen Materialien, das auf
dem osmanischen Gebiet in Ungarn 12,82 kg darstellte, was ein Viertel des Preßburger Maßes war. Siehe
В 1 a š к о v i č, J.: Rimavská Sobota v čase osmansko-tureckéhopanstva (Rimavská Sobota zur Zeit der
osmanisch-türkischen Herrschaft). Bratislava, Obzor 1974, S. 315-316.
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II

Mustafa, Aga der Gönüllüs in Nové Zámky schreibt an P. Eszterházy in der A n
gelegenheit des Gefangenenaustausches. Da einige Gefangene mittellos sind, kön
nen sie sich nicht loskaufen, nur ausgetauscht werden. Er ersucht Eszterházy, der
mit der Tötung der Gefangenen droht, eine solche Tat zu unterlassen, da dies nie
mandem nützen würde. Er schlägt einen gleichwertigen Austausch vor. Er führt
Beschwerde gegen N. Bercsényi, der die Gefangenen prügeln läßt.
Nové Zámky, am 20. Oktober 1680.
Orig.: MOL Budapest, О 125, Fase. 44, No. 4161.
Minden Szomszédságbeli ioakarattal valo Szolgalatommal aianlom Ngdnak.
Isten minden iokkal algya meg Ngadt Szivböl kivanom.
Raboknak Ngnak kivansagit Ertyük, az mellinek elegetis tennenk hogyaha ezen Ali
és Hazán Raboknak szegen voltok tul meg lehetne, az kik mivel szegenyek és A mint
nimeneknel nyilvan vagyonuk Semmiek Sinczen mas képpen Szabadulasokat lehetetlennek lattjuk, hogyha Fejen feiet nem Szabadittanak, sött az Szobi es Böitösis
ennihaniszor magokra vallolták és bizonyossan fogatták hogy feien feiet Szabaditta
nak, eökis hasonlo Szegenséggel lévén. Ertyük iömeg hogy ezen ki iövetelekreis
ezen valaszával is eôlésselis Fenyegeti Ngd, az melly Nagd méltosaganakis és régi
Szelid Nemzetsegenekis föm alló nevének uy czelekdet volna, hollot ezen Szegén
Alinak az Attjais az Ngd méltoságos Attjának az Rabja leven mostanis Ir(galm)as
czelekedetirül fôlôttéb emlékezik, most sem gondolljuk hogy Ngd külömbet követne el. Mert ugyan az meg Lévénis ezen négy embernek halála az két rendbeli Véghaznak sem kárára sem hasznára nem lenne. Ngdat, mint Kglmes Urat, és Méltosá
gos Szomszed barátomat kérem Bizodalmassan, hogy mind az két részriil Szabadulljanak egyenlö állapottal lévén, ezen Ngod kglmességét énis hasollo állapottal és
massalis megszolgalni el nem múlok. Mgdtul Kglmes váslaszt várván Istentül kivánok Szerenczés io egésséget.
Berczeni Urnak igen nagy hire vagyon, hogy az Rabokat fölötteb vereti, melly véget
is Ngd bölcz itíleti szerént méltan disponálhat, mivel ha ott egy Berczeni vagyon
ittenis talalkoznak töb Berczenyek azurán mind ezekbenis Ngd bölcz rendeletere
hagyiuk, Ngdnak lévén ebben hatalma.
Datum Uyvar die 20 Octobris Anno 1680
Ngodnak mint Méltoságos Ur barát(unk)nak
illendö dolgokban Eörömest Szolgál
Gyömlieknek Agaja Musztafa
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ÜBERSETZUNG
Ich empfehle meine Dienste Euer Gnaden mit all dem nachbarlichen guten Wil
len!
Ich wünsche mir vom Herzen, Gott möge Euch mit allem Guten segnen!
Auf beiden Seiten wurden schon Gefangene freigelassen (Kopf) „für Kopf“ .1Wir
haben den Wunsch von Euer Gnaden hinsichtlich der Gefangenen auf beiden Seiten
begriffen. Würde es die Armut von Ali und Hassan ermöglichen, würden wir Ihnen
entgegenkommen. Da sie so arm sind wie andere und anscheinend keinerlei Besitz
haben, finden wir keine andere Art sie freizubekommen, wenn sie schon nicht
„Kopf für Kopf“ befreit werden können. Sogar Szobi und Böjtös2 haben sich einige
Male angeboten und fest versprochen, daß sie (bereit) sind freizukommen (auf die
Art) Kopf für Kopf, (weil) auch diese sind in so einer Armut. Verstehen wir das
richtig? Für eine solche Freilassung droht ihnen Euer Gnaden in der jetzigen A nt
wort sogar mit ihrer Tötung. Das wäre ein neues Verhalten, das der Ehrwürdigkeit
von Euer Gnaden, Eurer Herkunft und Eurem Namen widerspricht. Da auch der
Vater dieses armen Ali ein Gefangener des ehrwürdigen Vaters3 von Euer Gnaden
war und auch heute noch dessen Barmherzigkeit dankbar erwähnt.
Wir glauben nicht, daß Euer Gnaden so etwas machen würde. Würde dies gesche
hen, wäre der Tod dieser vier Menschen weder von Nutzen, noch von Schaden für
die Grenzfestungen beider Seiten.4
Mit Vertrauen bitte ich Eure Exzellenz, als den gnädigen Herrn und meinen er
habenen Freund Nachbarn, damit jene von beiden Seiten befreit würden, weil sie
sich in derselben Lage befinden. Ich werde nicht säumen diese Barmherzigkeit von
Euer Gnaden zu verdienen mit einer ähnlichen und auch anderen Tat. Ich erwarte
von Euer Exzellenz eine gnädige Antwort. Von Gott erbitte ich für Sie Glück und
Gesundheit.
Herr Berczeni5 ist sehr berühmt geworden dadurch, daß er die Gefangenen grau
sam prügeln läßt. Dagegen können Euer Gnaden nach Eurem klugen Gutdenken
mit Recht eingreifen. Denn wenn dort ein Berczeni ist, dann finden sich auch hier
mehrere Berczenis. In allen diesen Angelegenheiten verlassen wir uns auf die weise
Entscheidung von Euer Gnaden, (weil) Euer Gnaden in diesen Angelegenheiten
die Macht zusteht.
1 Der Gefangenenaustausch „Kopf für Kopf“ war verhältnismäßig geläufig, auch wenn beide Seiten
vom Gefangenen irgendeinen finanziellen oder materiellen Profit zu erlangen versuchten.
2 Die Namen einfacher Soldaten aus irgendeiner, P. Eszterhäzy unterliegender Garnison, wahr
scheinlich aus Levice, die in Gefangenschaft in Nové Zámky geraten waren.
3 Der Schreiber denkt an Nikolaus Eszterhäzy (1582-1645), einen ungarischen Magnaten und Palatin.
4 Der Schreiber weist auf die Sinnlosigkeit der Tötung zweier türkischer Gefangener und deutet an,
daß auch die türkische Seite die erwähnten Szobi und Böjtös hinrichten würde.
5 Nikolaus Bercsényi (1633-1689), Besitzer der Burg Tematin.
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Datum Nové Zámky, am 20. Oktober 1680
An Euer Gnaden als dem erhabenen Herrn Freund in zugehörigen Angelegenhei
ten vom Herzen dienende Mustafa, Aga der Gönüllüs.6

III
Der Statthalter von Nové Zámky Hassan Pascha an den Palatin Paul Eszterházy
in Fragen der Gefangenen, derer Freilassung, Austausch und anderer damit zusam
menhängender Probleme.
Nové Zámky, 10. Oktober 1682
Orig.: MOL Budapest, P 125, Fase. 44, No. 4158
Mi az Tekintetes És Nagiczagos Hassan Passa Az Hatalmas Giözhetetlen Uralkodo
Török czaszarnak Egik Titkos Hadi Tanacza Ersek Uivari Vegh Hazanak Hatalmas
Paranczoloia Es Gondviselö Ura Isten Engedelmibül! Ajanlom szomszedtsaghbeli
Szolgalatomat az Meltosagos Palatinus Urnak Isten algia Nagiczagodat kivanom!
Vettern Nagi böczülettel az Meltosagos Palatinus Levelit, Malliben mit irion legien Nagiczagos altal Ertem hogi Nagiczagod Törveniessen megh lattatta azon Hamis hiti hagiot Disnosi Ferencz Rab s(?) Es Mas vele levö Rabok allapottiat, És
hogi Megis Paranczolta legien Nagiczagod Ezen Kezes Pöstaknak Kezekben adatni
Eököt Nagiczagod böezületes Feiedelmi Irasanak helet attunk És Elis hissük hogi
ollian hamis hitihagiottak Miatta Nem Engedi kerestieni felit az szomorusaghban
az Estergomban Megh tatoztatot Rabok dolghat az Mi illeti, Köniü dologh. az uttiaban Eltaglot Rab(ok) dolgat az Budai czonka toroniban Megh lattattak Megh szabadult Raboknak talalta az Törveni. Azonkivü az kiket Megh tartoztattak Nagicza
god Palatinus Ur kezes Rab Tarsai Mindenikinek vannak Kezessek. Miis Megh Paranczolliuk kezhez adatni. Mivel hallatlan dologh az bünösert az büntetlen szevegien. Kerem Ez irant az Meltosagos Palatinus Urat, azon ot Kinlevö Söbi(?) Postankat külgie be. És ha Valami jo alkalmatossagol Jar Nagyczagottul Valami oli bizonios Levelles Kezeben Könniü vagi harom Napot adni, ki boczaithattiuk de igi semmi allapottiat Nem lattiuk, czak hijaban az Napot szamlalliak Nagiczagod Nekemis Paranczolvan Tistesseges dologhban szolgalnia El Nem Mulatom. Ezekutan Is
ten algia Nagiczagodat. Költ Ui Varban. Die 10 8bris.
Anno 1682.
Idem qui Supra m. p.

6 Gönüllü (in ungarischen Texten gyömli, gyönli) „Freiwillige“ oder „die Begeisterten“ waren eine
Art leichter Kavallerie, die sich aus balkanischen Moslems oder aus in Ungarn seßhaften Moslems grup
pierte. In der Festung Nové Zámky befanden sich zwei Abteile dieser Fleeresart. Siehe B l a s k o v i c s .
J.: The Period o f Ottoman-Turkish Reign at N ové Z ám ky (1663-1685). Archív orientálni, 54, 1986,
S. 110.
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Nagiczagodnak Tistesseges dologhban
szolgalo szomszed Vitez Ur Barattia szólgal Az Nagiczagos
Adresse: Tekintetes És Nagiczagos Groff Eszterhazi Pal Urnak, Frakno, Leka, és
Csobancz Varainak Eörökös Uranak, Magiar orszagh Palatinussanak, Kunsagh Fö
Biraianak, Rommai Birodalom Szentelt Vitezinek, Magiar orszagh Koronas Kirali
Szentelt Vitezenek, Nekem Szomszed Vitez Ur Baratomnak Eö Nagiczaganak
adassek Iliendö Tisztessegek
Szempti Varaban m. p.

ÜBERSETZUNG
Wir, der wohlgeborene und mächtige Hasan Pascha,1 der Kriegsgeheimrat des
mächtigen, unbesiegbaren, regierenden türkischen Sultans, von Gottes Willen der
mächtige Herr, Befehlshaber und Betreuer der Grenzfestung Nové Zámky.
Ich empfehle meine nachbarlichen Dienste dem erhabenen Herrn Palatinus! Ich
wünsche, Gott möge Euer Gnaden segnen!
Mit großer Achtung empfing ich den Brief des ehrwürdigen Palatins und ich habe
begriffen das, was Euer Gnaden darin schreibt, daß Euer Gnaden laut Gesetzen
hat untersuchen lassen den Zustand des falschen Abtrünnigen,2des Gefangenen Fe
renc Disznósi und weiterer Gefangenen, die mit ihm sind und daß Euer Gnaden
auch befohlen hat, sie in die Hände dieser Geiselboten zu übergeben. Wir glaubten
dem aufrichtigen fürstlichen Brief von Euer Gnaden und wir glauben Ihnen, daß
sie wegen solcher falschen Abrünnigen Ihre christlichen Nächsten nicht in diesem
traurigen Zustand lassen werdet. Was die Angelegenheiten der in Gran festgehalte
nen Gefangenen betrifft, ist dies eine leichte Sache. Den Fall jener Gefangenen,
die auf (eurem) Weg davongelaufen sind, hat man im Ofener kegelförmigen Turm
untersucht. Das Gesetz (Gericht) betrachtet sie als befreite Gefangene, außer je
ner, die von den Gefangenen-Geiseln des ehrwürdigen Palatins festgenommen wur
den. Jeder hat Geiseln. Auch wir werden einen Befehl erlassen, diese (an die Eurigen) auszuliefern, weil es unerhört ist, damit ein Unschuldiger für den Schuldigen
leiden sollte. Daher bitte ich den gnädigen Herrn Palatin, er möge unseren Boten
aus Szob (?),3 der dort draußen ist, hereinschicken. Und findet sich eine gute Lö-

1 Hocazade Hasan Pascha, Statthalter von Nové Zámky vom 10. Oktober 1682 bis 27. August 1683,
später wurde er Wesir und nahm teil an der Verteidigung von Ofen 1682, im Februar 1684 abermals
zum Statthalter von Nové Zámky ernannt, wo er am 19. August 1685 nach der Eroberung der Festung
gefallen ist (Zübde-i vekiyat II, S. 25).
2 Der erwähnte Disznósi konvertierte anscheinend zum Islam und nach seiner Freilassung wieder zum
Christentum zurück.
3 Szob - Lesung ungewiß.
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sung und unser Bote wird in seinen Händen einen Brief von Euer Gnaden haben,
wird es leicht sein ihnen (eine Frist von) etwa drei Tage zu geben und wir liefern
sie (die Gefangenen) aus. Aber so sehen wir keine Möglichkeit, nur daß sie unnütz
die Tage zählen. Euer Gnaden, man hat mir befohlen (Euch) in ehrenhafter Ange
legenheit zu dienen und ich solle dies nicht versäumen. Gott segne Euer Gnaden
nach dieser Mitteilung.
Gegeben in Nové Zámky, am 18. Oktober 1682.
Idem qui supra,
m.p.
Ihr, Euer Gnaden in ehrenvollen Sachen dienender nachbarlicher heldenhafter
Herr, Euer gnädiger Freund. Auf der Burg Šintava.4
Dem wohlgeborenen und erlauchten Grafen, Herrn Paul Eszterházy, dem erbli
chen Herrn der Burgen Frakno, Leka und Csobancz, dem ungarischen Palatin, dem
obersten Richter von Rumänien, dem geweihten Helden des Römischen Reiches,
dem geweihten Helden des ungarischen gekrönten Königs (?), meinem Nachbarn,
dem heldenhaften Herrn Freund, seiner Durchlaucht mögen die ihm gebührenden
Ehren erwiesen werden.

IV
Ahmet Zaim, ein Beamter in Nové Zámky, schreibt an den Palatin Paul Eszter
házy, daß er zum Mitbesitzer seines Dorfes geworden ist und daß er Zusammenar
beit erwarte. Als Ausdruck des guten Willens schickt er ihm ein Paar Karmesinstie
fel.
Nové Zámky, im Jahre 1682.
Orig.: MOL Budapest, P 125, Fase. 44, No. 4159
Én Ahmet Zahim
Szolgalatomat ayanlom Nagysagodnak Isten sok szerenese iokkal algya megh Nad
at. Nem akarvan elmulatni hogy ez kis irassomal Nagysagodat megh nem talalnam
es nem tudositanam, mivel hogy eddig Nagysagodnak nem igen szolgalhattam söt
innen felöl nem tudositotam Czak erröl az dologhrol Nagysagodot külyön tudositanom hogy en taval Pesten voltam Bas Aga mostan mar az I(ste)n ugy atta hogy Ujvarban vagyon lakasom es amint Isten atta es I(st)en engedelmeböl nekem adatot
és Reszesek lettem az Nagysagod falujaban, ugy mint kätäbä Mar egy részént ezen
ezen kezembe vadnak mas Reszent Nagysagod kezeben, azert kerem Nagysagodat
tovab valo Szolgalat mert hogy legyen Nagod io Part fogoiok hogy Szolgalyanak

4 Es geht um eine Wasserburg, an der Stelle des heutigen Schlosses von Sered.
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Nagysagodnak Nekemis Megest meg igye kezem Nagysagodnak szolgalni de mivel
hogy ez illetlen irasom mal mégh eddigh nem igen tudositottan Nagysagodot Nagy
sagodnak mostan mar tudok mivel kedveskedni hanem im most küldöttem egy par
karmasin Czismat keřem Nagodot vegye Nagod én tölem io akariatul kedvessen,
és Maradok Nagydnak mindenkor io akaroia tartczon Nagod io akaroianak is kivanok ezek utan io egesseget Nagysagodnak.
Datum Uyvar Anno 1682
Nagysagodnak io akarioa Idem qui supra
Tergum: Meltosagos es Nagysagos Groff Eszterhazi Pal Magyar orszagi Palatinusanak es koronas Csaszarnak komornykianak adasak ez Levelet Nagy hamarsagal kezehez

ÜBERSETZUNG
Ich, Ahmet Zaim .1
Ich empfehle meine Dienste Euer Gnaden! Gott möge Euer Gnaden mit vielem
glücklichem Guten segnen! Ich möchte (die Gelegenheit) nicht versäumen, Euer
Gnaden mit diesem kleinen Brief zu finden und zu benachrichtigen. Da ich Euer
Gnaden bislang nicht mehr dienen konnte, ja über diese Angelegenheit von hier
nicht einmal eine Nachricht habe geben können. Es wäre notwendig Euer Gnaden
davon in Kenntnis zu setzen, daß ich im vorigen Jahr der oberste Aga in Pest gewe
sen bin.2 Jetzt hat es aber Gott so eingerichtet, daß ich in Nové Zámky siedle. Wie
es Gott gab und mit Gottes Zutun wurde mir, als kätäbä3 der Mitbesitz eines Dorfes4
von Euer Gnaden geschenkt. Einen Teil habe ich schon in meinen Händen und der
zweite Teil gehört in Euer Gnaden Hände. Daher bitte ich Euer Gnaden um einen
weiteren Dienst, damit Euer Gnaden ihnen ein guter Beschützer sein möge und sie
so Euer Gnaden als auch mir dienen sollten. Ich werde mich Euer Gnaden dafür
erkenntlich zeigen. Da ich aber Euer Gnaden mit meiner ungewandter Schrift bis
lang noch nicht benachrichtigt hatte, kann ich mich schon jetzt als dankbar erwei
sen. Sehet, gerade jetzt habe ich ein Paar Karmesinstiefel geschickt. Ich bitte Euer
1 Zaim - Hälter eines feudalen Lehens mit einem Jahresgewinn von 20 000 bis 100 000 akge. Dies
wurde den Würdenträgern des Lehnsheeres (alaybeg, geribasi) oder höhergestellten Beamten der Pro
vinzadministration erteilt.
2 Aga - Titel der Befehlshaber kleinerer militärischer Einheiten der osmanischen Armee.
3 Ketebe arab. Plural von katib „Schreiber, Beamter“. Aus dieser Angabe ist jedoch nicht genau fest
zustellen welchen Posten Ahmed Zaim in der Provinzverwaltung des Eyälet-i Uyvär eingenommen hat.
4 Es geht wahrscheinlich um das Dorf Új Leva, heute ein Teil der Stadt Levice, aus dem nach den
Defter-i icmal (Dresden, Landesbibliothek, Eb. 356) Einkünfte (hasilat) von 1000 akče an Ahmed Zaim
flössen.
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G naden, em pfangen Sie sie gefälligst von mir als ein Zeichen guten Willens und ich
verbleibe ewig der G önner von E uer G naden. B etrachten Sie mich als (Ihren) G ön
ner. U nd schließlich wünsche ich E uer G naden gute Gesundheit.
D atum , Nové Zám ky im Jahre 1682.
Adresse: Ü berreichen sie schleunigst diesen m einen Brief zu H änden des erhabe
nen G rafen Paul Eszterházy, des ungarischen Palatins und K äm m erer des
gekrönten Kaisers.
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THE MINORITY QUESTION AND THE LAUSANNE
CONVENTION OF 1923
(HISTORICAL CONTEXT AND RELIGIOUS-ETHNIC ASPECTS
OF THE EXCHANGE OF GREEK AND TURKISH POPULATIONS)
NAĎA ZIMOVÁ, Prague
The “Convention Concerning the Exchange of Greek and Turkish Populations” was signed at Lausan
ne on 30 January 1923. According to this Convention, the Greeks (Orthodox Christians) in Turkey were
transferred to Greece, and the Turks (Muslims) in Greece were removed to Turkey. The only exceptions
were the Greeks resident in Istanbul before 30 October 1918, and the Muslims of Western Thrace. This
exchange of populations represents the historical precedent of such a gigantic transfer of minorities, and
consequently, it has always drawn a great deal of attention. The study concentrates on the origins and
historical background of this transfer of populations. Simultaneously, attention is devoted to its religiousethnic character limiting the value of such a settlement of minority problems.

One of the major provisions of the Peace Treaty of Lausanne signed on 24 July
1923, and its accompanying acts was the Convention concerning the exchange of
the Greek and Turkish populations of Turkey and Greece respectively. Two points
regarding this Convention should be emphasized today: first, the historical context
in which it was formulated, and second, the nature and religious-ethnic character
of this exchange.
Though “the accord with regard to the conditions for an exchange of the Greek
speaking populations of Thrace and of the Smyrna Vilayet on the one hand, and of
the Moslem populations of Greek Macedonia and Epirus on the oth er.. .”1had been
planned already in 1914,2 it was after World War I that the compulsory transfer of
populations between Greece and Turkey was carried out. It must be emphasized
that it was that war and its aftermath that provided the historical background of
this transfer.
World War I opened prospects for the realization of the far-reaching expansionist

1 Cf. S e f e r i a d e s, Stelio: «ĽÉ change des populations, » in Académie de Droit International, Recueil des Cours, 1928. Paris 1929, Tome 24, pp. 358-359, quoted b y P e n t z o p o u l o s , Dimitri: The
Balkan Exchange o f Minorities and Its Impact Upon Greece. Paris 1962, p. 56.
2 Ibid. pp. 55-56. R o s s i , Ettore: Lo scambio obbligatorio delle popolazioni tra la Grecia e la Turchia. Oriente Moderno, X, 1930, p. 399. M u s i l , Alois: Most do Asie. Nové Turecko (Bridge to Asia.
The New Turkey). Praha 1941, p. 57.
,
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aims of the European Powers in the Middle East. These aims had been sealed in
the secret agreements concerning the partition of the Ottoman Empire, which had
been concluded among the Allied Powers already during the war.3After the collapse
of the Ottoman Empire in that war, the problem of how to divide up the territories
which until then had belonged to this state, seemed to have been solved to the satis
faction of the Allies. Hence, according to the agreement of St. Jean de Maurienne
(21 April 1917), Italy was to be given Izmir, a promise dependent upon the approval
of the Russian government. However, the revolutionary situation in the latter
country prevented the ratification of this agreement which never became binding.
Nevertheless Italy, in pursuit of her own territorial claims, placed “her Allies before
a fait accompli, Italian troops landed at Adalia on 5 March 1919. Detachments
penetrated into the interior as far as Konia. Early in May, the occupied Makri and
Marmaris, opposite to Rhodes.”4
Simultaneously, at the Peace Conference assembling in Paris in January 1919,
Greece presented her own claims to possession of the coastal regions of Western
Asia Minor as a promised compensation in return for her participation in the war
on the side of the Allied Powers. Thus the Greeks were readily carrying out the
Allies’ decision to forestall Italy’s ambitions and prevent her advance into that part
of Turkey:5 on 15 May 1919, the Greeks landed at Izmir and, as soon as they had
established themselves in that town, they began a drive into the interior of Anatolia.
Harry Luke characterized that event as “an act of almost incredible folly” , as it
imbued the Turks with a patriotism “probably more real that any which the War
had been able to evoke”.6
It was the Turkish homeland that was threatened by the invasion. Moreover, the
Greeks showed that they intended to establish themselves on the Asiatic shore of
the Aegean and mainly to incorporate the territories they had occupied into the
Greek state. The Turkish reaction to this danger was vigorous and immediate. It
was at that time that a Turkish brigadier, Mustafa Kemal, began to organize the
resistance movements’ groups which had already been formed in various parts of
Anatolia. He set about the task of preparing the armed defence against the Allies’

3 J ä s c h k e , Gotthard: Der Freiheitskampf des türkischen Volkes. Ein Beitrag zur politischen Ge
schichte der Nachkriegszeit. D ie Welt des Islams, 14, 1932, pp. 6-21.
4 P a 11 i s, A. A.: Greece's Anatolian Venture - and After. A Survey o f the Diplomatic and Political
Aspects o f the Greek Expedition to Asia Minor (1915-1922). London 1937, pp. 129-130.
5 J ä s c h k e , Gotthard: Beiträge zur Geschichte des Kampfes der Türkei um Ihre Unabhängigkeit.
Die Welt des Islams, N .S ., V, 1958, pp. 4 -5 .
6 L u к e, Sir Harry: Cities and Men. A n Autobiography. II. Aegean, Cyprus, Turkey, Transcaucasia
and Palestine (1914-1924). London 1953, p. 53, quoted in the review written by Gotthard Jäschke. Die
Welt des Islams, N .S., V, 1958, p. 142.
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attempts to dismember Turkey, and of expelling the invaders from that country.
Owing to the considerable - though transient - Greek military victories of 1919
and 1920, the Allies failed to realize what was actually happening in central Anato
lia. They disregarded the new national liberation force which had developed in that
region. The Allied statesmen even misjudged the changed situation resulting from
Soviet Russia’s renunciation of all the Tzar’s interests in the Ottoman Em pire’s
legacy. On the contrary, the new Soviet state helped Turkey in her struggle for
independence; both countries were brought even closer together by the Treaty of
Moscow signed on 16 March 1921. Taking advantage of the elimination of one pos
sible competitor for the Turkish territories, the Allied Powers decided to sign a
peace treaty with the Sultan’s government. Hence, on 10 August 1920, the Treaty
of Sevres was signed. According to this abortive peace settlement, Great Britain,
France, Italy and Greece were given extensive domination over the Middle East,
and especially over large parts of Anatolia itself.
Meanwhile, the Greeks had advanced far into Anatolia but were stopped by Ismet Pa§a at the battle of Inönü on 10 January 1921. In July 1921, the Greeks again
attacked and advanced as far as Eskisehir; they succeeded in throwing the Turkish
forces back beyond the Sakarya River and pinned them down there until August
1922, when, in a great counter-offensive, the Turks broke through the Greek army,
which fled to the coast in confusion. The failure of the Greek military campaign in
Anatolia was followed by an enormous wave of refugees from among the local
Greek and Armenian populations. A message received by the Near East Relief
Committee describes the disastrous fate of this refugee population as follows:
“Thousands of exhausted refugees, the majority of which are women and children,
are blocking all the roads leading into Smyrna. The city is terribly crowded and the
refugees who fled with only what they could carry on their backs are exposed to
famine. Many deaths have been caused by starvation.. .”7 The final collapse of the
Greek Asia Minor campaign occurred at the end of August 1922, and in September
the Kemalists entered Izmir. After the signature of the armistice of Mudanya on 11
October 1922, a similar departure of the Greek populations of Eastern Thrace and
the city of Istanbul took place.
The refugee issue and the exchange of populations between Greece and Turkey
was discussed in Lausanne where the Peace Conference had begun in November
1922. As far as the question of the refugees’ return to their homes was concerned,
the Turks made it clear that they were not prepared to accept the repatriation of
those Greeks who had departed from Turkey. Although the nature of the exchange
was not yet determined at the beginning of the diplomatic negotiations in Lausan-

7 The Times, 11 September 1922, quoted b y P e n t z o p o u l o s , Dimitri: op. cit., p. 46, note 85.
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ne,8 the principle of the obligatory transfer of Greek and Turkish populations of
Turkey and Greece respectively was finally affirmed. The terms of this.exchange
of populations between the two countries concerned were sealed in the Convention
signed by Eleutherios Venizelos and Ismet Pasa on 30 January 1923. According to
the provisions of this Convention, all the Turkish nationals espousing the Greek
Orthodox religion who were established on Turkish territory, and all the Greek na
tionals professing the Muslim religion who were established on Greek territory were
to be exchanged. It was also agreed that those Greeks who had settled in Istanbul
before 30 October 1918, and those Muslim inhabitants who were living in Western
Thrace were to be exempted from this compulsory exchange of populations.9
Although this Convention was to be applied purportedly for the realization of an
exchange of populations, in effect it confirmed a fait accompli as far as the majority
of the Greek population was concerned. Before World War I, in the Ottoman Em
pire, as Kemal H. Karpat calculates, “the Greeks still numbered 1,729,657 (unad
justed figures), or roughly about 9 per cent of the total population of the Ottoman
state. At that time most of the Greek population (that is over 50 per cent) was con
centrated in the vilayets of Edirne, Aydin (Izmir), Trabzon, Canik (Samsun), Karesi, and Istanbul, which were the most prosperous and commercially active prov
inces.”10 The Greek involvement in the Turkish national liberation struggle in
1919-1922 and the massive departure of the Greek population which followed the
defeat of the Greek army in Anatolia brought about a complete transformation of
the population in that area. The exact number of Greek refugees is not known.
However, according to the 1928 census, from the sum total of 1,221,849 newcomers
settled in Greece, 151,892 came between the years 1913-1922, and the remaining
1,069,995 arrived in Greece only after the failure of the Greek military campaign
in Anatolia.11 According to the same census, Greece’s Greek population increased
in number, reaching the figure of 5,822,000, i.e. 93.83 per cent of her total popula
tion.12
On the other hand, there was the Muslim population of Greece which had not
been involved in the Anatolian war. As the principle of an obligatory transfer of

8 P e t r o p u l o s , John A .: The Compulsory Exchange o f Populations: Greek-Turkish Peacemaking,
1922-1930. In: Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies, 2, 1976, pp. 141-144.
9 For the full text of this Convention, see Oriente M oderno, 3, 1923, pp. 514-517.
10 K a r p a t, Kemal H.: Ottoman Population 1830-1914. Demographic and Social Characteristics.
Madison, Wisconsin 1985, p. 48.
11 P e n t z o p o u l o s , Dimitri: op.cit., p. 99. Ettore Rossi estimates the number of the refugees ar
riving in Greece between the years 1922 and 1929, including those from Bulgaria (70,000) and these
from Russia (50,000), to have been as high as 1,500,000. Cf. R o s s i , Ettore: op.cit., p. 401.
12 P e n t z o p o u l o s , Dimitri: op.cit., p. 128. At that time, the non-Greek elements in Greece re
presented about 6. Cf. R o s s i, Ettore: op.cit., p. 402.
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Greek and Turkish populations had been accepted by the Lausanne Conference,
these Muslims had to be exchanged as well. Moreover, many of these Muslims,
mainly those from Crete and Epirus, spoke only Greek and did not know any Turk
ish. The majority of these Greek Muslims the number of whom the Refugee Settle
ment Commission estimated to have been as high as 463,534 persons (234,546 men
and 228,988 women) arrived in Turkey between the years 1921-1928.b A great
number of these Muslims came to Turkey from the various parts of Macedonia that
had been annexed by Greece in 1913. According to their ethnic origin, these
Muslims included Turks, Circassians, Albanians, Muslim Gypsies, Pomaks, Vlachs,
etc. The remaining Greek Muslims came from Epirus, Thessaly (several families),
Crete (27,852) and from the other Aegean islands, especially from Lemnos and
Mytilene (Lesbos ) .14
With the departure of a sizable Greek community from Turkey and with the ar
rival of a large group of Greek Muslims, the picture of the population of Turkey
had completely changed. The statistical data based on the census of 192715 gives the
following division of the Turkish population according to religion:
Muslims
Orthodox Christians
Jews
Armenians
Roman Catholics
Protestants
Christians of other denominations
Other religions

13,269,606
109,905
81,872
77,433
39,511
6,658
24,307
20,196

According to the same census, the language statistics reflected quite closely the
size of the minority groups in Turkey:16
Turkish

11,777,810

13 Oriente M oderno, X, 1930, p. 58. According to Alexandre Popovic, about 360,000 Greek Muslims
arrived to Turkey. Cf. P o p o v i c, Alexandre: Ľ Islam balkanique. Les musulmans du sud-est européen
dans la période post-ottomane. Berlin 1986, p. 149.
14 Ibid., pp. 137-149. Charles Fraser Beckingham notes that: “Having been governed by the British
since 1878, the Turks of Cyprus, like those of Rhodes and Cos, who had been under Italian rule since
1912, were not affected by the transfer of populations which followed the Treaty of Lausanne in 1 9 2 3 ...”
Cf. B e c k i n g h a m , Charles Fraser: Islam and Turkish Nationalism in Cyprus. Die Welt des Islams,
N .S., V, 1958, p. 65.
15 Istatistik Ydligi, Angora 1929, quoted by R o s s i, Ettore: op.cit., p. 405.
16 Loc.cit.
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Kurdish
Arabic
Greek
Circassian
Spanish-speaking Hebrew
Armenian
Albanian
Bulgarian

1,184,446
134,27S
119,822
95,905
68,900
64,745
21,774
20,554

This exchange of populations between Turkey and Greece deserves our attention
not only because of the extent of the transfer, but also owing to its nature and char
acter. This was not the first time that the idea of an exchange of populations had
been considered and even formulated.17 However, it was the first time in history
that such a gigantic transfer of populations, based on the principle of an obligatory
exchange of large population groups, had actually been tried out as a means of se
parating peoples who had previously intermingled both in national and religious
terms. As Bernard Lewis states: “At first sight this exchange seems a clear indication
of the prevalence on both sides of nationalistic and patriotic ideas, and of the desire
to give greater unity and cohesion to the nation and the fatherland. . . ” but, he con
tinues, “What took place was not an exchange of Greeks and Turks, but rather an
exchange of Greek Orthodox Christians and Ottoman Muslims.”18
To understand this exchange of populations, one must always bear in mind that
in the Ottoman Empire, the term millet which is now used for ‘nation, people, na
tionality’, was applied to the organized institution of “religious communities, such
as the Greek Christians, the Armenian Christians and the Jews, and by extension
also to the different ‘nations’ of the Franks” .19 In fact, as Richard Clogg points out,
“the term millet-i R u m . .. embracing as it did all the Orthodox Christian subjects
of the sultan, reflected in microcosm the ethnic heterogeneity of the empire itself.
In contained Serbs, Rumanians, Bulgarians, Vlachs, Orthodox Albanians and
Arabs, while the strictly ‘Greek’ element itself, although firmly in control of the
millet through its stranglehold over the Ecumenical Patriarchate... was by no
means homogenous.”20 Similarly, there was a Muslim millet, but no Turkish or Arab
millets. According to such a theocratic concept of nationality, as Niyazi Berkes says

17 See supra, p. 1.
18 L e w i s, Bernard: The Emergence o f M odern Turkey. London 1961, pp. 348-349.
19 Ibid., p. 329.
20 Richard Clogg’s study of the Greek millet in B r a u d e, Benjamin and L e w i s , Bernard: Chris
tians and Jews in the Ottoman Empire. New York 1982, p. 185, quoted by M a n g o, Andrew: Remem 
bering the Minorities. Middle Eastern Studies, 21, 1985, No. 4, p. 122, note 21.
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in his com prehensive study of Ziya Gökalp and Turkish nationalism , “the average
T urk, who at that time used to identify himself as a Muslim m em ber of the O ttom an
‘nation’ was confusing nation with two other sociological entities. One was iimm et,
an international religious community, and the other was a political organization
comprising in itself several nationalities as well as religious com m unities.”21
A lthough the idea of national entities transcending religious distinctions had al
ready appeared in O ttom an Turkey, the determ ination of the persons to be ex
changed according to the provisions of the Convention of 1923 was based on reli
gion. In 1928, the question arose of w hether even the G reek O rthodox A rabs who
had been settled in Mersin and the surrounding country should also be exchanged.
However, the Mixed Commission which had been set up to faciliate and supervise
the exchange of populations suggested that this problem should be settled along
common-sense lines: these persons should have been exem pted from the ex
change.22 In A natolia, there were many G reek O rthodox Christians who had no
desire to leave Turkey. C onsequently, they preferred to become Muslims in order
to escape the compulsory exchange of populations.23 Many persons who were trans
ferred from the inner parts of A natolia did not know any G reek. Thus Geoffrey
Lewis writes that “This exchange of p o p u la tio n s..., though well-m eant, was re
sponsible for a great deal of unhappiness, because the criterion of ‘G reek’ and
‘Turkish’ was religion: as a result of it, many G reek-speaking Muslims and T urkish
speaking Christians found themselves living in virtual exile among their co-religionists of alien speech.”24
On the basis of these few rem arks on the exchange of G reek and Turkish popu
lations arranged through the Lausanne C onvention of 1923, it is difficult to draw
definitive conclusions, or even to make judgem ents concerning to what extent this
settlem ent of the m inority problem s was perm anent and enduring. Nevertheless it
can be said that it had been a period of war and of a m ajor international upheaval
that had provoked such a gigantic transfer of populations. “It is not coincidental that
the application of this m ethod has been most strongly advocated during periods of
wars, when the general unsettled conditions are deem ed favourable for undertaking
this “surgical operation” ,25 notes Dim itri Pentzopoulos. According to A. F. Miller,
suffering and hardship in connection with this transfer affected both the G reek and
Turkish populations involved.26
21 B e г k e s, Niyazi: Ziya Gökalp: His Contribution to Turkish Nationalism. The Middle East Jour
nal, 8, 1954, No. 4, p. 385.
22 Oriente Moderno, VIII, 1928, pp. 6 -7 .
23 K i t s i k i s , Dimitri: Les réfugies grecs ď Anatolie et le “Centre ďétudes micrasiatiques” ď Athens.
Turcica, XVII, 1985, pp. 231-232.
24 L e w i s, Geoffrey: Turkey. London 1965, pp. 75-76, note 1.
25 P e n t z o p o u 1 о s, Dimitri: op.cit., p. 249.
26 M i 11 e r, A. F.: Ocherki noveishei istorii Turtsii. Moskva 1948, p. 145.
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When examining the character and the extent of this exchange of populations one
can observe mainly the changes in the number and composition of Greece’s and
Turkey’s populations. In a way, this exchange of populations contributed to a more
homogeneous character of both countries. However, its value was severely limited
by its own nature and character. While the procedure of such a large transfer of
populations was new, the character of this exchange of populations was still deter
mined by the Ottoman Em pire’s old concept of identity. This concept of identity
had been based mainly on religious affiliation - not to speak of dynastic allegiance.
Although the latter had already faded away at that time, it was the surviving concept
of identity based on religion that was adopted as a determining characteristic of the
persons to be exchanged, and consequently, it weakened the effects of this transfer
of populations.
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MUHAMMAD CA U ’S ASCENDANCY TO THE EGYPTIAN THRONE
KAROL SORBY, BRATISLAVA

The study gives a thorough analysis of the political and social development in Egypt in the period
from April to August 1805. It was a period of an open struggle for the viceroyalty between Khürshld
Pasha the Viceroy and Muhammad cA li. The uprising of the Cairenes against Khürshld resulted in his
deposition and the rise of Muhammad CA1I to the viceregal throne.

During the prolonged absence of Muhammad cAli and the Albanians from Cairo,
Khürshld did everything possible to achieve power preponderance over his rival.
When he failed to obtain the farmän from the Sublime Porte, by which Muhammad
CA1I would be recalled from Egypt, he began to exert pressure on the Porte to send
him reinforcements, justifying his request that, as a lawful representative of the Sul
tan in Egypt, he was endeavouring to reinforce and extend the Porte’s power over
the entire Egypt. The Sublime Porte had already been dissatisfied for quite a time
with the growing influence and manifestations of wilfulness on the part of the Alba
nians who refused to leave Egypt and return to their homeland, and doubted their
loyalty to the Ottoman Empire, so it decided to accede to Khürshid’s request. The
Porte intended to build up a force in Egypt that would be capable of eliminating
the Albanians and ultimately drive them out of the country.1Consequently, it issued
an order for detachments of the Dalät2 from the entire western Syria to be concen
trated and transferred to Egypt.
Detachments of the Dalät that arrived in March 1805 pitched camp in the Old
Cairo and the surrounding villages.3 Their arrival raised Muhammad cA li’s
apprehensions; he forthwith ceased all military operations in Upper Egypt and set
out for Cairo in order to cross Khůrshíďs plans, and this either through defeat of
his enemies, or by winning them over to his side.4

1 Missett to Camden, 28 April 1805. D o u i n, Georges: Ľ Angleterre et ľ Égypte. Vol. II. La politique
mameluke (1803-1807). Cairo, Société royale de géographie d’Égypte 1930. Document 157, p. 221.
2 Dali (plural Dalät) - irregular Ottoman cavalrymen mostly of Kurdish origin.
3 A 1 - J a b a r t i , Abdurrahman: cAjď ib al-äthärfl at-taräjim wa al-akhbär (Peculiarities in Biogra
phies and Reports). Part III 1216-1220 H (1801-1806). Cairo 1905, p. 319.
4 A r - R a f i ° I , Abdurrahman: Tarlkh al-haraka al-qawmlya wa tatawwur nizäm al-hukm f i Misr
(History of Popular Movement and Development of the System of Government in Egypt). Part II. Cairo
1958 (3rd ed.), p. 328.
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Khürshid was greatly alarmed on learning that Muhammad CA1I and Hasan Pasha
were on their way to Cairo with all their Albanian units,5 for he had as yet no time
to organize the Dalät and convince himself of their loyalty. He was aware that final
victory would be with that one, who would get the control over Cairo; he therefore
intended to ensure for himself the favour of the Cairenes. The shaykhs and notables
of Cairo were to become the arbiters in the struggle between himself and Muham
mad cAli, for Khürshid was under the impression that they would support the lawful
representative of the Sultan. On 11 April, Khürshid convened the shaykhs, repre
sentatives of the üjäqs6 and cUmar Makram into the citadel and informed them that
the Albanians had suddenly begun to retreat without his orders, which might result
in the country’s becoming an object of struggle between the Mamlhks and the Be
douins.7 He argumented that the Albanians had no reason for such a step and he
characterized their action as rebellion. He asked those present to back him with
counsel and deed. Those assembled agreed to the setting up of a committee made
up of two shaykhs and two representatives of the üjäqs who would co-operate with
the Viceroy in dealing with the newly-created situation. The agreement, however,
was not realized as arranged, for Khürshid did not trust the shaykhs, and retained
two of them as hostages.8 In preparation for the encounter with Muhammad CA1I
and Hasan Pasha, Khürshid sent the Dalät with artillery to al-Glzah and Turah,9
and entrusted the defence of the citadel to Sälih Aghä Quwash.
However, Khürshld’s precautions proved ineffective: on arriving at Turah
Muhammad CA1I won over the commanders of the Dalät with valuable presents,
assured them that neither he nor Hasan Pasha had rebelled against Khürshid, but
had come to ask for their pay to which they had a right and which had not been
forthcoming despite numerous requests. Thanks to this “logic” which elicited fears
in the Dalät that Khürshid might in future deal with them the way he was now doing
with the Albanians, Muhammad CA1I succeeded in entering Turah and then, accom
panied by the Dalät, continued on his way to Cairo which he reached safely on 19
April 1805.10
Muhammad cA li’s entry into Cairo marked the beginning of the last stage of his
struggle with Khürshid, influenced as it was by many realities. The Dalät whom
5 A l - J a b a r t I : o p . cit., p. 327 (8 April 1805).
6 From the time of Sultan Sulayman’s reign the Governor of the Egyptian province who was appointed
annually by the Sultan ruled in conjunction with a Great DIwän, which dealt with the general business
of government and was made up of various administrative officers, representatives of the seven Ottoman
army corps (üjäqs) ,stationed in Egypt for purposes of defence, internal security, and enforcement of tax
collection, and finally, the principal religious leaders.
^ A l - J a b a r t l : op. cit., p. 327.
8 Ibid., p. 327.
9 Ibid., p. 327.
10 Missett to Camden, 28 April 1805. D o u i n: ĽA ngleterre et l’Égypte. Vol. II, doc. 157, p. 221.
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K hürshld had invited into Egypt, let loose in Cairo an unprecedented reign of ter
ror: they stole, looted, forcibly entered houses, kidnapped women and children,
often killing the women after having violated them . The Cairenes were enraged,
subm itted accusations to the shaykhs and put the blame for everything on K hür
sh ld .11 M uham m ad CA1I showed a striking piece of skill and foresight in extending
and reinforcing friendly bonds with the shaykhs, the notables of the city and cU m ar
M akram. In M uham m ad CA1I the people saw the man who already during the
preceding hard trials under the rule of the M amlüks had endeavoured to mitigate
their cruel fate. The shaykhs and the representatives of the people came to him also
now to seek advice on how to put an end to this catastrophe that lay so heavily on
Cairo. The D alät, through whom Khürshld had intended to reinforce his power
position, were becoming his grave-diggers, and the people of Cairo on whom he
had intented to rely in liquidating the A lbanians, had become M uham m ad cA lľs
allies.12
In the existing social and political order, the shaykhs, the ulemas and the notables
were the natural leaders of the people. The ruling class in Egypt was the Turkish
aristocracy with the Viceroy at its head which represented the lawful power. This
power was guarded by the Janissaries, the A lbanians and the D alät - all foreigners
who com m itted cruelties against the native population. A nd naturally, the M amlüks
were also part of the traditional medieval military feudal aristocracy and who, to
m aintain their position, had created an im penetrable racist barrier against the native
population. The class of the oppressed included not solely the simple Egyptians,
the fallähín and the poor townsm en, but also the nascent burgeois class, represented
by rich m erchants, tradesm en, artisans and shopkeepers. To this class also belonged
the Muslim clergy - the native intelligentsia - recruited for the most part from the
poorer strata of the population. U nder the existing conditions both the poor and
the nascent native bourgeoisie could best express their dissatisfaction within the re
ligious fram ework. Com plaints subm itted to religious leaders were presented as
complaints against gross infringem ents of Islam ’s sacred principles. The simple
people looked to the clergy for solace, counsel and m oral support. Religious leaders
- the shaykhs and ulemas - dem anded from the representatives of power in the nam e
of the people to put an end to the wrongdoings and to abide by the com m andm ents
of Islam. The shaykhs and ulemas enjoyed general respect and authority and had
great influence over the people, so that they were able not only to calm down the
masses, but also to stir them up.
It is beyond all doubt that the decisive role in the political developm ent at that
time was played by the fact that M uham m ad CA1I was able to draw support from
the popular masses through the shaykhs, ulemas and cU m ar M akram . The Cairenes
11 A 1 - J a b a r 1 1: op. cit., p. 328.
12 Y a h y ä, Jaläl: Misr al-haditha, 1517-1805 (Modern Egypt). Alexandria 1969, p. 612.
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represented a tremendous force that supported him and which, in case of need,
could be armed. Muhammad cAli was in dire need of such an armed force at the
time when some of the Albanian commanders went over to Khürshld’s side, e.g.
cUmar Bey, Tähir Bey and Sälih Aghä Quwash who had become the commander
of the Albanian garrison at the citadel. It should be kept in mind that also Hasan
Pasha, one of his colleagues, who had returned with him from al-Minyä, and sup
ported him in all his previous operations, could turn into a dangerous rival. For that
reason Muhammad cAli, in his struggle with Khürshid, intended to make use of the
force that had aided him in crushing the power of the Beys and to drive the Mamlüks
out of Cairo. At that time it was no longer any secret that Muhammad cAli wished,
with the help of the people, to get for himself the viceregal throne and deprive the
British and French agents in Cairo and the Ambassadors of these countries in Istan
bul, of the opportunity to support Mamlük groupings still devoted to them. In case
of victory gained by the support of the people, Muhammad CA1I could present the
Sublime Porte with a fait accompli without having to fear for his future. After
Muhammad cA li’s entry into Cairo, events followed in rapid succession and ulti
mately carried him to the viceregal throne. A close examination of the events
conspicuously reveals how masterly he directed them.
Muhammad cAli started his fight by requesting Khürshid to pay the accrued
wages to his soldiers to the total amount of 2,000 purses13 within a very short
period.14 Paying of mercenaries’ wages was a source of trouble which every viceroy
had to struggle with, and particularly Khürshid. He had no choice but to accept the
request, but he lacked the means to accede to it factually, for the Dalät - and those
were his own soldiers on whose support he was depending - also asked their pay.
So he used the arrival of six ships loaded with coffee from Jiddah to Suez to exact
very high taxes from each merchant, yet the sum he thus came by was insufficient.15
The Albanians were dissatisfied and asked that the daftardär would submit an exact
account as to how the means obtained from land taxes (al-miri), and of which it
had been declared to have been utilized for the soldiers’ pay,16 had truly been dis
posed of. The Dalät took no part in this conflict which Muhammad cAli had
provoked, although it was steadily passing into a sharper form: it involved requests
which they, too, considered to be natural.
Muhammad cAli who for fear of treason had not called on Khürshid since his
entry into Cairo, sent to him one of his officers with the request for a sum of 4 million
Ottoman piastres as pay to his soldiers for the past six months.17 A t the same time
13 Purse (kis) was equal to 500 Ottoman piastres.
14 S h u к r I, Muhammad Fu’äd: M is r fim atlď al-qarn at-tasic cashar, 1801-1811 (Egypt at the Begin
ning of the 19th Century). Vol. I, Cairo 1958, p. 302.
15 Ibd., p. 302.
16 Drovetti to Talleyrand, 28 April 1805. Taken over from: S h u к r I, op. cit., p. 302.
17 Missett to Camden, 2 May 1805. D o u i n: L ’Angleterre et ľÉgypte. Vol. II, doc. 160, p. 225.
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he let it be known that he did not want any new taxes to be im posed on the inhabi
tants in connection with the fulfilment of his request, for Egypt’s incomes, if cor
rectly m anaged, must suffice to cover all lawful requirem ents.
K hürshld replied with a counter attack: he declared that he had a farm än from
the Sublime Porte in virtue of which he was authorized to ask M uham m ad CA1I to
submit to him an account of all the sums he had collected from the inhabitants and
spent as wages for himself and his soldiers. If the money M uham m ad CA1I was now
asking was deducted from the am ount he had by now collected, it would be evident
that instead of claims, he had a high debt which he must decidedly repay to the P or
te. W hen Khürshld had m ade such an attack on M uham m ad cA li, he did not know
as yet that the latter had already won over the com m anders of the D alät who had
to curb the A lbanians. There then rem ained nothing left to him but to try through
the interm ediary of the shaykhs to achieve a reconciliation with M uham m ad CA1I.
This did not, nor could it come about, because of the manifestly opposite interests
of both rivals, and in this struggle the w eaker could only fall.18
Towards the end of A pril 1805, there were almost ten thousand soldiers in Cairo
dem anding their pay, and only a m inor part of them were partly appeased. W hen
regular pay was not forthcom ing, the D alät had recourse to looting and violence,
and this especially in Old Cairo and environs where they were encam ped.19 A t the
same time, M uham m ad cA li issued strict orders to his A lbanian soldiers not to in
dulge in similar crimes in order not to provoke the inhabitants. In relation to the
clergy and the other leaders of the people, he took up the position of a man ready
to calm the stormy sea of passions, to change the existing conditions and ease the
people’s sufferings - that is, the position of a m an pursuing the interests of the com 
munity before his own. The shaykhs, representatives of the üjäqs and the notables
of Cairo called m ore and m ore frequently at M uham m ad cA ll’s house, who at that
time enjoyed a great authority not only with soldiers, but also with the population
who saw in him the only possible protector. K hürshld’s efforts to sway public
opinion in his favour were in vain; he could no longer stop the course of events.
In the struggle with K hürshld, M uham m ad CA1I did not forget that the D alät did
not fall in with his conception and hence, he had to get rid of them . His position
here was facilitated by the fact that K hürshld’s policy of destituting the population
and the bestialities of the D alät were enough to provoke the anger and exasperation
of the people.20 The shaykhs, the ulemas and the notables decided to lead the masses
into an open fight against K hürshld, the originator of all the hardships. According
to contem poraries’ view, K hürshld who authorized the D alät to collect taxes in

18 Y a h y ä: op. cit., p. 613.
19A l - J a b a r t í : o p . cit., p. 328.
20 Missett to Camden, 28 May 1805. D o u i n: L'Angleterre et l’Égypte. Vol. II, doc. 162, p. 228.
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some villages of al-Qalyübiyah district for unpaid wages, officially sanctioned acts
of injustice and crimes committed against the population and thus contributed to
the decline that was spreading throughout the country.21
The atrocities of the Dalät in Old Cairo reached a peak towards the end of April
and early May: they forcibly entered houses, looted, violated and killed. There was
no protection against them and gradually they came to endanger the whole of Cairo.
On the order of the shaykhs, mosques and markets were closed, merchants and
tradesmen shut their shops and workshops.22 The streets filled with angry crowds
who asked the shaykhs for permission to go into Old Cairo and drive out the Dalät.
Soon the inhabitants of Old Cairo, both men and women, came to the al-Azhar
mosque and submitted their grievances to the shaykhs, asking for protection.23 The
shaykhs called on Khürshid to put an end to the misdeeds of the Dalät, but he was
powerless. May Day passed in unrest, with demonstrations of the people against
Khürshid.
The next day the shaykhs gathered at the al-Azhar mosque in order to discuss
the situation. Popular masses continued in their stormy demonstrations whose di
mensions finally drove fear into Khürshid. He authorized his aide-de-camp to nego
tiate in his name with the shaykhs in the mosque and to try to calm them down, but
by the time he reached the mosque, the shaykhs had already gone away. He there
fore went to the house of shaykh ash-Sharqäwí, where he met also cUmar Makram
and other personalities and discussed with them the actual situation.24. They agreed
on an eight-day truce to be preserved (until 10 May), during which the popular dis
turbances would cease so that Khürshid would have time to take effective measures
to preserve peace and order. But there was one condition that within three days
Khürshid would move the Dalät out of Cairo and its environs.25
Seeing that the Dalät were asking for three months’ arrears on their pay and
Khürshid had no means to pay them (that was a public secret), it was not expected
that he would be able to meet the agreement. True, after immense efforts Khürshid
succeeded in getting most of the Dalät out of Cairo, but those who remained con
tinued in their wrongdoing, so that the cause of the disturbances was not removed
and the inhabitants were obliged to stay in their houses.26
During the first decade of May, Muhammad cAli tirelessly pursued the task he
had taken on himself at the outset of the crisis: he assiduously visited the shaykhs,
the notables and cUmar Makram and together with them sought a way out of the
difficult situation and offered them his services and mediation. In addition, he was
21 A 1- J a b a r t í : op. cit., p. 329.
22 Ibid., p. 328.
23 Ibid., p. 329.
24 Ibid., p. 328.
25 Y a h y ä: op. cit., p. 614.
26 S h u к г I: op. cit., p. 307.
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successful in preventing his A lbanian soldiers to indulge in any unfriendly acts
against the inhabitants, and thus the Cairences were convinced that the conflict
involved solely them and K hürshld and that the Albanians had nothing to do
with it.27
Khürshld was aware of the danger threatening him from M uham m ad cAlFs side,
whom he considered responsible for all the difficulties in which he found himself.
He wanted to reach a settlem ent with M uham m ad CA1I in the m atter of soldiers’
pay. On 5 May 1805, both m et at the house of Jänim Effendi the daftardär and
agreed that: 1) K hürshld would pay half the sum required by the Albanians for the
past seven m onths; 2) M uham m ad CA1I would send his soldiers to U pper Egypt to
fight against the M amlüks, while he personally would stay in Cairo with part of his
soldiers, until an occasion would present itself for him to move against the Bedouin
who were devastating Lower E gypt.28
It was clear that the “truce” betw een K hürshld and M uham m ad "All could not
be a lasting one. The very next day D rovetti, the French Consul, asked for instruc
tions from his governm ent and from the chargé d ’affaires at the French Embassy
in Istanbul in case M uham m ad cA li should seize pow er,29 and subsequent events
bore out his presupposition.
K hürshld Pasha undertook several attem pts to get rid of M uham m ad CA1I, but
in vain. He saw his last opportunity in that the Sublime Porte would nom inate
M uham m ad CA1I G overnor of some other province of the O ttom an Em pire and
exerted great activity along this line. His efforts were crowned with success and the
Porte issued a farm än nominating M uham m ad CA1I G overnor of al-Hijäz, with his
seat at Jiddah. Khürshld kept this farm aň a secret for two m onths and decided to
make it public only after concluding the “truce” with M uham m ad CA1I who, fearing
treason on K hůrshlď s part, refused to enter the citadel, but expressed his willing
ness to m eet him at some other place, which K hürshld in turn refused.30 The shaykhs
saw in M uham m ad cA li’s nom ination an enhancem ent of his authority and a reinfor
cem ent of his influence, and consequently m ediated a m eeting at the house of SacId
Aghä, a representative of Istanbul and a peace-loving man who enjoyed great re
spect. On 10 M ay, K hürshld arrived at Sacid ’s house where the shaykhs, ulemas
and notables of Cairo and high officers were already assembled. The farm än was
read, M uham m ad CA1I was dressed in the fur m antle as a sign of his investiture, and
the cerem ony was concluded.31
M eanwhile, A lbanian soldiers had gathered outside SaTd’s house and as M uham 
mad cAli came out, they asked him to pay their accrued wages, for it was expected
27 Y a h y á : op. cit., p. 614.
28 Drovetti to Talleyrand, 5 May 1805. Taken over from: S h u к r I, op. cit., p. 307.
24 Drovetti to Talleyrand, 6 May 1805. Taken over from: S h u к r I, op. cit., p. 308.
30A 1 - J a b a r t l : o p . cit., p. 328.
31 Ibid., p. 328.
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that he would leave the country. He, however, referred them to Khürshld and the
soldiers rushed into the house and demanded their pay from him. They accused him
of having appropriated public money, prevented him from leaving the place, and
some even asked for his head. Hasan Pasha succeeded in defending him and in tak
ing him to his house, but the rumour spread across Cairo that he had been arrested.32
It is probably that this rebellion had been staged by Muhammad CA1I with some high
Albanian officers.33
The entire incident took place in a relatively peaceful atmosphere. However, the
Beys cUmar and Tahir and Sälih Aghä Quwash - Albanians who had joined Khür
shld, expressed disapproval with Hasan Pasha’s way of acting. In order to avoid
bloodshed, Khürshld was transferred the next day to the citadel after he had bound
himself to pay the soldiers within a few days. However, the news of Khürshld’s re
lease provoked unrest among the people.34
That same day Khürshld called on the wealthy merchants of Cairo, Muhammad
al-Mahrůql and Girgis al-Gawhari, to pay the sum of 2,000 purses. Likewise the
rumour spread that Khürshld Pasha intended to impose a new poll tax and a tax on
property according to the French system, for he was unable to obtain any more
money by traditional means.35 This provoked further uneasiness: the people became
agitated and declared that they would not pay. In addition they reproached Khür
shld not to have kept his word to rid Cairo of the Dalät.
But that was not all: 1,500 Dalät headed by Kuwar Oghli rebelled against Khür
shld because he had not made good his obligations towards them. They decided to
leave Egypt - they marched towards Qalyüb, occupied the town, drove people out
of their houses and forcibly exacted money from them. They kidnapped women,
girls and boys, and then sold them among themselves. News of these abominations
shocked Cairo: the markets remained closed and merchants refused to open their
shops.36 The people did not respond to Khürshld’s appeals that normal life be re
stored, that he ensured safety to everyone. The inhabitants became convinced that
Khürshld intended to impoverish them even more with new taxes and tributes and
consequently united even more closely around their leaders with cUmar Makram
at their head. The entire day and night passed with constant unrests and demonstra
tions. On Sunday 12 May, events then took place that carried Muhammad cAli to
the viceregal throne.
The prevalent opinion among the shaykhs, ulemas and notables of Cairo was that
long-awaited moment had come to settle accounts with Khürshld for his tyranny.

32 Y a h y ä: op. cit., pp. 615-616.
33 S h u k r í: op. cit., p. 309.
34 A 1 - J a b a r 11: op. cit., p. 329.
35 S h u k r í: op. cit., p. 310.
36 A 1 - J a b a r 11: op. cit., p. 329.
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From this it ensues that the coup staged by M uham m ad CA1I took place with the
assent and support of the shaykhs, ulemas and notables who assembled in the qädľs
house in the morning of 12 May. The courtyard was filled with people. A stormy
dem onstration took place and slogans were called against K h ü rsh id /7
On the request of the shaykhs and notables, the qadl sum m oned m em bers of
K hurshid’s governm ent to the m eeting so that they would hear the complaints and
dem ands of the people and would cooperate in rendering justice. W hen SaTd Aghä,
Jänim Effendi and other representatives had arrived, the shaykhs declared that no
body would pay the tax prescribed by Khürshid on 11 M ay.38 They would recognize
his rule solely on condition that he would submit to m easures which they might deem
urgent for putting an end to the soldiery’s misdeeds, to K hůrshlď s wilfulness and
for restoring peace and safety in Cairo. These urgent m easures were written down
in the form of dem ands as follows:
1) not to keep in future any military units in Cairo, regardless w hether they be A l
banian or others, and to transfer the present garrison to al-G izah;
2) not to allow soldiers (neither A lbanian nor others), excepting guards and the po
lice, to enter Cairo with weapons;
3) for soldiers encapted at al-G izah, to set apart places of catering and entertain
m ent on R odah island;
4) to prevent imposition of taxes and illegal charges on the population;
5) to renew transport and com m unication with U pper Egypt;
6) to safeguard pilgrim caravans to Mecca with the necessary arm ed escort.39
W hen M uham m ad CA1I had won over the shaykhs, notables and cU m ar M akram , and incited the Cairenes to take up arms, he induced them also to ask such
measures from Khürshid which he could not possibly m eet. It was by then clear to
representatives of foreign powers in Egypt that K hürshid could not m aintain himself
in power much longer: but while the British still counted on the M am lüks, the
French began to search for ways of approach to M uham m ad cAli. D rovetti from
Alexandria asked M engin40 to advise M uham m ad cA li to refrain from any deed or
m easure that might provoke indignation on the part of the Sublime P orte in Egypt.41
This was designed to achieve harm ony betw een French interests and those of the
Porte, viz. prevent the British from obtaining influence over the governm ent of
Egypt.
During the May crisis al-Alfl Bey also drew close to Cairo with his Mamlüks. Dro-

37 Ibid., p. 329.
38 Y a h y á : op. cit., p. 617.
39 Vincenzo Taberna to Sir John Stuart, 19 July 1805. D o u i n: Ľ A ngleterre et l’Égypte, Vol. II,
doc. 165, p. 231.
40 M e n g i n, Felix - French agent in Cairo.
41 S h u k r I: op. cit., p. 312.
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vetti felt concern lest he might come to terms with Muhammad cAli, although he
refused to believe that the latter would wish to share power with al-Alfi. Drovetti
advised Mengin to strive to win Muhammad cA ll’s friendship, for an opportunity
loomed here for France - following changes in the Ottoman díwän - to restore
friendly relations with the Porte.42
The demands of the Cairenes were delivered to Khůrshíd that same day (12 May).
Khůrshíd was aware that he could not accede to them, nevertheless he thought he
would succeed in inciting the public against the initiator of these demands, cUmar
Makram, by refusing them. He decided to do away with cUmar Makram and the
other leaders of the people. On 13 May, he convoked a consultation in the citadel
to which he invited cUmar Makram, the qädi and the shaykhs. However, none of
those invited accepted the invitation for fear of treason; and in fact it soon transpired
that Khůrshíd had hired assassins who were to have murdered those invited on the
way and the crime would have been imputed to the rebellious soldiery.43 However,
the signatories of the demands had no interest in coming to terms with Khůrshíd.
The majority of them were for removing Khůrshíd immediately and for putting
Muhammad cAli in his place; and this was also discussed among the people gathered
outside.
As those invited had failed to come, the next morning (13 May) Khůrshíd an
nounced that he refused to accept the demands. Soon after this announcement, the
leaders of the people assembled at the qädí’s house and Sacíd Aghä with his group
came too. In the name of the Cairenes, cUmar Makram demanded that Khůrshíd,
who was the cause of the people’s suffering and was responsible for injustices and
unbearable tax burdens, be deposed. He proposed Muhammad cAli to take his
place, which met with universal assent, and the gathering set out towards his
residence.
The leaders of the people informed Muhammad cAli that they no longer recogni
zed Khůrshíd as their ruler and that they had decided to depose him. When Muham
mad cAli had asked them whom they wished to set up is his place, they answered:
“We want nobody except you. You will rule over us and will respect our demands,
from you we expect our right and justice.”44 After a moment of hesitation, Muham
mad cAli agreed and immediately cUmar Makram and shaykh ash-Sharqäwi clothed
him in a fur mantle as an official act of investiture. This took place in the afternoon
of 13 May, and by the evening the news spread throughout the city.45 Missett recalls
that the leaders of the people asked Muhammad cAli to countersign the declaration

42 Ibid., pp. 312-313.
43 A 1 - J a b a r 1 1: op. cit., p. 329.
44 Ibid., p. 329. See also - M a r s о t, Afaf Lutfi al-Sayyid: Egypt in the reign of Muhammad Ali.
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1984, p. 47.
45 A 1 - J a b a r t í : op. cit., p. 329.
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about maintaining the conditions agreed upon prior to his being installed in the
office of viceroy.46
The shaykhs inform ed K hürshld of his deposition, but he refused to give up his
office saying that he had been invested by the Sultan and therefore could not be
deposed by fallähln.47 K hürshld was firmly determ ined to resist, relying on units
that he had in the citadel. Furtherm ore, he counted on a split in the ranks of the
Albanians. He felt convinced that he would succeed in winning over to his side the
M amlük Beys and that the Sublime Porte would keep on supporting him .4tS
However, K hürshid’s calculations went awry and he found himself surrounded
in the citadel where he had 1,500 soldiers under the com m and of the A lbanian of
ficers Sälih Aghä Quwash and cU m ar Bey al-A rna’üdl. A further high Albanian
officer Hasan Pasha adhered to a neutral stand in the ongoing conflict, although
the rum our was spreading that he had joined K hürshld. The latter called up CA1I
Pasha Silähdär from al-Minyä with his troops and opened negotiations also with
M uham m ad Bey al-Alfi who stayed with his M amlüks at al-G lzah.49 H e further re
lied on the assurances of the M amlük leaders al-B ardisi, Ibrahim and cU thm än
Hasan to come to his aid and reports went to confirm that they had really left their
camps in U pper Egypt and were m arching upon Cairo. He also called the D alät
from al-Qalyůbíyah to his aid against insurgent Cairo, but they forwarded his letter
to M uham m ad CA1I. K hürshid’s efforts to hold his ground had no great prospects
of success.
W hen assessing the course of events with reference to the popular m ovem ent,
we may arrive at the following conclusions:
(1) It was cU m ar M akram who organized the coup and proposed to the shaykhs
and notables to depose Khürshld and install M uham m ad CA1I in his place. He
subm itted his proposal in such convincing term s, that those present accepted it
without a single objection;
(2) The leaders of the people, themselves led by cU m ar M akram , enforced the
people’s right to choose and nom inate their ruler, which is a significant constitu
tional principle. A n application of this principle was - even with the concurrence
of circumstances - a significant gain by the people;
(3) cU m ar M akram was fully aware that under the existing conditions no one except
a Turk could be a viceroy; no Egyptian could come into consideration for this
office, for the Sublime Porte would never approve of such an election or be recon
ciled to it;

46 Missett to the Right Honourable Earl Camden, 18 June 1805. D o u i n: ĽA ngleterre et l’Égypte.
Vol. II, doc. 163, p. 229.
47 A 1 - J a b a r t i : op. cit., p. 330.
48 Y a h y ä: op. cit., p. 618.
49 S h u k r I: op. cit., pp. 315-316.
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(4) Muhammad cAli was nominated a qä’immaqäm or deputy viceroy pending his,
or another Turkish Pasha’s definitive nomination to the post of Egyptian viceroy;
(5) Muhammad CA1I accepted the conditions submitted to him by cUmar Makram
on behalf of the people - the very same conditions that Khúrshíd had refused.
During the first days following the coup Muhammad cAli felt that while Khürshid,
the lawful representative of the Sultan in the country, maintained his office, his own
position was as yet weak. In addition, he was worried about the movements of the
Mamlüks in both Lower and Upper Egypt.50 Those from Upper Egypt had already
reached Manfalüt and it was expected they would advance on Cairo. Soldiers’ voices
were again heard asking for their pay. It was necessary to arm the population in
order to be able to protect themselves against the misdeeds of the Albanians who
were on Khürshid’s side. Muhammad cAli was aware that such a state of things could
not last long, for the spreading anarchy and decline weakened his position,51 he had
to remove the complications provoked by Khürshid’s obstinate resistance.
The most negotiable way to attain his goal was through the shaykhs who would
have to convince Khürshid of his senseless resistance, of the urgency to recognize
the new reality, or at least to induce him to refrain from any actions pending a de
cision by the Sublime Porte. The first step in this direction was a letter written by
the shaykhs and Muhammad cAli to Albanian officers supporting Khürshid, to
cUmar Bey al-Arna’üdi and Sälih Aghä Quwash, to the effect that Khürshid had
been deposed in a lawful way and therefore it was their duty to submit, or resistance
would result in a disruption of the existing conditions and an all-round decline of
the country.52 The above officers wished to see the lawful basis for Khürshid’s
deposition and thus the shaykhs and notables met on 16 May, at the qädi’s house
and elaborated a written document in which they elucidated the causes that had
prompted them to proclaim an uprising against Khürshid. All those present signed
the document and the qadi confirmed it, but still the officers refused to acknowledge
its legality.
Khürshid proclaimed that he would not leave the citadel until the Sultan recalled
him from his office and ordered the shaykhs to gather finances for paying wages to
soldiers who had remained faithful to him, until a reply would come from Istanbul,
deciding on the conflict.53 The shaykhs informed Khürshid that some 40,000 people
had gathered in the city asking for his deposition and that if he did not step down,
they could not prevent an armed popular uprising.54 Simultaneously, the shaykhs
prepared and despatched to Istanbul a report in which they explained the reasons

50 A г - R ä f i c I: op50 A r - R ä f i c I: op. cit., p. 339.
51 S h u к г I: op. cit., p. 316.
52 A 1 - J a b a r 1 1: op. cit., p. 330.
53 Ibid., p. 330.
54 Ibid., p. 330.
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why they had decided to depose Khurshid and to chose M uham m ad cAli to take
his place.5:5
M uham m ad CA1I started to set siege to the citadel on 19 May 1805, yet he still
endeavoured to settle the conflict in a peaceful way.56 K hürshid, however, declared
that he would leave the citadel solely if: a) he should not be required to give any
accounts; b) on leaving the citadel he would have a safe conduct to and unm olested
stay at H asan Pasha’s house; c) he would have at his disposal a sufficient num ber
of boats to take him to A lexandria.2'7
The shaykhs and leaders of the people strictly refused the first condition, for they
intended to know how the money levied in taxes from the people had been used
- although M uham m ad CA1I would have accepted it. B oth sides were preparing for
an arm ed clash, those outside waiting for the signal to attack the citadel whose gates
were closed.
cU m ar M akram and the shaykhs called.upon the Cairenes to arm them selves, and
a large num ber of people surrounded the citadel. Barricades and fortifications were
put up and shots were fired from rooftops and m inarets. A wave of revolutionary
enthusiasm stole over the crowds, not excluding old m en and children: arm ed Cai
renes (many with only bare sticks) watched throughout the night at definite posts.
The shaykhs came out into the streets to quieten the excited crowds and prevent
possible clashes betw een them and the A lbanian soldiers.58 M uham m ad CA1I did not
give up hope of settling the conflict without bloodshed: on 22 May, such a possibility
did appear for a m om ent when Khürshid prom ised to hand Over the citadel without
fighting. A n exchange of hostages took place betw een the two parties, who were
to be a guarantee of fulfilment of the agreem ent, but K hürshid suddenly changed
his view and declared that he would rem ain in the citadel until the return of the
messengers from Istanbul with the decision of the Sublime P o rte.2'9
M uham m ad CA1I was extrem ely dissatisfied with such a turn of the situation; he
was anxious for a rapid pace of events in order to be able to present the Porte with
an accomplished fact. C onsequently, he stepped up the siege of the citadel and b e
gan to bom bard it from the al-M uqattam Hills. M uham m ad CA1I relied particularly
on the support of cU m ar M akram who led and directed the popular m ovem ent.
According to the reports of French agents, the situation in Cairo resem bled that
prevailing in Paris during the revolution,60 people provided themselves with arms,
kept nightly watches and put up barricades in the streets. The num ber of armed
55 Ibid., p. 331.
56 S h u к г I : op. cit., p. 317.
57 Ibid., p. 318.
58 A 1 - J a b а г 11: op. cit., p. 331.
59 A r - R a f i c I: op. cit., p. 339.
60 G h o r b a 1, Shafik: The Beginnings o f the Egyptian Question and the Rise o f Mehemet Ali. Lon
don, George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. 1928, p. 227.
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inhabitants taking part in these events was estimated at 40,000 and all blindly obeyed
cUmar Makram who was at that time the incontestable leader of Cairo, even the
shaykhs recognized his authority.
In the night of 24 May, Khúrshíďs soldiers unexpectedly made an attack on the
barricades and a bloody battle ensued. The besiegers succeeded in repelling the
attackers and driving them back into the citadel.61 Then Khürshld tried to beguile
the besiegers by a ruse: the morning following the unsuccessful attack, cUmar Bey
came out of the citadel with the news that the Pasha wanted to surrender and leave
the citadel. This report was meant to delude them, relax their vigilance, and permit
the defenders inside the citadel to replenish their supplies of provisions and mu
nition. In addition, cUmar Bey was authorised to negotiate with leaders of the
people.62
On 25 May, a significant meeting took place between cUmar Makram and cUmar
Bey al-Arna’üdl, with a remarkable exchange of views.63. cUmar Bey tried to con
vince cUmar Makram that deposition of a viceroy, or a dignitary nominated by the
Sultan was not an issue to be decided upon by the people. Such a procedure would
undermine the very foundations of the existing political system, in which Egypt was
also included. For it is written in the Koran: “Obey Allah, obey the Prophet and
your rulers.” cUmar Makram objected that this verse refers to ulemas and just rulers
who, by applying just laws, watch over the observation of the Sharfa. According
to ancient traditions, rulers from the lowest up to the highest, up to caliphs and sul
tans, could be deposed by the will of the people and replaced if it was shown that
they were not worthy of the honour to rule over their subjects. The people had
a right to depose Khürshld, for he ruled unjustly and despotically.
cUmar Bey stated that the siege of the citadel and its Moslem garrison was in
contratiction to Sharica, but cUmar Makram assured him that as they had been de
clared rebels, a fact confirmed by the ulemas and the qädí in a fatwä, the SharTa
should admit it. The meeting ended without any result being achieved and cUmar
Bey returned to the citadel on 28 May. Armed clashes were resumed and the siege
of the citadel was continued.64
In the fight against Khürshld the people gave evidence of a far higher morale than
the Albanian soldiers. The besiegers guarded their posts day and night in order to
be able to repel every attack on the part of Khürshid’s soldiers. It was difficult to
co-ordinate the actions of the military and the civilians, but cUmar Makram by his
personal example, courage and heroism overcame every obstacle. He made daily

61 A 1 - J a b a r t i: op. cit., p. 331.
62A s h - S h i n n ä w í , cAbdulcazIz Muhammad: cUmar Makram batal al-muqäwama ash-shacblya
(cUmar Makram Hero of the Popular Resistance). Cairo 1967, p. 116.
63 A 1 - J a b a r 1 1: op. cit., p. 331.
64 Ibid., p. 332.
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visits to all the posts, spoke with the people, convinced and encouraged them .6'' The
main burden of the siege lay with the inhabitants, for the A lbanians who were faced
in the citadel with their countrym en, fought as if it was a question of m anoeuvres.
They even began to ask for pay from M uham m ad CA1I, but he told them they would
have it only after K hürshid had left the citadel. As a result, the soldiers left their
posts (on 4 June) and refused to carry on the fight.66 The situation was saved by
the Cairenes who took up and defended the vacant places at the barricades. And
thus, the entire load of besieging the citadel fell on the Cairenes: they took their
orders from cU m ar M akram , who was not only the com m ander-in-chief, but also
took care of supplies to the inhabitants, and saw to the m aterial needs of their
families.67
M uham m ad cA lľs A lbanian soldiers were not content with having refused to
fight, but swooped on the inhabitants in order to com pensate themselves by looting
for what M uham m ad cAli failed to pay them . They profited by the fact that most
of the inhabitants were at the barricades around the citadel, so as to enter houses
where they looted and m urdered. Clashes occurred betw een the Cairenes and the
A lbanians with considerable losses of life on either side.
K hürshid was happy when he saw how his enemies m utually decim ated each
other. True, the encirclem ent was not disrupted, but the clashes of the Cairenes
with the A lbanian soldiers weakened it and perm itted to provide the citadel with
w ater, foodstuffs and m unition. M uham m ad cA li called on cU m ar M akram and beg
ged him to put an end to the people’s attacks on soldiers and assured him that every
soldier caught in an attacks on the inhabitants would be instantly beheaded.68
K hürshld’s hopes that the D alät would come to his aid vanished: their com m an
ders came to Cairo and paid their respects to M uham m ad CA1I who welcomed them
and dressed them in solemn garments. Then they returned to Qalyüb (on 9 June)
and advanced against al-Alfi Bey and his units. How ever, they did not go to fight,
but instead attacked villages, looted and massacred the inhabitants.69
A last spark of hope gleamed to K hürshid with the arrival of cA li Pasha Silähdär
with his troops from al-Minyä, who pitched his camp in Old Cairo. In order to
weaken M uham m ad cA li, he prom ised his soldiers to pay their wages if they would
join K hürshid, and many indeed followed this appeal. Silähdär succeeded in esta
blishing contact with the besieged garrison and sent provisions and m unition into
the citadel. He agreed with K hürshid that they would sim ultaneously.m ake an at-

65V a u l a b e l l e , Achile de: Histoire moderne de l’Égypte. Paris 1936, p. 220.
66 A 1 - J a b a r 1 1: op. cit., p. 332.
67A s h - S h i n n a w I : op. cit., p. 122.
68 S h u k r I: op. cit., p. 322.
69 A 1 - J a b a r 1 1: op. cit., p. 333.
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tack on the besieger’s positions around the citadel and rapidly crush all the nests of
resistance.70
The people’s uprising was the greatest danger to Khůrshíd, hence, Silähdär
contrived a military ruse to do away with it. Two of his high-ranking officers wrote
a letter to cUmar Makram that they would like to go into the citadel to convince
Khůrshíd of the futility of further resistance. They asked the besiegers at the barri
cades to clear the way for their escort. However, cUmar Makram got timely notice
that this was a masking stratagem and therefore called on the inhabitants to exercise
the utmost watchfulness and circumspection. In the night, a caravan of 60 camels
fully laden with provisions and ammunition was making its way towards the citadel.
The besiegers from the quarter ar-Rumaylah, commanded by Hajjäj al-Khudari,
put the accompanying soldiers to flight after a bitter skirmish and took hold of the
entire consignment.71
Following this unsuccessful attempt, the citadel garrison started an artillery bom
bardment of the city, using also incendiary charges. The besiegers returned the fire
and this cannonade went on for a whole week. The citadel garrison concentrated
its fire principally on al-Azbaklyah quarter and the environs of al-Azhar, where it
caused great damage, but this had no effect on the people’s morale and fighting
power. The besiegers closed even more tightly the ring round the citadel, prevented
Khůrshíďs soldiers from getting to town and thereby stopped the supply of pro
visions to the citadel.
On approaching Cairo, al-Alfi pitched bis camp at al-Mansůriyah not far from
the pyramids. He sent letters to cUmar Makram, shaykh ash-Sharqäwí and Muham
mad cAli with a request that a place be reserved for him and his units inside the
city.72 After consultation, all three recommended him to select a place where he
could rest until conditions became quiet again. As a result he moved to at-Tarränah,
whence he followed events at close range, prepared to intervene at any time.
At that time al-Alfi was strong enough to occupy the entire Cairo. In the light
of bitter experience, cUmar Makram became conscious that a return of the Mamlůks
to power would mean for the country a return to anarchy and further hardship for
the working people. He relied on the promises made to him by Muhammad CA1I
that he would uphold justice and right, ensure safety to the people and, in dealing
with weighty problems, would turn to the shaykhs and to leaders of the people. He
therefore dissuaded al-Alfi from undertaking any military operation so that the
situation would not become even more confounded. He wrote repeatedly to him
that the uprising of the people of Cairo is advantageous for him as it aimed to drive
out Khůrshíďs soldiers; once they were out, the road would be free for him to enter
70 Ibid., p. 333.
71 Ibid., p. 334.
72 Ibid., p. 330.
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Cairo and take over pow er.7’ Al-Alfl believed in these reports and kept on sending
money to cU m ar M akram for distribution to the insurgent inhabitants. Thus,
through political sagacity, cU m ar M akram succeeded in keeping al-Alfi from under
taking military operations against Cairo.
During the course of the events above described, a boat arrived in Alexandria
(on 24 June) with Sälih A ghä74 an extraordinary m essenger from Sultan Salim III.
The news of his arrival reached Cairo on 29 June, with the additional detail that he
was bringing letters and instructions for resolving the crisis. cU m ar M akram and
other leaders of the people interpreted it in the sense that the letters contained the
Sultan’s orders about the deposition of K hürshid and nom ination of M uham m ad
cAli for the viceregal throne. The news soon spread throughout the city and the peo
ple were seized with a wave of joyful expectation, for they considered the arrival
of the Sultan’s m essenger as a victory of the people’s will and an end to the pro
tracted fighting. Expressions of joy lasted the whole day and celebrations with
fireworks went on in the night.b
Khürshid and his soldiers in the citadel, as also CA1I Pasha Silähdär and his troops
in Old Cairo, erroneously took the hubbub and the firing in town for a renewal of
arm ed clashes between the Cairenes and M uham m ad cA ll’s units. Guns from the
citadel opened fire on the town and cA li P asha’s units came out to attack Cairo.
The inhabitants of ar-Rum aylah under the com m and of H ajjäj al-K hudari put up
resistance to CA1I Pasha’s units and after a bitter fight forced them to retreat.
M uham m ad cA lľs artillery riposted to that from the citadel.76 K hürshld’s desperate
attem pt at breaking through the siege ended in com plete failure.
The Sultan’s messenger left A lexandria for R osetta, and thence by boat along
the Nile reached Cairo. H e was accompanied from Istanbul by an adjutant of the
G rand Vizier. B oth were forced to spend some time at R osetta for fear that they
might fall on the way into the hands of M amlüks, Bedouins or D alät scattered
throughout the whole of Lower Egypt. cU m ar M akram was making great p rep ara
tions for a solemn welcome, so that the guests from Istanbul might see the dimension
of the uprising of the people and their determ ination to oust K hürshid and place
M uham m ad CA1I in his stead.77 The following precautions were taken: 1) All the
Cairenes, m en, women and children would go to welcome the Sultan’s m essenger

73 A s h - S h i n n ä w I : op. cit., pp. 127-128.
74 Sälih Aghä was member of a special unit (al-qäbijl) of the Porte’s couriers by sea; his rank was
“qäbijí bäshí”. Missett writes that “One of the principal officers of the household of Sultan Selim arrived
here on the 24th ultim o.” E. Missett to the Right Honourable Earl Camden, Alexandria, 23 July 1805.
D o u i n: L'Angleterre et VÉgypte. Vol. II, doc. 166, p. 233.
75 A 1 - J a b a r 1 1: op. cit., p. 335.
76 Ibid., p. 335.
77A s h - S h i n n ä w I : op. cit., p. 129.
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and his escort; 2) The shaykhs and notables would assemble at Muhammad cA ll’s
house where the Sultan’s messenger was to come at the head of a solemn procession;
3) Ahmad Pasha Khůrshld would remain enclosed in the citadel.
Muhammad CA1I despatched to Rosetta a military unit that was to accompany
and safeguard the Sultan’s messenger and his escort on his way to Cairo. In addition,
a delegation of Cairo notables set out to meet and welcome the guests from Istanbul
a long way before Cairo and accompany them to the capital.78
From early morning of 9 July, Cairo was agog: crowds filled the streets and lustily
cheered Sälih Aghä and his escort from his entering the city, all the way through
Cairo, so that the procession to Muhammad cA li’s house at al-Azbakiyah lasted
three hours. The shaykhs, ulemas and notables were assembled in the reception hall
to welcome the distinguished guests.79 After the welcoming ceremony, the farmän
brought by Sälih Aghä was read, to the effect that, as from 18 May 1805, Muham
mad cAli, the former Governor of al-Hijäz, was nominated Viceroy of Egypt. By the
second farmän Ahmad Pasha Khůrshld was recalled from Egypt, with the injunction
that he would leave for Alexandria with all due honours being paid to him, and there
would await further orders of the Sublime Porte.80 These farmäns were received
with extreme satisfaction not only by those present in the hall, but the absolute ma
jority of the inhabitants of Cairo.
The grandiose reception of the messengers from Istanbul caused the balance to
tip in favour of Muhammad cAli. In fact Sälih Aghä carried two contradictory far
mäns: the first confirmed Khůrshld in his office and ordered Muhammad CA1I to
leave Egypt, the second one comprised nomination of Muhammad CA1I as Viceroy
and transfer of Khůshíd to another function, which would be decided upon later.
The Sublime Porte left it to Sälih Aghä’s discretion to make use of the one that
would in his view suit the existing circumstances, i.e. he should choose the man who
had real power and decisive influence in the country.81 As Sälih Aghä hastened to
Cairo, he came under the influence of Muhammad CA1I and the insurgent Cairenes
some 15,000 of whom were armed with rifles, and twice that number with sticks.
Under the circumstances, Sälih Aghä could not - even if he had wanted to - preserve
neutrality and thus submitted to the díwän of Cairo the farmän appointing Muham
mad cA ll.82
On 11 July, a copy of the farmän was sent to Khůrshld, but he refused to leave
the citadel. He declared that he had been nominated by a Sultan’s farmän, and the
refore could not be recalled by a scrap of paper like the one he had received.83 He
78 A 1 - J a b a r 11: op. cit., p. 335.
79 Ibid., p. 336.
80 Ibid., p. 336.
81 S h u к г I : op. cit., p. 324.
82 Missett to Camden, 23 July 1805. D o u i n: L ’Angleterre e tl’Égypte. Vol. II, doc. 166, pp. 233-234.
83 Ibid., p. 234.
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dem anded a meeting with Sälih Aghä and the G rand Vizier’s adjutant to discuss
the m atter, but the shaykhs and M uham m ad CA1I refused his dem and.84 Khürshld
was aware that he would receive no futher reply to his letters on the inner situation
in Egypt that he had sent to the Sublime Porte: by his refusal to submit he just played
for time in order to be able to agree with the M amlüks on a common attack on Cairo
from all sides with the goal to suppress the popular m ovem ent and then to drive
M uham m ad CA1I not only out of Cairo, but out of Egypt. Being encircled, he could
not contact the M amlük leaders, so he entrusted the task to CA1I Pasha Silähdär who
was encam ped with his troops in Old Cairo and at al-G lzah.8:)
During this decisive stage of the uprising, a serious split occurred between cU m ar
M akram and the m ajority of the shaykhs. This rift could have been avoided had
not the shaykhs acted precipitately. They assumed the P o rte’s farmäns m eant a so
lution of the situation and consequently the people should lay down their arms and
go back to their everyday duties. They were of the opinion that driving K hürshld
out of the citadel was the new Viceroy’s business: let him settle the point the way
he thinks fit, but without the people’s further participation. The shaykhs asked
M uham m ad cAli to see to it that calm be restored in the city. H e immediately agreed
and had an announcem ent m ade publicly that peace and order had returned and
therefore arms should not be carried during the day. If soldiers should perpetrate
acts of violence against the inhabitants, let the victims bring their complaints to him;
if civilians, let them go to cU m ar M akram . The inhabitants received this proclam a
tion with discontent and accused the shaykhs of cowardice. In the evening and at
night, arm ed citizens watched and guarded their posts.86 The next m orning rep re
sentatives of the people called on cU m ar M akram to negotiate the question of hand
ing over their arms. cU m ar M akram openly explained to them the entire situation
and told them that it was contrary to his point of view, laying the blam e and respon
sibility chiefly on the shayhks ash-Sharqäwí and al-A m ir. Thus, it is evident that in
time of crisis, the people of Egypt gave proof of a great m oral strenght and confi
dence in their own power.
cU m ar M akram held a view contrary to that of the shaykhs: he asserted that until
conditions settled down and as long as K hürshld did not give up his office, the torch
of revolution should not be put o u t.87 Khürshld was out to win time in an effort to
strengthen his position, placing his hope in the M amlüks who, on his appeal, were
approaching on Cairo. N ear al-G lzah, their units crossed the Nile to the east bank,
and the Beys al-Bardisi, Ibrahim and cU thm än Hasan took Turah and levelled its
fortifications to the ground.88
84 A 1 - J a b а г 11: op. cit., p. 337.
85 A s h - S h i n n a w I : op. cit., p. 132.
86 A I - J a b a r 1 1: op. cit., p. 337.
87 Ibid., p. 338.
88 S h u к г I: op. cit., p. 325.
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The arrival of the Mamlüks meant a change in the balance of power in favour of
Khürshid who now disposed of the garrison in the citadel, the soldiers of CA1I Pasha
Silähdär and those of the Mamlüks. In a coordinated attack of these three military
units, Khürshid might succeed in suppressing the popular uprising, retain his post
and force the Sultan to revoke his decision and reinstate him in his office.89 The
units of CA1I Pasha and the Mamlüks encircled Cairo, now threatened with starva
tion. The Albanians and the Dalät again went on a rampage of looting and violence.
Therefore, cUmar Makram insisted that the people further carried arms and kept
up the siege of the citadel in order to achieve an early final solution, so that the
people would not be exposed to further tribulations on the part of Khürshid, or the
Mamlüks.
A moment worthy of notice was Muhammad cA ll’s prompt reaction to the
shaykhs’ demand to disarm the inhabitants. His attitude is understandable: although
his own personal interest required a speedy end to the crisis and Khůrshíďs defini
tive departure from Egypt, he realized that the people must be disarmed lest the
.revolutionary, fighting spirit took root in them, for under conditions of an armed
uprising by the people, a patriotic feeling became reinforced and a firm foundation
for national life might be laid in Egypt. And Muhammad cAll had no interest at all
in such a development, for he looked at the problems farsightedly, and a growth of
any national consciousness and revolutionary moods could not be conform to the
taste of an absolutist ruler.
A great gathering of leaders of the people and Albanian commanders was held
at cUmar M akram’s house, at which the new situation, provoked by Khůrshíďs al
liance with the Mamlüks, was discussed. Those present decided to wind up this issue
promptly and definitively, but before that, they wished to give Khürshid one last
opportunity to step down and leave Cairo peacefully. Khürshid refused and thus
fighting was resumed.
Very few people listened to the shaykhs’ appeal to return to their normal work.
The majority condemned their spirit of capitulation. The events that followed rapid
ly one upon another proved the correctness of cUmar Makram’s standpoint. In fact,
the soldiers misused the disarming of the people to indulge in new acts of violence.
The Cairenes grumbled and complained to cUmar Makram, but he referred them
to the shaykhs ash-Sharqawi and al-Amir who had requested that people be dis
armed.90 When the complaints multiplied, the shaykhs again authorized the carrying
of arms so that the inhabitants could defend themselves.
Muhammad cAli feared that the Beys who were already at Turah and al-Macädí
might attack Cairo. He resolved to take the initiative and on 16 July, set out at the

89 A s h - S h i n n ä w i: op. cit., p. 133.
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head of a large army against the Mamlüks at Old Cairo. He was accom panied by
Hasan Pasha and cÄ bidí Bey, brothers of the m urdered Tähir Pasha. A fter a violent
encounter, the M amlüks retreated to the western bank of the Nile, joined CA1I Pa
sha’s army and the fight was carried on by artillery over the N ile.91
The D alät, encam ped on the western bank of the Nile and on B adrän Island, pro
fited by the departure of the A lbanian units from Cairo, crossed the Nile and at
tacked Büläq where they com m itted innum erable atrocities. The inhabitants of
Büläq com plained to cU m ar M akram and he requested M uham m ad cA ll’s deputy
to put a stop to the D aläťs crim es.92 The D alät, however, paid no heed to his
injunctions and went on rampaging.
In the midst of this atm osphere of uncertainty, when the inhabitants had renewed
their siege of the citadel and had taken up their posts at the barricades, the news
reached Cairo on 19 July, that the O ttom an fleet, com m anded by Q apüdän Pasha
cA bdalläh Rämiz, with 2,500 soldiers on board, had dropped anchor at A lexandria.
On receiving this news, the shaykhs held a m eeting and decided to send a petition
in which they would justify the reasons that led to the recall of Khürshld and the
nom ination of M uham m ad CA1I in his place. However, they differed in their views
and in the end failed to agree. In the m eantim e, on 24 July, Q apüdän Pasha’s ad
jutant arrived at Büläq, carrying two letters: one contained an order to Khürshld
without delay to leave the citadel and go to A lexandria, the second referred to
M uham m ad CA1I to remain q ä’im maqäm in compliance with the wishes of both the
shaykhs and the subjects, and to send an expedition to al-Hijäz, equipped with
everything necessary to fight against the W ahhäbís.94
The Sublime Porte resolved to put an end to the anarchy that had been spreading
m ore and m ore in Egypt. It was afraid that the M amlüks might m ake use of this
opportunity, unite their ranks and wrench the whole of Egypt from the O ttom an
Em pire. It was at a time when the W ahhäbís in A rabia were winning one victory
after another, held in their hands almost the entire al-Hijäz, and because of anarchy,
the governm ent in Egypt was incapable of satisfying its repeated requests for
dispatching reinforcem ents.95 C onsequently, one m onth after having sent Sälih
Aghä, the Sublime Porte decided to dispatch new decrees confirming its previous
rulings, to send the fleet under the com m and of Q apüdän Pasha that would force
all the interested parties to respect its will.
W hen Q apüdän Pasha’s adjutant arrived in Cairo and m ade public the contents
of the decrees, Khürshld expressed his readiness to obey the Sultan’s orders, but

91 Ibid., p. 338.
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requested a meeting. The adjutant, together with Sälih Aghä went into the citadel
where Khürshld refuted all accusations from rebellion. He said he had a debt of
500 purses which he had borrowed to pay his soldiers from the citadel garrison, so
that he had nothing but “what he was wearing,”96 and somebody would have to pay
for that. The adjutant and Sälih Aghä promised him to discuss the matter with
Muhammad CA1I, and went back to the city.
The following day Muhammad cAli came by a letter97 containing details of an
unexpected attack on Cairo, set for 27 July. The signal for the general attack was
to have been the firing of 7 flares from al-Gizah. After that, guns from the citadel
were to have fired on Muhammad cA ll’s house and in the general turmoil CA1I Pa
sha’s troops were to have crossed the Nile near Old Cairo, al-BardlsI was to strike
from al-Muqattam hills and the remaining Beys had to attack from Turah. The vic
tory was to have been crowned by an uprising of the Cairenes against the Albanians.
The Beys from Upper Egypt reached Hulwän on 26 July, and their vanguard as
for as al-Gizah. Al-Alf! Bey arrived on 27 July, to at-Tarränah. Qapüdän Pasha’s
adjutant and Sälih Aghä continued in their negotiations with Khürshld and on 27
July, informed cUmar Makram that if Khürshld failed to leave the citadel next day,
he would be treated as a rebel.98 Khürshld once again changed his resolve and the
next day declared he would not step down. Women and children were sent to safety
out of the citadel. In an effort to thwart the planned attack on Cairo, Muhammad
cAli occupied Imbäbah on the western bank of the Nile on 30 July.
All the time the protracted and onerous negotiations went on between Khürshld,
Muhammad CAH and the representatives from Istanbul. Finally, Khürshld promised
he would leave the citadel on 5 August, and Muhammad cAli prepared the 500 pur
ses which he claimed. cUmar Makram ensured 200 camels to carry all the luggage
from the citadel to Büläq. On 6 August, Khürshld left the citadel in the company
of cUmar Bey and Sälih Aghä Quwash with the entire garrison in their train. The
citadel was taken over on behalf of Muhammad cAli by Hasan Aghä. cUmar Mak
ram was a honourable antagonist: he gave shelter to Khürshld in his house until all
the luggage was loaded on the camels.99 Finally, he exhorted the people to be on
the alert lest they be taken unawares by any possible rioting of Khürshid’s soldiery
who had been scattered in the town.
Khürshld set sail from Büläq with his harem, his servants and luggage on 11 Au
gust 1805. He was then followed by his adherents, cUmar Bey, Sälih Quwash and
others: they were loath to part from Egypt although they had done everything to
ruin it.100 ‘
96 A 1 - J a b a r 1 1 : op. cit., p. 339.
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By deposing Khürshld, the Egyptian people brought the struggle to a successful
end and imposed their will on the O ttom an Em pire. The principal reasons that
forced Khürshld to subm it, were: 1) the popular m ovem ent of resistance and the
resolve of cU m ar M akram , the leader of the uprising, to depose an unjust ruler;
2) the orders of the Sublime Porte which, according to custom , had recognized the
reality and recalled K hürshld from Egypt (naming him simultaneously G overnor in
Thessalonica) and confirmed M uham m ad cAli in office.
Yet another factor that played a weighty role in the developm ent of events, was
the rivalry among the M amlük Beys whose aid Khürshld was expecting. Al-Alfl
hesitated up to the last m om ent, believing that he might play on several sides - as
he was used to - with K hürshld, with M uham m ad CA1I, with British agents, with
the insurgent Cairenes, and ultim ately even with Q apüdän Pasha. He knew that the
other Beys were m arching upon Cairo from as far as U pper Egypt, yet he rem ained
“neutral” and his soldiers looted villages in Lower Egypt. Only when he saw that
a common attack was being prepared on Cairo he got frightened that he might fall
out of the play and on 7 August, set out from at-Tarranah to join the other Beys
at al-G izah.101 He procrastinated until it was too late: K hürshld had left the citadel
and, m oreover, M uham m ad CA1I prepared an unpleasant ambush for the Beys.
The Beys in general were under the impression that the Cairenes were secretly
on their side. As the Beys were eager to occupy Cairo before the maximum flood
of the Nile, they decided to bribe most of the A lbanian com m anders. They distri
buted large sums of money among them and the latter in their turn prom ised to
drive M uham m ad cAli and those faithful to him out of Cairo. Several letters were
exchanged between the Beys and the A lbanian com m anders, but the letters that
these A lbanians wrote in their own nam e and in the nam e of the shaykhs and the
population, were “fabricated” at M uham m ad cA ll’s palace and under his super
vision. The writers persuaded the Beys that the Cairenes wished to rise against
M uham m ad CA1I, a stranger, whose unbearable tyranny brought them to long for
the Beys’ rule and im patiently waited for the m om ent when they would be able to
drive him out and invite in the B eys.102 They agreed that the Mamlhks would enter
Cairo on the traditional feast of com pletion or abundance of the Nile (it fell on
16 August) which was celebrated outside the city walls in the presence of the highest
dignitaries. M uham m ad cA li had given orders to cut the dam of the canal in the
night and nobody went to celebrate on the day agreed upon, a fact that the Beys
did not realize.
The Beys cU thm än H asan, cA bbäs, Salim and Shähín, further Käshifs, M amlüks,
soldiers and slaves - altogether some one thousand strong - entered the city through
100 Ibid., p. 341.
101 Ibid., p. 341. (A l-A lfl reached al-Glzah on 11 August.)
102 Missett to Camden, 29 August 1805. D o u i n: L ’A ngleterreetľÉgypte. Vol. II, doc. 171, p. 238.
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Bäb al-Futüh. The guards at the gate left them pass and they, to the sound of drums
and pipes, proceeded to Al-Azhar mosque. The Beys called at cUmar Makram’s
house, but he refused to receive them. They went on further to shaykh ash-Sharqäwi, where also cUmar Makram arrived, and asked them to organize a popular up
rising against the Albanians, but without result. They went away and left Cairo
through Bäb al-Barqlyah.103 There was no clash because the Albanians were too
late. The second group of Mamlüks had less luck: they were met by a rain of bullets
and not even Barqüq’s mosque, where they sought refuge, was of any avail to them.
From the ensuing massacre nobody but Hasan Bey Shabaka and two Käshifs who
redeemed themselves with money, escaped alive. This spelt the definitive end of
the Mamlüks’ hope to oust Muhammad CA1I from power.104
A note should also be made of the considerable activity carried out by various
parties in Alexandria to influence Qapüdän Pasha: Khürshld sent cAli Pasha and
al-Alfi his aide-de-camp to him. Both arrived in Alexandria on 3 August, and were
to have persuaded Qapüdän Pasha to leave Khůrshíd in his function, a move which
they would have interpreted as an unofficial assent for the prospective general attack
against Muhammad CA1I. They even asked him to join in with all his soldiers in driv
ing out Muhammad CA1I and the Albanians and to take part in all the measures
necessary for a stabilization of the régime and restoration of peace.105 During the
course of the meeting, which was attended also by Missett, they tried to convince
Qapüdän Pasha that the expulsion of Muhammad CA1I was the only way for peace
to return to the country. They also pointed out that there was a constant danger for
the Sublime Porte of a French incursion into Egypt, for it had no adequate armed
forces to repulse such an attack. It appeared probable that Britain would take the
necessary measures to prevent that the country, whose affairs were of interest to
her, from falling into her enemy’s hands.106
However, all the attempts to influence Qapüdän Pasha came to nought, for he
had strict instructions to put Muhammad CA1I at the head of the Egyptian govern
m ent.107 Qapüdän Pasha declared that the Sublime Porte had already nominated
Muhammad cAli Viceroy of Egypt and that Khůrshíd must leave this country for
a destination that would be determinated by the Porte.108
cAli Pasha and al-Alfi’s aide-de-camp left Alexandria on 5 August, with the de
cision that as soon as they reached their camps, a general attack would start on Ca
iro. The following day, however, Khůrshíd handed over the citadel and the pro
posed general attack petered out in that futile attempt on the part of the Beys from
103A 1 - J a b a r t í : op. cit., pp. 341-342.
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U pper Egypt (on 16 August) in which al-Alfl took no part. A fter this event, CA1I
Pasha Silähdär handed over al-Glzah to M uham m ad CA1I against a promise of gener
al amnesty to his soldiers, then left for A lexandria to rejoin K hürshld Pasha.
The subsequent course of events convinced Q apüdän Pasha of the correctness of
his choice and therefore, in a letter to the Sublime P orte, asked that M uham m ad
CA1I be formally approved in the office of Viceroy. Also M uham m ad cA lľs agents
exerted their influence in Istanbul, persuading m em bers of the dlwän that this A l
banian, enjoying the full confidence of the shaykhs, ulemas and the population at
large, would form a governm ent that would be capable of liberating the holy shrines
of Islam from the hands of the W ahhabis. The O ttom an dlwän ultimately becam e
reconciled with the reality and issued the farm än on K hürshid’s nom ination as G ov
ernor in Thessalonica. Q apüdän Pasha left A lexandria for A bü Q lr where he set
sail for Istanbul, together with Khürshld Pasha and CA1I Pasha, and thereby the
power in Egypt passed finally into the hands of M uham m ad CA1I.
Such was the end of K hürshid’s rule in Egypt. His nom ination, as also his rem o
val, was the work of M uham m ad CA1I who - after his driving the Beys out of Cairo
and thus opening for K hürshld the road to power - contrived to prepare the way
to his own goal. K hürshld was the last Viceroy in Egypt to accept orders directly
from Istanbul and by removing him, the Sublime P orte acknowledged its own w eak
ness. On his return to Istanbul Q apüdän Pasha correctly rem arked that he had^eft
in Egypt a man (M uham m ad cA li) who would one day become one of the most dan
gerous rebels against the Sultan. “O ur Sultans never had a m ore active, a m ore cap
able Viceroy, with greater political experience, than is this P asha.”109
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The scholars trying to characterize the national liberation revolutions after World War II are naturally
facing the questions of specificity of these revolutions; however, on the other hand it is necessary to
understand these social developments in the context of the world revolutionary process. The study gives
a through analysis of the political and social development in Egypt of the crucial year of 1952 and dealing
with the main reasons that led to the success of the Free Officers’ movement, it tries to answer some
questions of the Universal and the Particular in the Egyptian revolution.

N ational liberation revolutions are the first stage of national liberation m ove
ments and they are aimed at liquidation of foreign political, economic and also ideo
logical dom ination and oppression of colonialism as well as at creating of an inde
pendent state.
Socio-economic tasks and the class contents of national liberation revolutions are
determ ined both by the internal conditions of a given country and by the character
of the epoch during which they are taking place. There exists a certain regularity
here, namely that the social aspect of national liberation revolutions is tending at
increase from epoch to epoch. Simultaneously, the national liberation aspect of
many social revolutions has been increasing to o .1
A lready in 1858 K. Marx refusing Eurocentric conceptions, dom inating in bour
geois social sciences, raised the question of the possibility of the influence of pro
cesses which took place in the periphery of world capitalism upon the class struggle
and the fate of revolutionary m ovem ent in E urope, the question of reflection of
different types and directions of social processes in different parts of the world, upon
the global struggle between socialism and capitalism .2 The answer to this complex
theoretical problem was given sixty years later by V. I. Lenin.
Lenin pointed out the enorm ous historical im portance of awakening of the East
entering the epoch of bourgeois revolutions and the initial change of oppressed na
tions to the subject of world progress. He analysed imperialism as the world system

1 B r u t e n c, K. N .: Contemporary National Liberation Revolutions. Prague 1977, p. 22. (In Czech.)
2 Marx to Engels, 8. 10. 1858. Select Letters. Bratislava 1959, pp. 107-108. (In Slovak.)
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of oppression and its periphery as the object of exploitation. He came to the conclu
sion that the international proletariat as well as the oppressed nations of the East
would attack imperialism. The natural consequence was that colonial and depend
ent countries could pass to socialism without passing through the capitalist period
of development.3
However, it would be wrong and against the spirit of Leninism to claim that pre
sent-day concepts of the national liberation movement do not need any further
working out. Lenin emphatically remarked that the expected development in the
East would be very specific; he also pointed to limitation of a simple extrapolating
of European experience in those countries, to a number of specificities.4
Some previous ideas on regularities, stages and forms of national liberation move
ment have been studied, precised, developed and re-evaluated particularly in the
past twenty years at the Congresses of CPSU, at international and regional gather
ings of communist and workers’ parties etc. The intense and contradictory courses
of events in developing countries, new moments arising uninterruptedly as mutual
causes of this development and the basic processes of the epoch, face the theory
with new problems. The pressure of facts, processes and needs of real life on theor
etical concepts, explaining them, has not been decreasing. A number of important
questions are still discussed, other questions are beginning to be worked out after
their raising by real life.5
National liberation revolutions are part of the social life of our epoch and - al
though in various degrees - a link of social changes for the transition from one socio
economic formation to another, for the removal of relations, which have become
historically outdated or are being outdated and they possess social contents corre
sponding to these processes.6
The revolution of 1952 in Egypt meant the first serious breakthrough into hitherto
unthreatened imperialist supremacy in the Arab world and it appeared to have
a significant share on gradual change of the political climate in the region. The Egyp
tian revolution - by its character bourgeois democratic, antifeudal and anticolonial
- fitted within the framework of national liberation revolutions of the second stage
of the universal crisis of capitalism, the favourable conditions of which have been
created by the historic victory of the U.S.S.R. in World War II and by the rise of
the world socialist system. The revolution passed several stages which differed ac3 L e n i n , V. I .: Report of the Committee for National and Colonial Question at the Second Congress
of the Comintern, 26. 7. 1920. Complete Works, Vol. 31, p. 240. (In Slovak.)
4 It must be said here, that in terms of Marxist-Leninist philosophy (in comparison e.g. with positi
vism) by the “universal” we do not mean the simple repetition (universal = repeated), but at the same
time the essential.
5 Razvivayushchiesya strany v sovremennom mire (Developing Countries in the Contemporary
World). Moscow 1985, p. 6.
6 B r u t e n c : op. cit., p. 22.
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cording to the character of the tasks solved. In this study we shall try to analyse the
initial stage of the revolution and point out the universal and the particular in com
pliance with the m ethodology of M arxist historiography.
The political crisis in Egypt constantly deepened since autum n 1951.7 The ruling
strata i.e. the dom inant Egyptian bourgeoisie and other discredited elem ents, which
were already unable to rule by means of traditional m ethods, becam e deadlocked.
A revolutionary situation em erged and the reaction tried to suppress it by anti-con
stitutional methods: by staging the burning of Cairo on 26 January 1952 with succes
sive proclam ations of m artial law they created the necessary conditions for brutal
reckoning with their political opponents. The caretaker governm ents8 m anaged to
break all progressive organizations and jail their leaders during February and M arch
1952. By these blows the driving forces of the potential national dem ocratic (bour
geois dem ocratic) revolution were deprived of their natural leader. Reactionary for
ces were able to break the w orkers’ and students’ m ovem ent as well as other leftist
organizations particularly due to the fact that they did not create a united political
platform , a firm organizational structure, nor a revolutionary party and m oreover
they becam e em broiled in useless factional disputes.9 The situation in Egypt could
be therefore characterized as the revolutionary one, but the driving forces of the
expected revolution (workers, students, sem iproletariat and petty bourgeois strata
as well as middle-class bourgeoisie) were unable to fight since they were without
a leader. The reaction could rightly think that the danger was averted for a suf
ficiently long tim e, since the necessary low ebb of the revolutionary wave would
soon be over together with the revolutionary situation. How ever, the calculations
of the reaction did not come true.
On W ednesday 23 July in the morning the surprised population of Egypt learned
that the army had taken power in the country. In the com m uniqué broadcast at 7.30
am by Cairo Radio read by Lt.C ol. A nw ar as-Sädät on behalf of the Com m ander-in-Chief of the arm ed forces, the uprising of the Egyptian Arm y against despotism
and a general decline in the country was announced.10 The comm uniqué stated:

7 On 8 October 1951 the Wafdist Government unilaterally abrogated the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian Treaty
and the 1899 Sudan Condominium Agreement whereby the presence of British troops in Egypt lost its
legal basis and immediately guerrilla warfare flared up against the British in the Suez Canal zone (O cto
ber 1951 - January 1952).
8 On 27 January 1952 (the day following the burning of Cairo) the King dismissed the Wafdist govern
ment and then four governments succeeded one another during the period up to 23 July, namely of CA1I
Mähir (27 January - 1 March), Naglb al-Hiläll (1 March - 2 July), Husayn Sirrl (2-22 July) and again
that of Naglb al-Hilälí (22-23 July). Cf. M u r s í , Kämil: A srär majlis al-wuzarä’ (The Secrets of the
Council of Ministers). Cairo 1985, pp. 357-369.
9 H ä m i d, Ra’üf cAbbäs: AI-Haraka al-cummäliya f l Misr, 1899-1952 (Working Class Movement
in Egypt). Cairo 1967, p. 289.
10 According to the plan, the first communiqué of the revolution was to have been broadcast at 7 a.m.
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“Egypt passed - in its latest history - through the critical period of corruption, de
cline and instability of power. All these factors had a great influence on the army
since corrupted and exploiting elements caused our defeat in the Palestine War. In
the period after this war the factors of decline further spread, traitors plotted against
the army, so that either fools or rascals decided in it and in the end Egypt remained
without an army which would protect the country. Therefore we began to purge
our own ranks and the affairs in the army were taken over by men whose abilities,
character and patriotism we believe in and all Egypt would certainly receive the
news with enthusiasm and consent.
The former exponents of the army whom we arrested will not be hurt and they
will be soon released. I can ensure the Egyptian people that the whole army has
begun to work today in the interest of the fatherland in compliance with the Consti
tution and it has not had other aims. I am using this opportunity and I appeal to
the people not to allow any traitor to undertake any sabotage or violent actions since
it is not in the interest of Egypt. Each such deed will be repelled in an extremely
harsh way and its initiators will be immediately retaliated upon as traitors. The army
will fulfil its duties in co-operation with the police, our brother foreigners need not
be afraid of their interests, lives and properties, the army itself is taking over respon
sibility for them. Allah is the donor of success.”11
This first communiqué, of the revolution was quite brief and it neither explained
the main reasons of the revolution nor its real aims. On the contrary, it underlined
the effort of army representatives to avoid the mistakes, made by their predecessors
in 1882, i.e. not to give any reason for an armed attack of the British forces concen
trated in the Suez Canal zone. That was also one of the main reasons why foreigners
were ensured in the communiqué about the inviolability of their lives and properties
and why the army decided to reckon harshly with everybody who would have in
mind further deployment of the revolution.
On the following day (24 July) a second communiqué was broadcast, that already
pointed more apparently to the reasons of the revolution and its aims; it was not
only the wish to purge the army and remove the factors, which lead to its defeat in
Palestine. In the second communiqué the movement’s organizers announced that
“we are trying for a reform and a purge in the army and in all the country’s institu
tions-and to raise the flag of the Constitution” .12 The communiqué was directed

The delay was caused by deliberations over the telephone with al-Hilälí who had been authorized by
the King to negotiate with the insurgents and accede to their demands. The RCC decided on a change
of government and therefore the communiqué was finally read. Cf.: M a r c í, Sayyid: A wräq siyäslya
(Political Papers). Vol. I. 2nd ed. Cairo 1978, p. 195.
11 The text of the communiqué is taken over from: H a m r ú s h , Ahmad: Qissat tawra 23 yüliyü (The
Story of the Revolution of 23 July). Vol. I. 2nd ed. Beirut 1977, p. 207.
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mainly to the popular masses, stating that: “O ur m ovem ent was victorious since we
won the victory in your nam e, for you, and the faith that fulfilled our hearts, we
took from your hearts. All is going on well, trust in the success of our blessed
m ovem ent, turn your hearts to Almighty Allah and go ahead with us.”13
It is necessary to emphasize that the Egyptian people in all parts of the country,
both in towns and in the countryside welcomed this “blessed m ovem ent” - as the
revolution was called at the time - namely since its first moments. The assurance
that the aim of the m ovem ent was to observe the Constitution was the precondition
that the m ovem ent did not express the interests of the army only, but also the inter
ests of the popular masses and therefore the people unam biguously would stand for
it and a wave of popular support for the revolution swept through all E gypt.14 In
the course of the first two days the revolution m anaged to fulfil its second great
aim - after taking over power - to gain an all-round support of the popular masses.
It can be said that the leader with whom nobody counted, had gained an all-out
support of the natural driving forces of the revolution, without which the m ovem ent
would remain a still born.
We are now approaching the question of the leader of the Egyptian revolution.
The take-over on 23 July was organized and lead by a group of officers of the Egyp
tian army known as the Free Officers (ad-dubbät al-ahrär). The core of the group
was founded secretly at the beginning of the 1940s and it was reorganized towards
the end of 1949 after the Egyptian arm y’s return from the Palestine W ar. How ever,
the idea to establish such a secret organization had appeared already in 1938 when
a group of young officers15 among them Lieutenant Gam äl cA bdunnasir16 graduated
at the Military Academ y. This group of young officers was the first generation of
the sons recruiting from middle and lower strata of Egyptian society, who entered
the army under the Wafdist governm ent in 1936.17 A fter concluding the Treaty of
Alliance with G reat Britain it was necessary to increase the establishm ent of the
Egyptian Arm y and begin its reorganization in order that it could fulfil the obliga-

12 A r - R ä f i c I, Abdurrahman: Tawra 23 yüliyü 1952 (Revolution of 23 July. 1952). Cairo 1959,
p. 26.
13 Ibid., p. 26.
14 A n I s, Muhammad - H a r r a ž , as-Sayyid Ragab: Tawra 23 yüliyü 1952 wa usüluhä at-tärikhiya
(Revolution of 23 July and its Historical Roots). Cairo 1965, p. 199.
15 They were: cAbdulhakIm cÄmir, cAbdullatíf al-Baghdädl, Anwar as-Sädät, Zakariyä Muhluddln,
Husayn ash-ShäfiT, Gamäl Sälim, Saläh Sälim. Cf.: V a t i k i o t i s , P . J.: The Egyptian A rm y in Poli
tics. Bloomington, Indiana University Press 1961, p. 48.
16 The Arab consonant j is in Egypt pronounced as g. In the present study priority was given to the
Egyptian form. As for the name of the late Egyptian president, commonly written “Nasser”, here the
scientific transliteration is used.
17 It was in office from 9 May 1936 until 31 July 1937. Cf.: M u r s I, op. cit., p. 267.
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tions of the oncoming period since the threat of a new world-wide armed conflict
began to appear.18 It was the generation of patriotic youth (born in the years 1917—
1922) which was annoyed about Wafd’s reconciliation with Great Britain in 1936,
about the penetration of semi-feudal elements into Wafd’s leadership as well as
about the co-operation between Egyptian Army Command and the foreign Power.
The circumstances caused that some of the young officers were after graduation
posted in the military camp at Manqabäd (near the town of Asyüt) in Upper Egypt.19
There, after duty, heated discussions took place on the gloomy situation in Egypt,
on worsening of the political climate and the failure of political parties and organi
zations to lead the struggle for national liberation against British imperialism, which
they considered to be the main source of all evil in the country. According to Egyp
tian historiography there was the birthplace of the July revolution and there was
laid the foundation stone of the Free Officers organization.20
Gamäl cAbdunnäsir’s stay in Manqabäd did not last long. Already in 1939 he was
transferred with his 3rd infantry battalion to the Sudan. Thus he could follow the
conditions in the brotherly country ruled by the British Governor-General as the
representative of the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium. He spent three years there
and after his return to Egypt he continued actively in forming a secret officers’ or
ganization. The movement gradually spread the sphere of its activities inside the
army and its ranks were joined by devoted patriots angered by the flourishing of
political corruption in Egypt and by the close cooperation of the Army Command
with the British. First lieutenant Gamäl cAbdunnäsir cleverly directed the move
m ent’s activities so that it increased its influence among army officers with strict
observation of the principles of conspiracy. That happened in front of the eyes of
the political police, the task of which was to reveal the activities of Egyptian patriots
and look after their exemplary punishment.21
In the meantime the well-known 4 February Incident took place, which severely
shattered the conscience of the army for national humiliation and trampling down
the national pride.22 It was such an open attack on the country’s independence that

18 Treaty of Preferential Alliance: Britain and Egypt, 26 August 1936 (especially the Articles 7, 8 and
11). In: H u r e w i t z, J. C.: Diplomacy in the Near and Middle East. A Documentary Record: 19141956. Princeton, New Jersey 1956, pp. 203-211.
19 There met Gamäl cAbdunnäsir, Anwar as-Sädät and Zakariyä Muhíuddľn. V a t i k i o t i s: op.
cit., p. 57.
20 A n I s - H a r r ä z: op. cit., p. 189.
21 Ibid., p. 190.
22 The British Ambassador Miles Lampson, after British tanks, other armour, and troops surrounded
the Palace, broke in accompanied by General Stone, GOC British Troops, and a detail of armed officers
and men. Faced with abdication, the King had no choice but immediately to invite an-Nahhäs to form
a Wafdist government. Cf. A l - B a g h d ä d l , cAbdullatIf: M udakkirätcA b dullatif al-Baghdadi (Me-
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an officers’ delegation went to cÄ bidín Palace. There it was received by the Chief
of the Royal Cabinet (ad-díwän al-malakl) A hm ad Pasha Hasanayn. The officers
wanted to start a series of anti-British actions but he recom m ended them to preserve
calm. On the same evening several officers in protest asked to be relieved of their
duties.23
We have learnt about the reaction to this incident in the army from a letter sent
by Gamäl cA bdunnäsir to a friend from A lam ein where units of the Egyptian Arm y
were located. H e wrote: “As far as the Arm y is concerned, the incident has had
a new influence on the com bat spirit and the m orale in it. While earlier you could
see officers talking about immoralities and am usem ents only, they have begun talk
ing about self-sacrifice and readiness to die for honour. You can see how they are
sorry not to intervene - despite their obvious weakness - to restore the fatherland’s
honour and wash it off by blood. Some tried to do som ething after the incident in
strive for revenge but it was already late. H earts are full of fire and sadness. It is
clear that this move .. this thrust has revived some bodies and rem inded them that
there exists honour, which was necessary to defend. It was a hard lesson.”24
In Septem ber 1943 Captain Gamäl cA bdunnäsir received an appointm ent as in
structor in the Military Academ y. H ere he had the possibility to screen his students
and patiently build up the netw ork of the Free Officers organization. Except him
and cAbdulhakIm cÄ m ir even those who belonged to the inner circle of the m ove
ment did not know the composition of all the cells or the details of the organiza
tion.25 In 1946 m em bers of the organization received new instructions. The most
im portant principles were: creating public opinion among army officers; letting the
officers know that they were not less responsible than other citizens; spreading pol
itical consciousness among army officers in order to persuade them that the army
should rescue the country or at least rem ain neutral and not to stand against the
people, if somebody else would take the responsibility for rescuing the fatherland;
trying to keep the officers out of participation in any undertaking unless it was pre
cisely worked out beforehand; m aking every effort in order to persuade the officers
that they should preserve their independent views and should not join any party or
organization beyond the fram ework of the army, because the army must not become
a tool in the hands of an individual or a group.26
In May 1948 Captain Gamäl cA bdunnäsir had successfully passed his staff college

moirs of A. B .). Vol. I. Cairo 1977, p. 19. Cf. also A n I s, Muhammad: 4fabräyir f i tärikh Misr as-siyäsi
(The 4th February in the Political History of Egypt). Cairo 1982.
23 In their number was also Muhammad Naglb. Cf. H a m r ü s h : op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 229-230.
24cA b d u n n ä s i r , Gamäl: Falsafat at_-t_awra (The Philosophy of the Revolution). Cairo, without
date, p. 15.
25 M a n s f i e 1 d, Peter: N assers Egypt. Penguin Books 1965, p. 38.
26 A n I s - H a r r ä z : op. cit., p. 191.
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examination and was promoted to the rank of Major. Some days later, on 16 May
he left for Palestine together with Zakariyä Muhluddln and cAbdulhakIm cÄmir.27
The Palestine War was a bitter but valuable and maturing experience for the Free
Officers. There, in the course of bloody battles, some were killed and many wound
ed, including Gamäl cAbdunnäsir himself, several of them gave outstanding proof
of personal courage. In Palestine both Egyptian soldiers and officers extraordinarily
felt the negligence and irresponsibility of the Government officials. Food and medi
cal supplies were inadequate and irregular, while the arms were obsolete and the
ammunition faulty.28 Senior officers gave contradictory and meaningless orders
while some showed downright cowardice.29 Many Egyptian officers and soldiers
could only agree with Colonel Ahmad cAbdulcazIz who shortly before his death in
August 1948 said to Kamäluddín Husayn: “The battlefield of the biggest battle is
in Egypt.”30
The Palestine War as a whole had been an unexpected and humiliating defeat
for the Arabs. In Egypt the troubled atmosphere was darkened further by a series
of political assassinations - which were mostly the work of the Muslim Brotherhood
- and reprisals by the King’s secret police.31 Upon returning from the Palestine cam
paign in March 1949, some of the Free Officers received assignments as instructors
in both the Military Academy and the Staff College.32 Favoured by the prestige at
tached to heroism in the siege at al-Fälüja, they were in a position to infiltrate a large
section of the student body in both institutions. However, the Chief of Staff, Lt.
Gen. cUtmän Mahdi, suspected their political activities since many of them were
known by their affection for the Muslim Brotherhood,33 but he missed the evidence.
The Prime Minister, Ibrahim cAbdulhadI, also suspected a relationship between the
Brotherhood and the clandestine movement in the army. In May 1949 he summoned
M ajor Gamäl cAbdunnäsir to question him about it, but without success. He knew
of the existence of the Free Officers, but he could not find out anything either.34
Undoubtedly officers who showed the slightest signs of discontent with the status
quo after the Palestine War were suspect. So the Free Officers realized the necessity

27 M a n s f i e 1 d: op. cit., p. 38.
28 Ibid., p. 39.
29 A n I s - H a r r ä z : op. cit., p. 192.
30 CA b d u n n ä s i r: op. cit., p. 13.
31 A r - R ä f i c I, cAbdurrahman: M uqaddim ät tawra 23 yüliyü 1952 (Prologue of the Revolution of
23 July). Cairo 1964, p. 158.
32 E.g. Gamäl cAbdunnäsir, Kamäluddín Husayn, cAbdulhakim cÄmir, Saläh Sälim and others. Cf.
V a t i k i o t i s: op. cit., p. 60.
33 This organization was outlawed in December 1948 because of terrorist acts perpetrated by its
members.
34 Gamäl cAbdunnäsir admitted this fact at a public address on the occasion of the first anniversary
of the revolution, on 22 July 1953. Cf. Khutab ar-ra’ls (President’s Speeches). Vol. I. Cairo, n.d., p. 54.
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of reorganizing the movem ent for some of them were killed, and then as a safety
measure as well as a device for expanded operations. They accepted the proposition
that so long as the King and the usual type of civilian governm ent continued to exer
cise political control the country was doom ed to national frustration and foreign do
mination. Thus they were equating national liberation with destruction of the re
gim e.35
Towards the end of 1949 the Free Officers held several secret m eetings to discuss
plans for their activities in the forthcoming period with the aim “to liberate Egypt
from colonialism and its allies feudalism and capitalism enslaving the overwhelming
majority of the people, to build up a strong army and to introduce social justice and
real dem ocracy” .36 In these meetings consisting of Gamäl cA bdunnäsir, cAbdulhaklm cA m ir, A nw ar as-Sädät, Kam äluddín H usayn, cA bdullatíf al-Baghdädí,
Khälid M uhluddln, Saläh Sälim, Gamäl Sälim, Hasan Ibrahim , they constituted
a founding com m ittee (al-hay’a at-ta’sisiya li-d-dubbät al-ahrär), which was to b e
come the Council of the Revolution after victory.37 Soon thereafter, in January
1950, the Free Officers m et again to elect an Executive C om m ittee. Gamäl A bdunnäsir was elected the first Chairm an of the Executive, and elections for the Com m it
tee were to be held in January of every year.38
The activities of the Executive Com m ittee in 1950 and during most of 1951 were
confined to: 1) publication and circulation among mem bers of the arm ed forces as
well as student and other civilian groups of pam phlets attacking governm ent policies
and the King, and 2) efforts to infiltrate army commands for the recruitm ent of
m em bers.39 Leaflets signed “The Voice of Free Officers” printed and distributed in
com plete secrecy called for the liquidation of foreign colonialism and its lackeys
among Egyptian traitors, for the liquidation of feudalism and the hegemony of the
capital, for creating of a strong army the task of which would be to fight for the
country’s independence and which would not be used for suppressing the discontent
of the masses “since the army is a part of the people and its hopes and dem ands are
hopes and dem ands of the people” .40 T here was also a call for m odern weapons and
for purchasing them from any western or eastern country prepared to sell them and
a call for a salutary parliam entary governm ent which granted citizens’ liberties to
everybody “since the people cannot fight against colonialism when they are bound
by laws restricting their liberties” .41 The Executive Com m ittee sought for sympath35 V a t i k i o t i s: op. cit., p. 60.
36 A n i s - H a r r ä z : op. cit., p. 193.
37 Several designations for this organ are to be found in Arab materials, e.g.: qiyädat at-tawra (Com
mand of the Revolution), majlis al-qiyäda (Command Council), or majlis qiyädat at-tawra (Revolu
tionary Command Council).
38 A 1 - B a g h d ä d I: op. cit., p. 36.
39 V a t i k i o t i s: op. cit., p. 61.
40 A n l s - H a r r ä z : op. cit., p. 194.
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izers or allies also among civilian groups, regardless their ideological platform, dis
contented with the political situation in Egypt.42 The Committee also enlisted the
co-operation of outstanding opposition journalists43 who, in 1950 and 1951, were
conducting a vigorous press campaign against the King and the reactionaries.
Through these journalists the Free Officers could air some of their opinions and
discontent more effectively and more safely than by means of leaflets.
It should be mentioned that after the Palestine War in 1949 some members of
the Free Officers came under surveillance of the political police. Therefore it was
necessary for the Free Officers to anticipate eventualities by imposing tight security
measures within the group and maintaining at all costs its access to information from
the Palace, the government and Army Headquarters.44 Although the governments
in the years 1949-195145 assumed the existence of a clandestine officers’ organiza
tion, they probably did not realize the real danger, because they did not take any
effective action against it. The King, too, was obviously convinced that his control
of the Army Command was in itself a guarantee against any radical political move
ment by younger army officers.
General elections for the Army Officers Club on 6 January 1952 became a trial
of strength between the King and the Free Officers. The King always succeeded in
getting his chosen candidates elected to the club’s governing board. This time by
sweeping majority the candidates of the Free Officers headed by Major General
Muhammad Nagib46 were elected, while the candidates of the Palace failed.47 The
election campaign was prepared and organized by Lt. Col. G. cAbdunnäsir, who
remained in seclusion and the majority of Free Officers did not even suspect that
he was the leader and organizer of the movement.
This event could not remain without revenge for the King considered it as a direct
attack against his person and therefore he ordered the Officers Club governing
board to disband and to transfer to distant posts officers who were suspected of un-

41 Ibid., p. 194.
42 E.g. the Moslem Brotherhood and the leftist organization H AD ITU (The Democratic Movement
for National Liberation).
43 They were Ahmad Abü-1-Fath from the daily “al-Misri” and Ihsän cAbdulquddüs from the weekly
“Rüz al-Yüsuf”.
^ V a t i k i o t i s : op. cit., p. 62.
45 They were the governments under the premiers: Ibrahim cAt)dulhädí (28 Dec. 1948-25 July 1949),
Husayn Sirrl (25 July 1949 - 12 Jan. 1950), Mustafä an-Nahhäs (12 Jan. 1950 - 27 Jan. 1952). Cf. M u r s I: op. cit., pp. 342-356.
46 Further members of the committee were: Zakariyä Muhluddln, Rashshäd Mahannä, Anwar cAbdullatlf, Hasan Ibrahim, Gamäl Hamäd. Cf. V a t i k i o t i s: op. cit., p. 64.
47 The King’s candidate to the presidency of the Club was Major General Husayn Sirrl cAmir, and
Färüq considered this failure as a personal attack and therefore he promised that he “would crush under
foot” these officers. Cf. M a r c I: op. cit., p. 189.
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lawful political activities. That was one of the reasons that forced the Free Officers
to speed up the preparations for the coup, which was originally planned for the year
1955.48
A fter the burning of Cairo (on 26 January 1952), when the Arm y on the King’s
order quelled the mass dem onstrations calling for the overthrow of the m onarchy,
the Free Officers released a circular appealing to soldiers and officers not to be a tool
in the hands of a tyrant, stating: “The Egyptian traitors misuse you, your army in
order to realize their aims. They consider you as the tool in their hands for oppres
sion of the people and for forcing the people to bear what they hate. Let these trai
tors understand that the task of the army is to work for the country’s independence
and its defence and that the army went into the streets to thw art their plot aimed
at destruction and wrecking. We will not accept striking the people, we will not fire
a single shot into a people’s dem onstration and we will not arrest devoted patriots.
All must understand that we are now with the people and always with the people
and we will obey only the appeal of fatherland.”49 Owing to the tense situation the
Executive Com m ittee decided to carry out the takeover in M arch,M) but it had to
be postponed since Colonel R ashshäd M ahannä, on whose troops the plan partly
depended, deliberately arranged his own transfer to al-cA rish to avoid partici
pation.51 The Free Officers had to wait for a new suitable m om ent to start the u nder
taking. The sum m er m onths, when both the court and the governm ent left Cairo
for A lexandria due to the heat period, seemed to be the most suitable period. The
date was fixed for 5 A ugust,52 and it was chosen owing to two reasons: 1) the re
maining part of 1st m otorized battalion should be in Cairo until then, and it should
be the main striking force of the coup; 2) the officers should have been paid their
salaries for A ugust.53
The governm ents of CA1I M ähir and Naglb al-Hiläll despite their great effort were
unable to calm down the general discontent. The King, who was fully under the
influence of the Palace clique, acted with m ore and m ore provocative high-handed
ness, and was not accessible to reasonable counsel. W hen Husayn Sirrl was appoint
ed to the prem iership on 2 July, he proposed M ajor G eneral M uham m ad Naglb
as W ar M inister to bring about a reconciliation in the A rm y, but the King resolutely
refused his suggestion.54 The King still sought revenge for the “unsuccessful” elec48 In an interview with the British journalist David Morgan (published in the Sunday Times in June
1962) Gamäl cAbdunnäsir stated that they counted with the revolutionary outbreak in 1955. Taken over
from H a m r ú s h : op. cit., pp. 180 and 190.
49 H a m r ü s h: op. cit., p. 178.
50 Anis - Harräz: op. cit., p. 195.
51 Hamrüsh: op. cit., p. 181.
52 Ibid., p. 193.
53 Ibid., p. 194.
54 Ibid., p. 190.
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tions to the Officers Club and wanted to get rid of Naglb by appointing him com
mander of the southern region with the headquarters in M anqabäd.55 The Commander-in-Chief of the Army Lt. General Muhammad Haydar fell also into King’s dis
favour, since he had not yet settled the Officers Club affair in compliance with royal
orders.56
The development of the situation headed for confrontation. The Army High
Command issued an order to close the Officers Club and disband its governing
board when it was unable to make its members resign. Prime minister Husayn SirrT
made another attempt to calm down the situation in the army repeating his proposal
to appoint General Naglb as War Minister, but he quickly came into conflict with
the King and resigned after only eighteen days in office on 20 July.57 In accordance
with the above-mentioned government plan the Minister of Interior Muhammad
Häshim invited General Naglb to his house in the evening on 18 July to find out
his standpoint to the possible appointment as War Minister. Naglb refused the offer
since he was afraid it was only a manoeuvre to remove him from the army. However,
he learnt from the talk that the Palace had obtained a list of officers suspected of
conspiracy.
Immediately on the following morning General Naglb informed Lt. Colonel
cAbdunnäsir and Major cAmir about his talk and on also the same day the decision
was adopted about beginning of the undertaking. The plan of the military takeover
got its definitive shape in the course of discussion at the session of the Executive
Committee on 19 July and the coup was fixed for midnight 21 July. During the dis
cussion the presence of 80 thousand British troops in the Canal zone could not be
overlooked, but there was no other possibility except to count with that dangerous
factor in the plan.59
The detailed schedule60 submitted the following day counted also with the defence
of roads of approach to Cairo from the east and with a possible use of some of the
civilian organizations61 for mobilizing the population. However, the reconsideration
of all the details in the plan showed that the zero hour had to be postponed by 24
hours in order to ensure a thorough preparation of the operation.62 The plan elaboCO

55 Ibid., p. 190.
56 Häfiz cA fífí, a court favourite, called on the premier Husayn Sirrl and showed him the King’s brief
note with this content: “Consider Haydar dismissed unless he dissolves the Presidency of the Officers’
Club and transfers 12 of its members within five days.” Cf. M a r c I:.op. cit., p. 189.
57 A r - R ä f i c I: Muqaddimät, pp. 146-147.
58A 1 - B a g h d ä d í : op. cit., pp. 46-47.
59 Ibid., p. 49.
60 It was elaborated by Lt.Col. Gamäl cAbdunnäsir in collaboration with Lt.Col. Kamäluddln Hu
sayn, Lt.Col. Zakariyä Muhluddln and Major cAbdulhak!m cÄmir. Cf. M a n s f i e l d : op. cit., p. 42.
61 They counted especially with the organization of the Moslem Brotherhood. Cf. A 1 - B a g h d ä d I, op. cit., p. 49.
62H a m r ů s h : op. cit., p. 144.
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rated for the first stage of the operation resided in three principles: 1) to take hold
of the decisive centres in the army and get them fully under control; 2) to ensure
the people’s support for the m ovem ent; 3) to depose Färüq without bloodshed.63
On the afternoon of Tuesday 22 July, the last consultation was held at which defini
tive organizational m easures were decided and orders issued. Hastiness in the p re
paration of the operation and its postponem ent by 24 hours were the cause of some
m isunderstandings, one of which, however, was of decisive significance for the suc
cess of the uprising.
D espite maximum secrecy, the Arm y Com m and received inform ation at the last
m om ent of the impending coup. The Arm y Chief of Staff M ajor G eneral Husayn
Farid convoked all Com m anders and senior officers to a council of war for 10 p.m .,
to decide on counter-m easures. How ever, M ajor G eneral Nagib, who as a suspect
was not invited, came to know of the m eeting and he personally warned M ajor
cÄm ir and advised him to arrest all the assembled officers in order to avoid blood
shed.64 M ajor cÄm ir im mediately contacted Lt. Colonel cA bdunnasir and both
drove into night Cairo in order to follow m ovem ents of military units. Nothing could
be altered any m ore and the most critical m om ent of the entire undertaking had
come: the com m anders were deliberating at H eadquarters and the Free Officers
were rejoining their units, preparing to go into action. It was paradoxical that the
senior officers gathered were unaw are of what was going on in their units, and the
m ajority of Free Officers did not know anything about the m eeting at H eadquarters.
Lt. Colonel Yüsuf S adlq,65 erroneously thinking the zero hour was 11 p.m ., set
out from Huckstep Camp lying beyond the Cairo international airport one hour ear
lier. His 1st m otorized battalion consisted of but two companies and he had no idea
of what was going on at H eadquarters. On his way to the city, he arrested in cold
blood the divisional com m ander and his deputy who were hastening to take over
the com m and of their troops, and placed the car with the two at the head of his
colum n.66 Shortly afterwards the car with cA bdunnäsir and cÄ m ir ran into the con
voy and they found themselves surrounded by five young officers with tommy guns
who ordered them to put their hands up. It was an anxious m om ent; but it was
fleeting. A few seconds later Lt. Colonel Yüsuf Sadiq jum ped out of his car and
hailed the two with delight.67 A fter a short consultation they decided to attack the
headquarters building in the quarter K übrl al-Q ubba. Lt. Colonel Sadlq, by his cou-

63 A n í s - H a r r ä z : op. cit., p. 196.
64 Hamrüsh: op. cit., p. 197.
He was a left-oriented officer (born 1910) member of H A D ITU, his function: deputy commander
of the 1st motorized battalion garrisoned in al-cArish.
66 They were Major General 'Abdurrahman MakkI and Brigadier 'Abdurra’üf 'Äbidln. Cf. H a m r u s h: op. cit., pp. 198-199.
67 Ibid., p. 199.
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rage and determination, captured the building with the loss of only two soldiers,
whereby he eliminated the only place in Cairo from where it was possible to issue
orders to military units.68 From midnight, when further units got into motion, the
whole operation proceeded smoothly according to the plan and the number of senior
officers arrested steadily increased. All the arrested officers were transferred into
the building of the Military Academy. The operation was completed by 2 a.m.,
whereby the first principle of the plan was met, i.e. the Revolutionary Command
Council (RCC) (qiyädatu-t-tawra) had taken over the command of the army.69
The RCC immediately despatched several battalions to occupy important build
ings and centres - they encircled airports, occupied bridges and roads of approach
to Cairo, the railway station, the central telephone and telegraph office, the broad
casting station headquarters in Cairo and its relaying facilities at Abü Zcbal. Other
units occupied the strategically important squares of the capital and there took up
firing positions, whereby the RCC gained control of the capital, as well as of the
army, before sunrise of 23 July 1952.70
The second government of al-Hiläll, which was appointed less than twenty-four
hours earlier, had been in permanent session. It strove to reach an agreement with
the army and was prepared to accede to its demands.71 Al-Hilälí had even been em
powered by the King to negotiate with representatives of the insurgent army, being
under the impression that by meeting some of their demands, he would succeed in
overcoming the crisis.72 Following the broadcast of the first communiqué, al-Hilälí
informed Cairo of the government’s and King’s assent to Muhammad Nagib’s ap
pointment as Commander-in-Chief of the army.73 The next demand of the RCC was
the formation of a new cabinet, consequently, on 23 July, al-Hiläll handed in his
government’s resignation, which King Färüq accepted.
In the morning of 23 July, Muhammad Naglb and Anwar as-Sädät called on cAli
Mähir at his house and informed him that he was the candidate of the RCC for the
premiership.74 cAli Mähir had no objections but asked that the legal procedure cus
tomary at that time be adhered to, i.e. that the King would invite him to form a new
government. On 23 July, Färüq invited also the United States Ambassador Jefferson
Caffery to his residence in Alexandria, seeking the intervention of the US govern
ment and the British government in order to save the situation, but in vain. The

№ A n I s - H a r r ä z: op. cit., p. 197.
69 H o p k i n s, Harry: Egypt, the Crucible. London, Seeker and Warburg 1969, pp. 63-64.
70 A n í s - H a r r ä z : op. cit., p. 197.
71 M a r c I: op. cit., p. 195.
72 Ibid., p. 194.
73 A 1 - B a g h d ä d I: op. cit., p. 57.
74 M a r 0 1: op. cit., p. 196.
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British were not willing to engage their troops in order to m aintain Färüq on the
th ro n e.75
During an audience with the King on 24 July, CA1I M ähir subm itted another de
mand on the part of the army, namely the dismissal of all his court favourites.76 A fter
a brief hesitation, Färüq acquiesced in the hope that through a change of govern
m ent and a purge of his entourage, the problem s would be resolved. The RCC suc
ceeded in a rem arkable m anner to disguise the true goals of the uprising despite
enorm ous efforts of political adversaries to uncover them . N or was the choice of
cAlí M ähir to the post of prime m inister accidental: he was an independent politician
and thus the m ovem ent could not be linked with any political party. In addition, as
a form er Chief of the Royal C abinet, he was acceptable also to the King, and thus
no complications were to be expected with his nom ination. The decision to depose
the King was taken at the session of the R CC in the night of 23-24 July,77 but re
mained a secret even to CA1I M ähir. The Egyptian historiography judges that if the
Free Officers had announced right at the beginning their resolve to do away with
the régime and remove the King, the situation would have becom e com plicated,
with bloodshed and anarchy - and that was not in the plan.78
In the morning of 25 July, military units reached A lexandria, which the RCC con
sidered urgent to concentrate there in order to m ake it clear to the British that it
would stand no intervention of any kind. The British Em bassy was earlier officially
inform ed that the revolt was an internal m atter which did not justify intervention.
The Egyptian troops took up positions at strategically im portant spots in A lexan
dria, and the inhabitants cheered the revolution and its leaders.79 King Färüq was
naturally uneasy about the arrival of these troops and therefore sent CA1I M ähir to
ascertain the reason for such steps. The Prim e M inister was assured that there was
nothing to be worried about and the reason was to ensure security and to cope with
any possible extraordinary situation.80
Early on the morning of 26 July tanks surrounded R a ’su-t-tln palace, the King’s
residence.81 A t the same time, the other royal palaces in Cairo and A lexandria were
also being encircled, while representatives of the R CC were preparing to call on
the Prime M inister and hand him an ultim atum dem anding the King’s abdication.
The representatives arrived at the seat of the governm ent in A lexandria at 9 a.m .
and handed over the ultim atum 82 to cAli M ähir, as elaborated by the RCC in the
75H a m r ü s h : op. cit., p. 223.
76 A 1 - B a g h d ä d I : op. cit., p. 58.
77 H a m г ů s h : op. cit., p. 222.
78 A r - R ä f i c I: Tawra 23 yüliyü 1952, p. 30.
79 A n I s - H a r r ä z : op. cit., p. 200.
80 Ibid., p. 200.
81 The King had moved here from his palace al-Muntazah on the evening of 25 July 1952.
82 As Stanislav Kučera points out in his unpublished work Egypt in Revolution, p. 17 - the ultimatum
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name of the Commander-in-Chief, with request to submit it to Färüq. It was stated
in the ultimatum: “Whereas the total anarchy in which the country has of recent
months been thrown, and which has spread to all domains, as a result of your bad
administration, your violations of the Constitution, and your disregard of the will
of the people, no citizen could feel secure in his life, dignity and property. Whereas
your persistence in this course has compromised the name of Egypt among the na
tions, and treacherous and corrupt persons have, under your protection, continued
to amass shameful fortunes and to squander public funds while the people remained
a prey to hunger and poverty. Whereas these facts have been brought to light by
the war in Palestine, the traffic in defective arms and ammunition to which it gave
rise, and the judgements pronounced by the Courts on those responsible revealed
your intervention - intervention which distorted truth, shook confidence in Justice,
encouraged traitors in their crimes, enriched some and corrupted others.
Therefore the Army, representing the power of the People, has authorized me
to demand that your Majesty abdicate the Throne in favour of His Highness the
Crown Prince Ahmad Fu’äd, and this today, the 26 July 1952 by 12 a.m. at the latest
and to leave the country by 6 p.m. of the same day. The Army makes Your Majesty
responsible for all consequences that might ensue from your disregard of the will
the people.”83
Signed, Lieutenant General of the General Staff Muhammad Naglb.84
At 10 a.m. CA1I Mähir called on the royal residence, handed over the ultimatum
to Färüq and advised him to accept it. Shortly before midday, the representative of
the State Council, Sulaymän Häfiz came to the palace bringing the instrument of
abdication for signature.85 Having read the document, Färüq signed it with a trem 
bling hand.86 It read as follows:
“Royal Decree No. 25/1952
We, Färüq I, King of Egypt and the Sudan
Whereas we have always desired the welfare of our nation and have striven for

is an interesting document of “hard politeness”, i.e. a mixture of protocolar respect to the Head of State
with an uncompromising attitude towards a politically defeated adversary.
83 S h u k r i, Muhammad - A n I s, Muhammad - H a r r ä z , as-Sayyid Ragab: Nusüs wa watď’iq
f i at-tärľkh al-hadit_ wa-l-mucäsir (Selected Documents of Modern and Contemporary History). Cairo
1960, p. 344.
84 Muhammad Naglb, when appointed Commander-in-Chief of the army, was simultaneously pro
moted by the King to the rank of Lieutenant General, but in his address in the evening of 26 July (following
the King’s departure) he refused this promotion and remained in his previous rank. H a m r ü s h :
op. cit., p. 231.
8:1 On this occasion Färüq proposed the members of the Regency Council. Cf. M a r c I: op. cit.,
p. 202.
86 Several Egyptian authors state that Färüq was so excited that his first signature was practically il
legible and therefore he signed the document a second time. E.g. A r - R ä f i c i: Tawra, p. 32.
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its happiness and progress, and whereas we sincerely desire that our country avoid
difficulties facing it in this critical situation, and submitting to the will of the people,
we have decided to abdicate in favour of our heir the Crown Prince A hm ad F u’äd.
In this sense we have issued orders to His Excellency CA1I M ähir Pasha, the Prime
M inister, to act accordingly.”87
The royal yacht “al-M ahrüsa” with the deposed King aboard, set sail out of A lex
andria’s harbour within the stipulated delay. It should be observed that Färüq was
not the first ruler of his dynasty to have been deposed from the throne, but he was
the first one to have been deposed by the will of the people.
The international and hom e reactionary forces expected the British to intervene
to save the monarchy. H owever, it was clear to the British governm ent that the in
ternational developm ent, and all the more the internal political situation in Egypt,
was not favourable to arm ed intervention. In addition, the brilliant organization of
the uprising and the speedy victory left no time for a retaliatory stroke, but placed
G reat Britain face to face with objective reality, hence, she decided to have recourse
to a wait-and-see policy.
A fter the victory of the revolution, its com m and contacted the embassies of
the U SA and G reat Britain and inform ed them that the m ovem ent of the army was
an internal one, with reform goals and had no links abroad.88 Then it contacted the
other embassies to assure them that no danger threatened either the lives of their
citizens or their property. It stressed that the army looked after safety and order,
and thus the embassies preserved neutrality and silence.
The British governm ent under Sir W inston Churchill considered it reasonable not
to intervene in “the crisis in Egypt” as long as peace and order were preserved, B ri
tish citizens were not m olested and no communist tendencies appeared.89 During
the uprising the British A m bassador in Egypt, R alph Stevenson, was on leave in
Britain: he discussed the new situation with the ministers Selwyn Lloyd and A ntho
ny E den, but they took no decision on any action. The U SA and G reat Britain also
passed in silence and waiting over the deposition of Färüq - they did not intervene,
considering the coup to be Egypt’s internal affair. On 26 July, the Foreign Office
issued an official comm uniqué stating: “G reat Britain follows up closely the present
situation in Egypt, but does not intend to intervene in this m ovem ent, considering
it to be a purely internal affair of Egypt. How ever, she will not hesitate to take the
necessary m easures in case British lives and interests would be jeopardized.”90 The
State D epartm ent issued a statem ent according to which the A m bassador in Egypt
Jefferson Caffery inform ed the Egyptian governm ent that the USA looked upon

87 H a m r ü s h: op. cit., p. 228.
88 A r - R ä f i c I: Tawra, p. 37.
89 Ibid., p., 37.
90 Ibid., p. 37.
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the events that had taken place in Egypt to be that country’s internal affairs. On 31
July, the official speaker of the Foreign Office declared that Great Britain would
further preserve a neutral attitude and would not interfere in Egypt’s internal af
fairs; however, it reserved the right to meet its obligations relating to the protection
of the lives and interests of its subjects living in Egypt.91
The day following Färüq’s departure (27 July) the Executive Committee of the
Free Officers held a meeting in Cairo under the chairmanship of Gamäl cAbdunnäsir, who had previously been twice unanimously elected its chairman. At this first
session after the victory of the revolution, Gamäl cAbdunnäsir resigned from his
function, but his resignation was refused. But as he insisted on his resignation, a new
vote was taken in which he was again unanimously elected chairman.92
Even before the King had left the country - in the afternoon of Saturday 26 July
- leaders of political parties came into the temporary seat of the RCC in Alexandria,
to pay their respect to the movement, about whose aims they had but very vague
ideas. They were received by the Commander-in-Chief Muhammad Nagib. Ahmad
Lutfl as-Sayyid93 spoke in the name of the leaders and said that all the parties wel
comed this blessed movement and expressed their gratitude to the officers and sol
diers who had honourably fulfilled their patriotic role.94
The chairman of the Wafd party Mustafa an-Nahhäs and the secretary general
Fu’äd Siräguddín were on their summer vacation on the French Riviera. On hearing
of the events in Egypt, they hurried home and already in the afternoon of 27 July
paid a visit to Muhammad Nagíb. Mustafä an-Nahhäs who already saw himself again
in the function of prime minister, proclaimed that he considered it his primary duty
to pay a visit to the liberator of the country and to meet the man who had saved
the honour of the nation.95
cAli M ähir’s government, at its very first session on 24 July, revoked the decree
concerning the government’s summer residence in Alexandria. At its session in Cai
ro on 2 August it abrogated outright the traditional civil titles of “pasha” and “bey” ,
reminiscent of feudalism and the times of Ottoman domination. It likewise issued
a decree on setting up an interim Regency Council.96 At the sessions of 6 and 12
August, the Government passed several economic measures which, however, were
not of an essential significance. CA1I Mähir considered himself to be a key figure of
the new epoch and strove with might and main to preserve the given situation in
order to remain at the centre of power; however, conflicts arose between him and
91 Ibid., p. 38.
92 Ibid., p. 35.
93 Ahmad Lutfi as-Sayyid was a representative of the Liberal Constitutionalist Party.
94 A r - R ä f i c i: op. cit., p. 38.
95 Ibid., p. 39.
96 Its members were: Prince Muhammad cAbdulmuncim, Bahluddln Barakät and Colonel Rashshäd
Mahannä. Cf. H a m r ú s h : op. cit., p. 235.
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the RCC which bore the real responsibility for the situation in Egypt following the
King’s deposition. The RCC was made up of nine m em bers,97 and a decision was
taken on 15 A ugust to co-opt five further m em bers who had significantly contrib
uted to the success of the uprising.98
The military coup and the deposition of the King had been successfully com 
pleted. It is of interest to follow the way the RCC proceeded in the face of the danger
- the possibility of a British arm ed intervention - to the subsequent revolutionary
process. A fter having taken over all power positions in the army, it had its represen
tative M ajor G eneral Nagib nom inated Com m ander-in-Chief of the army. The next
“legal” step was the “recom m endation” to the King to nom inate CA1I M ähir prim e
minister and to dismiss his court favourites. Then, when it was clear that neither
the U SA nor G reat Britain would intervene in favour of the King, on the fourth
day it undertook to depose him and send him into exile.
As the Executive C om m ittee had planned the revolutionary uprising for 1955 and
the coup of 23 July was in fact an act of self-preservation, it was not prepared for
the great tasks relating to the adm inistration of a country. The ideological platform
of the Free Officers was extrem ely varied, ranging from the rightist Islamic funda
m entalist views of the Muslim B rotherhood, up to the leftist and Marxist views of
the H A D IT U organization,99 but the m ajority, including G. cA bdunnasir himself,
were adherents of the petty bourgeois Egyptian nationalism . In other words, unity
reigned as regards views on the negative phenom ena in Egyptian society which had
urgently to be done away with, but in the question of further progress of the revo
lution, views differed according to the ideological premises of individuals. Subse
quently, Gam äl cA bdunnasir summarized the fundam ental goals of the revolution
in these points: 1) liquidation of colonialism, 2) liquidation of feudalism , 3) liquida
tion of monopolies and capitalist control of governm ent, 4) establishm ent of social
justice, 5) establishm ent of a strong national army, 6) establishm ent of a sound de
mocratic life.100
W hen the Free Officers had successfully com pleted the coup, they could choose
one out of two alternatives: to return to the barracks in the hope that once the King
was deposed, the Egyptian political system would autom atically becom e sound. The
other one was to stay on and seize the opportunity and rule. It becam e soon evident

97 They were the original members of the Founding Committee of 1949: Gamäl Abdunnäsir, ‘A b 
dulhakim cÄmir, Anwar as-Sädät, Kamäluddln Husayn, Khälid Muhluddln, Gamäl Sälim, Saläh Sälim,
Hasan Ibrählm. Cf. H a m r ü s h : op. cit., p. 235.
98 These were: Muhammad Nagib, Yüsuf SadTq, Zakariyä Muhluddln, Husayn ash-ShäfiT, A b d u lmuncim Amin. Ibid., p. 235.
99 H A D ITU - abbreviation for the Arabic “al-haraka ad-dlmuqrätíya li-t-taharrur al-watanl” (The
Democratic Movement for National Liberation). The organization was founded in 1947.
100 A n I s - H a r r ä z : op. cit., p. 211.
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that while the Egyptian political system would remain unchanged, the former alter
native would lead to chaos. True, the Wafd party was still capable of winning parlia
mentary elections in accordance with the 1923 Constitution, none the less, it was
by then a discredited party, without prospects, so that the Muslim Brotherhood and
the Egyptian left were displaying power ambitions at its expense.101 It was principal
ly the fear of a “communist danger” that forced the Free Officers to choose the
second alternative, but the problem in their choice resided in that they had neither
political experience, nor an ideology.
Consequently, the policy carried out by the RCC was marked by an anxious effort
not to give any pretext to an armed intervention by the British occupation army.
That was one of the principal reasons - besides petty bourgeois class positions - why
its line of action against the left and the working class was harsher and more radical
than that against the right. Herein resides the explanation regarding the armed in
tervention of the army against striking workers at the textile factory at Kafr ad-Dawwär and the subsequent ruthless settling of accounts with the leaders of that strike.102
As recalled by Yüsuf Sadlq, only two members of the RCC besides himself voted
against the execution of two workers’ leaders - Khälid Muhluddln and Gamäl cAbdunnäsir.103 General Naglb was convinced that this was a communist-incited act of
workers with the aim to harm the revolution, while workers were under the impres
sion that the revolution that had deposed the King would support their just claims
against the monopolies. This event turned the Egyptian left into a bitter enemy of
the RCC.
The gradual attack upon the right began on 1 August. A communiqué of the Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces called on all political parties and oranizations
to purge their ranks of all discredited elements, the way the army had done.104 In
addition, the parties had to submit their brief and clear programmes in order that
the people might become acquainted with them. This demand, however, did not
meet with a positive response, for the representatives of all the traditional parties
felt convinced that the revolution of 23 July was but a military coup, of limited range
and of short duration; after that, matters would again return back to the beaten
tracks of professional policy making and struggle for seat in parliament. CA1I Mähir
(as an independent politician) urged the political parties to carry out the purge trying

101 M a n s f i e l d : op. cit., p. 44.
102 On 12 and 13 August 1952 some ten thousand workers went on strike and occupied the factory.
The army units sent in intervened unusually harshly, there were some dead and many wounded on both
sides. Some 200 workers were arrested and brought before a court-martial. Two of them, Muhammad
Mustafa Khamis and Muhammad Hasan al-Bakrl were condemned to death and executed, the others
were sentenced to prison terms and fines. Cf. A r - R ä f i c I: Tawra, pp. 43-44.
103 H a m r Ů s h: op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 480.
104 A r - R ä f i c I: op. cit., p. 40.
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to presuade them of its necessity. He declared that the parliam entary system ruled
over by hidden m anoeuvres of the parties following their own goals, could not be
of service to the country. The parties should be a force representing national unity,
not as the existing parties which perm itted foreign interference. He cautioned that
if the political parties refused the new rules, these would be enforced on them , for
the people had enough of the old political practices that have reached criminal di
m ensions.105
In the first half of August, the RCC issued a proclam ation that parliam entary
elections would take place in February 1953 in order that the political parties would
have time enough to purge their ranks. Leading functionaries of the parties were
confused, uncertain as to the m ode of carrying out the purge in their own ranks,
however, it is now evident that neither the RCC had any clear notion about it.106
H owever, the campaign pitilessly revealed all the weak spots in the traditional par
ties, the rivalry and struggles for power among individual m em bers and groups for
leadership, for individual advantages, and an incapacity to submit a passable politi
cal program m e.107 G eneral Nagib proclaimed that unless the parties carried out this
purge in their own ranks, the army would see itself forced to intervene, for removal
of disruptive elem ents was an indispensable condition for a return to a parliam enta
ry system. He underlined that the army would overlook no m easure relating to the
purge: the army first gives recom m endation, then advice, and finally warning. A f
terw ards it would deal with the parties in a different tone, for Egyptian parties had
their program m es based on personalities and not on principles.108
From mid-August, the R CC tightened its supervision over civil authoriries. Many
officers passed over to the civilian sphere: they were em ployed in central offices
and institutions as representatives of the RCC (m andüb al-qiyäda), which inevitably
led to double tracks and to friction between the governm ent and the R C C .109 The
latter was preparing within its program m e the most im portant m easure of the initial
period - limitation of landownership. The draft of this bill on land reform foresaw
landownership to be limited to 200 faddäns;110 if the owner had two or m ore chil
dren, he could retain another 100 faddäns. Confiscated land was to be divided
among fallähín so that each one would have a lot of 2 to 5 faddäns.111
105 Ibid., p. 41.
106 Sayyid MarcI describes the reception of the Sacdist party delegation by the Commander-in-Chief,
asking him to concretize his request or designate who was to be removed. G. cAbdunnasir who was pre
sent, replied that the parties must make the first step, and then they would discuss matters further. Cf.
M a r c I: op. cit., p. 215.
107 On 9 September a law for the reorganization of political parties was decreed, and then on 17 Janu
ary 1953 the Government dissolved the political parties, confiscating all their funds.
108 A r - R ä f i c I: op. c it.,p . 42.
109 H a m r Ü s h: op. cit., Vol. I, p. 236.
110 1 faddän = 0.42 ha.
111 A n í s - H a r r ä z : op. cit., pp. 212-214.
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cAli Mähir, a representative of the haute bourgeoisie, designedly procrastinated
with the preparation of this bill, and even went so far as to consult repeatedly with
representatives of big landowners. The oppositional stand of the latter group found
support also in leading functionaries of traditional political parties, interested in that
the revolution would flounder in difficulties. When the Prime Minister began to
push through a proposal for raising the limit of land holding to 500 faddäns, the
RCC decided to prevent him from carrying through its policy.112 And thus, on
7 September cAli Mähir was forced to resign. The Regency Council immediately
accepted his resignation and entrusted General Nagib with the formation of a new
civilian government. The first weighty act of the new government was the passing
of the bill on land reform .113 Despite numerous shortcomings and deficiencies, this
land reform shook the economic and political positions of the semi-feudal land
owners and proved a significant step towards liquidation of feudalism and the de
velopment of Egyptian economy.114
The initial problems of the RCC were precisely characterized by Gamäl cAbdunnäsir in his speech at Shubrä al-Khayma on 20 December 1952 when he said: “We
have not carried out this revolution in order that we might rule and lead, but one
of our first goals was to re-establish a sane parliamentary life. The revolution was
successful, the King has gone, and we have begun to realize the first step, the estab
lishment of the parliament which has been dissolved. We have contacted the rele
vant people, but we have been double-crossed by their trafficking, demands, ma
noeuvring and insincerity. One of them, for instance, came over, sat with us for
a while, then left and said: I’ve got them all in my pocket, they are still boys. We
then decided to purge the country and set up a government that would represent
national feeling. We made cAli Mähir Prime Minister and found that the As
sociation of landowners boldly and openly demanded the withdrawal of the bill
limiting landownership. We saw that the government of this country could not
remain in the hands of professional politicians.”115
Reverting to the fundamental goals of the Egyptian revolution, comprised in the
six major objectives, we can see that they were understood pragmatically and fairly
broadly. That, however, was not a drawback at the time the various goals were set
up; on the contrary, they proved to have been an advantage which, of course,
became evident only in the light of their implementation. As a matter of fact, these
goals were a true expression of the pressing needs of Egyptian society, reflected in
its real and matured contradictions and simultaneously served as a platform for

112 H a m r ů s h: op. cit., p. 238.
113 It was the so-called First Decree on Land Reform No. 178 of 9 September 1952.
114 V y c h o d i 1, František: B lízky a Střední východ p o druhé světové válce (The Near and Middle
East after World War II). Prague 1960, p. 45.
115 A r - R ä f i c I: op. cit., pp. 42-43.
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some sort of a minimal program m e for the union of a very wide front made up of
workers, farm ers, soldiers, intelligentsia, petty bourgeoisie and a considerable part
of middle bourgeoisie, primarily that which was not economically bound to
colonialism, but rather to the developm ent of the national econom y.116
However, the width of this “minimal program m e” and the bond form ed in its sup
port necessarily raised the question as to how to im plem ent this program m e and
how to proceed once it was achieved. A n indispensable phenom enon accompanying
every broad social front is its diversity and inner contradictoriness, which come to
the forefront and this all the more insistently, the greater part of the common initial
program m e had been realized. K. Marx had already revealed the second aspect of
this process which is of a nature of a universal law: “The revolution proceeded and
made its way not by its own direct tragicomical achievem ents, but on the contrary,
by the fact that it created a closed, powerful counter-revolution, that it created an
antagonist, in the struggle with whom the party leading the coup only m atured to
a genuine revolutionary p arty .”117 This universal law is valid also for the Egyptian
revolution.
The dialectical unity of the universal and the particular can clearly be followed
not only in the preparation of the revolution, but also in its realization and the first
period after its victory. The further procedure of the RCC in carrying out its pro
gramm ed goals led to a radical restructuring of Egyptian society. It showed the 23
July to have been the start of a revolution that positively m arked the national lib
eration m ovem ent in the whole A rab world.

116 K u č e г a, Stanislav: op. cit., p. 29.
117 M a r x, Karel: Třídní boje ve Francii 1848-1850, Osmnáctý brumaire L udvíka Bonaparta (Class
Struggles in France 1848-1850, 18th Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte). Prague, Svoboda 1978, p. 37.
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SOCIAL STRATIFICATION OF AFRICAN SOCIETY
ON THE EVE OF EUROPEAN CONQUEST
VIERA PAWLIKOVÄ-VILHANOVÁ, Bratislava

The present study seeks to examine the social stratification of pre-colonial African societies in the
light of the long-standing debate about their nature and with special regard to the supposed classlessness
of traditional African societies. Attempts are made to touch upon some theoretical approaches to the
problem of social stratification and summarize the main points of the Marxist argument on the study
and interpretation of the idea of social classes and the class composition of society in African conditions.

Social stratification as a phenom enon of this or that social system and an im por
tant aspect of the whole social reality of the society has been in the centre of interest
of all theories on society and has been of decisive im portance to any historian. The
idea of social inequality and an awareness of the presence in society of certain social
ranks and gradations have existed ever since ancient times. The very fact that people
are not mutually equal has been observed and com m ented on by various authors.
Social stratification was not, however, regarded then as a process which had started
somehow and had led to contem porary stratification, but as a perm anent state of
affairs that had always existed and would continue to exist. Only evolutionism of
the last century brought up to the fore the question of the origin of a stratified society
and of the principles and causes of the differences in people’s status.1
In using the concept social stratification and social class, we should take into ac
count the multiciplity of meaning and the term inological looseness with which these
term s have been applied. A short survey of some of the num erous theories on social
strata and of the different definitions and qualifications concerned with the problem
of social stratification will show how rich in meaning and vague in connotations can
these term s be.
Different theories and definitions on social groupings, strata or classes can rough
ly be divided into two rather broad categories of approach based on subjective and
objective criteria. Theories based on subjective criteria governing the definition of
social classes, which are particularly widespread in A m erican sociology, m aintain

1 For a general outline of the problem and a discussion of various theories see H o l ý , L. - S t u c h 
l í k , M.: Analysis o f Social Stratification. In: Social Stratification in Tribal Africa. Prague, Academia
1968, pp. 7-65, esp. pp. 7-11.
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that the differences between social classes are created mainly by people’s notions.2
In a representative collective work on leadership and status in Buganda edited by
himself,3 L. A. Fallers centred his attention upon prestige-ranking in traditional Bu
ganda and attempted to examine both the pattern of social differentiation (the de
gree and kind of social differentiation) and the way in which social roles are thought
about and evaluated, i.e. the value system in terms of which persons evaluate one
another, and he also attempted to ascertain how far the members of status groups
share distinctive subcultures, i.e. how far they are aware of distinct ways of life and
feelings of common destiny, how far they are ’class conscious’. According to him,
social stratification is a complex phenomenon involving a number of aspects which
has two main bases in the very nature of social life. “First of all,” he claims, “social
inequality is a moral phenomenon. All human communities have values and conse
quently their members evaluate one another differentially in terms of these... How
ever, and this we take to be the second fundamental basis for stratificatory pheno
mena, human communities are never simply homogeneous collections of like be
ings; even the simplest of them have ’structure’ in the sense of a division of labour
by sex, age, generation and kinship, and in most communities other distinctions are
recognized as well. The degree of such division of labour or ’social differentiation’
is closely, though of course not exclusively, related to the degree of technological
com plexity... Now the existence of social differentiation means that the value sys
tem, in terms of which persons evaluate one another, must also make distinctions.”4
Thus, in this conception, the value system through which social roles are thought
about and evaluated, functions as a determinant of social rank. “To understand the
’dynamics’ of stratification” it is necessary, in Fallers’ own words, “to examine the
interplay among ideology, social differentiation and the process of allocation of per
sons to roles”.5
Subjective criteria or aspects have been also emphasized by Mclver. “We shall
mean by a social class any portion of community which is marked off from the re st...
primarily by a sense of social distance... It is the sense of status, sustained by econ
omic, political, or ecclesiastical power and by distinctive modes of life and cultural
expressions corresponding to them, which draws class apart from class, gives cohe
sion to each and stratifies a whole society.”6
2 Ibid., p. 8.
3 F a 11 e r s, L. A. assisted by K a m o g a, F. K. and M u s o k e , S . B. K.: Social Stratification in
Traditional Buganda. In: F a 11 e r s, L. A . (Ed.): The King’s Men. Leadership and Status in Buganda
on the Eve o f Independence. London, Oxford University Press on behalf of the East African Institute
of Social Research 1964, pp. 64-116, esp. pp. 64-66.
4 Ibid., p. 65.
5 Ibid., p. 66.
6 M c l v e r , R. M.: Society. Its Structures and Changes. New York 1931, pp. 78-79, quoted in H о l ý , L . - S t u c h l í k , M. : Analysis o f Social Stratification, op. cit., p. 8.
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Theories based on objective criteria seek determ ining factors mainly in two
spheres, the political or the economic sphere. A m ong the most interesting theories
employing political determ inants is, considering the subject of our study, the so-cal
led conquest theory or the theory of ethnical stratification, originally introduced into
sociology by L. G um plow itz,7 and further elaborated by some other scholars, with
regard to Rwanda e.g. by J. J. M aquet.8
A basic determ ining factor in all theories employing the economic criteria of stra
tification is to a larger or smaller degree economic differentiation. The authors
looking for the factors determ ining the differences betw een various social strata in
the economic field usually consider the possibility of the accum ulation of personal
property, which is a condition that can be m et only on a certain level of division of
labour, or the possibility of the redistribution of the surplus by m em bers of the priviliged stratum , a necessary prerequisite for the origin of classes in the so-called p re
literate societies.9 A greater variety of approaches to the study of social stratification
may of course be sampled. The main question “what was the social stratification of
pre-colonial African societies” has, however, not been as yet tackled here.
First it is therefore necessary to lay down the theoretical and methodological basis
for the study of social stratification and social classes in Africa and to form ulate or
clarify a num ber of basic theoretical concepts. Even though the basic fundam entals
of the theory of the social classes and their significance for the developm ent of so
ciety were worked out by Karl M arx and F. Engels, the well-known Marxist defini
tion of the concept of class and class structure was form ulated by V. I. L enin.10 In
this definition, social classes are “large groups of people differing from each other
according to the place they occupy in a historically determ ined system of produc
tion, by their role in the social organisation of labour and consequently by the m ode
and dimensions of acquiring the share of social wealth of which they dispose” .11
A class is then a group of people with the same relations to the m eans of production
and the same rights and duties resulting from them . The M arxist definition of the
concept of class and class structure, which becam e the basis of the Marxist theory
of society, underlines the idea that classes and the division of society into classes
emerge only under a historically determ ined system of production. People partici-

7 Ibid., p. 9. Quoting from G u m p 1 o w i t z, L.: Outlines o f Sociology. Philadelphia 1898, pp. 68
and 146-149.
8 M a q u e t , J . J.: Le systéme des relations sociales dans le Ruanda ancien. Tervuren 1954, and also
The Premise o f Inequality in Ruanda. London 1961.
9 These theories are discussed at greater length by H о 1 ý, L. - S t u c h l í k , M.: Analysis o f Social
Stratification, op. cit., p. 9.
10 L e n i n, V. I.: Selected Works. Vol. 6, p. 115, also Vol. 39, p. 15, and Vol. 3, p. 248. Cf. with
M a r x , K. - E n g e l s , F.: The Origin o f the Family. New York 1942, pp. 107-110 and The Peasant
War in Germany. New York 1942, pp. 107-110 and The Peasant War in Germany. New York 1939.
11 L e n i n, V. I.: Velká iniciativa. Prague 1955.
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pating in a production process are involved in certain production relations and these
determine the character of every society. Thus, one of the basic determining factors
of this conception of classes is the social division of labour. Of fundamental import
ance is, with regard to our subject, the conception of a class society as historically
limited and qualitatively different from a classless society. The Marxist definition
emphasizes the fact that classes and the division of a society into classes emerge only
under a historically determined system of production. An indispensable condition
for the origin of social classes is the production in some form or another of surplus
which can be appropriated by members of a privileged social stratum. When socie
ty’s productive forces reach a certain level of development there emerge property
relations and growing property differentiation. This presupposes a sufficiently high
ly organized society and an effective production system guaranteeing the produc
tion and redistribution of surplus. The growing property differentiation eventually
gives rise to class distinctions and the class division of society even though class dis
tinctions and relations are at first hidden beneath the established social relations,
and obscured by traditional and legal institutions.12
In this connection, Marx writing about the early stages of social evolution - and
this is of basic importance for our problem - warned that the concepts class and
class structure can be applied only to a sufficiently organized society. “The portion
of society that lives on the labour of others is infinitely small compared with the
mass of direct producers. Along with the progress in the productiveness of labour,
that small portion of society increases both absolutely and relatively.”13 In the words
of two prominent Soviet historians of ancient society, “these premises make quite
intelligible the existence of a society with a definite hierarchy of legal (and social)
statuses, with definite social ranks and gradations, in other words, a society with
elements o f social inequality but without sharply defined classes”.14 (Italics are mine.)
The prerequisites for social differentiation are thought to be varied, including
such factors leading to the formation of social ranks and the emergence of privileged
groups as the inheritance of certain privileges, especially of the status of chief or of
a paramount ruler, and the caste tendencies in social relations, i.e. the emergence
of caste distinctions based on ethnic distinctions, which were introduced into some
societies, e.g. Rwanda or Burundi, as the result of conquest.
Such is the basic general Marxist understanding of the processes which eventually
led to the formation of classes. What do these processes, which have been con
sidered so far in abstracto, look like in the actual context of African history?
12 All this discussion is heavily dependent on a paper by U t c h e n k o , S. L. - D i a k o n o f f , I.
M.: Social Stratification o f Ancient Society, presented to 13th International Congress of Historians, 16-23
August 1970. Moscow, Nauka 1970, see especially pp. 3-10.
13 M a r x, K.: Capital. Vol. 1. New York 1939, p. 521, quoted from U t c h e n k o , S. L. - D i a k o 
n o f f , I. M., op. cit., p. 3.
14 Ibid., p. 3.
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The existence of social classes (in the Marxist definition of this concept) in pre-co
lonial Africa has not been universally acknowledged. There are several historical
schools of thought in sub-Saharan Africa that differ in their theories about the socio
economic structure of pre-colonial African societies and the applicability of term s
feudal and feudalism to Africa. The very problem of social classes has been usually
studied in connection with the ongoing debate on African feudalism or feudalism
in Africa and with perhaps one of the most vexing questions of all that have p re
occupied historians of Africa, that of the origins of the states.15 Characteristic for
many African historians, especially those of the older generation, engaged in re
search into the socio-economic structures of pre-colonial African societies, was
a categorical denial of the existence of antagonistic classes and of exploitation in
the social relations of traditional A frican societies. Many African scholars have been
of the opinion that the socio-economic developm ent of African societies differed in
one way or another from the rest of the world. The conceptions stressing the speci
ficities of the African historical developm ent and refuting the existance of social
classes, class relations and exploitation in pre-colonial African societies have simul
taneously denied the possibility of applying the M arxist theory of social develop
ment to Africa. According to the prom inent African historian Joseph K i-Zerbo, re
sults of research carried out have shown that the developm ent of certain non-E uro
pean societies does not correspond to either of the five stages defined by Karl Marx
in his fnonum ental work Das Kapital and laid down as unalterable doctrine by Sta
lin, or to the pre-capitalist variety of the Asiatic mode of production, taken by Marx
in 1859 in Form en to be a variant of the transition to the state in the case of nonE uropean societies. Closely following the opinion of French M arxist scholars Jean
Chesnaux and Jean Suret-C anale, Ki-Zerbo maintains that an analysis of African
social structures fails to reveal the characteristics form ulated by Marx for describing
the succession of various modes of production, and African societies did not go
through either a slave-holding or a feudal m ode of production. Denying as well the
applicability of the term Asiatic mode of production to African conditions, together
with some other scholars he calls for the elaboration of the concept of “an African
mode of production” .16 The notion of the exceptionality of the historical develop
m ent of the African continent, of a specific African way of developm ent is present

15 For a special study devoted to the problem of social classes in both pre-colonial and post-colonial
Africa see C h o d a k, S.: Obshchestvennye klassy v Afrike iuzhnee Sakhary (Social Classes in Africa
South of the Sahara). In: Nekotorye voprosy istorii stran Afriki. Moskva, Nauka 1968, pp. 14-53.
16 See K i - Z e r b o , J.: General introduction and conclusion: from nature in the raw to liberated hu
manity. In: K i - Z e r b o, J. (Ed.): General History o f Africa. I. M ethodology and African Prehistory.
Paris and London, Unesco and Heinemann 1981, pp. 1-25 and 730-747. Cf. with H r b e k, I.: African
History as a Field o f Ideological Struggle. In: Theories o f Non-Marxist Socialism in African and Arab
Countries. Prague, Academia, Dissertationes Orientales, 38, 1978, pp. 160-176, esp. pp. 173-174.
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in some other conceptions and is also underlined by prominent African politicians
and ideologists of diverse variants of African socialism, namely Léopold Sédar
Senghor or Julius Nyerere.
The image of the classless and timeless African has greatly influenced Senghor’s
ideas. It also forms the core of Senghor’s historical concept.17. “West African reali
ty, this is underdeveloped countries - countries of peasants living here and shep
herds living there, countries which were, of course, formerly feudal but traditionally
without classes and without wage system ... mainly religious.. .”18 “In our NegroBerber society,” Senghor claims, “there is no class warfare, but social groups striv
ing for influence” .19 The conceptual roots of Senghor’s concept can be traced back
to négritude. His definition of African socialism is a political and economic expres
sion of négritude.
Sékou Touré also thinks that the Marxist analysis of classes and class warfare is
difficult to apply to Africa. He is not unaware of the embryo class structure incipient
in African society, still he argues that the African population is not divided in its
interest by the existence of a clearly differential class system and, “as there is no
real class system in African society, the class struggle is not appropriate”.20
Even though the dominant role or the very existence of social classes and of the
class composition of traditional African society has not been universally acknowl
edged, historians of Africa usually do not deny the presence in African society - na
turally at a certain stage of its development - of hierarchically gradated groups, so
cial ranks, sections or strata. On the eve of European conquest, sub-Saharan Africa
supported a great variety of political institutions and socio-economic systems that
were not static. Traditional African societies were characterized by communal owner
ship of land. The low level of productive techniques and forces - which in a kind
of vicious circle has been both the reason for the consequence of the dispersal of
a numerically limited population over very large areas - , the non-existence in most
of Africa of privately owned and transferable landed property and the absence of
class conflicts are universally thought to be major proofs of the non-existence in
pre-colonial Africa of social classes in the Marxist definition of this concept.
It is true that many African societies were characterized by the communal mode
of production, but the process of its destruction, transformation and of gradual so
cial differentiation within African societies, concentrating wealth and capital at one
end of the scale and poverty at the other, and the crystallization of social strata and
groups into antagonistic classes did not wait for the external impact of colonialism.

17 See H r b e k , op. cit.
18 S e n g h o r, L. S.: Nation et voie africaine du socialisme. Paris, Présence africaine, p. 78.
19 Ibid., p. 116.
2U W a u t h i e r , Claude: The Literature and Thought o f Modern Africa. London, Heinemann 1978,
pp. 238-239.
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True as it is that many African societies did not evolve modes of production known
from E uropean antiquity and the Middle Ages and com parable to feudal or the
slave-holding systems, still there em erged in many parts of Africa states with
a developed social stratification and highly developed complex socio-economic
structures, which were form ations in transition to class societies and societies in
relation to which we are quite justified in speaking of class divisions. These class
divisions, as has been suggested earlier, did not often stand out with sufficient clarity
to be obvious, but were obscured and hidden beneath the social relations which
appeared on the surface.
Such is this au th o r’s basic understanding of the approach to the problem of social
stratification and class differentiation in Africa and the basic rules to be observed
when filling the abstract definitions presented earlier with historical content.
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M a s l o v , Y u . S.: Vvedenie v yazykoznanie (Introduction to Linguistics). Moscow,
Vysshaya shkola 1987. 272 pp.

The book under review is the second, revised edition of the text-book originally
published in 1975. It was written for university students, philologists, and its aim is
“to acquaint students of the first course with the most im portant disciplines and
problem s of linguistics, with basic concepts and term s used at its present stage of
developm ent, the knowledge of which is indispensable for a serious study of any
language” (Prologue).
The present edition carries two additional chapters - on the origin of language,
and on the genealogical classification of languages. Some of the chapters have been
amplified and many have been revised in order to include new notions attained in
this scientific discipline and to adapt them to abilities of students - beginners.
Besides the prologue, the introduction and the epilogue, the book consists of
seven chapters. In the first chapter, nam ed The Substance o f Language: Its Social
Functions and Inner Structure, the author describes language as the most im portant
means of hum an com m unication, as the m eans of forming and expressing thoughts
and as a specific sign system.
The second chapter, Phonetics and Phonology, is devoted to the elucidation of
acoustic, biological, and proper linguistic (i.e. functional or phonological) aspects
of language sounds.
The chapter called Lexicology discusses words as language units. The author
studies the lexical meaning of words, the problem of polysemy and hom onym y, m o
tivation of a word, w ord-com bination and phraseologisms. The chapter is concluded
with a useful and rather practically oriented account of lexicography.
In the next chapter, Grammar, attention is paid to various aspects of m orphem e
- an elem entary bilateral language unit, to gramm atical structure of words, to wordform ation, to parts of speech, and to syntax.
The fifth chapter, nam ed Historical Developm ent o f Languages, is devoted to
problem s of the origin of hum an language, to developm ent of languages and dialects
in different historical epochs, to historical changes in the vocabulary, gram m ar, pho
netics and phonology.
The chapter Comparative-Historical and Typoloical Linguistics comprises a dis
cussion on relations involved in a systematic m aterial correspondence among lan
guages. This also includes a genealogical classification of languages, as well as
a study of the correspondence principles underlying the organizations of language
m aterial, represented by language typology.
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The aim of the last chapter is to describe the origin and development of writing.
A list of recommended literature and a Subject Index by S. A. Krylov are appen
ded. The epilogue brings an outline of specific features of contemporary Soviet lin
guistics which differentiate it from “methodologically unsatisfactory, eclectic, ide
alistic and sometimes openly reactionary tendencies in contemporary linguistics
abroad” (p. 263).
On the whole, this is a very good text-book. It is written in a simple, lucid and
intelligible way, so as fully to satisfy the needs of students and of those interested
in this topic.
Anna Rácová

E t i e m b l e : Ouverture(s) sur un comparatisme planétaire. Paris, Christian
Bourgois Editeur 1988. 283 pp.
Un trait constant et sympathique marquant toutes les oeuvres d’Etiemble, d’ailleurs toutes d’une haute portée, est son effort soutenu ďélaborer un coup ďoeil clair
au point de vue scientifique, appuyé par des expériences abondantes, admirables
mémes, sur le probléme - en ce cas-ci sur la littérature comparée au sens le plus
étroit du mot. Etiemble réussit ä saisir la question esthétique et littéraire de base
de telle maniere qu’elle lui sert alors comme point de départ pour une analyse approfondie et une perception des fines nuances.
Une preuve en est aussi son nouveau livre qui, ľ on peut dire, dans cinq chapitres
présente en un style tout ä fait caractéristique d’Etiemble, son explication propre
du développement historique et contemporain de ľétat de la littérature comparée,
polémique avec les prémisses idéologiques et philosophiques diverses de la science
littéraire, avec les interprétations et désinterprétations variées du message histori
que de la science littéraire comparée. II explique le rôle du facteur social et humain
dans la compréhension du monde et de ľart par rapport ä la recherche de la vérité
artistique et scientifique. L’auteur groupe d’une maniere intéressante et attractive
les réflexions développementales et perspectives touchant ä ľétablissement de la
littérature comparée en tant qu’une discipline scientifique relativement indépendante.
Dans la premiére partie Le tour du monde dans un grenier, ľauteur décrit d’une
maniére vivante comment il est devenu comparatiste, ce qui ľy a mené, oú partout
(ä ľétranger) il a glané les expériences, ce qu’il a lu, ce qui ľintéressait, ce qui ľa
amené ä ľétude de langues étrangéres, sur quoi il réfléchissait. La seconde partie
Ce que je dois ä Marcel Granet est dédiée ä la relation profonde que ľauteur ressentait envers ce l e t t r é '( d é v o i l a n t cette relation et ľéclaircissant de divers aspects). II
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traite plutôt en détail de son oeuvre La pensée chinoise qui lui aida ä com prendre
plus clairem ent la philosophie et la m aniere de penser des chinois (surtout le chapitre Jou hing de Li Ki, et le Tcheng ming de M aitre Kľong).
Dans la troisiéme partie Com paraison n ’est pas raison, ľa u teu r s'occupe de «la
crise» de la littérature com parée des dernieres décennies, de ľopposition de «ľécole
américaine» et de «ľécole frangaise» (provoquée souvent artificiellement en vertue
ď attitudes politiques), s’efforce d ’établir le diagnostic de la littérature com parée et
propose quelques rem édes. Dans la polém ique, n ’évitant pas des expressions de
chauvinisme et provincialisme, il s’appuie sur ľoeuvre de M. G uyard La littérature
comparée (1951) et sur son étude L ittérature com parée ou com paraison n ’est pas
raison (1958). M ontrant un sens tres fin pour le progres et la régression, la polarité
et ľantagonism e de divers m ouvem ents dans ľévolution d ’apres-guerre de la littéra
ture com parée, il défend sa validité internationale et sa justification universelle. II
décrit en connaissance de cause la situation aux E tats Unis, en Itálie, fait des rem ar
ques critiques au sujet de certains phénom ěnes contem porains dans l’U nion soviétique, en Pologne, en Hongrie. II fait cas de certains problěm es de la recherche com 
parée, représentant des efforts de la littérature com parée pour approfondir les rela
tions bilatérales au sens de syntheses interlittéraire de plus grande envergure. A partir d ’environ les années soixante, on parle pour raisons géographiques, historiques
et politiques ď u n e synthese littéraire européenne de Fest (une autre fois d ’un groupem ent littéraire de l’E urope centrale, ou de relations culturelles et littéraires entre
les pays de l’E urope de Fest et du sud-est), et de relations culturelles-littéraires entre
les pays que Rom e avait civilisés. C ependant, ces associations sont plutôt contestables. Avec un optimisme (d’ailleurs justifiable) Etiem ble ajoute que tous les comparatistes se sont concentrés sur Fessentiel: l’objet et les m éthodes de leur commune
discipline. II insiste que la littérature com parée est de nature hum anisté, car eile
approfondit la recherche littéraire scientifique dans des formes de complexes plus
larges. En outre, il analyse le besoin ď une décentralisation d ’enseignem ent de la
littérature com parée et de la question des langues de travail. A ce sujet-ci il rem arque «qu’au XXе siecle, le com paratiste ne peut plus ignorer ni le russe, ni le japonais. Q u ’adviendra-t-il dem ain si la Chine, se ravisant, illustre notre discipline?»
(p. 87). L ’auteur y dévoue une attention adéquate aux questions de la traduction,
du sujet, des m éthodes et program m es de la recherche com parée.
Dans la quatriěm e partie La littérature com parée vingt ans aprěs, il évalue le
développem ent de cette recherche, citant bon nom bre d ’exemples, de relations et
ďaffinités (cependant en ce qui concerne les pays européens socialistes, il ne touche
pour la plupart qu’ä la situation dans l’U nion soviétique, en Pologne et en Hongrie).
Dans la cinquiéme partie intitulée Sur le renouveau du com paratism e en Chine
populaire, Fauteur fait preuve de ses connaissances sur cette région, sur beaucoup
de nuances des degrés développem entaux, des traits spécifiques et de discrétion
dans le choix de Fessentiel ä partir d ’une grande quantité de m atériaux de teile ou
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telle période. II conclue la publication de maniere non-conventionnelle - par une
Orientation bibliographique et un Addendum.
Cette publication par Etiemble mérite ľattention de chacun qui s’intéresse aux
problemes de la littérature comparée. Ľ auteur y reste quelque peu redevable aux
problemes discutés ä ďautres congres AILC/ICLA et ä la recherche comparée qui
se poursuivit dans les pays géographiquement moins en vue. Cependant, son livre
représente sans aucun doute une importante valeur scientifique et culturelle dans
le cadre du monde de penser international.
Ján Múčka

R i e s z, János, B o r n e r, Peter, and S c h o l z , Bernhard (Eds.): Sensus commu
nis. Contemporary Trends in Comparative Literature. Festschrift für Henry Remak.
Tübingen, Gunter Narr Verlag 1986. 463 pp.
Not everyone among outstanding scholars is honoured with such a grandiose
Festschrift as Henry H. H. Remak, Professor Emeritus of Indiana University,
Bloomington, one of the most well-known comparatists of German origin, but
American citizen, who by his erudition and humanistic spirit has done much for
comparative literature. His wide-embracing definition of comparative literature
often provokes dissatisfaction among experts yet is simultaneously attractive by its
provocative challenge.
The editors of the Festschrift could have hardly chosen a more adequate title for
the volume under review. Sensus communis in this case stands for a certain “Golden
M ean” of contradictory views and opinions which are quite self-evident at the pre
sent time. Comparative literature is no exception, for it brings together adherents
to the most diverse critical creeds of many countries of the world and hundreds of
national or ethnic literatures. Every scholarly activity especially if pursued by teams
must dispose of at least a “minimum of agreement” (D. Fokkema) within the methodico-methodological realm. Under such circumstances, the role of people like
Remak becomes irreplaceable. They alone succeed in convincing the disunited re
presentatives of the East and West, the North and South, waging among themselves
an undeclared war, quarelling over trifles, to bury the tomahawks and take the path
of international cooperation.
Every reviewer who would try to make an adequate evaluation of the individual
papers (they number 43 in this volume) would of necessity make pretence of knowl
edge in some cases, or mislead the readers. The entire Festschrift is organized as
a polyphonous agreement with the methodico-methodological procedures of litera
ry comparatistics, as a positive answer to the existence of the interliterary process
in its complex variations, and demonstrates readiness on the part of the participants
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towards m ultilateral discussions. In the spirit of such a “consensus,, I, too, intend
to express my views on some of the papers, those that come close to my field of
study and whose subject is familiar to me.
The whole volume is made up of live relatively balanced parts: I. C ontem porary
Paradigms in Com parative L iterature, II. Topical Problem s and Literary H istorio
graphy in Com parative L iterature, III. Key Concepts of Com parative L iterature,
IV. Exem plary Case Studies, and V. Of Localities and of Historical M om ents.
W eisstein’s study from the first section Assessing the Assessors - A n A natom y o f
Comparative Literature H andbooks will probably be of interest to many readers.
Every com paratist probably knows familiarly m ore than one book of this kind and
it is quite certain that W eisstein has most of them in his library and many went
through his hands. His study is an outcom e of curiosity and skepsis, a stock-taking
with his own theoretical past and with the experience of others, and perhaps is
a m em ento for the future. The author of the study knows what does it m ean to be
one of the pioneers and he is drawing in it the consequences for himself and for
others. Against a background of scores of handbooks he follows up the theoretical
developm ent of the discipline from Paul Van Tieghem ’s La Littérature Comparée,
Paris 1931, up to Sachithanandan’s Oppilakkiam, M adras 1985, and Claudio Guillén’s Entre lo uno y lo diverso: Introducción a la literatura comparada which ap
peared in Barcelona that same year. H e sees three “m ilestones” in this developm ent
to reside, firstly, in the work by Van Tieghem , secondly, in Ď urišin’s Problémy li
terárnej komparatistiky, Bratislava 1967, and thirdly, in his own m eritorious E infüh
rung in die Vergleichende Literaturwissenschaft, Stuttgart 1967. These three books
have created two stages in the theoretical developm ent of com parative literature
the first of which went from the year 1931 to 1966, the second one from 1967 up to
the present times. Nobody can as yet say when will readers m eet with a fourth
“m ilestone” which might usher in a further stage in the developm ent of com parative
literature.
It is possible that som ething of the kind might be brought in again by Ďurišin,
the most outstanding Czechoslovak theoretician of literary com paratistics of the
past two decades. I recall clearly a conversation betw een R em ak and Ďurišin on
the occasion of the IX th A IL C /IC L A Congress in Innsbruck in 1979. Both invited
me to take part in the talk which took place on R em ak’s initiative where quite evi
dently the question was raised about Ď urišin’s further plans. A t the time I was quite
surprised by the vehem ent criticism to which Ďurišin subjected the entire systematics of his own theory of com parative literature. R em ak was smiling and probably
could hardly believe his own ears. But in time it becam e clear that Ďurišin was quite
serious about it, and in the Introduction to his book Teória medziliterárnehoprocesu
(Theory of the Interliterary Process), Bratislava 1985, he rem arked that at the cer
tain situation might find “himself in a certain tension with form er form ulations and
striv in g s... Ultim ately, negation is a guarantee of progress in m an’s thinking. On
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the epistemological plane this does not envolve destruction, but on the contrary,
the setting up of a new system arriving, through a full-value integration of earlier
views, to their new, nontraditional evaluation” (op. cit., p. 5). Just mentioned book
was the product of his new approach to comparative literature.
In all probability, Ďurišin has not forgotten his conversation with Remak and in
this Festschrift devoted to him the study entitled The Limits and Possibilities o f the
Term “Literary Comparatistics”, which resembles, up to a certain degree, his study
Comparison as a Methodological Instruction? from the Theory of the Interliterary
Process. On the whole, Ďurišin’s new theory comprises much that negates earlier
theories, his own and those of others, but also new aspects, as for example, a treat
ment of the specific interliterary communities, and an attempt at a new systematics
of the interliterary process. For the time being, however, his theory on the inter
literary process is in the state of rise and development which will probably take some
time yet to become more or less stabilized.
As a sinologist, I could not help noticing three further contributions to the
Festschrift relating either directly or indirectly to issues of Chinese literature. The
first one, Fokkema’s study The Canon as an Instrument for Problem Solving takes
note, after the example of Dutch and American colleagues, of the literary “canon” ,
its origin, development and function within the frame of reference of various nation
al literatures. This study would probably have benefited had Professor Fokkema
devoted attention to the work of a scholar read and often quoted by him, Jan Mukařovský, Aesthetic Function, Norm and Value as Social Facts. It would have helped
to understand “canon” as a variable entity particularly at the present, fast-changing
time.
The second one, Sun Jingyao’s The “T” Approach in Chinese-Western Literary
Relations, is concerned with the question of the so-called influences and parallel stu
dies and presents a “tentative formula for the combined usage of both methods”
(p. 281). According to this idea, “the horizontal bar of the T represents parallel,
cross-cultural and interdisciplinary study approaches, while the vertical stem repre
sents traditional influence studies within a single cultural system” (p. 282). In reali
ty, this is a considerable oversimplification of the issue and may serve as a mnemonic
aid rather than a methodico-methodological instruction. Sun Jingyao, together with
Lu Kanghua, is the author of the first handbook of literary comparatistics in the
People’s Republic of China entitled Bijiao wenxue daolun (A Guide to Comparative
Literature), Harbin 1984, and the editor of Cowrie, a journal of comparative litera
ture, the first yearbook published in English on the territory of the PRC.
The third study, A. G érarďs O f Shame and Guilt in Drama is concerned with
Phaedra syndrome in the tragedies (or dramas) by Euripides, Seneca, Bandello, Lo
pe de Vega, Racine, and in the novel La Curée by E. Zola. It points to changes in
Phaedra-Srq/f and its elaboration in the “shame and guilt societies”. The first sig
nificant drama of the new Chinese literature (which Professor Gérard, under-
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standably enough, does not m ention) is Cao Y u’s (1910-) Leiyu (Thunderstorm)
from the year 1934, with a m odern Chinese Phaedra. In China this was a product of
a polygamous society and she does not commit suicide but ends in a m ental asylum.
It is a general custom to append a list of the Jubilar sow n scholarly or other
publications. This is unfortunately missing from the present otherwise very valuable
publication.
Marián Gálik

Bateman New Zealand Encyclopedia. 2nd Edition. Editor-in-C hief G ordon
M cLauchlan. Auckland, David B atem an Ltd 1987. 640 pp.
The present encyclopedia published in the second edition (first edition 1983) is
aimed for readers of various age groups and educational history. W ide public of
such a kind no doubt prefers knowledge coded in a clear-cut, brief and accessible
style. And since this is an encyclopedia of a rather small size, the editor-in-chief
and his staff were confronted with a difficult task. They had to be highly selective
in deciding what sort of inform ation to include in the volume and in what am ount.
The criteria for inclusion in the encyclopedia are stated in the Introduction
(p. IX) and explained by M cLauchlan who could rely on his assistant editor Brigid
Pike, his sub-editor Janet B atem an as well as on his editorial board the m em bers
of which have checked the text of the encyclopedia and contributed with their com
ments.
The introductory part of the volume includes, in addition to the Introduction itself
(p. IX), advise of the editor how to use the encyclopedia (pp. X -X I), a list of colour
illustrations and maps (p. X II), as well as acknowledgm ents (p. XV).
The entries, arranged alphabetically from A to Z take up the bulk of the publica
tion (pp. 1-610). They are printed in two columns, in very clear and readable types.
Subjects covered in the encyclopedia range from natural sciences through com m er
ce, industry, economics, agriculture, geography, sociology, anthropology, culture
and arts including literature, history, music and painting, law, state affairs, armed
forces, education, religion, politics, fauna, flora, geology, history of exploration,
international relations, M aori subjects, mass com munication media to sports.
The total num ber of entries may be estim ated at some 2,500. Their size varies
considerably from just a few lines (e.g. P U T A R U R U has been assigned seven lines)
to some two pages (e.g. C O O K , Jam es), the average being some ten to twenty lines.
The text itself is com plem ented with more than 500 black and white illustrations
accompanying the respective entries as well as with 48 pages of colour illustrations
of good quality. In addition to this, there is a large fold-out map at the back of the
volume and several smaller maps.
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Overseas readers will no doubt appreciate extensive coverage of Maori subjects
in the encyclopedia as well as information on New Zealand culture (including writ
ing, galleries, museums, and prominent figures of New Zealand arts, research and
sports). Those readers overseas who have bad experience with the coverage of per
sonalities will especially appreciate the sober attitude of the editor-in-chief who de
cided to grant more space to persons who have created the continuing influence of
a permanent record such as books or art works, whereas some politicians who have
been far better known figures in their own times have been left out to continue their
quiet slide into oblivion (p. IX). On the whole, the proportion of personal entries
is fairly high and many prominent Maoris have been included. The next, modified,
edition ought to include such names as e.g. Keri Hulme but also world-wide known
scholars as Ralph Piddington, Bruce Biggs or Andrew Pawley. Historical entries
inevitably include a good deal of information on prominent Maoris and a lot of
attention has been paid to the explanation of frequently occurring Maori ideas and
features such as hui, mana, karakia, etc. Main subjects are cross-referenced in the
text of the encyclopedia so that they are easy to look for.
The encyclopedia contains two highly useful appendices, a Selective Chronology
of New Zealand History (pp. 611-628) and a Subject Index (pp. 629-640).
The Selective Chronology of New Zealand History (pp. 611-628) contains
a wealth of dated historical events, from the Legendary voyage of Kupe in 925 A.D.
on to the year 1987 in which the Labour Party led by David Lange returned to the
parliament and the New Zealand Netball team won the World Championship at
Glasgow. The first events listed in the Chronology have, however, a semihistorical
value which, however, is hinted at in the entry.
An extremely useful addition to the encyclopedia is the Subject index (pp. 629640) which helps the readers find required information in case of doubt. It is a sys
tematic classification in which the general subjects such as e.g. agriculture, arts,
natural history, education, Maori culture and history, religion, etc. are listed alpha
betically, further subclassified and supplied with cross references if necessary.
The encyclopedia is a useful and valuable source of information not only for New
Zealanders but also for scholars interested in all aspects of New Zealand life, history
and culture.
Viktor Krupa

S i m m o n s , David: Whakairo. Maori Tribal Art. Auckland, Oxford University
Press 1987. 188 pp.
David Simmons, author of many interesting books and papers on Polynesian tra
ditional culture is also an experienced writer. The composition of his Whakairo.
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Maori Tribal A rt is ingenious and coherent. The prelim inary part of this book con
sists of a triad of studies titled Nga Tangata (“The People” , pp. 9-16), Те Maria
(“The Spirit” , pp. 17-51), and Nga A hua (“The Shapes” , pp. 52-62).
Section One Nga Tangata has as English subtitle The Heritage o f the Maori in
New Zealand. H ere Simmons displays his ability to link - and in a meaningful and
relevant way - M aori mythology and Weltanschauung with traditional carving. The
author observes the rules of M aori protocol and opens his book or rather removes
tapu with a M aori prayer called taumaha. The prayer is followed by extensive quo
tations from M aori cosmogony. All M aori texts are parallelled by English trans
lations. Integral parts of the text are num erous colour as well as black-and-white il
lustrations furnished throughout the book with extensive footnotes that are both
inform ative and compiled in an accessible way.
In Те Mana (subtitled The Interpretation o f M aori Carving) David Simmons ex
plains the semiotics of M aori art and thus helps his readers to interpret M aori car
ving, or rather some of its salient features. Again, Simmons’ explanation is based
upon a correlation between the particular features of carving and various m ytho
logical motives. Little has been published on these links so far and yet the links b e
tween these two domains were known by the few to whom the knowledge was passed
down (p. 18).
M any lay readers will profit from the author’s discussion of the hierarchical or
ganization of M aori traditional lore and from his com parison of its various sources
and of their reliability.
The symbolic language of carving is described on pp. 24 ff. Three m ajor tribal sta
tus symbols are dealt with by Simmons’, i.e. the war canoe (waka), the store house
(pataka) and the meeting house (whare whakairo).
The war canoe or rather some of its parts, may be characterized as a symbolic
representation of mythological motifemes. The author concentrates upon tauihu
and taurapa, the most richly decorated elem ents of the M aori canoe.
The store house is discussed under several headings, i.e. Bay o f Plenty Pataka
(pp. 28-33), Taranaki Pataka (pp. 34-36), and Northland Pataka (pp. 36-38).
The meeting house is discussed at some detail on pp. 39-47. Its symbolism is
extremely interesting and based fully upon mythological thought.
. Section Three Nga A hua (pp. 52-62) Simmons characterizes various tribal styles
of carving. The overall picture is com plicated by the fact that individual artists could
work not only for their own tribe. H owever, in such a case the artist would keep to
the style of the host tribe. Simmons has established twelve criteria to identify the
various tribal styles. Two m ajor styles are distinguished by Simmons, the so-called
serpentine body style and the square style (p. 55).
The bulk of the publication deals with the art of carving in various parts of New
Z ealand. This section of the book is titled Nga Iw i ( The Tribes, pp. 63-172). Sim
mons starts with the serpentine styles of the northern tribes, then proceeds to the
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Serpentine style of Taranaki and to the square styles of Wanganui, Waikato and the
Bay of Islands. A special attention has been paid to the tribes of Rotorua, which is
easy to understand because the Arawa tribes are famous for their carving through
out New Zealand. After all, the first school of traditional Maori arts was established
at Rotorua. The particular tribal areas are as a rule given brief characteristics
covering customs and rites; this characteristics is followed by the description of
a variety of carving specimens.
The publication is usefully complemented with a brief glossary of Maori expres
sions (pp. 173-175), quite a few of which are technical terms. Besides, sources of
drawings are listed (pp. 175-181) as well as a list of books (pp. 182-184) and the
book is concluded by a general index (pp. 185-188).
Simmons’ book may no doubt be regarded as a remarkable contribution to Maori
cultural studies.
Viktor Krupa

M o r r i s , Roger: Pacific Sail. Four Centuries o f Western Ships in the Pacific. South
ampton, Ashford Press Publishing 1987. 192 pp.
This attractive publication was published by Ashford Press Publishing in South
ampton in association with David Bateman Ltd in Auckland. As if in parallel to
this, the author was born in England and since 1960 has been living in New Zealand.
The exploration of the Pacific is a favourite subject both of historians and of
writers of books for general readers. The vast expanse of the largest ocean posed
a serious challenge to Western discoverers, and the insular world, especially that
of Polynesia, continues to attract attention and imagination of perhaps more people
than any other part of the world.
Roger Morris decided to approach his subject matter from a different point of
view. As a marine artist with a lifetime interest in navigation he intended to focus
on various types of sailing ships used throughout the Pacific. However, he found
out that no characteristic of a ship would be complete and satisfactory without any
reference to the voyage she was used for.
Illustrations are a vital point in a book on ships and the author as a painter has
run into a lot of difficulties because of this. Paintings and drawings of the early ships
are unreliable, sometimes stylized or drawn by persons without any required ex
perience. The author had to rely in many instances upon written accounts and that
is why his paintings are not devoid of some creativity either. The book, according to Roger Morris, may be said to consist of three sections.
The first section concentrates upon the era of early explorations in the Pacific. It is
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followed by the second section dealing chiefly with Jam es Cook and with Bligh, cap
tain of the Bounty. Finally, the third section comprises a highly selective description
of ships that criss-crossed the ocean in the 19th-20th centuries.
Morris included some inform ation on the most im portant instrum ents of naviga
tion (pp. 7-12), obviously for the benefit of his lay readers. These introductory re
marks are followed by chronologically arranged short chapters of a couple of pages
(27 chapters in all). The first act of the dram a of Pacific belongs to Spain; there is
a chapter on M agellan’s voyage and ships (pp. 13-15), and chapters on the Spanish
ships and expeditions (pp. 16-47). The latter cover various types of Spanish vessels
such as caravel, carrack, galleon, brigantine and describes the voyages of Loaysa,
Legaspi. A rellano and U rdanetta, M endaňa, Quiros and Torres. M ore space is de
voted to the so-called M anila galleons (pp. 37-47) and to a few m aritim e riddles
for which Spanish shipwrecks in A ustralia and also in New Z ealand are responsible
(pp. 34-36).
The era of Spanish voyages was interrupted by a British ouverture of the Eliza
bethan period (pp. 48-56) featuring such well-known personalities as Francis D rake
and Thom as Cavendish used to be in their time.
The rise of the D utch to a world naval power is briefly described in a separate
chapter (pp. 57-63). The author explains the motives of the D utch as well as their
success and focuses chiefly upon the expeditions of le M aire and Schouten and of
Abel Tasm an.
Voyages of William D am pier, W oodes Rogers, C lipperton and Shelvocke in the
17th—18th centuries are the subject of a chapter in which M orris, in addition to them ,
describes Spanish navigation along the west coast of A m erica and the search for
the so-called Davis Land that has never been found (pp. 64-76).
Sometimes the fate of unsuccessful expeditions is m ore interesting and inform a
tive than many a successful voyage. This is true of G eorge A nson’s travels in the
Pacific and of his adventures even if the most thrilling part of it, the story of W ager
is not included here (pp. 77-85).
A rem arkable phase in the history of the Pacific voyages of discovery is that of
the Russian expeditions (pp. 86-96) that concentrated predom inantly upon the
northern parts of the ocean (Bering and fur traders towards the end of the 18th cen
tury) but penetrated also into Polynesia, M icronesia and M elanesia (K rizenshtern,
Lisianski, K otzebue and others; not all of them are discussed by the author).
The achievements of the French are linked to such names as Bougainville, adm i
rer of Tahiti, unhappy Lapérouse, d ’Entrecasteaux (in the 18th century), de Freycinet, D uperrey and above all D um ont d ’Urville in the 19th centrury (pp. 97-103).
The investigation of the Pacific culm inated in the three voyages of Jam es Cook
in the seventies of the 18th century (pp. 104-109). M orris’ interest in Bligh is justi
fied not only by the lasting consequences of the mutiny, i.e. the foundation of
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a colony in Pitcairn (pp. 110-113) but also by the author’s link to the replica of
the Bounty built in 1978 in Whangarei. The author included a section on it (pp.
113-116).
The history of Pacific sailing is rich and picturesque indeed. While in the early
decades of the 19th century the spirit of discovery prevailed, later it gave way to
commerce, whaling, transportation of immigrants to various parts of Oceania. Ships
built for these purposes were diverse and Morris describes them in the second half
of his book. Pure research was rather rare and Darwin’s visit to the Pacific on board
of the Beagle (p. 141) is almost an exception.
Morris has managed to master this wealth of heterogeneous topics in a very in
teresting manner, which is no doubt due also to his first-hand experience with the
Pacific navigation and to his artistic talent.
Most of the chapters include authentic quotations from the ships’ journals, tech
nical data on the individual ships and occasional schemes, sketches and plans, in
addition to many charming colour illustrations painted by Morris himself.
Viktor Krupa

Tuyen tap Те Hanh (Les oeuvres choisies de Те Hanh). Editions des Lettres Hanoi,
Nha xuat ban Van hoc 1987. 407 pp.
Dans les années 1932-1933, le mouvement Nouvelle poésie s’est formé dans la
littérature vietnamienne sous l’influence tres sensible des oeuvres du romantisme
frangais. Ses représentants et adhérents se déclarerent radicalement contre les ca
nons de la poésie classique. Cependant, ils ne se bornérent pas aux changements
formels (vers libre, symbolisme, procédés métaphoriques), mais visaient aussi l’envergure de l’expression des sentiments humains, la compétence, ľhabileté de mettre
ä nu ľindividualité du poete. Ils apprenaient chez les poetes frangais - Baudelaire,
Verlaine, puis Lamartine, Vigny, Mallarmé, Rimbaud, Valéry.
Un des derniers représentants du mouvement Nouvelle poésie est Те Hanh (né
en 1921) dont les oeuvres choisies forment la publication présente. II s’agit ďune
sélection de quatorze collections publiées par l’auteur, et quelques uns de ses роёmes, non publiés jusqui’ici, recueillis par Nguyen Bao.
Le livre est introduit par une biographie concise du poete et une liste de ses oeu
vres, le tout suivi par une étude d’introduction par Ma Giang Lan (pp. 13-54), qui
commente, analyse et évalue le chemin créatif de Те Hanh (par endroits ďune ma
niere schématique et formelle). Cependant, eile fait ressortir les procédés spécifiques et les images de son oeuvre poétique, ce qui le met souvent ä part de ses prédécesseurs romantiques (The Luu, Huy Can, Xuan Dieu et autres). II n’avait que
dix-huit ans (en 1939) quant il regut (avec la poétesse Anh Tho), le prix pour la
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poésie, décerné par le groupe littéraire des romantistes vietnamiens Tu Luc van
doan (Par ses propres forces). Sa toute premiere collection Hoa nien (Ľ äge en fleur,
1944) contient ses poemes lyriques sur ľam our, la femme, la patrie, des flambées
d’émotions, et le chagrin. Cependant, c’est une sorte de «chagrin brillant d'une äme
noble» qui n’est pas ä merne de voiler ľessence de son äme - ľoptimisme de la vie.
II écrit les poemes dans les années 1938-1941. De ses oeuvres d'apres la Revolution
d’Aoüt (1945) on connait surtout les collections Long mien Nam (Coeur du Sud,
1956), Gui mien Bac (Au Vietnam du Nord, 1958), Tiengsong (Le bruit des vagues,
1960), Di suot bai ca (Jusqu’au bout du chant, 1970), et Theo nhip thang ngay (Au
rythme des jours et des mois, 1974). C’est une lyrique civile chantant la patrie et la
lutte pour ľunification du pays. Une collection ä noter est Hau nua yeu thuong
(Deux moitiés d’amour, 1963), oü le poete rappelle Goethe, Brecht, Antokolsky,
mais aussi la mere, la femme, ľ a m i... Une lyrique réflexive ľem porte aussi dans
les collections Con duong va dong song (Le chemin et le courant du fleuve, 1980),
et Bai ca su song (Le chant de la vie, 1985).
Au lieu ďun épilogue, c’est une courte réflexion du poete Che Lan Vien (un des
premiers représentants du mouvement Nouvelle poésie) qui conclue ce choix des
oeuvres de Те Hanh. Elle porte sur son oeuvre et est intitulée Те Hanh hay tho va
each mang - Те Hanh ou bien la poésie et la révolution.
Ce choix des oeuvres du poete est bien avisé, réfléchi et balancé, attrayant pour
le lecteur. Gräce ä lui, nous parvenons ä connaitre mieux et plus intimmement un
poete qui occupe un place irremplagable parmi les représentants de la poésie mo
deme au Vietnam.
Ján Múčka

L o v e d а у , Leo: Explorations in Japanese Sociolinguistics. Amsterdam - Philadel
phia, John Benjamins Publishing Company 1986. 153 pp.
While in Japan books on the state of Japanese language and linguistic literature
in general continues to flood the market, relatively little attention has been paid to
non-descriptive study of Japanese either in Europe or in America, which is a pity
because Japanese is one of those languages that ought to be taken into account for
the purposes of the theory of linguistics. As far as exceptions are concerned, at least
R. A. Miller’s The Japanese Language in Contemporary Japan (Washington, D. C.,
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research 1977) as well as his Japan’s
Modern Myth: The Language and Beyond (New York, Weathershill 1982) ought to
be mentioned here. In the Soviet Union, it is S. V. Neverov who has published on
the subject (cf. his monograph Obshchestvenno-yazykovaya praktika sovremennoi
Yaponii, Moscow, Nauka 1982).
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Leo Loveday’s volume has been published in the series Pragmatics and Beyond
devoted to interdisciplinary study of language.
In the Foreword the author states that information about Japanese language and
society has been both insufficient and inaccurate. In an effort to make the text ac
cessible to as many readers as possible, technical terminology has been restricted
to a minimum and the discussion of the subject is biased towards pragmatics and
anthropology, which is not undesirable.
Loveday’s book contains some information on sociolinguistic research in Japan
but more attention is being paid to some interesting sociolinguistic aspects of the
Japanese language.
Basic information on Japanese (pp. 1-3) is followed by an interesting discussion
of the reflection of social structure and behaviour in Japanese, e.g., honorifics (pp.
4-8). Information on social and regional variation (pp. 8-11) is complemented with
data on sex differentiation, age and group identity that are relevant for the use of
language. Attempts at a language reform are also mentioned, even if briefly (pp.
21-24). External influence on Japanese is dealt with in a chronological sequence,
beginning from Korean, Chinese, through Portuguese, Spanish and Dutch to
German and above all English (cf. pp. 26-28). While the influence of Korean,
Portuguese, Spanish and Dutch (as well as that of German) is relatively modest,
that of English is rapidly growing.
The author is right when maintaining that in Japanese sociolinguistics there has
been an overheavy emphasis on mere data collection while theoretical elaboration
are largely missing.
Chapter Two (pp. 33-55) includes characteristics of a Japanese wedding scena
rio. This illustration of language as an integral element of human behaviour is fol
lowed by an analysis of Japanese verbs of giving (pp. 57-78). This analysis of a re
latively closed system of lexical units furnishes a convincing example of the inevita
bility of a wider definition of what is meaning, amounting to a rejection of the purely
structuralist approach to language. This reveals one of those points in which Japa
nese and European languages differ considerably, i.e. the identification of the
speech act participants. While in European languages this usually takes place via
the system of deictic elements pointing out directly to the participants of the dis
course, in Japanese the primary mechanism is the social status of the persons
concerned including the factors of sex, age, social position, in-group, out-group, etc.
this mechanism suffers from some shortcomings and does not exclude ambiguity.
Chapter Four (pp. 79-117) may be characterized as a confrontational grammar
of semiotics of behaviour. Here the author concentrates upon those units of behav
iour that produce undesirable effects when occurring in a cross-cultural situation.
So far little attention has been paid to similar instances of behavioural interference
and clash between various cultures.
One of the aspects in which the speech of Japanese men differs from that of Ja-
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panese women is pitch. Loveday has generalized what has been written on the sub
ject and maintains that there is much less sex-based pitch differentiation in English
than in Japanese. These differences may cause some sociocultural disturbance in
com m unication between Japanese and non-Japanese speech act participants.
H owever, the most interesting instances of a semiotic conflict are quoted on pp.
96-117. This is supported by an analysis of a variety of verbal, vocal and kinesic
signs as well as rhetoric patterns. The term semiotic schism is used to describe the
ensuing disturbances for which, according to the author, both Japanese and E u ro 
peans alike are responsible. The facts described in this chapter have implications
for non-linguistic sphere and deserve further study for practical purposes.
The publication is com plem ented with extensive footnotes (pp. 121-134) and re
ferences (pp. 135-153). It may well be recom m ended to everybody interested in
Japanese linguistic behaviour.
Viktor Krupa
Japanese Business Language. A n Essential D ictionary Compiled by the Mitsubishi
C orporation. Tokyo, KPI Ltd 1987. 221 pp.
Japanese Business Language is a unique work of its kind among studies of J a p a 
nese language. Its content and designation are those of a practical publication. The
book is a contribution to the studies dealing with com m unication between the Japa
nese and other languages speakers. In this sense the reviewed book has contributed
to the research of the linguistic (but not only that) background of the busm en com 
m unication between Japanese and foreign executives. In this very im portant sphere
of contacts between Japan and the rest of the world notorious problem s and diffi
culties have persisted. Foreign executives in Japan encounter these problem s when
trying to understand Japanese business practices and thus to understand the back
ground of the Japanese business world; Japanese executives abroad face the same
problem s in their effort to explain their business techniques there.
The Mitsubishi C orporation have compiled Japanese Business Language having
carefully chosen about 500 basic words and phrases for which, although they are
a part of everyday Japanese businessmen conversation, it is impossible to give a sim
ple translation and m oreover their meaning and usage in business language and con
versation are not given either in common linguistic, or specialized books. It is pre
cisely these words and phrases that represent purely Japanese specific traits of both
Japanese reality and how the Japanese see, think and feel about the business world.
The dictionary helps the reader to understand the psychology and ethics of Japa
nese business practice, makes it possible for him to understand the personal and
work relations and the ways and channels of com m unication within the m anagem ent
of Japanese business world. It also provides inform ation on Japanese business prac-
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tices which cannot be found in any other business study. In this way the book serves
the purpose of both learning about the typical Japanese ways of understanding the
business and comparing the practices of the western and Japanese business, and at
the same time it provides western businessmen with the key to the correct commu
nication with their Japanese partners.
In this way it helps to improve business communication standards in the sphere
of contacts between Japan and the non-Japanese world. The dictionary extends be
yond the limits of basic dual-languages and explanatory dictionaries. It goes deep
to provide us with the etymology of words, it also gives exhaustive information on
the usage of words and phrases and the nuances of their meanings and shows the
meanings of words and phrases change depending on their usage. Although the
choice of entries is oriented at business language, many of them can find their use
in everyday conversation as well. Thus, the dictionary also serves a wider cultural
purpose and can both enrich the vocabulary of foreigners and help them to under
stand typical Japanese linguistic and cultural characteristics. Explanatory notes
offer the reader a varied picture of historic, cultural, social, linguistic, and factual
informatiom on Japan. It will help to complete a mosaic of knowledge of the soci
ology of Japanese society.!
Japanese Business language can be studied and used not only as a dictionary but
can be read as an interesting book being both informative and entertaining. In both
cases the book maintains its primary purpose, i.e. to be a practical guide how to
make use of all knowledge in communication and speaking practice.
We can but agree with the statement that ((Japanese Business Language is a uni
que work, a landmark study that will remain a classic in the years to come” (p. XII
of Introduction).
Stefan Pecho
M a z u r , Yu. N., M o z d y k o v , V. М., К о H y ö n , K i m Ü n g m o , R y u
Y ö n g g ö l : Rusko-koreiskii i koreisko-russkii slovar (Russian-Korean and Korean-Russian Dictionary). Moscow, Russkii yazyк - Pyongyang, Kwahak, Paekkwa
sajön ch’ulp’ansa 1988. 902 pp.
The latest Russian-Korean and Korean-Russian Dictionary was published as
a joint work of Soviet and Korean linguists. The Dictionary consists of two parts,
both containing some 50,000 entries from the modern Russian and Korean literary
languages.
The dictionary is destined for Soviet and Korean specialists, translators, scholars
and practical users, teachers and students.
The proper Russian-Korean part (pp. 15-440) is arranged as follows: homonyms
are listed separately and are marked by Roman figures; verbs of both perfective
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and imperfective aspects are given but, as a rule, Russian equivalents are given with
the imperfective verbs. Verbs are equipped with four indices specifying types of con
jugation. O ther verbs are specially m arked. All types of verbs are to be found in
grammatical tables of Russian (pp. 441-452) where also declinational samples are
given. Every verb is specified w hether of perfect or im perfect aspects; every sub
stantive is m arked for its gender (masculine, feminine or neuter) and so are pluralia
tantum . W hen necessary, lexemes are classified according to their conceptual do
main (e.g. “from physical sphere”) or are stylistically m arked (e.g. “obsolete
term ”). Accent is m arked with all Russian words, except for the italicized ones. Se
lected geographical names are also given.
The proper K orean-Russian part (pp. 459-898) is arranged according to the K o
rean alphabet adopted in the D .P .R .K . Hom onym s are m arked with Rom an fig
ures. K orean nouns, as a rule, are translated by Russian nouns in singular. If there
is no adequate Russian noun, then it is translated by an adjective or a word from
another part of speech, and there is an abbreviation m arking a noun. K orean adjec
tives are translated, as a rule, by Russian adjectives (in masculine and singular). In
the case that K orean adjective is not translated by a Russian adjective, but by a verb
or another part of speech, then it is similarly m arked by an abbreviation specifying
an adjective. K orean verbs are translated by Russian verbs of imperfective aspect.
K orean adverbs are translated by corresponding Russian adverbs but, if there is no
adequate Russian adverb, it can be translated by a Russian participle and there is
an abbreviation specifying an adverb. The syllable or syllables which differ in pro
nunciation from the script are given in square brackets. In this part, too, accent is
m arked with all Russian words, except for the italicized ones. Similarly, selected
geographical names are included, as is the case in the Russian-K orean part.
There are phraseological expressions, proverbs and exemplifications in both parts
m arked by a rhom b.
There are no characters in both parts which is understandable in a dictionary of
medium size.
This useful and handy one-volume dictionary compiled and edited by Soviet and
K orean scholars deserves gratitude from all prospective users and will also prove
of great help to them.
J o ze f G enzor

D e b o n , G ünther and H s i a , A drian (Eds.): Goethe und China - China und
Goethe. B e rn -F ran k fu rt am M ain -N ew Y ork, Peter Lang 1985. 215 pp.
The blurb of the book under review carries these two sentences: “W hen in 1899
the third volume of Goetheforschungen had appeared, it seemed that the topic
G oethe in China was exhausted. The present book goes back to it.”
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In July 1982, a few months following the 150th anniversary of Goethe’s death,
sinologists and experts on Goethe’s work from three continents (Europe, America
and Asia) met in Heidelberg in order collectively to discuss, after a pause of over
80 year, Goethe’s relations to China and the other way round. True, much work
has been done in this field after 1899, although this was due to the individuals, as
is attested to by the studies and books by R. Wilhelm, W. Bauer, Ch. Wagner-Dittmar, E. Trunz, U. Aurich, E. Seiden, Hideo Fukuda and others. The book under
review makes no mention of, nor any reference to the Chinese work by a team of
authors entitled Gede zhi renshi (The Knowledge about Goethe) which appeared
in Nanking in 1933 and contains articles, translations, newspaper reports, eventually
other materials by numerous eminent men of letters and philosophers of that time,
such as Zong Baihua, Zhou Fucheng, He Lin, Tian Han, Chen Quan, Tang Junyi,
Jiang Bingzhen and a few others.
The meeting in Heidelberg was the beginning of activity by the international re
search team organized later as Euro-Sinica which intends to study a far wider field
in Sino-European literary relationships than is presented by the work of Johann
Wolfgang Goethe as such, or by German literature. The first meeting had reckoned
with a more comprehensive programme of study, but it was not possible to find pro
moters for all the themes. Thus, for example, there was no one among those present
who would have pointed to the reception and impact of Goethe’s Faust in China,
nobody made any attempt at analysing the important question of translations of
Goethe into Chinese, or of the overall image of Goethe in Chinese literature before
1949, the image of China in Germany during the times of Goethe, etc. On the othčr
hand, some of the papers proved a pleasant surprise by their breadth of view, mode
of processing of material and new insights.
Katharine Mommsen’s paper is an excellent introduction into the symposium.
She makes a successful review of European studies of Goethe concerning China and
vice versa, and likewise of Chinese works insofar as they appeared in Western lan
guages. A point of interest is that none of those present noted during her lecture
that Richard Wilhelm and Wei Lixian refer to one and the same person; as a matter
of fact, the letter is the Chinese form for the name of this outstanding German Sinol
ogist who has done so much for Sino-German interliterary and interphilosophical
relations. Meredith Lee had no easy work presenting Chinesisch-Deutsche Jahresund Tageszeiten (Sino-German Annual and Daily Periods), nevertheless she had
something new to say about this complex work. Günther Debon’s has a more agree
able task. His paper about Goethe’s lecture in Heidelberg at the end of September
or early October 1815 on a Chinese novel gave him as a sinologist to point out sev
eral less known facts, and a relatively widespread error. The latter refers to the fairly
general view that Goethe in his conversation with Eckermann on 31 January 1927,
when defining his apprehension of “world literature” , had in mind the Chinese novel
which he had read and explained also at Heidelberg, hence Hao qiu zhuan (The
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Story o f an Ideal Marriage). This is not true. Evidence is available that at the time
he had in hand the novel Huajian ji (Chinese C ourtship), although much from The
Story o f an Ideal Marriage was included in his characteristic of the Chinese Court
ship, as I know7from Eckerm ann. The Story o f an Ideal Marriage m ade quite a strong
impression on G oethe.
Professor Feng Zhi, doyen of Chinese germanists and an em inent Chinese poet,
is exceptionally represented in the book under review by two contributions: one
deals with his impressions from reading G o eth e’s poetry and views on poetry, the
other with typological affinities between G oethe and the great Chinese medieval
poet D u Fu (712-770). Feng Zhi had read and studied G oethe for whole decades,
although he did not specialize in him; at one time he would part with him, then
again come close to him. He belonged among num erous Chinese men of letters who
adm ired G oethe, but in contrast to most of them or rather their writings, som ething
at least, even though not much from G oethe, entered into his works. A t the time
when Feng Zhi was most receptive to the impact of G erm an literature, some G er
man rom anticists, folk ballads, and especially R. M. Rilke were far closer to him
than G oethe. I find it hard to subscribe to Yang W uneng’s opinion when he writes
in his paper on G oethe and m odern Chinese literature that Feng Zhi had begun to
study G o eth e’s work and introduced it to the Chinese audience already in the 1930s.
The fact is that his first article about G oethe entitled Gedede wannian (The Last
Years of G oethe) was w ritten in 1941. Feng Zhi m ade an analysis in it of G oethe’s
work Trilogie der Leidenschaft (Trilogy of Passion) from the years 1823-1824.
Fan D acan’s paper dealing with Chinese attitudes to G oethe’s aesthetic views de
rives from premises and m aterials similar to Feng Z h i’s first paper and arrives at
similar results. Yang W uneng’s contribution played its role in China (it appeared
there in an altered form in the magazine Zhongguo jianshe, M arch 1982), but also
in the present collection, although it appears rather difficult to claim that G oethe’s
The Sorrows o f Young Werther had influenced the works by Jiang Guangci, Bing
Xin and others, as these were w ritten in the form of letters. That begs to be proved.
A far m ore circumspect line as regards similar statem ents has been adopted by
B arbara A scher whose first work devoted to a study of the aspects of reception of
G o ethe’s The Sorrows o f Young Werther in China in the first decades of our century
should be considered as one of the most im portant contributions in this volum e,
particularly as far as new inform ation is concerned which the authoress had been
collecting for years and under onerous conditions. It is to be hoped that she will
continue her research, bring it to a close and inform readers with the results regard
ing either Werther s reception or Storm ’s Im m ensee’s translations in the new Chinese
literature. A novelty in sinology is brought in also by papers referring to a Chinese
dram atization of W erther by A drian Hsia, and of Mignon in Chinese veil by B arbara
Kaulbach.
The paper dealing with G oethe’s reception in China after 1976 by G ao Zhongfu
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should be seen in the light of the ongoing efforts to make Goethe or writings about
him accessible to as many readers in the PRC as possible following the wasted years
of “Cultural Revolution” . It is rather a pity that no work has appeared either at this
meeting or anywhere else, that would show Goethe’s reception in China from the
beginning of this century down to our days.
Finally a few words about two papers that differ slightly by their character from
the others. It is the philosophically remarkable comparative study by Antony Tatlow
on Goethe and Brecht in connection with Chinese universalism apprehended
according to J. Needham, and the analytically precisely processed comparative
study by Wolfgang Kubin in which, using the typological method, he points to the
affinities between the main characters in Yu Dafu’s short story Chenlun (The
Sinking) and The Sorrows o f Young Werther. Their genetic-contact relationship may
be seriously questioned, or rather it is practically unprovable.
Goethe und China - China und Goethe as the first volume of the series Euro-Sinica (its Editor-in-Chief being Professor Adrian Hsia) holds great promise for the
future. All those seriously interested in the knowledge of interliterary and intercultural relations between China and the European cultural area will have to reach out
for the works which appear or will later appear in it.
Marián Gálik

E i d e , Elisabeth: China’s Ibsen. From Ibsen to Ibsenism. London, Curzon Press
1987. 201 pp.
Dr. Elisabeth Eide chose as maxim for her book a motto from the Latin gramma
rian Terentius Maurus: Pro cap tu lectoris habent sua fata libelli. I found this a down
right challenge. I had been also a bit provoked by the heading of the book, i.e. a play
on the words Ibsen and Ibsenism. Now I have before my eyes a young graduate in
sinology of Oslo University, when on the occasion of the Congress of Chinese Stu
dies of Oxford in 1971, she addressed me for the first time in the bus taking to
Shakespeare’s birthplace Stratford upon Avon to be present at the performance of
Merchant o f Venice. She told me what she was interested in, confided to me her
plan to write about Ibsen for her M.A. thesis. Two years later she successfully
defended it under the title: Hu Shi and Ibsen: Ibsen s Influence in China 1917-1921
as Seen through the Eyes o f a Prominent Chinese Intellectual.
It was already clear at that time that the quantity of literary material she had on
hand (she visited me also in Bratislava and had taken some with her) would far ex
ceed the requirements of an M.A. thesis and it proved advantageous that for over
ten years, besides her work at the Royal Library, Oslo, and her organizing activity
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in the E uropean Association pf Chinese Studies, she pursued in depth the study of
Ibsen and his impact in China. The result is the present book.
Its first part entitled Individualism and Literature draws mostly on the above
m entioned M. A. thesis. In this way, unpublished results of some years of study be
come available to interested readers. It is concerned almost exclusively with Profes
sor Hu Shi (1891-1962) and through his interm ediary with the traditional concept
of “individualism ” in China and in E urope of the 19th century or of a little later
period, particularly with Shaw’s apprehension of Ibsenism which did not fail to find
a response in H u Shi. Hu Shi was one of the most consequent advocates of indi
vidualism and liberal pragmatism in China.
Also in the second section called Feminism following in Mrs. E id e’s scholarly de
velopm ent her “individualistic” stage just referred to, H u Shi rem ains one of the
most im portant subjects of research. As regards a com prehensive apprehension of
the world, Professor Hu Shi came closest to E id e’s own Weltanschauung. Next
come, but somewhat in the background, Lu X un and a few others, particularly Yuan
Zhenying, Yuan Bing, or W ang Ping. As there is a question here of works that are
little known or not studied as yet, her analysis is refreshing. It goes to show that
Chinese critics focus their attention preponderantly on Ibsen’s N ora which is fairly
natural owing to the fact that A D oll’s House was “the most often translated and
perform ed of Ibsen’s plays in C hina” (p. 98).
In the third section headed L iterature and Critics, Mrs. Eide follows the problem
of Ibsenism m anifested as “N oraism ” in m odern Chinese literature, and in W estern
and Chinese approaches to Ibsen and his works. A lthough a second part of this
section is undeniably interesting, I dare say that the first half, focused on Ibsenism
as “N oraism ” , is the most valuable - at least to a literary scholar.
Though loath, yet I have to observe that the authoress devoted precisely to this
part less diligence, less thoroughness than she ought to have, or could have. W hen
examining in m ore detail Ibsen’s deeper impact on new Chinese literature one may
hardly subscribe to one of the fundam ental theses of the book, namely: “The Chi
nese never read Ibsen to find aesthetic solutions to literary problem s. They encoun
tered Ibsen through Ibsenism, and Ibsenism determ ined what they would see in Ib
sen” (p. 150). Much of the m aterial found in critical essays may be taken as justifying
Elisabeth E id e’s statem ent, but that is a form of an external influence which may
find its vindication, e.g. in intellectual history but never in literary creation as such,
and this is a decisive factor. A deep inner influence must becom e reflected in literary
structure of the receiving literature, primarily in the literary works themselves, and
these may not be bypassed if a scholarly study is objectively to evaluate “C hina’s
Ibsen” . In my view, but also in that of others, these include, for instance, Tian H a n ’s
(1898-1968) Nan gui (R eturn to the South), Cao Y u’s (1910-) Leiyu (The Thunder
storm) or Yang Jiang’s (1911—) Feng X u (W indswept Blossoms).
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The book under review is supplemented with the translation of Hu Shi’s article
Ibsenism, then an Abstract Bibliography of Chinese Articles 1917-1947, Works
Cited, and an Index. It “traces the reception of Ibsen’s works in China in the period
1917 to 1935” (p. 11) and takes no note at all of the development after 1949.
The book would have been even more useful for a study of the new Chinese lit
erature if, when it would write not only about “China’s Ibsen” but also “Ibsen in
China”. The assertion that “in China Ibsen became nothing but Ibsenism” (p. 151)
loses in plausibility when literary works positively influenced by Ibsen, come into
the focus of attention. If more had been written in the book about Ibsen in Chinese
literature in the light of the existing knowledge about the genetic-contact relations
within the theoretical and practical framework, it would have been far more justified
that “pro captu lectoris” in the introductory motto.
Marián Gálik
K i n к 1e у, Jeffrey C .: The Odyssey ofShen Congwen. Stanford, Stanford Univer
sity Press 1987. 464 pp.
The book under review is the most comprehensive attempt at presenting a per
spective of the life and partly also the work of one of modern Chinese writers in
the whole scholarly production.
The reader will perceive right from the start that Professor Kinkley rates Shen
Congwen very highly and admires him. In the Introduction he asserts that some ex
perts in the new Chinese literature “have gone to acclaim Lu Xun as cN o .l’ and
Shen Congwen as ‘No.2’” (p. 1) in this domain. He mentions no names, but only
observes that these words, written in his Ph.D. thesis entitled Shen Ts’ung-wen’s
Vision o f Republican China, Harvard University 1977, “have to be deleted or alter
ed before the book could be considered publishable in China” (p. 285). What the
Chinese editors will do about these words is anybody’s guess, but this rating in re
lation to Shen Congwen is, to my view, somewhat too high, although I admit that
Shen undoubtedly belongs among the best Chinese writers of the 1920s till 1940s.
The unfair and negative attitude towards him in the PRC and in Taiwan up to the
recent time, and even a suppression of his very existence in Chinese literary histo
riography after the year 1949, resulted if not in a complete unconcern for his work,
then at least in a questionable and inadmissible attitude towards certain aspects of
his work and his personality, but in recent years in an exaggerated admiration for
his merits. This divergent attitude may have been brought about by the unjustified
negation of Shen Congwen’s literary merits in the past and an undue prominence
being given to certain aspects of his work in the USA and in Western Europe.
Kinkley failed to mention, but probably he could hardly have known, that Shen
Congwen was a favourite author of Jaroslav Průsek who in talks with his pupils re-
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peatedly m entioned that he would like to devote himself m ore deeply to his study.
A lthough he wrote less about him and translated nothing from him, yet we may
infer from his article written in G erm an and entitled CWuan-cWi Tradition in the
book by Wolfgang Franke and Brunhild Staiger (Eds.): China H andbuch, Düssel
dorf, Bertelsm ann Universitätsverlag 1974, that he considered Shen to be a “great
w riter of m odern C hina” and expressed regret that “his creative activity had been
forcibly interrupted” (p. 244). Young Průsek had met Shen Congwen in Peking
together with Ma Lian and Zheng Zhendo at the house of Dr. Yamei Kin, the first
Chinese lady physician, where he had his board. On that occasion Shen Congwen
gave him his book about Ding Ling, although from the record of this event in Průšek’s Sestra moje Čína (China, My Sister), Prague 1940, p. 284, it is not at all clear
w hether this took place in 1933 or 1934. A t the m eeting Průsek was evidently m ore
interested in Ding Ling that in Shen Congwen, for the question of her life or rather
death at the hand of her political enemies kept the Chinese and partly also foreign
cultural community busy for a long time. In an extensive article on the new Chinese
literature, published in Das neue China, 6, 1940, Nos. 39-41, pp. 456-465, 523-536
and 588-600, a longer paragraph is devoted to Shen Congwen, but it does not
suggest that Průsek at that time had made any special study off Shen’s works. The
article in the China Handbuch is quite a different m atter. The student of Chinese
literature becomes aware at first glance that before writing it Průsek had read Shen
Congwen’s works and succeeded in correctly characterizing them . It can only be
regretted that he found no time for a m ore thorough study of this writer.
Professor Kinkley, on the other hand, in working on this book, found m ore time
than probably any other scholar for a study of the life on one single Chinese m odern
author, perhaps with the exception of Olga Lang’s Pa Chin and His Writings, H ar
vard University Press 1967. In addition, he also proved a “fervid” interview er, who
“interrogated” and “cross-exam ined” Shen Congwen, his close relatives, friends
and colleagues in a score of meetings. Through a reading of his works, critical
writings about him and the judgm ents of historians, he endeavoured to come to
know him and his works, the entire environm ent in which he moved from his birth
on 28 D ecem ber 1902, until the year 1985 when he was com pleting his notes for his
extensive m onograph. The reader is just staggered not only by the quantity of m a
terial of the most diverse kind, but also by the notes which, together with the section
Reference M atter, constitute over one-third of the book. F uture scholars will cer
tainly be grateful to the author, for it is very probable that the aged writer would
never confide some of the facts and views to anyone and these would be forever
lost to further study.
To put all the facts with the most diverse docum entation into a single book, how
ever, need not always be the happiest idea, and I fear that this book is one of those
which few will read from cover to cover, although in all probability many will read
from it - and not solely those interested in the new Chinese literature.
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This book shows Shen Congwen as man and as writer from every possible aspect,
and it seems, better so as man than as writer. Within this frame of reference, only
Lu Xun is better known to us, but then scores and scores of scholars took part in
researching Lu Xun’s life and work. “This is a book more of history, than of criti
cism” wrote Kinkley in the Introduction. “It is a story of Shen Congwen’s life, his
times, his thought, and his art - considered whole, the more so since this is a pioneer
biography and all-but-authorized one to boot” (p. 2). This is truly a justifiable
feather in Mr. Kinkley’s cap, on the other hand, however, more literary evaluation
would have proved a great boon to the book. Evaluation forms an important part
of literary analysis constituting a responsible deed on the part of a literary critic and
historian. A literary work is a work of art principally because it is a carrier of value
in its various forms; we shall never be able to appreciate, and within the framework
of the possible, to prove Shen Congwen’s literary importance unless we show his
relative greatness on the axiologic plane. This certainly requires some courage and
a “critical distance” , but this is the only way how to fulfil the mission of the literary
scholar. Kinkley was aware that a “bigger difficulty for Shen’s reputation than the
fact that he wrote many flawed works is his chronic (though luckily not invariable)
inattention to larger literary structures” (p. 3). Lu Xun never wrote a novel and
nobody has ever reproached him the omission, if it ever is one, Shen Congwen wrote
“many flawed works” in small forms, and it is right to admit it. It is possible to agree
with Průsek who besides his positive appreciation of the “wealth and diversity” of
Shen Congwen’s work, pointed out his “lack of balance and anarchy” (op. cit.
p. 244), whereby he probably had in mind the formal and compositional aspect of
Shen’s works. Kinkley’s predecessor in the study of Shen’s work Nieh Hua-ling in
her book Shen Ts’ung-wen, Boston, Twayne Publishers, Inc. 1972, wrote about the
novelettes of this writer: “Shen Ts’ung-wen is not as flawless as one might wish. His
preference for the 'plain narrative’ exposes him to criticism - sometimes deservedly
- as a loose writer, and a writer with 'structural deficiences’” (p. 123).
Precisely because the book under review is an odyssey of Shen Congwen’s life,
it conveys far less insight into his work than might perhaps be necessary. Kinkley
makes relatively little use of the possibilities of an intrinsic analysis (Wellek and
Warren) of Shen’s oeuvre, and when he does, then they serve him for a sociologic,
folkloristic, ethnographic, or some other such research.
If we take up one of the best known and the most translated of Shen Congwen’s
stories Xiaoxiao from the year 1929, we find that Professor Kinkley devotes it just
four sentences dispersed throughout the book. In the first of them he states that
Shen’s sister-in-law was an illiterate child bride “who aspired to become a liberated
woman, like Shen’s character Xiaoxiao” (p. 23). In the second one he writes that
Xiaoxiao begins to entertain visions of becoming a young student to escape her sorry
predicament of becoming pregnant by another man than her child-husband (p. 173).
On p. 179 he likewise follows up a sociologic aim when he states that Xiaoxiao is
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“one of the few stories featuring a patriarchal control” , and finally the same may
be said of the last sentence in which Kinkley affirms that Xiaoxiao is showing up
the “unnaturalness of the custom of child brides” (pp. 181-182). This, of course,
does not apply to all the analysed works. For instance, the author devotes far more
attention to another outstanding short story by Shen Congwen, Yuexia xiaojing
(Under Moonlight), but the reason is that it interested him as an example of folklore
from Shen Congwen’s native West Hunan.
With the exception of the rather exaggerated praise showered on Shen Congwen’s
merits, these words are not meant as criticism. The choice of the methods, object
and aim of research is the author’s inalienable right. To my mind, however, with
more attention devoted to the literary aspect of Shen Congwen’s work (not exclud
ing the evaluative aspect), the author would have served better the cause of knowl
edge of the new Chinese literature, and of one of its most outstanding representa
tives.
Kinkley’s is also the first book to deal in detail with the question of the socalled ‘regional literature’ in China and from this point of view it is truly of a pio
neering character.
Marián Gálik

M o n s c h e i n , Ylva: Der Zauber der Fuchsfee. Entstehung und Wandel eines
((Femme-fatale”-Motivs in der chinesischen Literatur (The Magic Power of a Fox
Fairy. The Rise and Changes of a “Femme-fatale” Motif in Chinese Literature).
Frankfurt/M ain, Haag + Herchen Verlag 1988. 417 pp.
This book is the 10th volume of the Heidelberger Schriften zur Ostasienkunde,
a promising series initiated in 1980 and edited by Günther Debon and Lothar Led
derose.
Every reader of old Chinese literature come across the various images of foxes,
for the most part feminini generis, in numerous works and some genres. The young
German sinologist Ylva Monschein undertook the uneasy task to study as thor
oughly as possible this motif and to make it accessible to the scholars and the general
reading public.
She took over the title of her Ph.D. thesis from the Russian translation of Pu
Songling’s (1640-1715) stories Liaozhai zhiyi (Strange Stories from a Chinese Stu
dio) which in Russian reads as Lisi chary (The Magic Power of Fox Fairy). This has
to be characterized as a tribute to the work of the great Russian and Soviet sinologist
V.M. Alekseev (1881-1951). In his prologue to translation Alekseev dealt with
a characteristic of these stories and tried to delineate the atmosphere of the times
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of their origin and reception in the new European environment. Although many
years have elapsed since he completed the translation in 1922, and the methods of
interliterary studies have been refined, his prologue still has its place in the history
of Sino-foreign literary relationships. In it he points out, among other things, the
unusual nature of this topic to the European reader, but likewise its indigenous jus
tification. I recall that when as a student in Prague under Jaroslav Průsek, who at
that time just published a selection from Pu Songling, while reading these trans
lations, I was struck by the peculiarity and strangeness of these stories. That is prob
ably why also Alekseev rightly warned Russian readers that this was no lecturing
like that from European literatures. The same dilemma would be experienced,
Alekseev continued, by a Chinese reader of, say Zhukovsky’s poems, Tatiana’s
dream from Eugene Onegin, etc. That may have held more or less at that time but
not today when the treasures of world literature are coming to be a universal owner
ship, and exceed more and more the frontiers of their national or ethnic literatures .
The work under review exceeds the motif of “Femme-fatale” in Chinese litera
ture. Not all that had anything to do with a fox there was of the female sex, nor
was it concerned with the same or similar characteristics which this topic carries in
European literatures. Ylva Monschein endeavours to find material for it throughout
the entire course of Chinese literary history, from Shijing (Book o f Poetry) down
to contemporary xunken wenxue (literature of searching for roots) in the PRC of
the first half of the 1980s. In European literature, the “Femme-fatale” motif tends
towards the devilish, the mythic and the vampiric: such is not quite the case in Chi
na. That is, of course, due to the different literary, ideological and social traditions.
Foxes in China were regarded upon as something intermediate between human
beings and spirits. This was perhaps best expressed by Ji Yün (1723-1805) when he
wrote: “People and animals are different beings, but foxes are between them .” And
further on: “Gods and spirits walk along different roads and foxes wander between
them .” V.M. Alekseev in his prologue to the translation observes that towards the
end of the Qing dynasty (1644-1911), altars could be seen in fields with ancient ves
sels, little flags, inscriptions with entreaties, etc., implying that the fox was honour
ed there as an “anonymous deity” which, by its ability to metamorphose, could
wreak havoc on, but also help man. As regards Pu Songling’s own work in relation
to fox fairies, Průsek wrote that “imagination alone brought a bit colourfulness and
beauty into the sad, grey life on the Chinese people and we have some such impres
sion that it was not by chance that the richest phantasy in Chinese literature gushed
out from the soul of a man whose life was unusually miserable and hundrum, and
who lived in a milieu equally grey and monotonous. And thus, another significant
function of fictitiousness in Pu Songling’s work was to add to life that which reality
failed to provide, to enlarge and enrich the sphere of human experience and feel
ings. Where reality knew but forced marriage for the purpose of begetting
offsprings, or made a low slavish commerce of sexual relations, there Pu Songling
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conjures up beautiful images of pure love. But, of course, instead of real women
fettered with ‘five relations and obedience’, he brings on the stage fairies, foxes,
spirits, etc., which are not bound by conventions.” (See Prúšek’s translation Z k a zk y
o šesteru cest osudu, Prague 1955, p. 306.)
A considerable influence had been exercised on the developm ent of the fox-motif
in Chinese literature by the Buddhist teaching of karma, m etempsychosis, and the
process of dem onization or mythicization of historical personalities. The inclusion
of Buddhist or Taoist notions had its justification and was easily realized, for there
was enough adequately prepared soil in China for such an undertaking. D em oniza
tion and mythicization represent a process opposite to the one carried out with
mythical personages subject to essential m etam orphoses during the history. The
objects of such a processing had been the consorts of the last, and without exception,
bad rulers of the various dynasties, such as D aji and Baosi, further the Em press
Wu Cetian and Yang Guifei, the favourite concubine of the E m peror M inghuang
from the Tang dynasty.
The most interesting from the literary point of view and the most valuable are
the outstanding stories from the Tang period, especially Ren shi zhuan (The Story
o f Miss Ren) whom M onschein characterizes as a “whore with golden h eart” , and
then particularly a few stories from Pu Songling which, though having happy ends,
belong among the best in the Chinese literature.
In this work D r. Monschein has given proof of her outstanding linguistic abilities.
An extensive bibliography added to it will help those intending to pursue further
the fox-fairy m otif and enrich the Chinese M otiv geschickte in this field.
Marián Gálik

S h i m a d a, Kenji: Die neo-konfuzianische Philosophie. Die Schulrichtungen Chu
Hsis und Wang Yang-mings (The Neo-Confucian Philosophy. The Schools of Chu
Hsi and Wang Yang-ming). Berlin, Verlag von D ietrich R eim er 1987. 252 pp.
Thanks to Dr. M onika Ü belhör’s translation this work lasting over 20 years, is
available a second time to G erm an readers.
Neo-Confucian philosophy is a common heritage of China and Japan, and not
only theirs: it equally exerted its influence in Korea and V ietnam . In the book under
review Professor Shimada, one of several outstanding connoisseurs of Chinese Neo-Confucianism, has attem pted to present a sufficiently concise, but truthful picture
of Neo-Confucianist developm ent from the times of Zhang Zai (1010-1077) and
Zhou Dunyi (1017-1073), the founders of Neo-Confucianism , up to Li Zhi (15271602), the greatest rebel in Chinese philosophical calendar, who took his life, albeit
unwillingly, for his conviction.
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Neo-Confucianism was not a product of the period of the Song dynasty (9601297). Precondition for its origin had been created already in the second half of the
rule of the Tang dynasty (618-906) in the work of the Confucian philosopher, scho
lar and littérateur Han Yu (768-824). Han Yu was an eminent personality in the
history of Chinese culture. He excelled as an essayist and poet, a theoretician urging
a return to the fountainheads of Chinese literary legacy, advocating a renewal of
the prestige - hence of ideological orthodoxy. As the latter was at stake, he just
could not avoid getting into conflict with Taoist and Buddhist doctrines. These two
ideological systems, though mutually close, yet essentially disparate in their various
concepts which had before Han Yu and the Tang period developed side by side on
Chinese territory for whole centuries, ranked even higher on the hierarchical scale
than the teaching of the old sage Confucius (551-479 B.C.). Shortly before Han
Yu’s birth, China had experienced an era of the liveliest intercultural and interliterary exchange - from this point of view the most stimulating one in its history with
the exception of the present century. According to Klaus Tietze, the German sino
logist, the most typical trait of the first half of the Tang dynasty is that “Chinese
civilization then extended the sphere of its influence into Northern and Western
Asia, on the other hand, however, we may note the mighty stream of cultural ele
ments simultaneously reaching China and the enthusiastic reception they were given
on the part of Chinese society.” (In: Bauer, W. (Ed.): China und die Fremden. Mün
chen, C.H. Beck 1980, p. 114). Buddhism was one of the systemo-structural entities
of a foreign, non-Chinese origin, which for entire centuries had been acting on the
Chinese society and not merely on its upper strata. An extraordinary impact in Chi
na of that period was exercised by the advanced culture of the eastern part of Central
Asia. China was then far less influenced by the surrounding countries - Persia, Ja
pan, Korea or Southeast Asia, although a certain intercultural exchange took place
here also. Among the stimuli provided to China by the so-called Western countries
(i.e. Central Asia and India), mention should be made of music. Songs (hits of those
times) helped in the development of ci form of poetry in the Song period. Various
Buddhist teachings were promoted in that time. Of these, two forms in particular,
the Chan (Zen), a strongly meditative and subjective form, and the Pure Land
('Qingtu or Jödo), a less meditative and pietist form trusting in the invocation of the
name Amitabha, Buddha of Infinite Light, presiding Lord of the Western Paradise,
proved especially dominant and effective.
It is certainly not without reason that Professor Shimada begins his book with an
attempt to resolve the question of the relationship between Buddhist and Taoist
teachings, and the Neo-Confucian versions of Chinese philosophy. Here he takes
as his most important methodical instruction an idea from the commentary to the
work Da xue (The Great Learning) from the period of the Qin and Han dynasties
(221 B.C.-220 A .D .) where we find: “If we see something without turning our mind
(xin) to it, we do not take it seriously.” From this maxim Shimada rightly infers:
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“The responsible agent for influencing should be sought on the sight of the receiving
rather than the giving.”
It is to be regretted that too litle room has been reserved in the book to various
Buddhist and Taoist loans in Chinese Neo-Confucianism. T hat is a drawback (but
also an advantage) of Japanese research. Since the times of Ogyu Sorai (1666-1754)
the Japanese have accum ulated so many proofs on this interphilosophical impact
that they refrain from paying attention to it for fear of repeating themselves. A nd
thus we come across proofs for less significant concepts, but as regards the essential
in Neo-Confucianism in general, i.e. about li (the principle of cosmic order), we
have to be satisfied with the inform ation that in this form it had been unknown to
original Confucianism and that the Neo-Confucianists had simply “stolen” it from
Buddhism.
If any m ajor entity in intercultural, interphilosophical or interliterary process
receives foreign impulses and thereby becomes som ewhat altered, it is quite selfevident that after a time, in an effort to preserve its own identity, it reaches for
a “retu rn ” , to an emphasis on autochthonous and often peculiar values in its own
heritage. Confucians im agined a renewal of the so-called true teaching (zheng tong)
to take place by allowing futher intersystemic action of Buddhism and Taoism
impossible. They becam e alarm ed at the fact that during Six dynasties (420-589)
the monolith of Confucianist ideology had becom e split under the impact of B ud
dhism and Taoism and they profited by the historical chance in the second half of
the Tang dynasty to try, not without success, to restore it.
It is not difficult to recognize that Confucianism of the previous epochs and that
of the period beginning with the Song dynasty and persisting until the end of the
last century, differed to a considerable degree. W hile the early Confucian teaching
and its concrete activity were m arked by the predom inance of a creative elem ent
m anifested in cultural and political institutions, later, undue emphasis began to be
laid on the ethical aspect of the individual as a glowing example for the society. An
end was put to im provem ent of political and other institutions and accent was put
on self-perfection (xiu shen) of the individual as a glowing example for social activ
ity, for creating harm onious relations in the family (qi jia) as a precondition of social
order and peace in the country.
The entire Neo-Confucian teaching rests on two principles: the principle of cos
mic order, referred to earlier, and that of hum an desire (ren yu). M an, as a pendant
to H eaven and E arth, is their incorporation in the m easure in which they dwell in
him. This relation or m easure mutually differ in the various philosophers. Every
one may become a sage (shengren), hence, an ideal man on condition that in some
m easure, sometimes even absolutely, he excludes from his mind the activity of hu
man desires. Their absolute exclusion was dem anded, for instance by the philos
opher Zhou Dunyi, in the case of Zhu Xi (1130-1200) and his adherents this applied
to a great extent; beginning with Lu Xiangshan (1139-1192) and his subjective-
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idealistic branch of Neo-Confucianism, this interpretation was accepted only to
a greater or lesser extent, and contact was taken with Mencius’ (ca. 372-ca. 289B.C.)
moderate assertion about the human desires.
There is, however, another principle of great importance to Neo-Confucian teach
ing, i.e. qi, the material substance of all things. According to the philosopher Zhang
Zai, qi is a certain form of the void (xu) which is nondiferentiated, but under certain
circumstances it becomes “condensed” and creates all things, while under others it
“dissolves” and reverts to void. Void (Sanskrit sünyatä) is a Buddhist concept
meaning also vacant, unreal, immaterial and the like.
During the present millennium Confucian philosophy has acquired at least a par
tially speculative character which it never had before. Then it was purely pragmatic,
satisfied with an apprehension of being as a more or less ethical and social matter
and was not concerned at all with metaphysical issues. Man was always studied in
his social milieu, and epistemological aspects never attracted much attention there
with the exception of the question of the ever-recurring (although in an altered
form) explications of philosophy of the antiquity. Ancient philosophical schools,
with the exception of Taoism, which carried germs of speculative thinking, e.g.
Mohists or Logicians, failed to survive the year of China’s unification (221 B.C.).
The School of Naturalists (Yinyang jia) and its advocated theory of five elements,
similar to that taught by Empedocles (ca. 495-435 B.C.) explaining the philosophy
of four elements, could not become a springhead for the promotion of science in
the domain of chemistry, mechanics and the theory of evolution, for it was almost
totally applied to explain certain social and historical phenomena in China. The de
velopment in Europe was different.
The experience which the Chinese had with certain schools of Buddhist philoso
phy, settling with Taoism, could not avoid leading to confrontations. Zhu Xi as the
most important representative of Neo-Confucian philosophy systematized ontology
(relations of li and qi), ethics, as a science of human conduct and interhuman rela
tions, and finally also methodology as a guide in the research accessible and permit
ted to adherents of Neo-Confucianism. He could not have accomplished all this if
he had not devoted himself to commenting old books of Confucian origin and if he
had not presented the experience from the long course of Chinese history from his
own point of view and probably also from one acceptable to the majority of the
then Chinese literati. As a practising Confucian he took the liberty of presenting
his own understanding of political events, public administration, support for agricul
ture, and so on.
But the mainstay of Zhu Xi’s philosophy is his ethics. Ontology creates for it the
necessary basis. Qi is the material essence of being, and li is the form, or the possi
bility for a thing, animal, man, to become what they are. The principle of cosmic
order (li) is the basis for the existence of all things in the universe. This principle
of cosmic order being applied to man, was identical with his “specific nature” (xing)
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and the latter becomes manifest in man with the aid of five virtues: H um an-heartedness (ren), righteousness (yi), propriety or decorum (li), wisdom (zhi) and good
faith (xin). It is realized through mind (xin) and in this process feelings (qing) always
become involved. As a rule, in China one speaks of seven feelings: joy (xi), anger
(nu), grief (ai), fear (ju), love (ai), hatred (wu) and desires (yu). Of these the most
problem atic have always been desires, and this for the reason that they could be
personally m otivated and could serve profit (li), debauchery (yin), etc. Possible im
plication along this line led to moral rigorism, political thick-headedness and abso
lute irresponsibility. For example at the time when the seven-year old em peror of
the Song dynasty was on the run before the conquering M ongols, his Prime M inister
Liu Xiufu (1236-1279) was explaining to him the passages from the Great Learning
pointing out that moral self-cultivation is the best m ethod how to rule a country.
Interest to us is to note the premise “to im prove knowledge with the aid of a study
of the things” (ge wu zhi zhi) which, however, strictly related to Confucian texts
themselves, and all the remaining knowledge concerning with man and nature were
considered harmful or a loss of time. This view was in vogue during the times of
R oger Bacon (1214-1292) who identified philosophy with science, expressed the de
m and of using experim ental m ethod and considered m athem atics as the base of
sciences.
A n essentially divergent explication of practically the same texts was brought in
by Confucian scholars grouped around Lu Xiangshan, and later especially Wang
Yangming (1472-1529), and his pupils or followers. They to not link the principle
of cosmic order with specific hum an nature, but with hum an mind (xin), they iden
tify the two and deduce that desires are not in an antagonism with the principle of
cosmic order. Thus, hum an mind reached the highest philosophical principle of
being, becam e identified with the content of canonical books, and vice versa. N ever
theless, this new explication did not m ean any m ajor deviation from the ossified
dogmatism; at least, not until W ang Yangm ing’s followers from the Taizhou School
had began to apprehend hum an mind as an individual’s “outfit” in his social context.
A typical feature of adherents of this school, the Mind School (xin xue), as op
posed to those of the Zhu X i’s adherents, i.e. Study of Principle School (li xue), is
that they put less emphasis on men being well-read in classical Confucian books,
as rather on hum an mind itself which is their realization. This was due to the overall
political situation. Zhu X i’s teaching becam e distasteful especially to those who
were unable to pick out anything from the classics for their practical life. C onse
quently they had recourse to reflexion and m editation according to the Chan School,
and to practical activity. A t the same tim e,eactivity to them was equivalent to the
“good knowledge” (Hang zhi), i.e. inborn knowledge which one becomes at the
birth. They, too, understood activity in purely ethic terms.
D uring W ang Y angming’s time, E urope takes leave of Middle Ages, its economic
life grows stronger, this is the epoch of great sea voyages and discoveries, the epoch
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of the Renaissance. Wang Yangming was a contemporary of Nicholas Copernicus
(1473-1543) and Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519).
The monolith of Confucian ideology in China was successfully split only about
1919. Zhu Xi held a firm grip on the guardians of Neo-Confucian orthodoxy and
scared them from attempting any deviation. Wang Yangming found no explicit an
tagonists, only critics, but this could not be said of part of his disciples, adherents
of the Taizhou School. These believed that man could become a sage without striv
ing for false self-cultivation or self-perfection. An outstanding figure in this school
was Wang Gen (1483-1541) who uplifted the significance of man as an individual.
Man should strive for self-realization in such a way as to be useful to society. Human
desires should become a guarantee that men of unusual abilities would ensure social
progress. Wang Gen felt no need of any knowledge outside classical Confucian
books, and even those he did not consider as absolutely indispensable.
Li Zhis was a contemporary of Giordano Bruno (1548-1600). And he also resem
bled him most of all the contemporary philosophers. They had one experience in
common, i.e. both lived in a monastery, one at the start, the other at the end of
their philosophical career. After being accused of heresy, Bruno devoted himself
entirely to philosophical writings, Li Zhi must have been accused of it much later,
otherwise he would not have been able to write at all. Both professed the heroic
ethics and both died for their conviction. But their philosophical views were totally
different. Bruno pursued the philosophy of nature taking contact with the then
European philosophical and scientific movements, particularly with Copernicus, Li
Zhi devoted himself to the criticism of Confucian scholarship, falsehood, spiritual
dwarfness and kowtowing to authorities. It is understandable then that in the China
of those times beside Confucian scholarship no other existed, or was not recognized,
he should have harped on the necessity of an uninstructed, literally “child-like
mind” (tong xin). In reality this did not imply a demand not to read books, as rather
not to allow oneself to become spoiled by writings and works full of falsehood, lie
and imitativeness. Li Zhi lived at a time when not only philosophy and history, but
also high literature survived on commenting and imitating old writings.
At a later period, during the Qing dynasty (1644-1911), Neo-Confucian philoso
phy developed along a different line.
Marián Gálik
H u a n g T s u n g - h s i : The Records o f Ming Scholars. Edited by Julia Ching with
the Collaboration of Chaoying Fang. Honolulu, University of Hawaii Press 1987.
336 pp.
Over the past fifteen to twenty years, an unusual interest may have been observed
among sinologists in Neo-Confucian philosophy of the period of the Ming dynasty
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(1368-1644). Very active in this field, besides Professor William Theodore de Bary
from Columbia University, is also Professor Julia Ching, at present Co-President
of Victoria College, University of T oronto, interested principally in the main trend
of Neo-Confucian philosophy of the Ming era: xin xue (Learning of the M ind). H er
work, particularly her book To Acquire Wisdom: The Way o f Wang Yang-ming,
New York, Columbia University Press 1976, has m eant a considerable enrichm ent
of our knowledge in this domain.
The book under review represents a critical and annotated translation of a selec
tion from the extensive work of the philosopher and a historian of philosophy H uang
Zongxi (1610-1695), called Mingru xuean in the original, and introduces “portraits”
of em inent philosophers of the preceding decades and centuries. They are philosophico-historical pictures of various representatives of the “Learning of the M ind” ,
hence of a subjective-idealist form of Neo-Confucianism. The latter is excellently
characterized by Huang Zongxi in the opening sentences of his Preface written in
1693: “T hat which fills H eaven and E arth is Mind. Its transform ations are
unfathom able and cannot but assume myriad forms. The Mind has an original sub
stance (pen-t’i) except what is achieved by its activity (kung-fu). To exhaust and
com prehend principles (li) is to exhaust and com prehend M ind’s myriad m ani
festations rather than the myriad m anifestations of things.” A nd a little further, he
writes: “Only after cultivating virtue could learning be discussed. Today, learning
is being discussed (chiang-hsiieh) w ithout virtue being cultivated” (p. 41). H ere
H uang Zongxi underlines both the epistemological and the ontological basis of this
philosophy, the form er pointing to the principal philosophical category of the
period, propagated by the adherents of the “Learning of the M ind” , and the latter
to its fundam ental requirem ent, i.e. ethics has priority over knowledge, this
knowledge not exceeding our innate m oral wisdom.
The central personality in the book is W ang Yangming (1472-1529), for he was
the greatest philosopher of his time. All the im portant ideas run towards him, and
also from him. Some of the philosophers appear as if confiding themselves to the
reader. Huang Zongxi left no portraits of some even em inent philosophers, e.g. He
Xinyin (1517-1579) and Li Zhi (1527-1602) because he did not agree with them ,
or was afraid to include them in the book.
The various portraits in the book speak m ore of philosophers than of their teach
ing. H uang Zongxi is a good stylist and learned much from Chinese historians
how to write biographies that read well, although they are often stereotyped, but
such probably were educated people of that time. Surprising is the great num ber of
dream s unusual signs or omens which the different participants of the intellectual
history experienced or witnessed. A nd the great am ount of leisure, of time often
spent in prisons; and even in physical work which some of them perform ed, although
as a rule, it was not the ideal of Confucian intellectuals. The ideas as such as H uang
Zongxi presents to the readers do not seem to me sufficiently differentiated, and
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I suspect that they were an object of his intellectual curiosity rather than an effort
at providing adequately diversified image of that era. In compiling the portraits and
the book, he had mostly followed the problem of the Mind and of Hang zhi (good
or innate knowledge).
The scope of the book, the large number of philosophers and problems dealing
with in it, the method of its processing, etc., were the cause of numerous errors in
the book. It is to the credit of the team of translators and editors that they drew
attention to them in their notes. Besides Julia Ching and now late Chaoying Fang,
the following scholars took part in the work: Irene Bloom, Anne Ch’ien, Edward
Ch’ien, Mark Cummings, Ronald Dimberg, Joanna Handlin, John Langlois and
Rodney Taylor.
A concise but well documented Glossary of Technical Terms is appended to the
book. It has been selected from single words and termini that frequently occur in
Huang Zongxi’s work and are of essential signification. Another of their advantage
is also that they are put in relation with Buddhist teachings, which as we know, exer
cised a considerable impact on Neo-Confucianism. Although this is not explicitly
stated in the book, this glossary, as also the majority of the translations, the Intro
duction to the book, its presentation, are all the work of Julia Ching.
The book is concluded with Selected Bibliographies, a Glossary of Translitera
tions without which its serious utilization would hardly be possible, and a reliable
Index. It should be added that this is a very meritorious work standing at the begin
ning of any broader interest in Huang Zongxi’s life and work in the PRC and in
Japan, whereby it meets its pioneering task.
Marián Gálik

Š í m a , Jiří and C h o i d j a v y n L u v s a n d j a v : Mongolsko-český a česko-mongolský kapesní slovník (A Mongolian-Czech and Czech-Mongolian Pocket Dic
tionary). Prague, Státní pedagogické nakladatelství 1987. 850 pp.
In 1987 the State Pedagogical Publishing House in Prague published 5,000 copies
of the first Mongolian-Czech and Czech-Mongolian dictionary, the result of long
term efforts on the part of the foremost Czech orientalist scholar Dr. J. Šíma,
a member of the Oriental Institute in Prague. In the last stages of the work also
Prof. Choidj avyn Luvsandj av - reader of Mongolian at Charles University in Prague
- joined in and made a revision of the entire Mongolian-Czech section and took
part in authorially preparing the Czech-Mongolian version. Thus the Czechoslovak
and Mongolian public has available the very first complete corresponding dictionary
of their languages.
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The need for such a dictionary was prom pted primarily by the steadily expanding
cultural, scientific and economic contacts betw een the P eople’s Republic of M ongo
lia (PRM ) and Czechoslovakia which have achieved an intensive, all-round develop
ment. The dictionary under review not only represents an enrichm ent of Czech twolanguage lexicography, but simultaneously is a significant landm ark in the history
of Czechoslovak-M ongolian cultural contacts.
One of the fundam ental questions of a lexicographic work is the choice of words,
and the au th o r’s approach to this point seems to have been well considered. A l
though J. Šíma addresses the dictionary “prim arily to the Czech user” (p. 5), to our
view he has succeeded to satisfy also the needs of his M ongolian counterpart. Seeing
that no such a dictionary had as yet been published in the PRM , the present pocket
dictionary acquires the character of a basic m anual not only for the Czech, but also
for the Mongolian user. The M ongolian-Czech part comprises 9,949, and the CzechMongolian one 14,419 entries, and both these parts differ as to word selection and
mode of entry processing. A com m endable feature is that the M ongolian-Czech sec
tion includes also in a large m easure technical term s, especially from disciplines in
which considerable cooperation exists between the two countries. A ttention is here
also devoted to lexical m aterial designating M ongolian life and institutions, and historicisms. It should be specially appreciated that the dictionary has been compiled
with a deep knowledge of M ongolian reality. In the choice of the lexical m aterial,
great care was devoted to exemplifying connections, while phraseologism s, pro
verbs, sayings and adages are limited. The processing of the Czech list derives from
the standard list of entries commonly used for pocket dictionaries. Both the sections
have entries for the most im portant abbreviations and geographical term s. The lexi
cal m aterial is confined to M ongolian and Czech literary languages.
The extent of an entry is either minimal, if the corresponding equivalent is com 
prehensible without the need of an example, or is characterized in m ore detail with
data on doublets and variants, with lexicographic apparatus relating to gramm atical,
style and meaningful features, and with examples. The items are entered in an al
phabetical order - according to the relevant alphabet of each language.
In transposing the lexical system from one language into the other, the author
has accomplished a basic, pioneering work. Given the diversity of extra-linguistic
conditions and linguistic systems in M ongolian and Czech (and the limited range of
the dictionary), it was difficult to find adequate equivalents and therefore, as the
author rem arks in his instruction to users, “certain simplifications were unavoid
able” (p. 16). Experience with the use of the dictionary has shown that the vocabu
lary of both languages is sufficiently flexible to designate reality and that in most
cases the equivalents are appropriate and adequate. A m ore detailed description
of the equivalents will be the task of future confrontation of the two languages for
which this dictionary has laid down the basis - as regards vocabulary.
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A part of the dictionary are also Directions for Users (pp. 10-18), a List of A b
breviations and Signs (pp. 28-33) and the Mongolian and Czech alphabet (p. 34),
and three Supplements:
I. Information on Mongolian (pp. 745-824) presenting a concise outline of gram
mar in an accessible form, making use for that purpose of synoptical tables.
II. Mongolian Chronology (pp. 825-832), giving information on the traditional
and the Mongolian-Tibetan calendar, on Manchu-Chinese chronology and on Mon
golian chronology after 1911.
III. Mongolian Geography (pp. 833-848), presenting important geographical
facts and administrative division of the PRM. A map of the PRM is appended.
The Czech-Mongolian and Mongolian-Czech pocket dictionary is certainly a valu
able contribution for experts translating from one language into the other, as well
as for the Czech and Mongolian public at large.
Eva Juříková

L i p e r o v s k i i , V. P.: Sintaksis sovremennogo khindi (Syntax of Contemporary
Hindi). Moscow, Nauka 1987. 165 pp.
This is a work by a well-known Soviet Indologist, the author of many papers and
also of several books on Hindi grammar, devoted mainly to the question of the basic
rules of forming verbal sentences. The author studies the sentence as a unit.of com
munication. He starts from the known theory that the predicative centre of a sen
tence is usually presented by the verb. This predicative centre of a sentence is
simultaneously its constructive centre because it determines the specific features of
its construction. In Hindi, the predicative centre is presented either by the finite
verb alone, or in combination with a word/words pointing to some unprocessual
feature of an object.
In connection with the two types of predicative centres referred to above, sen
tences with a finite verb are divided into two classes, viz. proper verbal sentences,
and sentences with a copula; by proper verb is understood an auto-semantic verb,
i.e. a verb usually called in linguistic literature finite (as against infinite) verb.
After this introduction to the subject-matter, the author proceeds to study in
great detail the structural organization of verbal sentences of the first type. He
examines the units forming the structural-grammatical framework of sentences,
together with the relations between the units, and introduces (according to his own
words, essentially in accordance with Indian grammarians), five basic syntactic con
structions of Hindi sentence with finite verb, viz. active-subjectival, active-objectival, active-neutral, inactive-objectival, and inactive-neutral. Then he focuses
attention on the choice of the form of a substantive that may function as a direct
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object, on active constructions without a subject of action, and on reduced variants
of active-subjectival and active-objectival constructions. Of great interest is his anal
ysis of various aspects of constructions containing the finite verb in inactive voice
which is very frequently used in contem porary Hindi.
Liperovskii devotes considerable attention also to the structural-sem antic fram e
work of the sentence being form ed on the basis of its structural-gram m atical fram e
work. His semantic analysis of various types of sentences containing various deter
minants (N-se, N -ko , N-ke, N -kepäs) leads him into making several generalizations.
The second part of the chapter introduces the characteristic of verbal-copula sen
tences. H ere the author examines sentences containing the copula honä “to b e” ,
and words occurring in the function of a copula. In concluding the chapter he makes
a thorough analysis of sentences with the com pound predicative centre represented
by a qualificative-predicative m em ber which either expresses a feature of the subject
of action (mě bhükhä mar rahä hü. I am dying of hunger.), or occurs as the second
ary determ ination of a subject-determ inant that completes the inform ation on
a subject involved in the predicative (yuvak cauklpar ghutne samete hue baithä thü.
The boy sat with his knees drawn in close together). B oth the types of sentences
m entioned above are called sentences of subjectival qualification and are set in op
position to those containing an objectival-qualifying com plem ent, called sentences
of objectival qualification.
In the second chapter, the author introduces a detailed analysis and classification
of sentences with aspectually and modally determ ined predicative centres form ed
by the com bination of an infinite verb form (i.e. infinitive, or adverbial participle),
or verbal base with a finite verb form where the first com ponent carries a basic se
mantic load, while the second com ponent serves as a m arker of an aspectual or m o
dal characteristic of an action. H ere, the author takes support in the analysis of an
abundant language m aterial.
The following chapter, entitled Syntactic B ond and Elementary Structures o f Its
Realization, presents a study of two basic syntactic relations, i.e. those of coordina
tion and subordination. Analysing these relations, the author shows which part of
speech may function as the head com ponent of a subordinate syntagm and how
nineteen different syntagms expressing fourteen different sem antic relations (e.g.
objectival, subjectival, atributive, quantitative, com parative, etc.) can be form ed by
combining the head m em ber with different subordinate m em bers of a syntagm. H e
pays special attention to syntagms in which the subordinated m em ber is presented
by a infinite verb form, i.e. infinitive, participles, verbal adjective, adverbial parti
ciple and gerund. H ow ever, he does not forget that an infinite verb form may occur
also as the head com ponent of a syntagm. H e shows that a relation of subordination
may be either successive (here the same com ponent is the head com ponent in rela
tion to one word, and simultaneously a subordinated com ponent in relation to ano
ther one: k o i javäb denä - k o l javäb, javäb denä), or radial (the same com ponent
*
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occurs as the head component in relation to several words: tamäsäiyö ко tikat batnä
- tamäsäiyö ко batnä, tikat batnä). However, the syntagm is not always binary, but
it can be presented also by more auto-semantic words. The author considers the
factors that lead to the formation of such syntagms in Hindi, and concludes the chap
ter by discussing the predicative syntagm that helps to form elementary sentences.
The closing chapter of the book is devoted to the means used to express syntactic
bonds and the ways of syntactic organization of words.
The book under review is an interesting and profound study which sums up and
systematizes many known facts regarding Hindi syntax, some of them trying to see
in a new light and in new connections. The author makes use of a rich language
material. It is a pity that the book lacks an English summary.
The book can be recommended not only to specialists in the Hindi language and
in other Indo-aryan languages, but it will be welcome also by those interested in
problems of syntax in general.
Anna Rácová

Turcologica 1986. К vosmidesyatiletiyu akademika A. N. Kononova (To the Eigh
tieth Birthday of Academician A. N. Kononov). Leningrad, Nauka 1986. 300 pp.
Through a harsh concurrence of circumstances, the collection Turcologica 1986,
published on the occasion of Academician Andrei Nikolaevich Kononov’s signifi
cant life jubilee (27 October 1906 - 30 October 1986), simultaneously turned out
to be the last homage to this foremost Soviet scholar, who performed a tremen
dous amount of work in the field of turkology during the fifty-five years of his scien
tific and educational activity. As author of numerous studies from the domain of
grammar, lexicology, etymology, historical grammar of Turkic languages, Turkic
textology, Academician Kononov has contributed in a significant measure to the
successes achieved by orientalist studies in the Soviet Union.
The first three papers are dedicated to Academician Kononov’s personality and
work. In the opening study, S. N. Ivanov, one of Kononov’s pupils, underlines the
versatile nature of his teacher’s scientific interests. He lays emphasis on the scholar’s
primary field of interest - his extensive research into the historical development of
Turkic languages, arriving at a generalization in one of his last studies Grammatika
yazyka tyurkskikh runicheskikh pamyatnikov V 1 I-IX vv. (Grammar of the Lan
guage of Turkic Runic Monuments) Leningrad 1980.
The introductory study is followed by a bibliography of Academician Kononov’s
works published between 1980-1985, compiled by A. P. Vekilov.
The paper by A. D. Zheltyakov assesses Academician Kononov as a historian of
Russian and Soviet orientalist studies. A. N. Kononov processed the history of
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scientific Asian studies in Russia and evaluated its complex character and progres
sive orientation. A deeper insight into num erous problem s in the historical and cul
tural developm ent of Turkey is provided by K ononov’s book Outline of the History
of a Study of the Turkish Language {Ocherк istorii izucheniya turetskogo yazyka.
Leningrad 1976), in which the author presented an overview of the developm ent
and the actual state of turkology not only in the Soviet U nion, but also in Turkey,
the E uropean countries, the USA and Japan. A. D. Zheltyakov m entions also pre
parations of a second, substantially enlarged edition of this m anual, immensely valu
able to turkologists. It is to be hoped that following Academician K ononov’s death,
his disciples will bring this design to an end.
A supplem ent to A. N. K ononov’s research into the history of turkology at
Petersburg and Leningrad universities is represented by S. N. Ivanov’s paper (pp.
141-152).
Besides the above studies, Turkologica 1986 comprises thirty-two papers*by fore
most Soviet turkologists, which speak for a high standard of turkologic research in
the principal scientific centres of the Soviet Union. They come from the linguistic,
textologic, source-expertise, historic and literary domains. The limited space of this
review precludes even a brief rem ark on each of them . A ttention is here drawn at
least to those concerned with the literary problem .
G. F. Blagova in her study (pp. 42-52) analyses the linguistic situation in M ävarä
an-nahr at the turn of the 15th-16th century. On the territory ruled by the Tim urids’
dynasty, alongside the Turkic dialects, also those of the original Iranian population
were preserved. The symbiosis of the Turkic and the Persian elem ent becam e re
flected also in the literary language, w hether there be question of language used in
belles-lettres, or in official docum ents. Bilingualism proper to the inhabitants of
M ävarä an-nahr, of both Turkic and Iranian origin, had already been written about
by M ir cA lishir Navol in his treatise M uhakam at ul-lughatajn (1499, Conflict of Two
Languages). Regardless of the m easure in which the priority action of the one or
the other dialect in the spoken language was m anifest in the spoken language, the
dom inant position of Persian in literary works is incontestable. This is clearly evi
dent also from the texts in N avol’s works.
One of N avol’s rem arkable works forms the subject m atter of a study by G. A.
Davydova (pp. 102-114), viz. a collection of M unshď äťs letters, representing a p er
fect specimen of the M ediaeval epistolar genre. As Davydova notes, inadequate at
tention has thus far been devoted to this work on the part of investigators, although
it is highly interesting as regards elucidation of various facts of the biography m anner
of writing and world outlook of this great Uzbec poet and scholar. M unshď ät com 
prises 87 letters. A model of M ediaeval artistic prose and oriental rhetoric is repre
sented by the first nine letters which have no addressee.
When V. S. G arbuzova had written in her book Poets of M ediaeval Turkey {Poety
srednevekovoi Turtsii. Leningrad 1963, p. 7) that “Turkish M ediaeval literature did
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not know artistic prose in our apprehension of that term ” , she did not thereby un
equivocally refute the existence of prosaic genres in the literary works of the Turks
during the past centuries. Consequently, the polemical tone of the authoress of the
next paper (pp. 57-65), O. V. Vasilyeva is hardly justified, especially as she proves
the existence of Turkish artistic solely on the basis of a few manuscripts (involving
for the most part, translations of Arab and Persian prose works). An argumentation
of such a weighty nature must needs derive from broader context, the way, e.g. Y. I.
Mashtakova attempted in her book Turkish Literature of the End of the 17th and
Early 19th century (Turetskaya literatura kontsa X V II - nachala X I X v. Moscow
1984, pp. 21-35) and in her study Nacima’s “History” . At the Sources of the New
Turkish Prose (“Istoriya” Nacimy. Uistokov novoi turetskoiprozy. In: Teoriya zhanrov literatur Vostoka - Theory of Genres of Far Easter Literatures. Moscow 1985,
pp. 200-222).
Y. I. Mashtakova systematically pursues the so-called transitory period in the his
tory of Turkish literature. She took as her goal to show, on the basis of an analysis
of literary production from that period, the fallacy of the widely accepted view that
the genesis of the new Turkish literature had been preceded by a total decadence.
In the collection under review Yelena Mashtakova deals with the work of Bayburtlu
Zihni (real name Mehmet Emin, born 18th cent. - 1859) which is characteristic of
the first half of the 19th century when elements of a new literary system penetrated
into Turkish Mediaeval literature, and when the mutual action of written and oral
literature is clearly manifest. She analyses the as yet unpublished autobiographic
work of Sergüze§tname-i Zihni (Zihni’s Biography) written in the masnavi form. It
is a work that immediately preceded writings by founders of the new Turkish litera
ture and which, in a certain sense, formed a connecting link between these writings
and the traditional Mediaeval literature.
M. S. Fomkin (pp. 290-296) sets himself the aim to determine the system of tra
ditional images in Turkish Mediaeval mystical poetry and their potential philo
sophical signification. He makes an analysis of Sultan Bahauddin Veled’s Turkish
verses (1226-1312) which represent one of the first attempts to explain Sufic teach
ing in Turkish language and with a view to Turkish poetic traditions. Fomkin arrives
at the conclusion that alongside the traditional images of the sun and light (güne§,
nur), figuring with the Sufis in the function of the symbol of god, Veled treats also
the moon (ay) as an equivalent absolute symbol. He presumes the influence of
Turkic poetic tradition, that is to say, folkloric tradition. Polysemy, or multiplicity
of meanings permitting to interpret the verses in four different ways, corresponds
to the creative principles of the eminent Persian mystic Jelaluddin-i Rumi who was
Sultan Veled’s father and simultaneously also teacher.
The manner in which gains of Islamic culture overlap with original traditions, con
cretely the function of metric and rhythm in Turkic classical prosody, is followed
up by A. Y. Martyntsev (pp. 172-179). A product of syncretism of cultural traditions
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of nations from various, m utually rem ote regions and epochs, may also be a fairy
tale, as is docum ented by I. V. Stebleva (pp. 244-252) in her study.
Likewise, papers authored by forem ost Soviet turkologists, such as N. Z. Gadjiyeva, I. G. D obrodom ov, N. A. D ulina, Y. A. Petrosyan, B. A. Serebrennikov,
etc., bring along num erous rem arkable insights and again push turkologic research,
its various branches, a step forward.
Xénia Celnarová

M e li k o v , T. D .: N azym K hikm et i novaya poeziya Turtsii (Näzim H ikm et and
Turkish New Poetry). Moscow, N auka 1987. 199 pp.
The book under review by the Soviet Turkologist T. D. Melikov takes contact
with his earlier m onograph Turkish Poetry of the 60s - Early 70s. Basic Trends and
M ovements ( Turetskaya poeziya 60-kh - nachala 80-kh godov. Osnovnye tendentsii
i napravleniya. Moscow, N auka 1980 - see our review in Asian and African Studies
18, 1982). While in his earlier study the author took a detailed view of a relatively
short, though revolutionary developm ent in the new Turkish poetry, now he reverts
to the twenties, i.e. to the times when a socially and socio-critically oriented poetic
production, based on new poetic principles was being form ed in Turkey and which,
barring brief transitional periods, has retained its leading position. A n irreplaceable
role in this process has been played by the personality and work of Nazim H ikm et
(1902-1963).
Melikov has devoted the first and the most com prehensive of the three chapters
in his publication to this em inent representative of Turkish literature: Näzim H ik
met - Founder of the New Realistic Poetry (Nazym K hikm et - osnovopolozhnik
novoi realisticheskoi poezii, pp. 18-118). H e focuses attention primarily on Hikm et’s production of the 20s for two main reasons: first, because inadequate attention
has been devoted in works of literary historians to this period, and second, because
during those years the beginning poet was encompassed by a historico-cultural
climate exerting an unusually favourable action on his search for a new, nontraditional road of developm ent for Turkish poetry.
The author sets off three factors that played a decisive role in the orientation of
Näzim H ikm et’s work in the 20s. They were his m eetings with poverty-stricken but
defiant A natolia, with the revolutionary reality of young Soviet Russia, and with
the avant-garde poetry of Russian Soviet poets. M elikov points out the typological
concordance of Näzim H ikm et’s poetry of the 20s with Vladim ir M ayakovsky’s
works, the role of E duard Bagritsky’s revolutionary rom anticism , as also young Hikm eťs formalistic experim ents made under the influence of the poetry of construc
tivists.
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He devotes special attention to Näzim Hikmeťs pioneering role in introducing
free verse into Turkish poetry. Hikmet has created a Turkish variant of free verse
whose specific feature resides in an individual rhythmic organization of the verse.
This Turkish poet did not abandon either rhyme or alliteration, two significant po
etic components in the folk poetry of Turkic nations, assigning to them a semanticizing function.
Melikov follows up the development of Nazim Hikmeťs poetry from his refusal
of the intimate, personal in the 20s, up to his lyric of a new type in which the poet
achieved a harmonic synthesis of the social and the personal principle. Melikov fur
ther shows how under the pressure of historical events, Hikmet proceeds towards
more extensive compositions of an epic character, towards a modern variation of
the epopee —the poem, in which the most intimate human feelings are put into re
lation with historical events. These works and primarily the most extensive of them,
Hikmeťs masterpiece Panoramas of Peoples of my Homeland (Memleketimden ínsan Manzaralari, 1966-1967; Melikov gives its incomplete name ‘Insan Manzaralarť) clearly show analogies with the works of the great Chilean poet Pablo Neruda,
to which Melikov refers repeatedly. He underlines the originality of the composi
tional structure in Panoramas o f Peoples o f My Homeland in which, analogside the
creative principles proper to epos, lyric, drama, an important role is also played by
cinematographic procedures.
The personage of the political prisoner Halil figures in all the five books of the
poem Panoramas o f Peoples o f My Homeland and serves to convey the author’s
views. T. D. Melikov’s claim that Nazim Hikmet imparted autobiographical traits
to Halil is contradicted clearly by the fact that the poet himself figures in the poem
under the name Celal. Halil, by his external attributes as well as his humanistic and
progressive way of thinking, is reminiscent of the writer and publicist Sabahattin
Ali (1907-1948) with whom Hikmet was on very friendly terms. The poet Celal is
not directly involved in the plot, his former fellow-prisoners recall him and the
waiter Mustapha speaks of him as the author of an epos written in prison, and which
he reads to the head cook of the restaurant-car. Hikmeťs Epos of the Liberation
War (Kurtulu§ Sava§i Destam), a substantial part of which entered his Second Book
of Poems, was written in 1939-1941 in prisons in Istanbul, (ľankiri and Bursa, and
appeared in book form in 1965. It is to be regretted that Melikov has left this work
practically unnoticed, although it deserves an important place in the poet’s works.
In the second chapter of his book T. D. Melikov investigates tendencies in the
new Turkish poetry from the end of the 30s and during the course of the 40s. The
first part of this chapter is of a general character - it points to ideological aesthetic
struggle of Turkish poetry of the relevant period - while in the second part the au
thor presents a detailed analysis of Orhan Veli’s (1914-1950) work.
Melikov divides Orhan Veli’s creative development into two diametrally different
periods. During the years 1935-1937 Orhan Veli carried on in the spirit of the poetry
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of his predecessors; of im portance, from this period, however, were his translations
of works of French poets which opened the way for him to new creative procedures.
Beginning with the year 1937 the character of O rhan V eli’s writing came to be radi
cally altered both as to content and form.
Melikov points to inconsistencies manifest especially at the initial stage of the se
cond period when the concept of O rhan Veli’s poetry was not oriented to social and
political problem s of the lower classes of the society, but solely to their taste. P er
ception of the lyrical hero in O rhan Veli differs from that of Nazim H ikm et’s.
A typical hero in O rhan Veli’s poetry is the “little m an” and this brings him closer
to Turkish prosaists of the 30s, but particularly to the short stories of Sait Faik Abasiyamk (1906-1954).
H owever, in O rhan Veli’s collections from the late 40s a new lyrical hero makes
his appearance, protesting against a debased, humiliating existence. In the domain
of form, too, O rhan Veli abandons his radical refusal of traditional poetic proce
dures, rediscovers rhyme as a rhythmic factor, returns to tropes. The p o et’s ability
critically to revaluate his creative searchings, and his experim ents enabled him to
raise up his own work to a new, higher level, one which becam e a solid basis for
reinforcing the position of free verse in Turkish poetry and for its further develop
ment.
In the concluding chapter entitled Poetic Traditions Founded by Näzim H ikm et
and Turkish Poetry of the 60s-80s (Poeticheskie traditsii zalozhennye Nazymom
Khikm etom i turetskaya poeziya 60-80-kh godov, pp. 169-186), M elikov outlines
the developm ent of Turkish com m itted poetry over the past quarter century.
Dem ocratization of life in the country in the 60s brought with it also a dem ocratic
wave in the work of Turkish poets, principally those of the young generation. In
opposition to subjectivism, to the introvertly oriented m ovem ent of the Second Í4ew
(Ikinci Yeni) which had come to be form ed in the mid-fifties, poets of Revolutionary
Poetry (Devrimci §iir) wrote poems with a sharp social and political edge, dem and
ing a radical change of the society. A significant role in this process was played by
Nazim H ikm et’s poetry which began legally to be published in Turkey in 1965 after
practically three decades of a strict ban on it.
A t the turn of the 70s and 80s, alongside socially and politically oriented poetic
works, also intim ate lyric came more and m ore to the foreground. A nd it is precisely
here that the lasting values of folk poetry find their application. D uring the past
few years a new m ovem ent of great prom ise has been developing in Turkish poetry,
which under the nam e New Song (Yeni Türkü) takes a creative approach to folk
traditions.
T. D. M elikov’s latest work means a contribution to our knowledge of Turkish
poetry and indicates prospects of its further advancem ent. It also betrays the au
thor's expert approach to the problem conditioned by his familiarity with the works
of Turkish poets, but also the ongoing social and political events in Turkey.
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And just one more marginal remark which does not refer solely to the publication
under review: it is inappropriate to transcribe the titles of the original works in the
Cyrillic. This produces a rather paradoxical impression, especially as the quotations
from the Turkish poems are followed in the Roman letters.
Xénia Celnarová

S c h a e n d l i n g e r , Anton C. (unter Mitarbeit von Claudia Römer): Osmanischtürkische Dokumente aus dem Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv zu Wien. Teil 1: Die
Schreiben Süleymäns des Prächtigen an Karl V., Ferdinand I. und Maximilian II.
Transkriptionen und Übersetzungen. Faksimile. Wien, Verlag der Österreichischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften 1983. X X X II+ 118 S. Faksimile. Teil 2: Die Schrei
ben Süleymäns des Prächtigen an Vasallen, Militärbeamte, Beamte und Richter.
Transkriptionen und Übersetzungen. Faksimile. Wien, Verlag der Österreichischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften 1986. X X V III+ 84 S. Faksimile.
Seit Hammers Bestandsaufnahme osmanischer Dokumente im neunten Band sei
ner monumentalen Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches wußte die fachlich interes
sierte Öffentlichkeit Bescheid über den Reichtum osmanischer Dokumente in den
Wiener Archiven. Der Inhalt vieler war aus den zeitgenössischen Übersetzungen
bekannt, die der Wiener Archivar und Bibliothekar A. Gévay noch in der ersten
Hälfte des 19. Jahrhunderts herausgegeben hat. Zu einer systematisierteren Bear
beitung und Veröffentlichung der Dokumente aus der Zeit der Regierung Sultan
Süleymäns (1520-1566) kam es leider erst in den letzten Jahren in der großzügigen
Edition von Anton C. Schaendlinger, dem Ordinarius für Turkologie an der Wiener
Universität, in Zusammenarbeit mit Dr. C. Römer.
Der erste Band brachte 36 Schreiben, die von Sultan Süleymän I. an die Habsbur
ger Herrscher Karl V., Ferdinand I. und seinem Sohn Maximilian II. abgesandt
wurden. In der Einleitung, die u.a. auch Angaben über die Erhaltung der Urkunden
enthält, setzt Schaendlinger auf Grund von Gévays Angaben richtig 12 Deperdita
aus den Jahren 1527-1541 voraus. Nicht erhalten blieb z.B. der Briefwechsel zwi
schen dem Sultan und Ferdinand I. vor dem osmanischen Feldzug im Jahre 1529.
Die Autorin der letzten Monographie über Ferdinand I. P. Sutter-Fischner (Ferdi
nand I. Wider Türkennot und Glaubensspaltung. G raz-W ien-K öln, Verlag Styria
1986, S. 91) beschreibt, wie der Wiener Hof einen Dolmetscher oder Übersetzer
aufzutreiben versuchte, der imstande gewesen wäre Süleymäns Briefe zu überset
zen.
Einen wesentlichen Teil der Einleitung stellt die diplomatische Analyse der osmanisch-türkischen Urkunden dar. Dank der Arbeiten von J. Matuz {Das Kanzleiwe
sen Süleymäns des Prächtigen. Wiesbaden 1974 und Herrscherurkunden des Osma-
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nensultans Süleymän des Prächtigen. Freiburg i.B. 1971) kennen wir das Kanzleiwe
sen dieses Sultans und haben sämtliche in dessen Nam en herausgegebene U rkunden
evidiert. Trotz dieser Tatsache hielt es der E ditor der osrnanisch-türkischen U rkun
den aus dem H H StA für notwendig zu M atuzs Verzeichnis noch einige wertvolle
A nm erkungen hinzuzufügen, ob schon um dieses zu berichtigen oder wegen der
Konkordanz zwischen dem Verzeichnis und der Edition.
Die diplomatische Analyse (U rkundentypen, sprachlich-diplomatisches F orm u
lar) geht vor allem aus den publizierten U rkunden hervor und bereichert durch kon
krete A ngaben bedeutenderw eise unsere Kenntnisse über die inneren Zeichen der
einzelnen Typen osm anischer U rkunden. In den Abschluß dieses Teils sind kurze
U rkundenregesten eingereiht. In den m edievistischen E ditionen ist es üblich die
Regesten in die Einleitung einzureihen, obwohl jene, von Schaendlinger benutzte
Weise für den B enützer übersichtlicher ist, vor allem, wenn er sich über den Inhalt
der D okum ente schnell zu inform ieren braucht.
Die Transkriptionen und Ü bersetzungen geben in ihrer Einleitung das D atum
und den O rt der H erausgabe, den U rkundentypus, die M aße der U rkunde, die
Schrift, sowie die Ü bersetzung und den Literaturhinw eis an.
D er osmanisch-türkische Text ist in der wissenschaftlichen Transkription in die
lateinische Schrift um geschrieben. Die Ü bersetzung ist sehr exakt und fließend, an
scheinend auch dank der syntaktischen M öglichkeiten des D eutschen.
Was den Inhalt der 36 U rkunden (davon sind drei Abschriften) betrifft, ist dieser
nicht sehr vielfältig. Es überwiegen Fragen des W affenstillstandes oder der F rie
densverträge, sowie die dam it verbundenen Reisen kaiserlicher B oten und die F ra
gen der Erteilung des freien Geleits für jene. D am it hängt eng auch die Zahlung
des jährlichen Tributs in der H öhe von 30 000 D ukaten zusammen. Die Frage des
Friedensbruchs war seit dem Beginn der osm anischen O kkupation von U ngarn ein
ernstes Problem . Aus den publizierten U rkunden erfahren wir jedoch nur über die
Vergehen kaiserlicher- bzw. ungarischerseits. Aus dieser Sicht ist das D okum ent
No. 14 interessant, in dem der Sultan betont, daß „E urer G laubensgenossen gegen
Muslime darf nicht gehört w erden“ . Dies erklärt die Tatsache, daß viele Beschw er
den über die Friedensbrüche osm anischerseits, die vom H ofkriegsrat den O fener
Statthaltern oder von den kaiserlichen R esidenten der Porta vorgelegt w urden, auf
G rund von Aussagen der türkischen G arnisonen von osm anischer Seite meist
zurückgewiesen wurden.
D er zweite Band bringt die Schreiben Süleymäns des Prächtigen an V asallen, Mi
litärbeam te, Beam te und Richter. Es geht um 46 B efehlsschreiben bzw. A bschriften
(etwa ein D rittel) aus der Z eit zwischen 1540-1566, d.h. aus der zweiten H älfte der
Regierungszeit des Sultans. D er erste Teil der D okum ente betrifft die Jahre 1552
und 1553, als es zu einer kriegerischen A useinandersetzung zwischen dem W iener
H of und dem Osm anischen Reich in Siebenbürgen kam. Ü ber die Problem e, die
das Osmanische Reich mit dem vasallischen Siebenbürgen hatte, bieten A ngaben
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auch die Schreiben an Stephan Majláth (der von J. von Zapolya zum Siebenbürger
Herzogen ernannt wurde und der schließlich als türkischer Gefangene im Gefängnis
Yedikule in Istanbul gestorben ist, siehe die jüngste Arbeit von J. Bessenyei: A Héttorony foglya. Budapest 1986) sowie an dessen Feind, Frater Georg Martinuzzi-Utišenovič um zehn Jahre später (1550).
W eiter sind hier einige berate für die Befehlshaber der Martalosen und cUlüfegi
in der Festung Fünfkirchen. Die Sicherheitsmaßnahmen für die Boten des Kaisers
nach Istanbul um einen Waffenstillstand mit der Porta auszuhandeln (die Urkunde
37 betrifft anscheinend Albert de Wijs, den langjährigen Gesandten zur Porta), die
Urkunden 38 und 39 betreffen die Botschaft von Michael Černovič - (siehe J. von
Bezek: Gesandschaftsreise nach Ungarn und die Türkei im Jahre 1564/65. Hrsg. von
K. Nehring. München 1979). Weitere Schriften sind an die Beglerbegs von Ofen,
Temexsvär und von Rumeli in verschiedenen Angelegenheiten gerichtet, meist
wegen Erteilung von Lehen.
Ähnlich wie im ersten Band bringt auch der zweite diplomatische Analysen. Zu
erst vergleicht er die von Hammer registrierten Urkunden in GOR IX und stellt
fest, daß lediglich fünfzehn Urkunden, die in diesem Band publiziert werden, in
seiner Bestandaufnahme festgehalten sind. Was die Urkundentypen betrifft, stellt
der Herausgeber fest, daß die im zweiten Teil publizierten Dokumente vom
„sprachlich-formalen Gesichtspunkt und dem des diplomatischen Formulars leich
ter zu bestimmen“ sind. Es handelt sich meist um Befehlsschreiben unterschiedli
cher Typen, weiter berate (Ernennungsdekrete), nišän und tevglhfermäni. Die A na
lyse des Formulars ist ein sehr wertvoller Beitrag zur osmanischen Diplomatik, z.B.
bei der Titulatur christlicher Würdenträger. Urkundenregesten schließen den ein
leitenden Teil ab.
Was die Transkriptionen und Übersetzungen betrifft, kann abermals ein hohes
Niveau der Qualität der Übersetzungen festgestellt werden.
Beide Bände sind mit einer Bibliographie versehen, der wir ein interessantes
Buch des slowenischen Historikers J. Žontar: Obveščevalna služba in diplomacija
avstrijskih Habsburžanov v boju proti Turkom v 16. stoljetju. Ljubljana 1973, vor
allem über M. Černovič, beifügen möchten.
Das (unter Mithilfe von M. Ress-Ivanics) bearbeitete Register führt Personenna
men, Ortsnamen und geographische Namen an, das Sach- und Titelregister ist
gründlich bearbeitet, auch wenn es sich noch in vielem ergänzen oder korrigieren
ließe.
Wenigstens kurz müssen auch die Faksimile erwähnt werden. Diese sind qualita
tiv auf sehr hohem Niveau bearbeitet und können nicht nur der Kontrolle, sondern
auch für pädagogische Zwecke dienen.
Die Edition Osmanisch-türkische Dokumente aus dem HHStA zu Wien ist ein
modernes Werk, das der fachlich orientierten Öffentlichkeit einen der reichhaltig
sten europäischen Fonds auf hohem Niveau vermittelt. Wir hoffen, daß in de Her-
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ausgabe von U rkunden w eiterer Sultane, zum indest bis zum Frieden zu Karlowitz,
fortgefahren wird.
Vojtech Kopčan

Catalogue o f Manuscripts in the Köprülü Library I—III. Prepared by R. $e§en, C.
izgi and C. A kpinar. Presented by E. íhsanoglu. Istanbul, C entre for Islamic His
tory, A rt and Culture 1406-1986 IV + 34 pp. Introduction in English and Turkish
X II+609 pp., 9 photocopies; Preface, 647 pp., 9 photocopies; Preface, 22 pp. Index
of Turkish M anuscripts, 11+639 pp., 6 photocopies, IV colour plates.
The recently founded The Research C entre for Islamic History, A rt and Culture
(IR C IC A ) has within a short time processed several projects for an im proved and
deeper knowledge of Islamic civilization. One of these projects involved a process
ing of catalogues and inventories, m anuscripts, and making them available to the
world of learning. To this end, IR C IC A established a U nit of M anuscripts, whose
first work was a Catalogue of Islamic Medical M anuscripts Found in the Libraries
of Turkey (1984) and the second one is the present Catalogue of the M anuscripts
in the Köprülü Library. O thers are to follow.
Processing of the catalogue at the Köprülü Library runs in parallel with another
im portant project pursued in Turkey. It is The U nion C atalogue of M anuscripts in
Turkey (TU Y A TO K - Türkiye Y azm alan Toplu K atalogu), organized by the G en
eral D irectorate of Libraries and Publications of the Ministry of Tourism and Cul
ture of Turkey, of which over ten volumes have already been published. The prin
ciples of processing manuscripts which had been approved in the T U Y A T O K P ro
ject, have also been applied in processing m anuscripts of the Köprülü Library.
The latter belongs by its collections among the most significant libraries in the
Islamic world - not so much by its range, as rather by its content. As a m atter of
fact, this library has in its deposits several rarities and ancient m anuscripts, primarily
Arabic. The library was founded through collection activity by outstanding repre
sentatives of the Köprülü family, many of whom held high offices in the O ttom an
empire in the second half of the 17th and during the 18th century. Let us m ention
at least M ehm ed Köprülü, grand vizier during 1656-1661, the founder of this family,
and his sons Fazil A hm ed pasha (grand vizier 1661-1676) and Fazil M ustapha pasha
(1689-1691), and his nephew A m ucazade Hüseyin pasha (1697-1702).
The real founder of the library was Fazil A hm ed pasha who gathered rare A rabic
manuscripts and other works. H e set up an endow m ent (vakf) which was to m ate
rially ensure this library including the personnel. This collection became the basis
of the library which was subsequently enlarged through endow m ents by Köprülüzade Hafiz A hm ed pasha (+1769) and K öprülüzade M ehm ed Asim Bey. On the
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basis of the pious foundations (vakfiye) the compilers of the Catalogue succeeded
in reconstructing the original funds and the changes that took place during the sub
sequent existence of the library.
The first general catalogue of all the three sections of the Library was compiled
shortly following Mehmed Asim Bey’s death in 1231 H./1816. According to this cat
alogue, Section I (vakf Fazil Ahmed pasha) counted 1627 volumes, Section II (vakf
Hafiz Ahmed pasha) 402 volumes and Section III, 430 volumes. Altogether the
library possessed 2459 volumes of manuscripts and early prints.
In the 19th century the library was confided to Evkaf Vekaleti (Ministry of Pious
Foundation) and all the books were assigned a serial number according to the differ
ent sections. Under sultan Abdülhamid II, a catalogue, or rather an inventory of
the Library was compiled under the name Köprülüzade Mehmed (sic!) Pasa kütüphanesinde mahfuz-i kütüb mevcudimn defteridir. Istanbul (without year of publica
tion). In this catalogue, set up according to the serial numbers, the earlier classifi
cation is maintained. Against the stock-taking of the end of the previous centuries,
five volumes recorded in the printed catalogue, were lost - a rather paltry number.
And thus the present-day state of the library is as follows: Section I - 1647 volumes,
i.e. 1623 manuscripts and 24 prints; Section II - 380 volumes, i.e. 363 ms and 17
prints (7 in European languages); Section III - 746 volumes, i.e. 614 ms and 132
prints. The entire collection represents 2773 volumes of which 2593 are ms and 180
prints.
The compilers of the catalogue - Ramazan Sesen and his team, Cevat Izgi and
Cemil Akpinar - proceeded according to a method similar to the one adopted by
the project TUYATOK for processing manuscripts. Although earlier inventories
and a printed catalogue were available, the cataloguing required practically two
years of diligent work. The compilers rightly decided to maintain the genetically
independent three sections of which manuscript and the book fund is made up. On
the other hand, this necessitates to scan each section separately to retrieve various
topics, e.g. history and travelogues in Sect. I - volumes Nos 998-1196, in Sect. II
- Nos 202-255, and Sect. Ill - Nos 356-395.
The thematic assignment of manuscripts and prints derives from the traditional
Islamic classification of sciences. Religion: The Koran and sciences about it, tradi
tions, Fiqh, mysticism, dogmatism; Philosophy and sciences: logics, astronomy,
geography, medicine, history, literature, interpretation of dreams, grammar, lexico
graphy, etc. Mecmua - or collections are given at the end of each section.
Within the various sections, the catalogue is divided into manuscripts and prints.
In addition, also materials belonging rather to archives, are described in the cata
logue: 18 vakfiye, old catalogues, fermans, maps and other documents, and several
types of registers.
For the manuscripts the catalogue states these entries: 1. library number, 2. name
of work (if lacking, it is given by description), 3. author’s name (with data about
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him and his life), 4. beginning of the work, 5. end of the work, 6. details on the
specimen - kind of writing, num ber of folios, binding, num ber of lines, ornam enta
tion, damage to ms, 7. colophon, 8. various notes im portant as regards content, dat
ing and ownership of the ms, 9. literature - here, besides classical bio- and biblio
graphic works in A rabic, Turkish, or E uropean languages, also encyclopaediae and
catalogues of ms are cited. It is to be regretted that preserved ms, not given in basic
works, are not cited here in greater num bers.
In the case of collections, the various works are given a serial num ber and are
dealt with similarly as independent ms.
As to prints, they are given their serial num ber in the library, name of w ork, au
th o r’s nam e, place of publication, year of publication, num ber of pages, dimension
of book and references.
As regards the language aspect, A rabic m ansucripts predom inate in Köprülü
K ütüphanesi as in the m ajority of Islamic collections, while the Turkish ms num ber
hardly 400, and Persian ones even less. This explains, in part at least, why the cata
logue of the Köprülü Library is published in Arabic. As to prints, those in Turkish,
which include Ibrahim M üteferrika’s first prints, outnum ber A rabic ones.
It might be worth to stop a little by the ms Cevahir üt-tevarih II, No. 231/1. A c
cording to the catalogue, the author of this work is unequivocally Osman D ede b.
Ali Erzerum i. H ow ever, the authorship in this case is rather m ore complicated.
J. von H am m er (G O R VI, pp. V -V I) unambiguosly ascribed it to H asan Aga the
keeper of the seal of grand vizier K öprülüzade Fazil A hm ed pasha. This authorship
was also recognized by G. Flügel, the com piler of the catalogue of O riental M anu
scripts at the N ationalbibliothek in Vienna. Brusali M ehm ed Tahir (ОМ III, p. 30)
stated that this work usually called Tarih-i mühürdar comes from the pen of E rze
rumi Osm an D ede, who made use of the groundwork prepared by H asan Aga. But
doubts on this statem ent had already been expressed by F. Babinger (G O W , pp.
216-217) who stated that an elucidation can be provided solely by further research.
A.S. Levend who had studied the work Cevahir üt-tevarih earlier, ascribes its au
thorship to Erzerum i Osm an D ede. Levend (Gazavat-nameler, pp. 120-122) had
examined the Istanbul m anuscripts of this work and came to the conclusion that the
specimen in Süleymaniye (Esad E f., No. 2242) does not m ention the author, but
the m anuscript in Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi, Revan No. 1307 states Hasan Aga as the
author, although it carries the name of Tarih-i Feth-i Kandiye. Its content, however
is concordant with works carrying the nam e Cevahir üt-tevarih. In conclusion A.S.
Levend states that the work about A hm ed pasha had been written by Hasan Aga,
but it had been transcribed in a nobler style “m ünsiyane” by Osman D ede. The
translator of the first two parts of Cevahir üt-tevarih into G erm an, Erich Prokosch
{Krieg und Sieg in Ungarn. G ra n z -W ien-K öln 1976, p. 12), has this to say about
the compiler of the notes Hasan Aga: “D er B earbeiter war alles andere als ein
M eister der Feder: Die Sprache strotzt von A nakoluthen, und so manches W ort
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muß der Leser selber ergänzen, will er einen Sinn herausbringen - vor der Ortho
graphie ganz zu schweigen. Die geographischen Namen, die dem Teilnehmer am
Feldzug geläufig sein mußten - schreibt er doch, daß er persönlich Schutzbriefe an
viele Ortschaften ausgestellt hat - wurden zum Teil stark verballhornt. Zw eifel
sohne fühlte sich der Bearbeiter durch den Auftrag, den Bericht des Siegelbe
wahrers in literarische Form zu bringen, verpflichtet einen Stil zu schreiben der weit
über seinen Können lag. Der Siegelbewahrer, der in der Einleitung als großer Mann
gefeiert wird, spricht später von sich wieder mit der Bescheidenheitsformel der er
sten Person!”
However, A.S. Levend had not researched the ancient manuscripts of Cevahir
üt-tevarih in European libraries (Paris, Vienna) and did not find out which one from
the Istanbul manuscript could have been the autograph.
A work supporting Hasan Aga’s authorship is the period translation of the first
third (the first two chapters) into Latin, made by J. Podesta in 1680 and dedicated
to the emperor. Podesta came into possession of a specimen of this work during his
stay in Istanbul in 1678-79 from some Imam for money from the archive of the grand
vizier Kara Mustapha pasha. The translation has the title “Annalium Gemma auctore Hasan Aga Sigilli Custode Kupurli seu Cypry Ahmed B assae... 1680” .
As regards Erzerumlu Osman Dede, he is mentioned as being the author of
a work called Tarih-i Fazil Ahm ed Pasa (Süleymaniye, Hamidiye No. 909) which
differs from Cevahir üt-tevarih, although precisely the latter had served as the basis.
This magnificent manuscript truly corresponds to a reprocessing in the “münsiyane”
style and is written in calligraphic talik, as stated by Levend.
In view of the wealth of data which this work carries, it would deserve a critical
edition as a significant source of Ottoman history in the sixties of the 17th century,
particularly so as it served as a basis to Silahdar Mehmed Aga for his history.
The Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Köprülü Library is undoubtedly a valuable
and much needed work and may be evaluated as the best processed catalogue pub
lished in recent years in Turkey.
Vojtech Kopčan

M u r p h e y , R.: Regional Structure in the Ottoman Economy. A Sultanic M emo
randum o f 1636 A .D . Concerning the Sources and Uses o f the Tax-Farm Revenues
o f Anatolia and the Coastal and Northern Portions o f Syria. Near and Middle
East Monographs, New Series, Vol. 1. Wiesbaden, Otto Harrassowitz 1987.
xxxvi+256 pp.
The steady growth of publications of diverse Ottoman sources, primarily of an
economic nature, helps to extend our knowledge and as a consequence, elicit novel
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evaluations. In the case of the book under review, the interesting feature is that it
brings data on the tax base of eight large provinces in A natolia and northern Syria,
regions about which we know less than about Rum elia and other European pro
vinces.
T here is question of a Register deposited with the Ba§bakanhk Archives of Istan
bul, MM 7075, called “Auctioning Registry and Inventory of Tax-Farm s, Poll Tax
(Assessments) on the Non-Muslims, and O ther Miscellaneous Collections in the
Eyalets of A leppo, D iyarbakir, Syrian Tripoli, and Rum , Together with the Provin
cial Treasury Accounts for the Provinces of Karam an and O thers, as well as the
Revenues Collected from the Eyalet-i A nadolu; (A n A ccount of Projected R eve
nues) Actually Collected in the Hicri year 1046 (1636/37)” .
The book is made up of three parts: I. Introduction to the Text (pp. xiii-xxxvi),
II. Fascimile of the Text with Transcription, Notes, and Explanations (pp. 1-211),
III. Statistical Analysis of the Text (pp. 213-256). Even these simple headings go
to show that R. M urphey has not only m ade the entire Register accessible in facsi
mile and in Latin transcription, but also skilfully introduces the reader into the de
tails of O ttom an censuses pointing out their significance for the economic history,
and in the concluding part presents a statistical processing of the data recorded in
the Registers.
The register which is the object of R. M urphey’s investigation does not belong
among standard types of O ttom an records. It combines in summary reports, fashion
inform ation on both treasury intake or projected revenues from specific tax-farm
units, together with their collective use or assignation for state-sponsored activities.
It originated at a time of an extrem e tension in the em pire’s finances when following
unsuccessful expeditions against Baghdad and enorm ous expenditures in conquer
ing Revan in 1634, the state treasury was threatened by a crisis. M urad IV after
his real ascension to power (1632) was determ ined to introduce reform s in order to
renew order in state finances. To begin with, he m ade an inspection of the Tim ariote
army in Rum elia and A natolia in 1042/1632 and this inspection was carried on in
A natolia and the A rab provinces in the following years. I had the opportunity of
studying one such register from the northern H ungarian borderland (Defter-i der
desti eyalet-i Egri) from the year 1043/1633-34 and it may be said to be m ore de
tailed than the yoklama defteri from the years 1014 and 1016 ( M u t a f č i e v a , V .P .:
Sur ľétat du systéme des timars au cours de la premiére décade du X V I I е s., ďaprés
les yoklam as datant de 1014 et 1016 de ľhégire (1605-6 et 1607-8 a.D .). In: Sur ľétat
du systéme des timars des X V I I е- X V II Iе ss. Sofia 1968, pp. 7-31).
Also the relevant register containing 41 folios falls into the fram ework of this re
forming and inspecting activity on the part of sultan M urad IV. Besides a com plete
and com prehensive version, there also exists a rough draft (müsvedde) version in
the same classification, Register MM 3305, which was prepared about the time of
the first siege against Baghdad in 1035/1626. Of course, the latter R egister does not
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refer to such an extended territory as the first one, but is confined to western Ana
tolia. What, were the aims of this Register? Special attention had to be devoted to
the region of central and eastern Anatolia, for a major section of the population
had run away to towns ^nd particularly to Istanbul at the time of the Celalis rebel
lions at the turn of the 16th-17th century. Consequently the grand vizier Bayram
Pasha had to carry out the inspection in Istanbul and force the refugees to return
home. And the decree on the preparation of a detailed Register of incomes from
entire provinces had been issued - as R. Murphey assumes - precisely in connection
with the relocation of these persons. In connection with the Registers, we wish to
draw attention to the author’s following statement: “Since the purpose and circum
stances of each Register’s preparation was fundamentally different, every Ottoman
survey may be thought of as in a sense unique.” (p. xxi). He substantiates his asser
tion by comparing the State Treasury budget for 933/1527/28 and our tax-farm sur
vey register for 1046/1636/37 where “some fundamental differences in both form
and content must be kept firmly in mind” . Despite the author’s objectivization
meant to ensure a solid comparative base for an analysis of changes in the sources
of State incomes between the 16th and 17th centuries, only general trends could be
found.
The author sees the value “of a document such a Register MM 7075 in the fact
that it presents regionally-specific data which can be directly linked either to a dis
tinct provincial treasury, or to a discrete fiscal district attached to one of the bureaus
of the central treasury itself” (p. xxiv). This permits one to follow incomes from the
various provinces, but also contributions by specific groups of the populations, as
for instance tribal contingents, those of non-Muslims, but also their economic con
tribution and even their distribution and density. In a like manner one may follow
also the cultivation of special plants, extraction of minerals, etc.
The Register is divided into XI sections (regional treasuries), which had alto
gether 309 tax-farm contracts (aklam), each under the management of either a tax-farmer (amil), or a State commissioner (emin).
The Editor had to arrange the confused order of the various records of the register
into a longical sequence, for pages got mixed up during binding. This is clearly evi
dent in Chart 3 (Concordance of page numbers).
In the concluding section of the Introduction, the Editor muses over questions
of interpretation of the numerical data in the register. One of the problems arises
from lack of standardization and instability in values and rates of exchange of
coinage in use at the time of the register’s compilation. In 1636-37 the value of gold
ducat (hasene) rose from 220 to 240 akce and this became reflected also in the course
of gurus - gurus-i esedi had a value of 80 (in Section I only), or of 90 akce and the
gurus-i tarn 100 akce. An interesting feature is that the notation “gayr ez tafavüt”,
which we encounter at several places in the register, meaning revenues “excluding
treasury credits arising from discrepancies in currency rates” , indicates that treasury
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profit realized through m anipulation of the exchange rates was significant enough
to merit mention as an independent revenue source. A similar m ode was also follow
ed by regional treasuries in Hungary where taxes were paid in different coins
(H ungarian, im perial, Polish and D utch Thalers) having different values, which p er
m itted taxes to be indirectly raised, since tax obligations w ere calculated in akce.
An essential part of the book is made up of facsimiles of the register with tran
scription, notes and explanations. A lthough this m ode of publishing the text is not
the most economical, yet it provides a very clear overview of the data which are
supplem ented with notes, facilitating reading. The “Final Sum m ations” (summaries
of incomes and outlays), according to the various sections, are translated into Eng
lish. The total sum of incomes am ounted to 190,200,000 akce, 87,300,000 a. of which
were earm arked for miscellaneous expenses including the paym ent of the salaries
of garrison troops, and the sum of 102,900,000 a. was designated as income for the
(central) treasury.
The statistical analysis of the text in the various tables, diagrams and maps p re
sents some interesting results. Of the realized incomes, up to 40 per cent were
treasury deposits, 40 per cent were for defence, 9 per cent for adm inistration needs,
but the balance rem ained unaccounted for. D iagram on p. 224 shows the propor
tional contribution of various sources to A natolian tax-farm revenues, with avanz
representing 45.8% , cizye 17.8%, textiles 25% and customs 10.8% , - just to m en
tion only some of the more significant items.
The book is provided with A ppendices, Indices and a Glossary of technical terms.
R. M urphey’s book constitutes an interesting and valuable contribution to the
economic history of A natolia and further regions during the first half of the 17th
century.
Vojtech Kopčan

The Ottoman Empire and the W orld-Economy. Ed. by H uri íslam oglu-ínan. C am 
bridge, Cam bridge University Press - Paris, Édition de la M aison des Sciences de
l’Hom m e 1987. xi + 481 pp.
The concept of W orld-Econom y or W orld-System perspective, elaborated and
justified by I. W allerstein in his book The M odern W orld-System and in num erous
studies published in the seventies, stem m ed from the then social situation prevailing
in the world. H e turned to good account the stimuli of social sciences and political
economy ranging from A. Smith through K. M arx, up to K. Polányi and the French
School Annales, and even the theories of dependence enunciated by S. A m in, A .G .
Frank, and others. According to W allerstein, W orld-Econom y is a characteristic o r
ganism, made up of advanced W estern countries as the “core” of the system, and of
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developing countries standing at the periphery. The incorporation of the latter into
World-Economy meant that their further development was brought to a standstill
by the advanced Western countries and under their influence they are now devel
oping within “dependent” , or “peripheral” capitalism.
This theory elicited a considerable response among turkologists, particularly
among graduates of American universities who quickly became advocates of this
new political-economic analysis of Ottoman history, especially as they had consider
ed all preceding approaches to this subject as ahistorical. The very first volume of
the magazine Review, published by an institution headed by I. Wallerstein - The
Fernand Braudel Center for the Study of Economics, Historical Systems and Civi
lizations - at the State University of New York at Binghamton, carried a paper by
H. íslamoglu - C. Keyder Agenda for Ottoman History (reprinted also in the book
under review, pp. 42-62). In the following volume, Wallerstein himself drew atten
tion to the history of the Ottoman Empire in his stimulative study The Ottoman E m 
pire and the Capitalist World Economy: Some Questions for Research (Review, II,
3, 1977, pp. 389-398) and he pursues his interest in Ottoman history further ( The
Incorporation o f the Ottoman Empire into the World-Economy, included in the pre
sent volume, pp. 88-97, with H. Decdeli and R. Kasaba as co-authors).
The book under review comprises seventeen contributions on the above topic,
divided into four parts: Theoretical Approaches, where besides the two studies
referred to above, we also find an essay by P. Gran {Late 18th-Early-19th-century
Egypt: Merchant Capitalism or Modern Capitalism?, pp. 27-41) and one by Í. Sunar
{State and Economy in the Ottoman Empire, pp. 63-87). The remaining three sec
tions are devoted to problems of State and Agriculture, Industry and Labor and
Trade and Markets, respectively. Over one-third of the papers had already been
published earlier in various journals and collections, but their inclusion in the book
has been well advised for the reader has thus a complex view of past research on
the Ottoman Empire from the aspect of World-Economy.
In an extensive Introduction entitled “Oriental Despotism” in World-System Per
spective (pp. 1-24), H. tslamoglu-inan presents a critical analysis of past approaches
to the Ottoman history. And she adduces numerous plausible reasons for her criti
cism of European oriental studies of the 19th century and their views on Islamic
and Ottoman society, the conception of Asiatic Mode of Production as also the developmentalist literature in social sciences of post-World War period. She rates
them as ahistorical conceptions of Ottoman history, although there is question rath
er of an evolution in a scientific study of the past. She probably devotes special
attention to the Asian Mode of Production also because in discussions on the use
of this model with Ottoman history in the sixties and seventies, she found adherents
not only in Turkey, but also among foreign Ottomanists. In our view, the revival
of this theory (Wittfogeľs) after a very long interval (Soviet discussions on the Asian
mode of production were administratively discontinued in the first half of the thirties
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and practically the same fate was encountered also by the second wave of discussions
in the sixties, repressed by neo-Stalinists) had an ideological and political back
ground rather than an economical one. The second conception - '‘O riental D espo
tism ” undoubtedly resides in culturological notions entertained by adherents of the
E nlightenm ent up to Toynbee. However, as justly observed by the editress, “Asian
M ode of Production em bodies the central assumption of ‘O riental despotism '” .
H. islam oglu-inan sees a way out of the ahistorical conceptions in a World-System perspective. “The W orld-System perspective seeks to move away from the es
sentially ahistorical and ideological conceptions of O ttom an history (and from the
approach of the latter’s critique) towards new categories of analysis” (p. 7).
She summarizes the benefit of the various contributions tQ a knowledge of the
penetration of European world economy into the O ttom an Em pire and also the con
sequences of the incorporation of various parts of the Em pire into the world-system
perspective. Evidently, theoretical hypotheses do not always correspond to results
of a concrete historical research, or the other way round. Differences exist also in
the m ethods or approaches used by various researchers to the historical reality, so
that we also m eet with different evaluations of the same historical processes and
phenom ena.
The world-system perspective requires also that a new periodization of O ttom an
history be introduced. The history of the O ttom an Em pire from the 16th century
onwards is no longer a gradual decline, but an incorporation into the world-system
perspective, or a peripheration.
H. Islam oglu-inan is aware of weakness of this conception. Several authors have
criticized her for a one-sided and an ‘econom ist’ approach to peripheral transform a
tion, that is, for assigning potency and causality to change in E uropean trade struc
ture in bringing about social-economic, as well as political changes in the periphery.
This is undoubtedly a serious objection, particularly if no account is made of such
institutions as the State and the entire superstructure - religious, legal and cultural
institutions. In addition, the available and processed m aterial at the disposal of
O ttom an studies falls very far short of the standard that would perm it such farreaching generalizations to be m ade. This is also supported by some of the studies
included in this book, based on concrete m aterial and differing from the general
paradigm of the world-system perspective.
It is therefore not surprising that the editress herself poses the question as to the
way further research into O ttom an history ought to follow. This is a question of
dynamism of the O ttom an State which, according to the paradigm , ought to have
grown w eaker during the course of its being incorporated into the world-economy,
which, however, was not the case. N evertheless, H. islam oglu-inan cautions against
the use of the concept of “O ttom an despotism ” , taking support in her own experi
ence. The proposed conception of “a hegemonistic class” which was able to re
concile the interests of different groups within the society - m erchants, artisans,
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peasants, tribal groupings, pre-Ottoman ruling groups - is equally illusory as had
been many earlier constructions.
The circuit of studies devoted to the State and agriculture comprises several
noteworthy ideas. In contrast to the conception of World-Economy, even following
incorporation of the Ottoman Empire into the world market, the position of the
State was not shaken and a major role continued to be played by non-economic
structures (H. Islamoglu-ínan). And even later, as is here shown by O. Kurmus, at
the time of growing demands for raw cotton from Great Britain (during the civil
war in the USA), the State refused to introduce monoculture of this plant. On ma
terials from Srem, Slavonia and Croatia, B. McGowan shows that the enfranchise
ment of peasantry following the expulsion of the Turks had been due to changes in
power politics and not to requirements of cereals export.
In the section dealing with Industry and Labour, but also in that concerned with
Commerce, we find valuable studies on the production and processing of silk and
cotton over several centuries. Silk had for ages been a luxury article, and cotton,
or fabrics made of it were always much in demand in Europe. It might perhaps be
fitting to devote attention also to cloth, for - at least in the 16th and 17th century
in Ottoman Hungary - it was by volume the greatest textile product, both imported
and exported. Mention is also made of Ottoman cotton products for export, though
silk was rather rare.
As shown by the researches made by M. Geng and H. ínalcik, European export
of textiles to the Ottoman Empire came to be realized relatively late, only following
the industrial revolution in Europe.
Interesting insights into Ottoman-Venetian political and trade relations in the
first third of the 17th century are given by S. Faroqhi. Her view comes from the
Ottoman side and consequently truthfully characterizes the role of the “ümera” , i.e.
provincial administrators, in the sensitive issues of foreign relations - whether poli
tical or commercial. The authoress, perhaps the only one (together with H.R. Ri
chardson) mentions “avanias” (various forms of chicanery of Christian merchants),
which also belonged to the framework of commerce of European countries with Is
lamic regions.
The volume The Ottoman Empire and the World-Economy represents a signifi
cant contribution to the economic and social history of the Ottoman Empire and it
is to be hoped that it is not the last one.
Vojtech Kopčan

H e t z e r , Armin: Dačkerěn-Texte. Eine Chrestomathie aus Armenier drucken des
19. Jahrhunderts in türkischer Sprache. Turcologica, Band 2. Hrsg. von L. Johanson. Wiesbaden, Otto Harrassowitz 1987. 624 S.
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U num stritten ist die B edeutung der armenischen Bevölkerung auf m anchen
G ebieten des wirtschaftlichen und kulturellen Lebens des Osmanischen Reiches, vor
allem im 19. Jahrhundert. Diese, zahlenm äßig geringe, aber einflußreiche M inder
heit benutzte neben ihrer eigenen (vor allem zu liturgischen Zwecken) auch die Osmanisch-Türkische Sprache, so im heimischen V erkehr als auch im öffentlichen Le
ben. D ruckereien in E uropa (W ien, Venedig) und auch in Istanbul und Izmir gaben
zahlreiche Drucke in dieser Sprache in arm enischer Schrift heraus. H eutzutage, hin
sichtlich der Tragödie der armenischen Bevölkerung zur Z eit der H errschaft der
Jungtürken, ist das A rm enier Türkische nur noch ein historisches Phänom en.
D er Kern von A. H etzers A rbeit ist die Transkription von osm anisch-türkischen
Texten aus dem 19. Jahrhundert in die lateinische Schrift, sowie deren Analyse, wie
dies schon der Titel des Buches „D ačkerěn (T ü rk isch e)-T ex te“ andeutet.
In der Einleitung faßt der A utor die Ergebnisse der Erforschung des A rm enier
Türkischen, wo vor allem österreichische Turkologen dom inierten (Kraelitz-Greifenhorst und Tietze) zusammen und stellt eine unzureichende A ufarbeitung dieser
Problem atik fest. A uf G rund der Analyse der herausgegebenen Texte stellt H etzer,
im U nterschied zu Kraelitz, richtig fest, daß diese „nicht auf dem H intergrund der
osmanischen Schriftsprache des 19. Jahrhunderts, sondern des M odernen StandardTürkischen“ (S. 10) entstanden sind. D er A utor bem üht sich auch zu beweisen,
daß es „ein Arm enier-Türkisch als distinkte, auf eine soziale oder landsm annschaft
liche G ruppe bezogene V arietät des Osm anischen nicht gab“ , obwohl es einen
eigenartigen C harakter aufweist. M an muß dabei daraus hervorgehen, „daß das
Türkisch damals als V erkehr- zum Teil auch als H auptsprache bei vielen ,Frem d
völkern’ des Osm anischen Reiches fungierte“ .
Die Analyse der A rm enierdrucke ist wichtig auch für die Geschichte der türki
schen Sprache, ähnlich wie die türkischen, in lateinischer, kyrillischer, griechischer
oder anderer Schrift geschriebenen Texte, wobei die armenische Schrift eine exakte
V erschriftung der türkischen Um gangssprache ermöglichte.
A. H etzer faßt die G rundsätze der Auswahl des verhältnism äßig um fangreichen
Korpusses der A rm enierdrucke, dessen Bearbeitung und Forschungsergebnisse in
dem um fangreichen einleitenden Teil „Auswahl, B earbeitung und erste philologi
sche Ergebnisse“ (S. 15-127) zusammen. D er E ditor bem ühte sich eine breite D o 
kum entation der sprachlichen V ariationen, der funktionalen Stile und der Schriftungsgattungen von A rm enierdrucken zu versam meln. Ebenso bem ühte er sich
auch um eine Bewertung der A rm enierdrucke vom Gesichtspunkt des funktionalen
Stils des Osm anisch-Türkischen im R ahm en der gesamtsprachlichen Situation im
Osmanischen Reich und in der Türkischen Republik. In diesem Teil bringt der
A utor die detaillierteste linguistische Ü bersicht über das sog. A rm eno-Türkische
anhand der herausgegebenen Texte und setzt sich mit den bisherigen A rbeiten über
diese Frage eingehend und kritisch auseinander.
D er erste Teil der C hrestom athie (S. 143-414) bringt Texte in der Transkription
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in lateinischer Schrift. Hier befinden sich Proben unterschiedlichster Gattungen von
geistlicher Lyrik über religiöse Literatur, Lehrbücher, Romane, Meditationen bis
zu Übersetzungen von religiöser oder historischer Literatur hin. Der zweite Teil
(S. 416-541) enthält Reproduktionen einiger oben erwähnter Texte. Der dritte Teil
schließlich (S. 543-624) sind Glossare (armenisch-deutsch, lexikalische Dubletten)
sowie ein Register (türkisches Formenregister).
Hetzers Buch ist nicht nur ein bedeutender Beitrag zur Linguistik, sondern auch
zur Kulturgeschichte des Osmanischen Reiches.
Vojtech Kopčan

F ä h n r i c h , H.: Kurze Grammatik der georgischen Sprache (Concise Grammar of
the Georgian Language). Leipzig, VEB Verlag Enzyklopädie 1986. 191 pp.
The aim of H. Fähnrich’s book under review is to present a methodical outline
of the system of Georgian - a language belonging to the Kartvelian group of lan
guages. The author divided his book into four chapters. In the introduction he gives
a geographical, demographic and cultural-historical characteristic of Georgia and
of the Georgians, with a brief review of the principal developmental periods of the
Georgian language and of the more significant linguistic works in the domain of
Kartvelian studies from the 17th century down to the present times (pp. 11-14).
The first brief chapter (pp. 15-17) is in reality a concentrated form of the basic
characteristic of the Georgian language. In it the author states the principal signs
of the agglutinative type of language and specifies the affixal mode of forming words
and phrases in Georgian. He also notes the reduplicating way of word formation
and the phonological structure, with its specific features applied especially in word
formation (make-up of the root - CVC, prefixes - C V -, suffixes - VC). A major
part of the chapter is made up of a description of the declination system and ergative
construction, of numerals and of basic syntactic structures.
The second chapter comprises a description of the phonological structure of the
language (pp. 17-28), in which H. Fähnrich focused especially on Georgian consonantism, the position of abruptive and aspirate phonemes and their distinctive traits.
The chapter also comprises a description of phonetic combinations, vocalic syn
copes, metatheses, assimilations, dissimilations and accent.
The extensive chapter on morphology (pp. 29-146) is concerned with declension
of the various parts of speech and the system of inflexible parts of speech. In the
introductory part of the chapter, the author describes the word-forming system
(word formation, affixation), with an exhaustive treatment of the declination sys
tems of nouns, adjectives, numerals pronouns and participles. He processes this sub-
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ject in a lucid, systematic m anner. The conciseness of such an interpretation derives
from the very nature of the language (Georgian has 6 cases and the category of
nominal gender is not differentiated). The nature of the language also conditions
the extent of that section of the chapter which describes conjugation of verbs.
Besides the basic categorial meanings of the three persons in the singular and plural,
a Kartvelian verb simultaneously expresses also the subject of the action, its object
(in transitive verbs), its direction, its utility (on whose behalf it takes place), further,
circumstance (orientation, direction), the voice (active, passive, m edium ). The
author deals with conjugation of verbs also in relation to the time (the present, the
aorist and the perfect time) and sets out also the characteristic signs of transitive
and intransitive verbs in relation to the affixal structure of the forms. He devotes
special attention to the conjunctive and the causative modes. In the concluding part
(pp. 142-145), H. Fähnrich deals with suffixes expressing adverbial meanings of the
verb of action. This section also comprises the basic notions regarding interjections
and particles in Georgian.
The closing chapter is concerned with syntax (pp. 148-191), presenting a clear
description of the syntactic functions of cases, ways of expressing basic clauses, lu
cidly characterizing especially the syntactic function of the object which, in this
group of languages, is on the same syntactic level in transitive constructions as the
subject and the predicate. A considerable part of the chapter deals with word order,
the effect of its change on the mode of presentation of nom inal parts of speech in
the function of m em bers of clauses. A n inseparable part of these issues is also the
question of valence. The author describes this in relation to the basic syntactic struc
tures, and also against the background of verbal forms in the various types of con
jugation (the present, the aorist and the perfect type). An organic part of this chap
ter is also a description of the m odality of Georgian sentence and an analysis of the
complex and com pound sentence system. The chapter is concluded with a characte
ristic of the negative, and ways of expressing it.
Heinz Fähnrich’s K urze Gramm atik der georgischen Sprache is in reality a short
encyclopaedic work on the system and structure of the Georgian language. The au
th o r’s conception and his m anner of explication reside in conciseness and lucidity.
The topic of the G eorgian language, particularly the structure of Georgian verbs,
is processed systematically. The author’s design is not to teach the reader to speak
G eorgian, but to provide him with exhaustive inform ation on its linguistic system.
In explaining the various phenom ena, this gram m ar of G eorgian takes support in
transliterated forms of its phonological structures, gramm atical shapes and sen
tences. With the exception of the introductory systematic table, we find in it no
forms w ritten in Georgian writing, nor exercises for improving our knowledge of
the language. This speaks for the author’s own design to create a short work of
a succinct, pithy nature, encyclopaedic in character. H. Fähnrich has succeeded in
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implementing this design and has thus contributed to a deeper knowledge of the
linguistic system of Georgian and to its propagation abroad.
Pavol Žigo

T s o t s k h a d z e , L . V.: Affiksalnaya derivatsiya imen v sovremennykh semitskikh
yazykakh (Affixal Derivation of Nouns in the Contemporary Semitic Languages).
Akademiya nauk Gruzinskoi SSR (Academy of Sciences of the Georgian SSR). Tbi
lisi, Metsniereba 1987. 112 pp.
The monograph consists of an introduction and two chapters. In the introduction
the methodology followed is explained and a synchronic system of derivation, as
conceived in the book, is presented: Implicit (pattern-marked) derivation, and Ex
plicit (affixal) derivation, the latter referring to all affixal types irrespective of
whether they involve pattern variation or not. From these two basic types only the
last one is examined in the monograph.
Chapter I: The Structure of word-formationai types of the affix-marked nouns in
Classical Arabic and Hebrew (pp. 15-47), and Chapter II: Basic word-formational
fields of affix-marked nouns (pp. 48-97). At the end of the book a good bibliogra
phical survey is given.
Word-formational types, as presented in Chapter I, are defined in terms of deri
vational procedures used as follows:
1. prefix- and pattern-marked derivation;
2. suffix- and pattern-marked derivation;
3. infix- and pattern-marked derivation;
4. suffixal derivation.
The Russian terms adopted in this context, viz. 1. prefiksalno-flektivnyi; 2. suffiksalno-flektivnyi; and 3. infiksalno-flektivnyi sposob, with reference to derivational
procedures seem to be somewhat out of place because of their second component
(flektivnyi = inflectional). It should be admitted, however, that the domain of pat
tern-marked derivation, simultaneously with that of inflection, is sometimes cover
ed by similar terms (cf. Petráček’s ‘innere Flexion’ in ArOr, 28, pp. 547-606,1960).
For a derivationally exploited pattern variation a less contradictory term would have
been perhaps more convenient.
While the prefixal and suffixal derivation, with a collateral pattern-variation, is
kept in traditional lines, the infixal derivation includes somewhat unusual relation
ships between e.g. film “film” and fulaym “microfilm” , or bay da “egg” and buwayda
“ovum” (p. 36). Intra-root vocalic variation (inclusively of diphthongs), as occurring
here to mark diminutives, is traditionally associated with the pattern morpheme and
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not with affixes. W hen accepting the interpretation proposed, it would be necessary
to redefine the very concept of ‘affix’ in a much wider sense that used hitherto.
The collective noun (CN) - unit noun (UN ) relationship (p. 37), inclusively of
verbal (VN) and instance nouns (IN) is som ewhat restrictively treated as a case of
an exclusively suffixal derivation. A lthough the typical case is really of a suffixal
nature, as in (CN) bacüd “m osquitoes” - b a cüda “a m osquito” or (VN) ’iqtibäs “quo
tation” (as a general procedure) - (IN) ’iqtibasa “quotation” (as a unique act or its
result); inclusively of the mass noun (MN) - partitive noun (PN) relationship, as in
(MN) zujäj “glass” - (PN) zujäja “a piece of glass; bottle” , etc., a num ber of other
derivatives, pertaining to the latter derivational classes, may exhibit collateral p at
tern variations, as in (dem onstrated on a V N -IN relationship):
šurb - sarba; sarlx, suräx - sarxa; sayh, siyäh - say ha; sujüd - sajda, cf. f a ’ida
rafaca ra’sahu cani s-sajdati t-täniyati jalasa “when he had raised his head after the
second prostretion, he sat dow n” (W ensinck, 1, 387: al-Buxärl); qudum, qidmän,
maqdam - qadma, cf. qadima m ď ä w iya tu . . . al-madlnata ’äxira qadmatin qadimahä
“M ucäw iya. .. entered M edina for the last time (lit. the last entering he entered it)”
(ibid.: al-Buxärí) or: layta ’annl qad ra’aytuka bi-marw hattä ’ukäfľaka li-qadlm
’ihsänika wa mä tujaddidu ll mina l-b irrifl kulli qadmatin (Jähiz, al-H äjiri, 22) “Je
serais heureux de te voir ä Merw pour te rendre les gentillesses que tu me prodigues
depuis longtemps et te rem ercier de toute ľam itié que tu me tém oignes ä chacune
de mes visites” (Pellat, 32); etc.
The relation between the relative adjectives in -iyy and the corresponding nisbaabstracts in -iyya is presented by the author as an invariably progressive procedure,
e.g.:
’insän “man, hum an being” > ’insäniyy “hum an; hum ane” > ’insäniyy a “hum a
nity, hum aneness; m ankind” ; etc.
Cases of back-form ation are nevertheless very frequent and they usually parallel
derivatives obtained by a progressive procedure, as in:
progressive procedure:
’um m “m other” > ’um m iyy “m aternal, m otherly” ;
regressive procedure:
'ummiyya “illiteracy” > ’um m iyy “illiterate, uneducated” ; or, in a more com plete
derivational representation:
progressive procedure:
caskar “army, troops” > caskariyy “m ilitary, army-” > caskariyya “military serv
ice; m ilitarism ” ;
regressive procedure:
caskariyya “m ilitarism ” > caskariyy “m ilitaristic” .
Similarly:
mädda “stuff, m atter” > mäddiyy “m aterial; corporeal, physical” > mäddiyya
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“materialism” ; in contrast to:
mäddiyya “materialism” > mäddiyy “materialistic” ; etc.
The extent of polysemy at the /шЬя-adjective level is sometimes lowered by
a formal distinction due to different derivational bases, e.g.:
jumhür “multitude; crowd; public” - no derivative obtained by a progressive way,
for the missing nisba is substituted a plural-related adjective jamähiri “mass-”.
By way of back-formation, however, we obtain:
jumhüriyya “republic” > jumhüriyy “republican” ; etc.
Tsotskhadze’s monograph is a highly informative comparative treatment of affixal derivation of nouns in Arabic and Hebrew (this comparative dimension, how
ever, is not reflected in the present review). In view of its carefully organized pre
sentation and a number of fresh innovative features, it will be read with profit by
professional Semitologists as well as by advanced students of Arabic and Hebrew.
Ladislav Drozdík

E l s ä ß e r , H .-H. und M u t l a k , I.: Wortschatz der Politik: Deutsch-Arabisch,
Arabisch-Deutsch (Modernes Arabisch. Herausgegeben von Prof. Dr. Wolfgang
Reuschel und Dr. Günther Krahl). Leipzig, VEB Verlag Enzyklopädie 1988.
388 pp.
The present thematically oriented lexicon is the first serious attempt to record
political terminology in German and Arabic. The lexical material is drawn from the
daily press, magazines and political documents stemming from various Arab coun
tries. Chronologically, the whole textual corpus evaluated falls into a period
between 1971 and 1984. Apart from some 5,000 entries, especially from the domain
of politics and its extensions to economy, warfare, culture and education, the lexi
con contains a number of special nomenclatures: countries of the world; members
of the Arab League; international organizations; special organizations of the UNO;
The Arab League and its special organizations; all-Arab organizations; interna
tional news agencies; news agencies of the Arab countries; geographic names in
North Africa and Near East; currencies of the Arab states; Arabic abbreviations;
and a German-Arabic word-list.
The lexical material recorded makes up an impressive thematically organized bo
dy of terms of varying degree of specificity but, in most cases, with truly optimal
German-Arabic and Arabic-German correspondences. Although the bulk of the
units quoted may quite unambiguously be related to their respective contexts by
means of what it would be possible to call ‘thematic classifiers’, as in: “Stellung”
1. Lage wadc, waďiyya; 2. Mil. m aw qť pi. mawäqľ, in a limited number of units
no such clues are available, e.g. “Operation” camaliyya. The latter may be inter-
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pre ted in a military or a surgical sense, or be conceived as a m athem atical procedure
or, in general, as a course of action.
The same applies to such a difficult entry as e.g. the G erm an adjective “operativ” .
The A rabic equivalent proposed, viz. maydäni, points to a military dom ain of appli
cation (cf. Schregle’s ’isträtiji, of course, in a G erm an-A rabic arrangem ent only
(Schregle 1974); in an A rabic-G erm an presentation (Schregle, 1. Lief. 1981) under
’isträtiji, as could have been expected, no m ention of “operativ” is m ade). The cor
respondence between the G erm an “operativ” and the Arabic m aydäni (or even
Schregle’s ’isträtiji) is to such a degree nonspecific that a bilingual lexicon with
Arabic in the source language position will hardly ever quote “operativ” (or what
corresponds to it in other languages) under the A rabic m aydäni or ’isträtiji.
Since something has, at any rate, to be presented as an equivalent to the G erm an
“operativ” , the Wortschatz-proposed m aydäni may be accepted as a tentative item.
Actually, however, in a num ber of contexts the best rendering of “operativ” is its
zero-representation in the A rabic text. In some other cases even the polysemous
cam ali can be used as a rough approxim ation.
The opposition between “Theorie und Praxis” has found an excellent rendering
in an-nazariyya wat-tatbiq (al-camali). The co-occurrence o t cam ali (adjective) and
tatbiq (substantive) is recorded in authoritative native sources, as well (cf. “pratique
(a d j.)” al-cam ali as against “la pratique” tatbiq, in al-M ucjam al-falsafi, M ajm ac
al-luga al-carabiyya, Cairo 1983).
The Arabic equivalents to G erm an entries are, in general, very precise and maxi
mally adequate and, in most cases, better than those provided by other word-lists
of similar them atic orientation, cf. “A gitation” dľäya as com pared with Pabst’s
(1986) tahrid, the latter being m ore adequately interpreted, by the authors of Wort
schatz, as “A ufhetzung, A nstiftung” ( ‘incitem ent, instigation’). It must be recog
nized, however, that not even dľäya can be taken for m ore than an approxim ation
since it specifically refers to ‘propaganda’. But, at the same time, it must be adm it
ted that neither the Pabst-proposed tahrid can safely be excluded from what is, in
the linguistic domain of A rabic, understood by the G erm an “A gitation” . The latter
concept seems, then, to include the A rabic dľäya, tawciya and tahrid. In a one-toone G erm an-A rabic correspondence, however, the Wortschatz-quoted dľäya is
probably the best solution.
The lexicon contains a relatively large num ber of ethnic term s and names of very
various political organizations. In this connection we were som ewhat surprised at
the omission of “Russe; russisch” when “Franzose; französisch” ; “Türke; türkisch” ;
“R um äne; rum änisch” , etc. have been included. As obvious, the adjective “sowje
tisch” süfyäti, süfyiti, süfyiti, quoted in the lexicon, cannot fill the gap.
Despite the fact that the state identity of political organizations quoted is always
indicated, as in “Organisation der Arabischen Sozialistischen B aathpartei (L ib)”
hizb al-bacta l-carabi al-istiräki, or in “O rganisation der D em okratischen Journalis-
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ten (VDRJ)” munazzamat as-suhufiyyin al-yamaniyyin ad-dimuqrätiyyin, in the
last case the Arabic term should have better be translated as “Organisation der Jemenischen Demokratischen Journalisten” because the state identity indicator con
stitutes the part of the name.
The bulk of entries include also lexicographically relevant derivatives. Some of
them, however, seem to be somewhat lacunary in this respect. Thus, apart from
“verbannen” ’abcada -hü, nafä -hü; “Verbannung” 4bcäd, nafy; “Verbannungsort”
manfan, also “Verbannter” mubcad, manfi should have been quoted.
In some entries, like “Abschreckung” radc, it would have been perhaps worth
while quoting such frequently repeated expressions like “Abschreckungsmittel”
rädľ and “atomare Abschreckungsmittel” ar-rädľ an-nawawi.
Furthermore, the informative value of this excellent lexicon is somewhat lowered
by the omission of a number of historical terms such as “Nationalsozialismus” (quot
ed under “Nazismus” only); “Gestapo” (which could possibly be rendered as albülls as-sirri f l ’almäniyä an-näziyya), as well as some other terms referring to the
Nazi era. This gap will, no doubt, be perceived as a disturbing factor, especially
from the point of view of an Arab reader of the mid-twentieth century German
sources.
The Wortschatz, as the first serious and the first successful attempt at recording
political terms in a German-Arabic and Arabic-German arrangement, is a valuable
contribution to the lexicography of Modern Written Arabic. It will be highly appre
ciated by students of Arabic, translators, interpreters and all those who have some
thing to do with politics through the linguistic medium of Modern Written Arabic.
It will equally be helpful to the Arab users of a similar orientation.
Ladislav Drozdík
B e l k i n , V. M.: Karmannyi arabsko-russkii slovar (Pocket Dictionary ArabicRussian). 2nd enlarged edition. Moscow, Izdatelstvo Russkii yazyk 1986. 528 pp.
The present Arabic-Russian dictionary is one of the series of bilingual pocket dic
tionaries designed for Soviet users learning foreign languages as well as for foreigners
that learn the Russian language.
The second edition, enlarged and amended by the author, contains some 9,400
words. The selection of the lexical units included is carefully premeditated and
a clear priority is given to high-frequency items. Some omissions may appear
somewhat disturbing, at the first glance, as in dawli, duwali “mezhdunarodnyi” ( ‘in
ternational’) with no mention of “gosudarstvennyi” ( ‘state-’ adj.), simultaneously
associated with dawli. Nevertheless, when consulting frequency dictionaries avail
able (e.g. F r o m m , W .-D.: Häufigkeitswörterbuch der modernen arabischen Zei
tungssprache. Arabisch-Deutsch-English. Leipzig, VEB Verlag Enzyklopädie
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1982), we must approve the author’s presentation of facts since daw li “state-” does
not occur in From m ’s corpus at all, i.e. it does not occur up to the rang 2619.
In view of its size and circle of its future users, the lexicon has an alphabetic ar
rangem ent referring to words and not to the abstracted roots. The uninitiated user
of the lexicon is assisted in still another way. B roken plurals of unpredictable (or
not always predictable) patterns are included in the basic lexical stock of entries
with a reference to the respective singular: šakäwä, šakäwin plur. of šakwä, etc.
The adjective m äddl “m aterialnyi” ( ‘m aterial’ adj.) should have been related to
“m aterialisticheskii” ( ‘m aterialistic’) as well. The inclusion of the latter m eaning
would b etter connect m äddi with the abstract noun mäddiyya “m aterializm ” ( ‘m a
terialism ’) quoted im mediately thereafter.
In the tabular survey of singular-plural correspondences in the structural domain
of broken plurals (p. 13) the plural pattern fu calď should have perhaps better been
related to both f ď il (šahld - šuhadď) and fď il (cälim - culamä’; šď ir - šucarä’) p at
terns.
Owing to its size, reliability and neatness of presentation, the dictionary will find,
no doubt, a wide circle of users. A new edition of a Russian-Arabic lexicon of
a similar size and design would certainly be very welcome.
Ladislav D rozdík

J u m a 1i, M .: Gesprächsbuch Deutsch-Arabisch (Dalll al-m uhädata ’alm äní - ^ r a 
bi). Leipzig, VEB Verlag Enzyklopädie 1987. 32Ö pp.
The present m anual is a highly interesting attem pt at lowering the utm ost negative
impact of A rabic diglossia on students of M odern W ritten Arabic. In order to avoid
m isunderstanding, M odern W ritten A rabic is a not quite suitable term in the present
case since the author intends to present a variety of cultivated A rabic in its oral,
nevertheless, nondialectal and not quite standard form. This realistic A rabic is used
by the A rab mutaqqafün throughout the A rab W orld at formal occasions that are
incom patible with the linguistic medium of local colloquial varieties. F urtherm ore,
it is often used by the educated speakers, coming from different dialectal areas, as
a lingua franca serving the practical goal of mutual understanding.
The presentation of the present variety of cultivated A rabic is truly realistic: no
duals with the verbs and adjectives, no gender distinctions in the plural forms of
the verbs, no declension in the singular and broken plural.
For those G erm an speakers who are not interested in gaining access to the A rab
cultural heritage but who are nevertheless desirous to learn a cultivated pan-A rab
medium of oral com m unication the present m anual is an ideal tool.
Ladislav D rozdík
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B a d a w i , M. M.: M odem Arabic Literature and the West. London, Ithaca Press
1985. ii4-236 pp.
Badawi’s monograph consists of eleven autonomous studies written between 1964
and 1981. Some of them have already been published in periodicals. Dealing with
the same subject, various aspects of Modern Arabic literature, all these studies are
closely interconnected. It should be said, however, that most of them deal with mod
ern Egyptian literature only. The general title of the monograph is somewhat mis
leading from another point of view, too. Although the main concern of the author
lies in examining the Western impact on modern Arabic literature, a good number
of issues point to the influences coming from the East, especially when we have in
mind personalities like the Egyptian poet Kamäl cAbdalhalim, the Iraqi poet al-Jawähirl and some others (p. 120 and elsewhere).
The book, introduced by a short Foreword, consists of the following chapters:
1. Commitment in Contemporary Arabic Literature (pp. 1-25); 2. The City in Mo
dern Egyptian Literature (pp. 26-43); 3. Islam in Modern Egyptian Literature (pp.
44-65); 4. The Concept of Fate in Modern Egyptian Literature (pp. 66-82); 5. Qindil Umm Häshim: the Egyptian Intellectual between East and West (pp. 83-97);
6. Convention and Revolt in Modern Arabic Poetry (pp. 98-127); 7. The Origins
of the Arabic Novel (pp. 128-135); 8. Al-Mäziní the Novelist (pp. 136-166); 9.
Mahfüz’s Story of Creation and Prophecy (pp. 167-171); 10. Tahä Husayn the Cri
tic: a Reappraisal (pp. 172-190); and 11. The Arabs and Shakespeare (pp. 191-204).
The studies are followed by Notes; Appendix: Synopsis of Bidäya wa Nihäya; and
Index.
The Chapter I analyses the vital problem of modern Arabic literature: the role
of commitment in the search for its identity. Jean-Paul Sartre’s engagement (Qu’estce que la littérature, 1948) soon found its Arabic equivalent in ’iltizäm which became
one of the most frequently recurring term in the contemporary criticism throughout
the Arab world. Unfortunately, however, the meaning of the term is one of the most
diffuse, freely oscillating, in its Arabic application, between Marxism, nationalism
and existentialism.
The concept of ’iltizäm, irrespective of the wide range of its possible interpreta
tion, has, in general, its antagonists and protagonists. In order to visualize the extre
mely involved blend of very various opinions and to compare them with the attitude
of one of the most competent personalities in this respect, Jabrä Ibrahim Jabrä,
some representative statements will shortly be presented.
The prominent Tunisian scholar, man of letters and politically highly active per
sonality Mahmüd Mascadl, member of the Neo-Dustür party, secretary general of
the Tunisian trade unions (1938-1953), minister of education (1958-1968), since
1964 deputy of the National Assembly, wrote in his paper on the subject of ‘Arab
Nationalism and the Need to Protect the W riter’ (al-’Ädäb vi, 1958) that “it was
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absolutely essential to protect the freedom of the w riter without which he would
not be able to create’ and therefore contribute to the cultural elem ent in A rab na
tionalism, the only elem ent which, as a w riter, he is qualified to serve. A w riter, he
argued, may naturally or spontaneously produce a nationalist poem , a play, or
a story. But he may by tem peram ent be disinclined to deal in the political or apolo
getic aspect of A rab nationalism w ithout, however, being a traitor to it or rejecting
its values. He would be rendering a sufficient and honourable service if, in turning
completely away from all problem s related to A rab nationalism , he was still capable
of enriching the minds of his readers, enlarging their vision of the world, sharpening
their awareness of life and of their essential hum anity” (Badawi 1).
The plea for an absolute freedom , though shared, at least theoretically, by such
distinguished personalities as Tähä Husayn (1889-1973), for instance, has been, in
general, vehem ently rejected. Although Tähä Husayn had himself published in 1949
a collection of short stories with a sharp social undertone, al-M ucaddabun fil- ard.
“The Sufferers on the L and” , he was and rem ained all his long and active life one
of the most passionate defenders of the view that literature is an end in itself:
“Literature is not and should not be a m eans to an end. The writer does not create
his work to prom ote a cause or serve an end. L iterature is an end in itself and a writer
writes because he cannot do otherwise. We must not allow ourselves to be misled
or driven to the position where we exploit literature as a means to reform or bring
about change in the lives of people. This does not m ean that literature is by nature
fruitless or that the w riter is by nature selfish. R ather it m eans that reform , change,
the im provem ent of the lot of people and hum an betterm ent are things that issue
naturally from literature in the way light em anates from the sun and perfum e from
a flower” (from a polemic article in al-’Ä däb ii, 1954).
These extrem e views sharply contrast both with literary program m es and with the
actual creative m ethods of num erous authors, poets, novelists and playwrights. The
editorial note to the first volume of the Lebanese m onthly al-’Ä d ä b , w ritten by its
founder and editor Suhayl Idris in January 1953, may be a good example of an op
posite attitude:
“It is the conviction of this Review that literature is an intellectual activity direct
ed to a great and noble end which is that of effective literature that interacts with
society: it influences society just as much as it is influenced by it. The present situ
ation of A rab countries makes it im perative for every citizen, each in his own field,
to mobilize all his efforts for the express object of liberating the hom eland, raising
its political, social and intellectual level. In order that literature may be truthful it
is essential that it should not be isolated from the society in which it exists” (p. 12).
The social and political com m itm ent in broad lines of socialist realism (or what
is qualified as such by certain A rab literary critics) may be observed in the poetry
of the Iraqi cA bdalw ahhäb al-Bayätí, in some novels of the Egyptian cA bdarrahm än
aš-Šarqäwí (al-’Ard, Qulüb xäliya) and elsewhere.
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Badawi rightly presents the phenomenon of commitment in its dynamic dimen
sion and variability: from a declared Marxism to an introvert lyricism (Badr Šäkir
as-Sayyäb) or even an overtly mystical and spiritual poetry (Saläh cAbdassabür);
from a romantic love poetry to a politically and patriotically highly relevant attitude
(Nizär Qabbäni), etc.
In this connection, it might have been worthwhile emphasizing that commitment
(in whatever sense) in Arabic literature is almost never confined to a unique creative
method specifically related to it. Politically and patriotically highly ‘committed’
author, a Marxist by his ideological orientation and his political praxis, the late Gassän Kanafäní (1936-1972), is in most of his short stories and novels quite evidently
influenced by the existentialists.
This situation, as paradoxical as it might appear at the first glance, is best ex
pressed by the Iraqi scholar, writer and artist of Palestinian origin Jabrä Ibrahim
Jabrä:
“Until World War II, almost all great Arab poets were noted for their patriotism:
patriotic poetry, al-Shi’r al-watany, was an added function to the classical aghrad
(purposes) of poetry. Poets might write love poetry, often sad and despairing, but
their fiery nationalist poetry, directed against the British and the French who suc
ceeded the Ottomans in dominating the Arabs and gradually created a Zionist state
out of an Arab Palestine, was what became truly noteworthy: from Egypt’s Baroudy, Showqi and M utran, to Palestine’s Ibrahim Touqan and Abdul Rahim Mahmud,
to Iraq’s Rassafi and Jawahiri. Thus, long before “commitment” was launched in
1953 by Al-Adab magazine of Beirut, under Sartre’s inspiration, as a pre-requisite
of literature, Arab poets had become, essentially, committed w riters... It was no
accident, therefore, that the great change in Arabic poetry started more or less with
the Palestine disaster. In the decade that followed, from 1948 to 1958, what happen
ed to Arabic writing was cataclysm ic... A dam had burst, and the unpredictable
in thought and vision flooded forth. Influences from East and West, from Mayakov
sky to Eliot, ravished the minds of the young who abandoned themselves to contem
porary fads and fashions without shame, in an attempt to cope with their experience.
They were fascinated by the art movements of the last fifty years, especially surre
alism and expressionism. Mythology was discovered and exploited: Greek, Arab,
Babylonian; Christian and Moslem a lik e ... And in less than two decades Arabic
poetry acquired a stance that had been forgotten since the great mystics of the past:
the private, individual stance. It was no longer sufficient for the poet to be merely
a public symbol, a voice of the tribe. Now that the nation had embarked upon a new
phase of search for its identity and sources of strength, the poet’s stance was one
of intense consciousness of self. It was history-conscious, humanity-conscious and,
above all, freedom-conscious” (“The Rebels, the Committed and the O th ers-T ran 
sitions in Arabic Poetry Today”. In: Middle East Forum, 43, pp. 19-32, 1967).
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In C hapter II the author examines the role of the m odern city (identified, in Badawi’s essay, with Cairo in particular) in determ ining the shape of m odern Egyptian
literature and attem pts, at the same time, to show how the city is reflected in litera
ture.
In the essay on Islam Badawi restricted himself, once again, to Egypt because
Egypt, as he put it, is probably the most secular of all Muslim A rab states (p. 44).
The literary relevance of Islam is dem onstrated on a num ber of literary works of
distinguished Egyptian authors like cA qqäd, Tähä Husayn, Tawflq al-H aklm , Haykal and others.
In the chapter, dealing with convention and revolt in A rabic poetry, the role of
W estern ‘fashions and styles’ (p. 124) in inspiring the revolt against convention
seems to be patently overstated and presented as a unique determ ining force in this
respect.
The impact of the intercultural clash betw een the E ast and W est on the shaping
of m odern Arabic literature is illustrated on a well-known story Q indll ’Umm Häshim by Yahyä H aqql (1944).
In ‘The A rabs and Shakespeare’ the inspiring work of Jabrä Ibrähím Jabrä, the
highly qualified translator of a long series of Shakespeare’s plays, would have
deserved m ore attention. A part from H amlet (M asät H amlet ’amir ad-D anm ärk,
1960), the A rab readers owe to him King Lear, Coriolanus, Othello, Macbeth and
The Tempest, not to m ention translations of such Shakespearean m onographs as J.
K ott’s “Shakespeare O ur C ontem porary” and W. Dovers “W hat H appens in H am 
let’” (M a-lladl y a h d u tfl Hamlet, Baghdad 1981).
W ritten by a renow ned scholar, the present m onograph is a highly inform ative
reading on the literary developm ent in the A rab world in process of m odernization
and m aturation. It is a valuable contribution to the scholarly knowledge of these
processes.
Ladislav D rozdík

A 1- A z m e h, Aziz: Arabic Thought and Islamic Societies (E xeter A rabic and Is
lamic Series). L ondon-S ydney, Croom Helm 1986. ix + 295 pp.
The present m onograph is a rather untraditional attem pt to describe a num ber
of m anifestations of mediaeval A rabic culture or, m ore in tune with a somewhat
esoteric wording of the author, an attem pt ‘to identify and describe a num ber of
distinctive features which compose the elem entary principles of A rabic thought in
the Middle A ges’ (p. i). The concept of com position, in its philosophical and dog
matic theological conceptions, has a fundam ental value in the present exposition.
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It is not only the clue to the understanding of the nature of composite beings at the
level of simple corporeal entities and their immediate intellectual attributes but,
moreover, it operates as a determining agent in such extremely complex phenomena
as justice and social order (p. 31).
The methodology adopted is overtly ahistorical. The lack of a discernible histori
cal stratification is accounted for by a trans-epochal common run of ideas: ‘An his
torical period does not manifest what it takes for normalcy, and therefore for regu
larity and ’authenticity’, in its outstanding examples. Genius is therefore not the
true expression of the historical unity of an epochal phenomenon, but is rather the
tolerably anomalous elaboration of its motifs and categories. Epochal tendencies
are rather manifested in the common run of ideas, the primary grey matter which
carries it, just as oriental philology is manifested less by its outstanding examples
and advances than by the oral instruction which carries over its normalcy from
generation to generation in university faculties’ (p. vii).
The author starts here from the assumption of historical closure and internal in
tegration. The historical epoch, regarded by the author as closed and self-impelling
for purposes of the present monograph, begins in the tenth century and ends with
the work of as-Suyütl (died in 1505).
Another methodological feature of the monograph is the author’s rejection of the
orientalist tradition and its conceptual inventory: ‘Studies of Arabic thought in the
Middle Ages have generally borne the full burden of the orientalist tradition. Two
primary elements constituted this tradition in its original form and ethos, both of
which have shown a strange resistance to advances in the human sciences and to
changing circumstances in the past one and a half centuries. The orientalist tradition
was fashioned from the confluence of a positivist philology on the one hand, and
a field to which this philology was applied, a field to which the oriental philologist
was related by various cadences, grades and forms of antipathy, ultimately reducible
to political and cultural antagonism shared by the oriental philologist and his wider
milieu. Implicit or (less so nowadays) explicit antagonism was articulated in terms
of tropes and topoi in terms of which oriental societies, histories and matters gener
ally were expressed, analysed, typified, thought and identified, and which infirmed
matters oriental within the bounds of a fantastic specificity and otherness. It is per
haps this very conception of impermeable otherness which prevented oriental phil
ology from deriving benefit or advancement from refinements and conceptual de
velopments achieved in the philological study of rather more normal languages and
histories, as in the context of classical and romance studies, not to speak of histori
cal, sociological and linguistic sciences in general. The present work intends to re
vise the present state of scholarship on medieval Arabic thought by tackling both
components: it proposes to incorporate what has become the common stock of his
torical and other social and human sciences into the field, and to shed the topical
repertoire of orientalism’ (p. v).
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The rejection of the orientalist tradition, however, generates some difficulties.
First of all, it is the necessity to create an entirely new conceptual system and to
apply it adequately to the finely structured wrorld of m ediaeval A rabic culture and
its institutional supports - on the part of the author - as well as to identify these
concepts and properly interpret them - on the part of the reader. It must be said
that this is not quite an easy task when we have in mind that the universe of Arabic
thought is furtherm ore regarded as a chronologically unstratified phenom enon in
its finished form (p. iii).
As any other digression from traditional patterns of thought, the present one has
also an im portant stimulative power: the possibility to adopt a ‘m an-from -M ars’
attitude, the nearly absolute freedom of identifying, describing and evaluating those
highly complex phenom ena that display a burdensom e heritage of previous aca
demic approaches. Professor Al-Azm eh greatly benefited from this advantage.
The book consists of a Preface and six chapters as follows:
C hapter One: “M etaphysical Foundations of A rabic Thought, 1: H ierarchy, Sub
stance and C om bination” (pp. 1-54), examines an ancient metaphysical repertoire
of both terrestrial and extraterrestrial beings as related to the mediaeval A rabic
thought. A hierarchy of these entities (G od - not-G od) is established in accordance
with the prom inent representatives of the Islamic sciences.
C hapter Two: “M etaphysical Foundations, 2: Relations of C reation, Sympathy
and Analogy” (pp. 55-105), is an extension of the previous chapter where the con
nection between spiritual and terrestrial beings is examined. The present chapter
seeks answer to the question why these entities are constituted in the m anner inves
tigated in the previous chapter and not otherwise.
C hapter Three: “A Special Relation: Signification” (pp. 106-145), is dealing with
the theory of knowledge as reflected in mediaeval A rabic thought, as a part of psy
chology and gramm ar. Knowledge is conceived as an act of signification, and false
hood as a dislocation of the correspondence between the sign in its psychic and locutionary forms, and the signified (pp. 109-110).
Since knowledge is never separated from the language as a m edium of significa
tion, some attention has been paid to the epistemological relevance of language
with, furthem ore, a direct and quite specific extension to the A rabic language.
The remaining three chapters deal with various aspects of sciences and scientific
knowledge in m ediaeval A rabic culture.
C hapter Four: “The C onstitution of Islamic and Foreign Sciences” (pp. 146-197).
C hapter Five: “The Institution and Continuity of Scientific Form ations” (pp.
198-249).
C hapter Six: “Concluding Notes: Scientific Knowledge and the Social O rd er”
(pp. 250-278).
Each chapter is carefully annotated. The book is closed by a list of A rabic sources
(pp. 279-286) and an Index (pp. 287-295).
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The book is not easy to read but whoever reads it thoroughly will amply be re
warded by fresh stimulative ideas, new methodological approaches and revealing
formulations.
Ladislav Drozdík
D u n n , E. Ross: The Adventures o flb n Battuta: A Muslim Traveler o f the 14th Cen
tury. London-Sydney, Croom Helm 1986. 357 pp., 12 maps.
Abü cAbdalläh ibn Battüta is undoubtedly one of those Muslim travellers who
are, rightly or not, the most frequently compared to the great Venetian Marco Polo.
He was born in Tangier, Morocco, in 1304, studied law and in 1325 left Tangier to
make the pilgrimage to Mecca. During 29 years, passed on the road, he visited not
only the Arab homeland of Islam but also its far frontiers in India, Indonesia, Cen
tral Asia, East Asia and the West African Sudan.
In 1356 the Marinid Sultan Abü Tnän commissioned Ibn Juzayy to record Ibn
Battüta’s observations and experiences in the canonized literary form of rihla (travel
book). The resulting work, Tuhfat an-nuzzär f í garä’ib al-amsär wa cajä’ib al- asfär
(A Gift to the Observers Concerning the Curiosities of Cities and the Marvels of
Travels), is generally known as ar-Rihla or Book of Travels. It is the most elegant
and ambitious travel book ever written in the Arab Middle Ages.
Ar-Rihla was unknown in Europe until the early 19th century. The French edition
by C. Défrémery and B. R. Sanguinetti (1853-1858) has become the most powerful
impetus to the spread of this travel book throughout the world.
Professor Dunn produced an entirely new type of book in the field of the Arabic
n7z/a-literature. It is D unn’s interpretation of Ibn Battüta’s life, times and his fasci
nating journeys through the Eastern Hemisphere.
Whenever an attempt is made to weigh the merits of Ibn Battüta, the problem
of authenticity and veracity necessarily emerges.The historian Ibn Khaldün
(d. 1406), a contemporary of Ibn Battüta (d. 1377), presents in his famous al-Muqaddima an authentic account of the reception of the Moroccan traveller by the Ma
rinid ruler Abü Tnän and of his skeptical attitude towards the amazing stories of
the latter.
The problem of authenticity of Ibn B attüta’s famous narrative did not cease to
be relevant up to now. The authenticity of the Rihla has, in general, supported well
modern scrutiny. In a number of single points, however, evident errors and doubtful
statements cannot safely be excluded.
Despite the fact that Professor Dunn’s study displays a high degree of scholarly
criticism, some of the dubious parts of the narrative seem to be too optimistically
reinterpreted (especially the visit to Constantinople, the description of China as well
as the description of this itinerary).
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The present m onograph, based on Professor D unn’s extensive research on the
fourteenth-century Eurasia and Africa, is a valuable contribution to the study of
the m ediaeval п/г/я-literature and, at the same time, to that of hum an interchange
in m ediaeval times.
Ladislav D rozdík

H e r m s, Irm traud: Wörterbuch Hausa-Deutsch. Leipzig, VEB Verlag Enzyklopä
die 1987. 186 pp.
The frequency of the publication of dictionaries always reflects the rising or de
creasing sociolinguistic im portance of a language. The publishing of a third diction
ary of H ausa within the period of the last twenty-five years corresponds to the in
creasing role played by this language in A frica’s social com m unication. Although
giving equivalents in different languages and originating from different schools,
D .A . O lderogge’s and his pupils’ Hausa-Russian Dictionary (Published in Moscow
in 1963) and Paul and R oxana Ma New m ans’ and their H ausa co-editors’ Modern
Hausa-English Dictionary (published by the C entre for the Study of Nigerian
Languages, Bayero University College in 1977) must be considered within the same
context as the recent lexicon prepared by a distinguished m em ber of the Karl-M arxUniversity in Leipzig, G D R . A fter all, contem porary dictionaries of African
languages - unlike those of the pioneer generation (to which undoubtedly A dam
Mischlich’s first Wörterbuch der Hausasprache, published in 1906 also belongs) must comply with the three main prerogatives of lexicography as an integral part
of the linguistic science: they must be based on a tedious and patient phase of
collecting lexical data, and they must present these data in such a way as to reflect
the rapidly changing realities of African social com m unication, but also in such
a way as to respect the internal correlations of the lexemes as m em bers of the lexical
system of the language in question. Such a situation m akes the work of contem po
rary lexicographers more difficult than ever before. In this context one may recall
the famous Latin verses form ulated in the 16th century by J. J. Scaliger: he says that
the worst criminals should be neither executed nor sentenced to forced labour, but
condem ned to compile dictionaries, because of all the tortures included in this types
of work. Dr. Irm traud Herm s is certainly to be praised for having based her work
on an exhausting, patient but effective and diligent collecting of lexical data. She
carried it out over a period of several years. A part from certain traditional sources,
she has apparently excerpted mainly from Nigeria-based Gaskiya texts, both books
and journals alike. In this respect, she follows the lexicographic path initiated by
the Hausa-Russian dictionary of 1963, but her excerpting naturally goes even
further, as she covers much m ore recent periods of publication. As a consequence,
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her dictionary covers the most contemporary trends in Hausa journalistic lexicon
and phraseology. Thus e.g. her entry for wäyö, m. gives the following German
equivalents: Klugheit, f., Verständigung, f., Rafinesse, f., List, f.; yi ~ klug sein,
heranwachsen, Reife erreichen; mai ~ Weise, m.; ~ zaman duniya Kultur, f.
(p. 171). Olderogge’s dictionary gives for this same entry the Russian equivalents
сообразительность, хитрость (p. 377). Newman’s dictionary gives the follow
ing English equivalents: cleverness, cunning; yi ~ grow up, reach maturity (p. 133).
In some cases, the dynamic tendencies of contemporary Hausa phraseology can
be followed over a relatively longer period. Thus e.g. the verb sabunta is given (by
A. Mischlich) the German equivalents erneuern, wieder herstellen, corresponding
thus grosso modo to G.P. Bargery’s and R.C. Abraham ’s English equivalents of
this same entry renew, freshen, etc. Olderogge’s dictionary offers the Russian equiv
alents восстанавливать, возобновлять (p. 305). Herms, for her part, gives not
only the traditional German equivalents, but also the modern reformieren (p. 136).
In this way she draws, in fact, the only possible logical consequence of such tra
ditional contexts as Musa ya sabunta addini previously indicated by Mischlich
(p. 419). It is interesting to compare the semantic development of the abovementioned items with that of the word sauyi, m. Traditional Hausa dictionaries give
such English equivalents for it as change, exchange, with certain figurative meanings
as well + the specialized linguistic sense: homonym. Olderogge gives the Russian
equivalents изменение, замен, обмен (p. 317), while Herms follows the most recent
phraseology and modifies the entry, as follows: 1. Änderung, f.; Austausch, m.;
2. Revolution, f. ... y an majlalisar ~ Mitglieder des Revolutionsrats (p. 143).
Clearly the excerpting of Gaskiya-based newspapers offered the opportunity to
go deeply into the more recent semantic trends. On the other hand, the lexicogra
pher must bear in mind that journalistic texts make rather frequent use of many
occasional expressions and ephemeral neologisms. It is up to the lexicographer to
determine the correct position of these neologisms within the context of the lexical
system. In other words, such phrases must be placed within the system of all the
correlations created by polysemy, synonymy, antonymy and even homonymy.
A language always tends to differentiate between words and their usage in terms
of dialects, styles, registers, and even in chronological terms. A language which
reacts, as Hausa does, to such immense modifications of its sociolinguistic functions,
must necessarily increase such processes. When reading such entries as e.g. bďaskarě, m. (ar.) and söja, m. (engl.), both of which are given the identical German
equivalent Soldat (pp. 22 and 148), one realizes that Herms’ work - while providing
important assistance to anyone translating contemporary Gaskiya texts - is still not
yet a perfect modern Hausa dictionary in the lexicographic sense.
Another shortcoming of this dictionary is its almost exclusive orientation on the
lexicon of Hausa, as spoken in Nigeria. However, as correctly stated on its own co
ver, Hausa is used in vast areas of West Africa outside Nigeria: in the Republic of
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Niger, in the People’s Republic of Benin, Togo, G hana, etc. The lexical particula
rities of these Hausa-speaking (and to some extent even -writing) regions w hether
em bedded in the traditional dialectal stratification of H ausa or related to m odern
sociolinguistic and cultural factors, are to a large extent ignored. Let us analyse one
m ore entry from this point of view: dala (engl.), f. . . . 1. hist. Maria-Theresien Tha
ler, m .; 2. zwei-Schilling Stück in alter nigerianischer Währung; 3. 5-Franc Stück in
alter franz. Währung; 4. Dollar (p. 44). Obviously, one could make certain historical
and etymological com m ents in this connection, such as: is the H ausa word really
borrowed only via English or was there some m ore direct link to the G erm an “Tha
ler” (which itself is derived from the G erm an nam e of the locality in N orthw estern
Bohem ia where such coins were made first)? A nd as for the “old Nigerian curren
cy” , that was a currency common to the form er British W est African colonies,
including the form er Gold Coast, Sierra Leone and G am bia, i.e. countries with
considerable H ausa-speaking population. But these com m ents are more or less
theoretical today. It is the equivalent of the H ausa word dala in contem porary West
African states using the CFA francs that has the most serious consequences of
a practical nature. Its most frequent meaning is no longer the value of 5 old French
francs, but the contem porary 5 CFA Francs. It is necessary to learn that most H ausaspeakers in these areas do not count money in francs, but in 5 CFA franc - dala
units. Thus 100 CFA francs = dala ’ashirin in H ausa, i.e. literally 20 dalas.
Before concluding, a few words may be said about the form and the presentation
of the H ausa entries in this dictionary, and generally.
A lthough basing her collection of data mainly on written (printed) texts, Dr.
Herm s - unlike D .A . Olderogge - has had correct intent of presenting H ausa also
as a spoken language, and hence such suprasegm entals as tone and length are m ark
ed in her main entries. Probably for technical reasons she indicates (as R .C . A b ra
ham ’s dictionary did) a long vowel by a horizontal symbol above the vowel letter
(ä), while using the same type of diacritic below the given vowel for marking its low
tone (a). Thus the attentive reader must confront the three or four ways of marking
suprasegm entals in the H ausa dictionaries of the last three decades. O lderogge’s
dictionary disregards them altogether. The Niger-based Lexique Hawsa from 1968
is the only to respect the U N ESC O recom m endation for the orthography of Hausa:
it uses vowel digraphs for length and the “accent grave” for low tones. N ew m an’s
Nigeria-based Modern Hausa Dictionary follows the U N ESC O tone-m arking sys
tem. It uses, however, a cedilla m ark (a) for the short vowels, while leaving the
long vowels unm arked.
Despite all these complex problem s, the book under review constitutes an im por
tant step forward in H ausa lexicography. It will undoubtedly assist G erm an-speak
ing students in working with Gaskiya texts and will guide their first steps in learning
to speak and understand H ausa, especially its variety used in Nigeria. In this sense
it goes much further than O lderogge’s dictionary published twenty-five years ago.
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The shortcomings of Herms’ work underline once again the necessity of preparing
an international project of a long-standing character: namely, the compilation of
a truly modern dictionary of this language covering Hausa usage in all parts of West
Africa and in all its varieties and forms. Obviously, such a preparation of a more
extended dictionary of Hausa should be embarked upon from the starting point of
the achievements of the contemporary lexicographic theory and practice. More
over, it should combine a long-term excerption of both oral and printed Hausa texts
with a deep evaluation of its entries with language informants in the field, i.e. in all
Hausa-speaking countries of West and Central Africa.
Petr Zima
K a s t e n h o l z , Raimund: Das Koranko. Ein Beitrag zur Erforschung der NordMande-Sprachen. Inaugural-Dissertation zur Erlangung des Doktorgrades der Phi
losophischen Fakultät der Universität zu Köln. Köln 1987. 344 pp.
This is a phonological and morphosyntactic analysis and description of Koranko,
a Mande language belonging to the Northern Branch and its North-western group
respectively. According to the latest classification of S. Platiel and G. Galtier, it
belongs - together with Manding and Vai-Kono - to the Central branch of the West
ern group of Mande. It is spoken in Sierra Leone and in the Republic of Guinea,
with some 73,000 speakers in Sierra Leone and some 36,000 in Guinea, according
to the estimates of Westermann-Bryan in 1952. More recent estimates put the total
number of Koranko speakers being as high as 180,000.
The book under review is one of the products of the six-months field research
undertaken by its author in Koinadugu, the district headquarters in the Northern
Province of Sierra Leone, in 1982. Using one main language informant from the
Eastern (Mongo) dialectal area and several other language informants from other
areas, the author combined his work with these informants with text-analyses.
A rich collection of spontaneous narratives (mostly fairy-tales) served as the second
source of data. As for the methods, the author proceeded along the broad lines of
the linguistic techniques as outlined for the Mande field by Maurice Houis in 1977,
Houis himself having been influenced - generally speaking - by André Martinet,
as have been most contemporary French africanists.
On the whole, very interesting data are thus offered from the field of a hitherto
little-described language system.
As for the phonological system, there is a voiced labiovelar gb in the initial syl
lables only, and a voiceless к, but neither a voiceless labiovelar kp, nor a voiced
g exist. There are several prenasalized clusters, all of them appearing only as initial
consonants of the second syllable of the lexeme. The vocalic system appears to be
remarkably symmetrical: it is triadic in its base, with two types of e (e and e) and
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о (о and э). Its m embers may be either short or long, either nasalized or not. Two
distinctive tones exist effecting only the first syllable; the second syllable appears
to some extent redundant for dynamic stress, too.
The m orpho-syntactic analysis begins with general overview of the various types
of clauses and sentences. This is followed by a chapter dealing with word-class ana
lysis. The nominal and the verbal phrases are dealt with in C hapters 4 and 5 respec
tively, while a section on clause structure and another on complex sentences con
clude this part of the book. It is obviously impossible to give a detailed survey of
the rich data and analytical observations in this highly stimulating book within the
limited space of such a short review. R eaders interested in M ande linguistics will un
doubtedly find many opportunities for comparing them with the recent ideas for
m ulated by other authors in this fascinating field. This concerns e.g. the concept of
a possible relationship between the possessive m orphem e lá and the locative (see
paras 4.3.6 and 6.1.1). Such ideas were expressed - within the M ande field in general
- also by Claude G régoire, and even Dennis Creissels (see my own review of
Creissels’ book Elements de Grammaire de la langue M andinka in A rchív orientální
55, 1987, pp. 208-209). The idea of a possible relationship betw een the locativepossessive-existential constructions may have - typologically speaking - broader
contexts.
It can be said without hesitation that the book under review has filled in an
im portant gap in M ande studies.
Petr Zim a
V y d r i n , V. F.: Y a zyk looma (The Loom a Language). Moscow, N auka 1987.
120 pp.
This is a descriptive outline of Loom a (Logom a), a M ande language of W est A fri
ca. It was classified by G altier as belonging to the South-W estern branch of M ande
and its M ende-Lom a-Loko subgroup respectively. The num ber of speakers of this
language was estim ated at 260,000 persons living in G uinea and Liberia, according
to W esterm ann’s-Bryan’s Languages o f West Africa in 1952, but contem porary es
timates suggest as many as 300,000 or m ore. Loom a is one of those M ande languages
for which a script of its own has been created or adapted. Vydrin gives a short illus
trative summary of its main symbols (pp. 12-14), basing it mainly on D alby’s and
Joffre’s research contributions. A part from this, he provides a brief report on lite
racy-teaching attem pts based on the R om an script, m ade by various Liberian mis
sions, as well as on the efforts to raise Loom a to the status of a “national language”
during G uinea’s Sekou Touré period.
The author apparently had the opportunity to work with most of the available
descriptive works on Loom a, with some notable exceptions since S. Platiel’s Biblio-
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graphie de Linguistique Mandé published in 1985 was probably not yet available at
the time he was compiling his book. This is perhaps why such important works as
Terplan’s elementary course or Rude’s essential paper on Active-Stative Typology
(published in SAL 14) could not have been taken into account. It is important to
stress, however, that - unlike certain previous volumes of the series Languages of
the World -V y d rin ’s work is by no means a mere compilation. On the contrary,
its author made good use of the opportunity provided by Looma informants being
at his disposal. These language informants - African students and aspirants in the
USSR - were from different dialectal areas, both from Liberia and from the Re
public of Guinea. Consequently, his work manifests a clearly research-oriented
character.
Vydrin starts out by giving an outline of Looma phonetics and phonology. As for
the consonants, his remarks about a certain asymmetry of the labiovelars and labia
lized velars are very interesting, as are his attentive observations on tones. How
ever, information on vowel length and its function is scarce, as is the case in most
Russian descriptions of African languages. The next section consists of observations
on the lexicon, based on an approximative^ 2,000-word Looma-Russian dictionary
included at the end of the book. This dictionary combines data taken from previous
ly published works with Vydrin’s own data collected directly from his language
informants, hence its importance for any further comparative studies of Mande.
Moreover the author rightly devotes attention not only to the traditional dialectal
stratification of Looma, but also to the modern divisive barriers: many new facts
on the role that English-Looma and French-Looma interference plays along the
Guinea-Liberia borders are reported.
The work’s grammatical analysis essentially follows the methodical lines estab
lished by Tomchina (see her Introduction to the Syntagmatic Morphology of Maninka - in Russian, Leningrad 1978), but due attention is also devoted to the results
of K.I. Pozdnyakov’s comparative research on Mande. The book under review
offers a syntactically-based description of word-classes in Looma: nouns, pronouns,
numerals, verbs, postpositions and conjunctions.
In general, this work testifies not only to the high quality of current linguistic re
search in Leningrad, but it also confirms the increasingly valuable character of the
contributions published as parts of this well-known series Yazyki mira by the Nauka
Publishing House under the editorial guidance of V.M. Solntsev, L.B. Nikolskii and
other scholars.
Petr Zima
D a v i s , Lance A. and H u t t e n b a c k , Robert A .: Mammon and the Pursuit o f
Empire: The Political Economy o f British Imperialism, 1860-1912. Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press 1986. x + 394 pp.
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Scholars which set out to study the British Em pire have up to present produced
a great num ber of studies which represent a very wide range of approaches and opin
ion, some of it rather contradictory. In spite (or because) of this the topic keeps
attracting historian’s mind. The authors of this volume have chosen to concentrate
on one specific aspect of the them e, which, however, lies at the basis of the whole
problem and which can lead to far-reaching conclusions.
The book is a study of the profitability of the British Em pire. It attem pts at a kind
of cost-benefit analysis of B ritain’s overseas colonies and dependent territories in
the five decades preceding W orld W ar I with the aim to determ ine the role played
by the Em pire in the developm ent of British capitalism.
The authors begin with the exam ination of the flows of capital through the Lon
don m arket in an attem pt to assess the relative im portance of domestic, foreign and
Em pire finance in the period under study and continue with the analysis of the in
fluence of profits from Em pire on British business. Special attention is paid to the
patterns of governm ent subsidies and expenditures in support of business and to
the deliberations, activities and interaction of the British political and economic in
stitutions such as the Cham bers of Com m erce, the House of Com mons, the Treas
ury, the Colonial Office or the Crown A gents which shaped the perform ance of
the Em pire.
The book is adm irable for the am ount of data the authors m anaged to bring to 
gether and organize into some one hundred analytical tables which enable the reader
to see interesting comparisons concerning both absolute and relative, aggregate and
partial capital flows between Britain and different groups of countries. These are
divided according to their status of relations with Britain (thus colonies with re
sponsible governm ent, dependent colonies, India, Indian princely states, foreign
developed and foreign underdeveloped countries are dealt with separately) while
further subdivisions along geographical and industrial lines are occasionally includ
ed. M aterials from several hundred public, com pany and private archives are used
and an impressive am ount of work must have been exerted to m ake the diverse mass
of inform ation speak one language. To m ake sure, in parts where the authors pro 
cess the data through statistical formulae and models the book offers no easy reading
but on the whole they succeeded in representing their case in an unequivocal m an
ner.
The central argum ent of Davis’ and H uttenback’s study, which is bound to pro 
voke controversial reactions, goes as follows: although the Em pire could have been
im portant for few individual British investors, for the many and for Britain as a na
tion it was economically rather burdensom e than beneficial. How ever, if a stand
point like this is not supported by at least an allusion as to what was it that m ade
Britain exercise all the effort necessary for such an exacting task as building and
m aintaining an em pire of world proportions, the cogency of any am ount of statistics
remains limited. The authors have failed to take into consideration one im portant
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distinction, i.e. that between immediate and long-term or strategic economic inter
est. It seems that the role played by the latter in shaping British imperial policies
has not been duly appreciated in the book. This shortcoming is to a certain degree
connected with the chronological focus of the study. It is, for example, hardly pos
sible to evaluate the “profitability” of African colonies correctly in the period up
to the year 1912, i.e. at the time when the decades of conquest, pacification and
administrative settling down were just supposed to begin to bear fruit.
In spite of the fact that Davis’ and Huttenback’s central thesis will probably find
as many opponents as adherents, their book must be appreciated as a fundamental
and well-documented project which none of the future studies on the relations be
tween Britain and its Empire can afford to ignore.
Ján Voderadský
S e n d e r , John and S m i t h , Sheila: The Development o f Capitalism in Africa.
London-New York, M ethuen 1986. xi + 177 pp.
In spite of a certain pretentiousness of the title, it is natural that no comprehensive
analysis of the development of capitalism in Africa could have been attempted on
some 130 pages of the actual text of the book. The authors had to restrict their grasp
both topically and regionally. Thus they aim at exploring, in a historical perspective,
some internal dynamic processes connected with and leading to the spread of capi
talist relations of production in a sample of eleven sub-Saharan African countries
which include Ethiopia, Ghana, the Ivory Coast, Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique, Ni
geria, Senegal, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
The book can be divided into two basic parts, one concerning the trade, produc
tion and the emergence of wage labour in pre-colonial and colonial Africa, the other
concentrating on trade, industrialization and problems of economic development
of sub-Saharan Africa in the period of independence. The first part focuses on some
basic topics in the development of a peripheral capitalism, such as the imapct of
trade with the advanced economies on the growth of domestic market, the transfor
mation of subsistence goods into commodities, the expansion of transport and its
cultural and political consequences, the transformation of tenurial forms or the de
velopment of industries processing primary commodities. Special attention is de
voted by the authors to the process of formation of a class of wage labourers. They
point to the principal sources and methods of wage labour supply and analyse the
process of transition from coercion to discretion, which went hand in hand with the
spread of proletarization and led to the phenomenal growth of capitalist labour
market towards the end of colonial rule.
From the point of view of political economy, the coming of independence meant,
in the first place, the unprecedented growth of the potential of the new states to
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intervene into the sphere of national economy. In contrast to the nowadays wide
spread ‘om nipotent m arket thesis’, the authors put the problem into the proper his
torical perspective which shows co-ordinated and large-scale state initiatives as
critical in the growth of all late-industrializing economies.
Looking back at the three decades of independence, the authors find it appro
priate to accentuate the rapid developm ent of the forces of production in post-colo
nial Africa. However, against the background of A frica’s ongoing serious economic
crisis, their argum ents sometimes lack persuasion. No m atter what am ount of statis
tics is brought forward as evidence, it is nowadays rather difficult to share, for exam 
ple, the view that the perform ance of the continent in agricultural output over the
period 1960-1982 “com pares very favourably with the rates of change observed his
torically in the now industrialised countries” of E urope (p. 103).
The last chapter of the book considers independent A frica’s economic develop
m ent from an opposite viewpoint, laying stress on the failure to fulfil the potential
for developm ent that existed in Africa in the post-colonial period. Q uantitative data
of economic stagnation or retrogression in some African states are provided and
the determ inants of poor economic perform ance are discussed. H ere the authors
somehow underrate the relevance of the external factor and emphasize the inade
quacy of internal policies resulting in and exacerbating an imbalance between
foreign-exchange requirem ents and availability.
A certain heterogeneity of the book is only too well m atched by its sort of ideo
logical roguishness. Having declared themselves for the M arxist m ethodology in the
Introduction, in the following chapters the authors on several occasions suggest and
explicitly proclaim options and solutions which one could hardly term le ftist’ at all
and proceed, surprisingly, to declare in the last paragraph of the book their belief
in the historical progressiveness of the working class which, however, cannot be said
to eschew “reggressive political forces which are sectarian, economistic, sexist and
racist” (p. 133).
In spite of the observed inconsistencies, it should be noted that the book contains
many original insights which m ake it a welcome contribution to the debate on the
past and the present of capitalism in Africa.
Ján Voderadský

S h e n t o n , R.: The D evelopment o f Capitalism in Northern Nigeria. London.
Jam es Currey 1986. xix + 169 pp.
The grave socio-economic crisis, nowadays facing most African countries, has
proved a challenge to many historians. Their choice has its logic, in order to properly
understand an actual ailment, it is always im portant to look at its background and
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direct one’s attention to critical points and moments in its case history. And this is
exactly what Robert Shenton does in his genesis of the economic crisis in Nigeria:
he concentrates his analysis on the agrarian sector, still the corner stone of Nigeria’s
developing economy, in spite of the loud oil fuss; his geographical focus is the Nige
rian North, the most important centre of the country’s agricultural potential and he
confines his attention to the first four decades of colonialism which brought crucial
transformations to the Nigerian economy and society.
The book is remarkable for its genuinely historical treatment of the matter; save
for the second chapter which is too close to a mere summary of the Marxist argument
on the genesis of imperialism and colonialism, Shenton’s analysis of the develop
ment of capitalism in Northern Nigerians based on an impressive amount of primary
sources from both Northern Nigerian and British archives. Some of these appear
to be little known up to present, such as F. Lugard’s important Political Memoranda
from the year 1906 - in the author’s words a collection entirely distinct from the
similarly titled volume published in 1919, on the basis of which Lugard, as a political
theorist of colonialism, has been generally known and assessed.
The book is structured chronologically and at the same time thematically, which
means that each successive period has been identified and analysed in terms of its
dominant theme. Thus chapters one and two, which are more or less introductory
to the principal subject of Shenton’s analysis, present an outline of the social forma
tion of the pre-colonial Sokoto Caliphate and the origins of the colonial state in Ni
geria. Central to the discussion in the second chapter is the examination of how and
why merchant capital came to be dominant form of capital in the creation of the
colonial state.
Chapters 3 and 4 examine the foundation and origin of colonial capitalism in
Northern Nigeria through the attitudes and actions of the colonial policy makers
towards their newly acquired territory. The author points to some basic strategic
and economic limitations that led to the establishment of the indirect rule, he reveals
Lugard’s essentially pragmatic approach towards the delicate question of the elimi
nation of slavery and follows the development of the British colonial opinion
concerning the ownership of land and the system of taxation - both question of
primary importance and enormous consequences for the economic and social future
of the Protectorate.
Once the theoretical and legal question of the financial basis of the colonial state
has been answered, the problem of the state’s insolvency was to be solved in prac
tice. Northern Nigeria had to be made to pay for its colonial government and the
goal, as the records of the colonial state clearly show, was to be achieved by the
continued increase in the taxation of the rural population. Despite the grave situa
tion and widespread famine, this harsh policy of colonial self-sufficiency, imposed
on rural producers, was persistently continued during the first decades of colonial
rule.
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A most successful piece in this part of the book is what singles itself out as an
excellent case-study in the political economy of cotton growing and railway building
- the two most im portant and interconnected investm ent ventures in pre-W orld W ar
II history of colonialism in N orthern Nigeria. The discussion here is rich and com 
prehensive because it draws m ethodologically on and takes into account what might
be term ed both macro and micro political economy, i.e. its national and interna
tional dimensions, as well as parochial and personal interests of individuals and com 
panies, such as Lugard, E lder D em pster or their rivals, the Niger Com pany. A ctual
ly, this is the m ethod where political economy lends itself best to the service of
historical analysis.
C hapters 5 and 6 examine two basic features of the developm ent of colonial capi
talism in N orthern Nigeria in the 1930s and 1940s, i.e. the concentration of capital
and the state’s entry into m arketing and economic developm ent of the colony. H ere
Shenton’s analysis of economic and political processes which had taken place in
N orthern Nigeria is m ore distinctly put into context with international develop
m ents, such as the great depression of the 1930s, the 1937-1938 Gold Coast cocoa
hold-up and the Second W orld W ar.
The concluding chapter, titled ‘Changelessness’ and ‘D evelopm ent’ shows how
these two notions, “polar elem ents of the dialectic contained in Lugard’s Dual M an
date - the bible of expansion and preservation, m odernization and tradition”
(p. 121), were contradictory and simultaneously com plem entary in the ideological
fram ework of colonialism. The image of changelessness under the indirect rule cre
ated an impression of political legitimacy of colonialism and was used as an eyewash
to cover up dram atic changes, often with serious adverse effects on the local popu
lation, which N orthern Nigerian society underw ent in the sixty odd years of colonial
rule.
R obert Shenton’s book is an im portant and well-written case study in the develop
m ent of capitalism in colonial Africa. It will be appreciated for the am ount of prim a
ry evidence it brings to support its argum ents and enjoyed for its reasonable struc
ture and lucid style.
Ján Voderadský

B a r n e s , Sandra T .: Patrons and Power: Creating a Political C om m unity in M etro
politan Lagos. M anchester, M anchester University Press 1986. x + 261 pp.
The arrival of the form er colonies on the world political scene as independent
nations has contributed to the complexity of both practical and theoretical politics.
The moulding of traditional social and political structures with the new stimuli
brought by Europeans in the period of colonialism and its afterm ath significantly
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enriched the general established principles of the organization of political power.
The process of creating new political patterns was most intense in large towns where
a variety of interests met in the attractive proximity of national and regional, as well
as local power resources. All this makes the them e and the location of the present
study - the developm ent of authority in a large W est African m etropolitan suburb
- a reasonable option.
The book is based on a relatively recent field research in Mushin, the largest ad
ministrative district of Lagos, with special focus on the developm ent of a network
of client-patron relationships, which becam e the basic vehicle for satisfying the de
sires and needs of its inhabitants in the scarce m etropolitan economic and political
means.
Although the patron-client relationship achieved its full significance as the fram e
work of political organization with the arrival of party politics and the opening up
of national resources for indigenous contestants in the last years of colonial rule,
the author points to the long tradition of clientelism in this region, dating back to
pre-colonial times. It is natural that the im portance of this form of socio-political
relation only increased during the colonial years when the small num ber of British
officers, clustered in the few adm inistrative centres, could not possibly control the
vast populations of the relatively unknown hinterland without the use of local mid
dlem en - both traditional and self-made representatives of the people, whose status
as patrons had been strengthened by their m onopoly of contacts achieved with the
alien power.
The author presents a profound analysis of the patron-client relationship which
was organized on the basis of personal contacts and reciprocity. As much as the or
dinary men needed and m ade use of the authority, patronage and middlemanship
of their neighbourhood leaders, the leaders, in their turn, found it necessary to build
a strong sense of indebtedness on the part of clients, which was to be materialized
at such times as elections, when a display of substantial following proved necessary
of the successful contest for an office. The author shows how the individual client
relationship betw een ordinary residents and their neighbourhood leaders, who in
turn were clients to m ore highly placed district leaders, form ed “ascending clusters
of patron-client ties” (p. 142), leading to the few top leaders who concentrated great
political power in their hands.
The author also pays attention to the attem pts of the informal leaders to institu
tionalize their power via the recognition of their chiefship by the official bureaucra
cy, points to the factionalism of M ushin leaders polarized by the latent conflict be
tween the Awori Y oruba (original inhabitants) and settler (later migrants) leaders,
explains the role of the local governm ent (Mushin District Council) and the dom i
nant political party in the region (A ction G roup), describes the impact of the m ajor
political crises of the first half of the 1960s on political life in Mushin and explains
why clientage survived as an “invisible stru ctu re. .. in the day-to-day give-and-take
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of urban political life” (pp. 154-155) in spite of the thirteen years' ban on politics
under the military rule.
In conclusion the author presents some theoretical observations on the relation
ship between power and clientelism and justifiably views the client relationship as
“an almost universal aspect of contem porary political life” (p. 205). H er book is
written in a lucid, unam biguous style and is very much aided by several case biogra
phies and descriptions of the particular confrontation episodes, which help the
reader to get a full-blooded picture of the community politics in an African urban
setting.
Ján Voderaclský
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